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PREFATORY NOTE.

Of

this

Work, Three Hundred Copies have been printed

private circulation

among

the

Members and Friends

for

of the

Drumpellier Family, and some Public Libraries.

At the same time, a

sufficient

remain in the hands of the Printers
in order that each of those

number
for

of Copies will

a reasonable period,

who were presented hj Keir with

copies of the " Stirlings of Keir and their Family Papers,"

may have an

opportunity

of

"Drumpellier Exposition," on
letter, to

obtaining

one

apiDlication in

also

of the

person, or

by

Messrs William Blackwood and Sons, George Street,

Edinburgh.

Edinburgh, AwjHst 1860.

PEEFACE.

At

a very early period of his professional career,

ago, the framer

and writer of the following Exposition was applied

and consulted by WiUiam
of his father,

more than forty years

Andrew

gentilitial rights

and

Stirling,

Stirling,

to

younger of Drumpellier, on the part

then of Drumpellier, in respect to certain

claims, including the representation of the ancient

Stirlings of Cadder, which,

by

had vested

invariable tradition,

in their

family.

On

examination of the documentary and other evidence which

Stirling adduced,

backed with more either then familiar

to,

Mr

or shortly

afterwards recovered by him, the writer saw that the case was not only

an honest one, but possessed incidents remarkable in their way, some

them even of a

of

the

of certain legal questions mooted, especially excited his

interest

ardour and

zeal,

and he not only accepted the

but actively entered upon the discharge of
* This

is fairly

it is

more

prominently announced

conduct the

tragical

and

may

— the instrument or

part of the following narrative (including the

cause of the catastrophe being

and genealogies)

conjoin the far

affecting one of the unfor-

tunate Buchanans of

histories

case,

its duties.

at the outset that " not the least interesting

Cadder and Keir

Leny

much

the same

in both instances, as will be seen in the present

is

See Pre-

face, p. X.

offer to

with which the writer

admitted by the recent Keir

compilation, where

'

This, coupled with

tragical or affecting character.*

the story of the ill-fated heiress of Cadder," ^ and

Exposition.
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In acquiring the Cadder property in 1541 (by what means will be
afterwards shown), the Stirlings of Keir became possessed of the Cadder
charter-chest, rich

in

muniments and writs

and descent of that ancient

illustrative of the history

family, and, doubtless, containing evidence

that would at once confirm the Drumpellier claim on the one hand, or,

—while was natural and
secure every means of information — the matter might thus

on the other hand,
just to all to

set it aside.

In either case

it

ehgibly be settled, and legal proceedings avoided

Mr

;

and, with this view,

William Stirling undertook the task of obtaining permission to

spect the Cadder writs, which, from

what had passed between him,

in-

Mr

Charles Stirling, the brother of the then Keir, and the Keir agent, he had
entertained hopes might have been granted
to disappointment, as will appear
II.

;

but he here was doomed

by the Correspondence

in Chapter

of this work.

An

amicable accommodation, therefore, so sincerely sought by

pelher, being thus out of the question, the only alternative

now

Drum-

left

him

in support or vindication of his geutilitial or preferable Cadder claims,

was

to

betake himself to

who had
them

;

of which resolution Keir forthwith,

peremptorily announced

besides

to the utmost,

writer, in

Law

his intention

was courteously apprised.

of opposing

And, accordingly, the

pursuance of such object, was instructed to arrange and prepare

a legal case for Drumpellier, which, in 1818, was duly submitted to and
discussed

by two

legally constituted Courts.

How

triumphantly he then

succeeded in establishing his desired Drumpellier-Cadder status and
rights,

Nor

wUl be seen
is it

in the course of the Exposition.

the least striking feature of the case that, notwithstanding,

as stated, the bold

and peremptory threat of opposition by Keir against

Drumpellier, he yet refrained from taking any step on these- occasions,

and

actually,

now

conscious of the untoward dilemma into which he

had brought himself by attempting what was ultra

vires,

cahnly allowed

PEEFACE.
him,

if

we may

object without
ance, too,

V

use the phrase, to " walk the course," and attain his
the

which

his family

—a

demur and objection

legal

slightest

forbear-

have wisely exercised down to the present

moment.

The previous conviction and
and

in the justice

reality of their gentilitial rights

tation, being thus sanctioned

Drumpellier family,

belief, therefore, of the

and Cadder represen-

and confirmed by the joint findings and

awards of two public legal judicatories, reddendo singula singulis

where opposition by any party, thinking himself

will be seen,

—

in

as

the

aggrieved or compromised by the counter-procedure of another,

least

was quite open and practicable

—they

at once

might be held

fairly con-

ceded and admitted.

But further

also,

any subsequent

without

rei

inferventus

either,

to give a different cast to the case, or challenge or opposition whatever,

the same undenied rights and status necessarily came, in 1859, over

and above, to be hermetically sealed in favour of Drumpellier against
the utmost efforts of cavil and disceptation,
of forty years that

had elapsed

by the longest

since the epoch of the important legal

proceedings stated in 1818; and a fortiori, too,

added by the
the

present

prescription

time

later increase of

—

still

that require to be

if

paribus

ccBteris

1860, evidently rendering them

quite

— down

to

impregnable and

indefeasible.
,

His mind, as was natural,

therefore, being

deeply imbued with the

'

waiter

Stirlinf?,

preceding

facts, it

was not without some

interest that the present repre-

sentative of the Drumpellier family^ learned in 1859
stated

—that a book had

"The

Stirlings of

recently

made

its

—

in the previous year

appearance under the

title

of

^on'^g^eet
London.'

c^LteV"^
Dec. 28,

Keir and their Family Papers."^

When

he succeeded

^^ss.

in obtaining a perusal of this work, which he did at a public library

(no copy having been forwarded to
understood,

all

others of the

him

or his family, though, as he

name had been

supplied

with them),

'
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he found

Mr

it

had been printed under the auspices and

Stirling of Keir, the honourable

by

his advisers

And

it is

Member

for the behoof of

for Perthshire,

but compiled

and agent.

with

much

regret that, on further examination, he discovered

that these gentlemen had risked and sanctioned gross errors and misrepresentations in fact, to his

Thej have not only almost

prejudice.

ignored the Drumpelliers and their rights and claims in what
to be a full history of the Sterlings, but

shadow or

tittle

is

pretended

most unwarrantably, without a

of evidence, arrogated, on the other hand, for the

time, to their principal, a descent

first

from the Stirlings of Cadder, with the
name, as their direct representative,

chieftaincy, moreover, of the entire

notwithstanding the long undoubted and legally unchallenged preoccupation, as

yet

is

—who

has been proved, of that identical status by Drumpelher

here even excluded from the field of competition

by the Keir

too of the actual abandonment

in-

—and

1818 of the

in the face

Stirling contest

with his family, though before peremptorily advanced and hostilely
proclaimed
cilable

— his

after recreancy

with his vaunts

— and,

and prostration in that

year, so irrecon-

in other words, real discomfiture

on the

occasion.*

The presumption,

if

not audacity, of the procedure, in the peculiar

cumstances, somewhat at
his family status

upon a

were,

tern

first

and that he

stood, as it

repulsed,

it

in the

main commoved him but

But what did give him concern, and the very idea of which

occasioned him

much

annoyance, was, that the

pretensions enunciated in the above
to appear before the public,
to

to attack,

and therefore confident that the attack of such subal-

work could be easHy

little.

startled Drumpellier; but recollecting that

was truly impregnable

rock,

cir-

make a

full

work made

futile
it

and unwarrantable

incumbent upon him

which he was most unwilling to

do, in order

statement of the Drumpellier right, and at once unmask

* See,

for all this,

Chapters

II.

and

III. of the Exposition.
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unsupported and frivolous pretensions

sucli

pretensions which the Keir family, for obvious reasons, and so directly
opposite to the

DrumpeUier conduct, never risked the mooting of

court of law, but once,
actually eschewed

it,

noise of their

The
his

own

age,

and

fled

from the discussion, as

With

if

scared Ijy the

however disagreeable to the present DrumpeUier

after

at

was
—and that
before — was due to those

must be played by himself

due to the memory of those who had gone

who might come

upon the verge of

incautiously brought

footsteps.

rdle or part,

advanced

when

in a

noiv.

It

it

Mm.

this view, therefore,

DrumpeUier did the writer the honour of

opening a communication with him, as the old friend and legal adviser
of his famUy,

and invited him, who was cognisant of the case from

the beginning, and of

all

that had passed on the former occasion, to

undertake the drawing up of a statement of the whole facts and evidence
that coidd be honestly and legally adduced in support

and elucidation of

the DrumpeUier rights.

He, indeed, has for some time previous to this been withdrawing himself

from the practice of

his earlier career,

as

his profession

and the pleasurable

;

but this

case, so

connected with

associations of former days, as well

from the esteem he bears the applicant, possessed such peculiar attrac-

tions in his eyes, that he readUy accepted the offer,

to conduct and frame the Exposition required

long interval,

—the more

so that, in the

he had incidentaUy lighted upon some new pieces of

evidence, besides further arguments

On

and has undertaken

and iUustrations in

its favour.

entering upon his task, the Exponent found that the recent Per-

formance, " The StirUngs of Keir and their Family Papers," professed to

have been printed

for private circulation.

This by some has laeen sup-

posed to preclude criticism, but even under this aspect such rule must

have exceptions, and taken with the announced circulation to the extent

^^^^
J"
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of 150 copies, to parties curious in such subjects, including professed anti-

some public

quaries of course, and

might be

son's Letters to Ho"^'^k

Gun

recfnt^'^dt
tion of tlio

oorresponyui. p. 37.'

and

s^l^^'^S' ^'^

Such

redress.

rulcs of cquity

and

epoch

and the just rights and

risked,

results

as then

was the opinion of book-

much more

favourable case for privi-

any

support the conclusion

Performance, whose circulation has

and

fined to friends

channels.

may

relations,

The work

in every

—rather

a

only given to friends,

is

1781

public forbearance, as far back as

—that " a book once printed,

may

and

Weighty reasons

publication.-^

—and

if so,

a fortiori, the Keir

not merely been restricted or con-

but flowed into more varied and public

in question, therefore,

without farther preamble,

view be so treated.

The same appearing under the auspices and sanction
able

Member

for Perthshire, with, however, the rather

defined title of "
to be

more or

persons

;

The

less

p.xu.

of the Eegistcr of Sasines

may

Keir agent

;

;"

and

*

See Ibid.

John Dundas,

Esq.,

William Eraser, Assistant-Keeper

announced responsible editor

(a

heavy

last

mentioned

responsibility, as

be seen), as well as deducer of pedigrees of branches of the Stirlings

The following

is

'"'

the statement the Editor

g(yg3 of the efforts of the

and

Mr

;

but more especially of the

and other portions of the volume.

3

vague and un-

Family Papers," bears

their

namely, Cosmo Innes, Esq., Advocate

in fact, the

of the honour-

the handicraft or contribution of three respectable

c,s_^ ^hc prcscnt

—

and

Stirlings of Keir

^ See Pre-

note',

refu-

it

Besides which,

justice.

in fact published," hence on a par with

now

interests

can never be sanctioned by the plainest

incompetent judges, in a

leged privacy and
literary

discussion.

and denied with impunity, without the means of

of parties assailed
tation

much

under such professed mask, most

this vetoed, it is evident that,

injurious statements

be held to lose

more open to public

of its private character, and to be the

Were

may

libraries, it

two other gentlemen,

their contributions to the

work

:

—

"

A

part of the accownt of the Keir family

was prepared by John Dundas, Esquire,

C.S.,

who, amidst numerous professional claims on

PEEFACE.
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The Exponent confesses himself here somewhat in a dilemma, from
three separate irons being thus put in the

a portion of the work

may

otherwise, it

be

is

can easily be acknowledged, but when

clear, it

difficult

;

"When the authorship of

fire.

and with

emergency,

this view, in the

and in the case of a quotation or argument therefrom, reference can only

made

be

generally, so as to include the party, to the Keir Performance,

or to its framers

and compilers, under the

style or description of the

Triumvirate, which method, as will be seen, has been adopted.

The step

is

and indeed

suggested,

called for

by common prudence,

because, e converso, through an attempted specification of the author or
writer,

with ignorance, at the same time, of the respective merits and

contributions of the Triumvii-ate, injury might unconsciously be done

by

ascribing to one

as authors

and

—even

what

the best

neither, like Ctesar or

an awkward
versy

—

for

in truth

collision

— are

was

due to another

solely

deemed somewhat an

arise,

and hence,

in'itabile genus,

f

" err e prior em," or " parem,"

Pompey, inclined

might thus

;

evoking perchance a new contro-

which the writer might have the credit

—that

it

would be

as

well to avoid.

Perhaps he also

may

be pardoned for remarking that Keir

submitted himself with too

who have undertaken

much

confidence to the genflemen in question,

their task rather too hastily,* of which, indeed,

and strange inadvertencies, besides what
Keir Performance bears witness, and

is

otherwise exceptionable, the

whom, moreover, a

too ardent zeal to do the utmost for their principal

the unbiassed merits of the case.

Nor

is it

his time, found leisure to interest himself in

owners.

tracing the descent of a house with wliich his

enlarged

own

family."

family has long been connected (that of

Keir obviously).
lume have
of

Mr

also

may have

Other portions

of this vo-

been enriched by the kindness

Dundas, in obtaining charters from the

*

A

benevolent and

may have

blinded to

easy to believe that

Cosmo

Mr

Innes, Esquire,

if

the

....

Dundas's account of the Keir

more just and

eligible line of conduct,

perhaps, the writer has afterwards suggested
in the Exposition at p. 215.

PEEFACE.
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had brought

latter

his intelligent

mind

upon the subject

to bear

command

materials for the purpose being so directly at his

— the

—and

made

himself master of the Keir and Drumpellier's claims, he would have

permitted the undue pretensions and allegations risked in the work
circulated under his auspices to go forth to the world.

The writer humbly conceives that

—now

the Stirlings of Cadder
identified with

Keir interests

length

any

but, at

for the first time vainly

—perhaps too

rate, it is to

Exponent

ever since 1818, against

all

much

evidence

occupies, as has been fully explained,

comers, he strictly was not required at

— of

own

its

production.

correct erroneous impressions that

and show how in
far the

in future abstain

main

may, ex

own

facie,

case

claim to
is

able

however,

the
to
it

;

want

of

unduly

arise

from the

stand.

as functus

;

and, having

and

brochure or work the

any of an anonymous kind,

No

party can here in the

he think himseK aggrieved, or to have a better

Cadder status or representation than Drumpellier, or

qualify
is

may

futile

or rejoinder, far less

for if

or rather utter

to

out of

object, he shall bid adieu to the topic,

agreeably to existing approved practice.

complain

it is

all

His having done so was merely to

from making any such

comment

subject of

reality his

—

Exponent may now be regarded

fully accomplished his

least

at too great

Considering the impregnable and

the pale of law, besides refuted by the evidence

So

and

the Keir Performance, or its invidious attacks, for

notice

latter,

so,

attempted to be

be hoped, supplying data for due appre-

hension of the Drumpellier rights.
foreclosed position the

Exposition he has gone

this

with the questions at issue in reference to

fully into details connected

;

in

an interest in the matter

thought rather

difficult),

he

may

(with

all

submission,

at once have the

most

competent redress by betaking himself to the courts of law, and adopting

.the

actual step of DrumpeUier in 1818, which he therefore

coasistently recommend,

and that proved

so

successful

to

may

him, but
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hitherto quite precluded to Keir

by

xi

the obvious irrelevancy and futility

of his pretensions.

Before concluding, the writer must protest against the strange way-

ward fancy

of ineptly

and ludicrously stringing together

in a pedigree,

for its fictitious consolidation or aggrandisement, as father, or son, or

in a near defined relationship, parties of old merely happening to have

the same Christian
identifying

name and surname,

or the last exclusively, or even

them with one another, but who cannot

The absurdity and irrelevancy must even
must add with

regret, that the

in such practice,

We

tage

Yet we

in the footsteps of Douglas.

should remember, however, that true genealogy

—knowing
;

strike a legal tyro.

Keir Editor indulges in his lucubrations,

and here actually walks

stern potentate, governing

only

legally be connected.

by unswerving

is

an

rigid laws, founded

austere,

on truth

that thereby she can alone act with dignity and advan-

and not a

reckless loose

nymph

or Bacchante, who, in her frolics,

gives vent to every flattering tale and fable, to cajole and unduly elevate

the

credulous

for

salHes of fancy

Queen of the

her

own

profit

and imagination.

aS"ections of our

and amusement of
She would

really

others,

and to

seem the Empress

denounced genealogists,

whom

they are

fain to follow in their peculiar sphere, instead of at once stopping their
ears to her enthralling Circean

many

astray.

music and fascinations, that have led

so

CONTENTS,
CHAPTER

I.

—
question — General

The recent Keir Performance, and preliminary remarks

Details evincing, inter alia, the

necessity of the present Exjjosition, after provocation in that work, from the advisers
of Keir,

who

which

is

a stranger in the matter in

characteristics of the

foreclosed in favour of Drumpellier, with other particulars, including
Esjjeoially disclosing loose and secondary authorities of the
ai-morial bearings, &c. *
case,

is

—

—

Editor of the Keir Performance
His carelessness, besides often mere assumptions
and misrejiresentatious, after the example of denounced Scotch genealogists Exceptionable plan and conduct of the work
Confused and heterogeneous at the outset The
more objectionable when good models abroad might have been followed, such as the
valuable recondite French histories and genealogies, and especially Sousa's magnificent
Two gi-oss misrepi-ehistory of the royal house of Portugal, a chef-cVceuvre of the kind
sentations of the DrimipeUier case in the Keir compilation
More precise details of the
so strikingly abandoned, after hostile vaunts,
futile Keir opposition thereto in 1818,
without any competition on their part Family of Glorat, to whom Keir betook himself
in his emergency, and sought to support him in secret against Drumpellier, proved
but a frail reed, eventually unavailing Indeed, now ungratefully stated in the Keir
work, that there is "no evidence" of the exact or specific Glorat -Cadder descent,
then so keenly backed by the Keir partisans against Drumijellier, and upon which
Nevertheless, in the face of this, and inalone these parties trusted for their purpose
superable obstacles, the former (while they here ignore Drumpellier, thus forcing him to
self-defence) not only arrogate to the present Keir the Cadder representation, but
usurp for him the Cadder armorial insignia with those of other families, to which he
has no right, hazardously enough, as will be seen in the sequel
What is still more
startling, they also suicidally and gratuitously abjure the original right of the Stirlings
of Keir, and the fibulati Strivelienses(&s they may be styled), to theh' heraldic buckles, but
which the Exponent defends while, moreovei-, giving them an extraneous descent
Remarkable absurdity of the Keir work as to the Cadder orthography, with another

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

make-weight of

........

little use,

those of Stirling,

and palpable mistake

of the

anus of a

distinct family for

1-25

ADDENDA.
No.
(1.)

I.

Proof, inter alia, in the Keir Performance, of carelessness, and a striking, almost
precedented, omission, or error, with respect to announced desirable evidence of
demise of the " ill-fated heiress of Cadder in 1588," together with adduction by
Exponent of original proof of the last genuine mention of the lady,
.

(2.)

And

Keir work) is careless in another
besides what will be elsewhere exposed,

proof, again, that

gi-ammatical, too,

it

(the

* It has been judged proper and expedient, for a speedier and
and contents of the chapters more fully than in the text.

.

.

25, 26

and im-

particular,
.

unthe
the

.

26,

27

easier apprehension, to give here the titles

CONTENTS.

xiv

No.

The

Stirlings of

II.

Craigbamet or Craigbamard, and evidence supplying a material deficiency
Keir Performance, and substituting a true ances-

at the outset of their pedigree in the

Duncan Stirling, foisted into the Glorat brief of service in
which, however, in truth enliances their antiquity, ,
1818, to be afterwards noticed
together with the high repute and importance of the Craigbarnet and Glorat families,
of whom the latter are now heirs-male of the former, and inherit independently the
direct representation of the noble houses of the Stewarts and Hepburns, seriatim, Earls
of Bothwell, Lords Hailes, with other dignities,
.
.
27, 28
tor for the supposititious

;

.

CHAPTER
THE DRUMPELLIEK-CADDEB
State of the Cadder representation

Andrew

—That

" HEIESHIP"

.

II.

AND REPRESENTATION.

—On the death
—Primary
the

involves the question at issue

1522

Stirling of Cadder, the last direct heir-male, in

of

steps of

Driunpellier family in 1817 and 1818 to assert their gentilitial rights and Cadder
Kelative corresjiondence between them and that of KeLr in the above years

status

—

Abstract of their evidence then, with important conclusions, and additional corroborative proof
This chapter especially comprises, mter alia of importance
(1.) The
correspondence between the Drumpellier and Keir families in reference to the Cadder
descent and representation, with avowed determination of the latter to oppose the
former; and questions at issue fi-om July 28, 1817, to Febniary 20, 1818, including
material journal (at pp. 45, 46), of William Stii-ling, younger of Drumpellier, 19th
February in the same year, for which see p. 36 to 46 (2.) The printed statement or
abstract of evidence in 1818 of the merits of the Drumpellier case, also bearing upon
points at issue that were fairly communicated to Keir at the time
together with a few
necessary explanations by the wi-iter, for which see again p. 49 to p. 70, and
(3.) The
remainder of the correspondence between the parties alluded to from March 6, 1818,
29-96
to April 9, 1818 inclusive, and for which finally see p. 70 to p. 78,
.
The above correspondence is followed by conceived material inferences and conclusions,
while the subject at large is closed by fiu-ther evidence, illustrations, and arguments,
corroborative of the Drumpellier claim upon the merits, besides what is adduced in
the printed abstract cited in 1818, for which reference may be also made to p. 80 of
this Chapter, down to p. 96,

—

—

—

—

—

.

No.

I.

96-9 8
Decreet in 1535 in favour of Janet Stirling, heiress of Cadder,
This comprises the incident of the ill-u.sage of the lady by Sir John Stirling of Keir, her
forced and illegal union with .James, his son, and undue conveyance, as may be inferred,
of her estate, in 1541, to the latter, there being but little trust to be given to their
statements and expositions in the matter, she being an unfortunate victim in their
hands, much at their mercy, and subjected to their interested designs a,nd machinations,
or those of their tools.
.

No.

.

.

II.

—

or clandestine paction and
mutual quid 2^>'o quo, in accordance with their views, between
James Stirling of Keu' and Thomas Bischop, in 1541, the import of which was
accidentally derived by the Exponent from a copy taken long ago by a curious

The strange

suspicious collusive transaction is here discussed

settlement, with the

CONTENTS.
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Mr Ramsay of Auclitertyre, from the Keir Inventory, but wMch the Keir
Performance suspiciously agaiu neitlier owns nor ventures to give from the original,
which is carefuUy kept in retentis Evident misrepresentation there as to adultery
Probably used with more to coerce or frighten Janet of Cadder who
at the time
into
at any rate could not have been guilty of such alleged and pretended crime
the designs of the j^arties, with other api>rehended obvious remarks, both in reference to
98-101
the document (3^ /ac/e, to the lady and her situation,
.
.
antiquary,

—

—

—
—

.

CHAPTER

III.

CONSULTATIONS AND LEGAL STEPS OF PARTIES

WITH THE FINALE.

Minutije of legal procedm-e by the Drumpellier family in support of their Lettyrand Cadder
Including especially, at the outset, strenuous exertions of Keir for
rights and status
But, after much fmitless painful scrutiny and
himself, and to thwart and oppose them
research, only evoking and conjuring vq> a ghastly and mysterious new personage, John
Stirling of Bankeir, the true (though long-secreted) Keir representative, to the surprise
and dismay of the Keii' conclave At length, as has been seen, desisted from ExplanaThe Keir advisers next induce
tion as to the said John, his status and peculiar history
Glorat legally and openly to oppose Drumpellier, though still acting clandestinely, and
Drumpellier, however, in April 1818, sucsupplying him with the " sinews of wai-"
cessfully carries his service up to Lettyr, the main and more direct object, in the face of
every opposing obstacle, but precluded from going into the merits of the Cadder question by a mere objection of Glorat in point of form, who, as well as Keir, dreaded such
Drumpellier, however, here also eventually successful and unopposed,
discussion
gained the full victory, Glorat even, in his tm-n, having abandoned the field The case
now, after the expiry, too, of the longest prescription of forty years and more, thus
Together with substantiation of other material
foreclosed to all against Dnimpellier
Including gross misrepresentations in the Keir work against
facts formerly stated
him and Janet of Cadder With general remai-ks, &c.,
102-130

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

CHAPTER

.

,

TV.

Robert Stirling of Letter, the Drumpellier ancestor, identical with Robert Stirling,
proved younger brother of William Stirling of Cadder in 1492 ? What is required to
fix this point
The inconsistent, and, as might be thought, suspicious mode of giving
the Cadder writs and evidence in the Keir compilation
The transcendaut and chivalrous Cadder ci'est in the above year, now unduly conjoined with an inferior one over
Refutation again of the attack made in the same work upon
the Keir shield of arms

Is not

1

—

—

—

—

the original and exclusive right of the Jihulafi Sirivelienses to their armorial buckles
Palpable misrepresentation there of the antiquity of the Keir arms, not yet proved

—

—

have been borne prior to 1448 Further remarks on the subject of those of the
northern Cawdors (including another misrepresentation there), who, in respect to their
incidental armorial device, may be in pari casu with the Pelhams in England
With
additional illustrations
And what may be the appropriate Stirling of Cadder and
Keir bearings That of the former preferable in just heraldry While their representative was styled Stirling " of that Ilk," confii-ming their being chiefs of the Stirlings,
in aopordanoe with the Keir Performance, and a style now vested in Drumpellier aa
to

—

their heir,

—

—

—

...

.

.

CHAPTER

.

.

.

131-161

V.

KEIR PRETENSIONS, AND PEDIGREE.
Preliminary remarks, and exposition of undue assumption of the Stirling and Cadder status,
as chief of the name, by Keir
With gross misrepresentations, &c. in the Keir Performance Including usurpation there of the old Cadder crest, thi-ough which a fine
and escheat of the work to the Crown is incurred by an Act of Parliament The Keir

—

—

—

CONTENTS.

xvi

origin and descent, though immaterial to the Drampellier family, whose Cadder status
No
has been fixed and recognised, nevertheless next gone into The same uncertain
clue thereto supplied by their first possessions, as in the Cadder and Drumpellier
instances
John de Striwelyne, so simply styled (and never of Eathoran) in 1338, their
jiresumed ancestor
Quite unappauaged, and solely indebted to his wife, aladyof family,
for an interest in any lands, rather strangely settled exclusively upon her and her heirs
The settlement incidentally affords the only glimpse of John, of whose family, too,
nothing transpu-es Acomplete blank intervenes from thence down to 1414 and 1423
Kefutation of en-oneous representations and bare assumptions to the contrary in the
Keir work With impressions and inferences as to the Keir origin and descent in
Luke Stirling of Eatheme (a small property, how acquired uncertain)
hoe stcUu
an Armiger or Squu-e, and artifex sum fortune, properly the Keir founder, a man of
the Keir
talent and resiaectability, from whom the Keir descent downwards is plain
family first baronial in 1473
Charge mooted against Sir William Stii-ling of Keir
Upon the
of being participant in the murder of James V., with some new evidence
whole, no proper proof yet of a Keu'-Cadder descent, far less representation, that ought
never to have been started Keir origin still unascertained, and demanding investigation
New evidence meanwhile by the writer of the preceding Luke Stirling of Eatherne in 1414, and a property held by him, favourable to his rank and character, 162-186

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

A

DDE N DA.
No.

Full

Copy

I.

Grant by John de Ergadia, Lord of Lorn, to Mary, his father's
or his paternal aunt, of lands of Eathorane, &c., in 1338, with remarks upon
peculiar and unprecedented import, exclusive and privitive to the lady and irrespecin essentials of

sister,
its

tive of the

husband, as shown or tested by other relevant instances,

No.

.

.

187-189

II.

.......

Proof refuting the Statement in the Keir Performance that John, Lord of Lorn, in 1338,
nephew of Mary, wife of John de Strivelin, was " the last of the male line of the
ancient Lords of Lorn,"
189, 190

CHAPTER

VI.

Futile attempts again of the Keir Performance, through their visionary ancestor, Sir Wil-

—

liam Stirling, before and after 1300
Who, though a broken reed, is unsuccessfully
resorted to by the former in every emergency to connect the Keirs with the gi-eat
Vicecomites de Strivelin
True deduction of the oi-iginal ancestry and descent of
the latter, the founders of the jibulati Strivellenses
Their ancient patrimonies,
Eefutation of the preposterous efforts
Uchiltrie and Cadder, so long in their line
likewise of the Keir work to castrate or ignore as ancestors the earlie.st of the above
Vicecomites de Strivelin, and to plant in their room certain motley nondescript
Stirliugs
and further stiU, to make the Keirs, still through their visionaiy ancestor.
Sir William Stii-ling, their descendants and representatives, by a fabulous pedigree,
eked back to 1130, the more to redound to the Keu- antiquity and glory AU little
worthy of serious discussion Church tenure The fief of Cadder, so long the heirloom of the Jibulati Stnvelienses, siugidarly a barony held of a bishop and archbishop, vested with the high powers of a Eegality or Palatinate, of which there are a

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

few parallel instances in England and Scotland Sir John de Strivelin, the Scottish
renegado and English knight and baron, who figured before the middle of the
fourteenth century and afterwards
Crude and absurd notion, if intelligible, of his
191-217
origin in the Keir work
.
With general remarks and conclusion,
,

—

—

CONTENTS.

A

xvii

DDE NDA.
No.

I.

Statement of the peculiar legal custom of " Saint Mimgo," or " Saint Mungo's Widow," in
the Diocese of Glasgow, curiously illustrated by legal practice in 1532, in the very case
then cited from record of Marion Tleming, the widow of Alan Heriot, proprietor of
lauds there, and subsequent wife of Robert Stirling of Bankeir and Letter, the Drumpellier ancestor, reported by Sir James Balfour, Lord President then of the Court of
Session, in his Practiques of the Law of Scotland, and deemed worthy of special
notice by Chalmers in his Ca^ec^oftia,
.
.
.218,219
.

No.

.

II.

......

The See

of Glasgow a Eegality or Regal Barony, and Cadder holding of
proved by what follows, «6ic?.,

No.

it

as a Barony,

219,220

III.

Ragman RoU in 1292 and 1296, as yet inadequately given or illuswith a suggestion of its being a good medium, together with natural and
accessible accessories, for minute and interesting accounts of Scotch families,
220, 221

Allusion here to the
trated,

.

No. IV.

....

Singular instance of the Keir Editor in effect also ignoring the writer and others on the
occasion of the Winton Service in 1840, precisely as the leading features and merits
of the Drumpellier case in the Keir Performance,
221-223

This involves the progress of the case of the Service of the Earl of Eglinton, as heir-male
of the Earls of Winton, from 1825 to 1840, how it originated, and who were throughout its main and sole legal conductors to the exclusion of any others, in refutation of
what may follow from a narrow, inadequate, or biassed statement thereof in a recent
work of the Editor.

CHAPTER

VII.

....
....

Biographical and historical sketches and notices of the preceding Sir John Stirling of
Keir and Thomas Bischop, who acted such important parts in reference to the Cadder
Family and otherwise, both publicly and privately,
224-249

L
II.

Sir

John

Stirling of

Keir (1503-1539),

Thomas Bischop, Armiger

(his chivalrous

and due

style),

.

.

224,234
234-249

ADDENDA.
No L
Remarkable

.......

instance, in the seventeenth century, of the dangerous influence

tions of sons of
sex,

Edinburgh burgesses with the higher and most beautiful

and

attrac-

of the fair

260, also partly 253

CONTENTS.

xviii

No.

II.

members of good and even
high families following, evgn as late as last century, secondary professions and trades,
restricted now to the lower orders, exemplified in the instances of Hommyl in
1477, and families of Mowbray of Cockairney, Brodie, Seaton of Garltoun, and
Primrose,
251-253

Respectahility formerly of tailors in Scotland, and cases of

.,.....,.

Drumpellier, Bankeii', and Lettyr Pedigree or Genealogical Table (marked No.

I.),

254

.

Genealogical Tree, deduced partly from statements in the recent work, The Stirlings of
Keir and their Family Papers, and legal authorities of the Exponent (as explained
in Exposition, p. 49, note '"'), in reference to the more immediate objects in view
the
Gadder Family, including that of Carse Sir William Stirling in 1270, 1295, the
putative Keir ancestor
as also to the Keir family
showing how the descent and
pedigree of the latter precisely stand at present (marked No. II.),
255, 256
,
.

—

—

—

—

GENERAL APPENDIX.
No.

I.

Exposition of the errors, dishonesty, and malpractices of Douglas, the Peerage writer, in
his statements and deductions of Scottish pedigrees,
.
.
.

.267

No.

II.

..........

Original evidence of the first Hameldon or Hamilton settler in Scotland, and his possessing lands there, with incidental remarks about the origin of the Scotch Hamiltons,

258,259

Explanatory Note as to case of Eiddell against Brymer in 1811, in regard to the ignorance
of a lawful impediment to a marriage de facto and putative, by only one of the parinvolving, too,
ties, making then- offspring lav^iful, though not upholding their union
that of Sir James Stu-ling of Keir, Janet Stirling, Lady of Gadder, and their lawful son, John Stirling of Wester Bankeir, with authority showing that Scotch modern
legal doctrine was likewise, last century, in favour of such legitimacy long subsequently
to the Reformation in 1560, within which conclusively favourable epoch, however,

—

the case of the latter comes,

.

.

.

.

.

.

259, 260

made in the Contents, see p. v., line
to add, that a copy of " The Stirlings of

2d from foot, the writer is most
Keir and their Family Papers"
was, 10th of June 1859, sent Mr Stirling of Drumpellier, by the Honourable Member
for Perthshire, with polite regret that he had not got it sooner (since its first
circiUation, as far back as September 6, 1858*)
owing to a mistake or omission of
the Keir Editor, accidental according to the latter,

Since a statement

happy now

—

* See Keir Performance, Prefatory Note, p.
to of Exposition.

iii.,

the true date, instead of Dec, 28, 1858, as in page referred

COREIGENDA ET ADDENDA.
Page 42,
...

12,

line 11.
...

3.

—For " second" heir, read "served heir.
— Even
be explicitly proved that Craigbernard recognised Keir as chief, that might
"

if it

not be conokisive, chief not beiug held (as was maintained in a case) nomcn juris, nor always
per se denoting direct blood representation. Tiie woU-known Scotch designation " of that
Ilk," pre-eminently applied to a family, and, as has been seen, to the Stirlings of Cadder, is
much more .signific.int and unequivocal in such respect.
...

...

107, note.— Further, to shovi' the hackneyed and confessed technical import of " natural and lawful,"
the Imperial Crown of France, by the organic decree in 1852, is eventually settled on Jerome
Napoleon Buonaparte and his direct descendants, " natural and legitimate," certainly including
the lawful only, and technically affixing such exact sense to the words.

—

from foot. A charter in a private charter-chest, dated Linlithgow, June 2, 1479, to
Robert Livingstone, son and heir-apparent of Henry Livingstone of Middlebinning, " ct Jonete
Streuelyne, spouse sue," is witnessed also by "Mayistris Humfridro Strirelyne, et patricio were,
." (evidently, though partly obliterated by time,
vicario de benyug, Willelmi Strev
Ka
William Strivelin of Kader) the whole, we may conclude, a Livingstone and StirUng of Cadder

132, line second

.

.

.

.

.

;

family transaction.

—

3.
Of course the argument of the filain bend in favour of Cadder is relevantly based
Sir David Lindsay's Matriculation Register in the reign of James V., the unexceptionable ruling authority irrespective of what may have in part erroneously preceded and with
wliich the subsequent heraldic practice and understanding are ever in conformity
the bend
inyrailed being then, too, as clearly and uniformly the exclusive distinctire Keir bearing.

150, paragraph

upon

—

—

;

...

175,1line 12.

For " delecto armigero nostro," read "

dilecto armigero nostro."

—

...206,]pai-agraph 2.
There still remains, it seems, another gross misrepresentation to be exposed
in the Keir work, it not being easy to exhaust them.
At p. 66, ibid., it is actually afiSrmed
that "the lauds of Ochiltrees, in the parish and county of Linlithgow
prolsably first
became the property of the family {of Keir, undouhtcdhi, it heincj here exclusively discussed) in
the 12th or 13th century " when they certainly only first were acquired by them at the much
later epoch of 1541, by the nolcd transaction, then sufficiently spoken to.
Nor is this a solitary
instance of the kind there is, over and above, forsooth, the equally unfounded and flagrant one
of the acquisition of Cadder by Keir at the same distant period, palpable enough in the
page referred to. Neither has the Keir editor (in keeping with Lis usual fashion) adduced any
authority of Ochiltrees being in the Stirlings in the 12th century, and he may be unaware of
the curious and interesting deeds regarding it in the Chartulary of the Priory of St Andrews.
(See£.tj)os. ,pp. 194-5,) as he quotes not a word of it, or has more than the above of such ancient
Stirling tenure of the fief by Cadder solely, not by Keir.

....

!

;

—

...

212,

two

last paragraphs, /6.— By authentic legal evidence adduced by Hodgson, in his recondite History of Northumberland, Sir John de Strivelin, the Scoto-Anglo Knight, was iufeoffcd 31st of
Ed. III. (1357) in the Manour of Camboys, &c., and the 41st of the same monarch (1367), other
lands, including Bedelynton, were granted "prefato Johanni de Strevelyn, et Johunni filio sua
1 Vol. ii.,
JAM DEFUNCTO," 1 thus introducing us to his son of the same name, who had predeceased. Hodg- Part ii. p. 5.
son has equally established that the Knight, and Joan his wife, styled one of the three coheiresses of Richard de Emeldon, in the first of Richard II. (1377), had lands in Holforth,
2P.31(3, note.
which they settled upon John de Jliddleton, and Christian, his wife.It is proved, by an English i-ecord in the text,'' that in 1364 the fealty " Johannis de Strive- 3 See Expos,
lyn, chivaler qui duxit in uxorem Jacoham iertiam filiarum Richardi de Emeldon defuucti de pro- p. 212.
parte sua mauerii de Jermuth."'*
This Jacoba must evidently be the same with the preceding i Tlie .same
Joan do Emeldon. And lastly, it is proved, by an inquisition (in perfect concurrence with with Jessiimth.
Hodgson) by WaUis, in his history of the same county,'' that Sir John died, 2d of Richard II.
s See vol. ii.
(1378), infeoffed, " cum uxore sua," who must still have been the same lady, in the Manor of p. 641.

Burnton there.
He was evidently opulent, and a large proprietor, independently of the inheritances of his two
wives, Barbara de Swinburne, and Joan de Emeldon, both co-parceners, having acquired
various grants of lands, from Edward III. (with whom he was in high favour), as well as certain
parties in Northumberland, while utterly estranged from any Berwick burgesses or ancestry, so
absurdly introduced with him as if connections, in the Keir Performance, under the head of
the " Sir

John de

Striveling" in question."

See Keir
Perform6

ance, p. 195.

COREIGENDA ET ADDENDA.
History,

*

vol.
ii.

Part

ii.

p. 233.

2 Ibid., vol.

Part

i.

ii.

p. 357.
8 Iljid.

Barbara de Swinburne figures in Hodgson as eldest daughter and co-heiress cf her distinguished family in 1327,^ and, he adds, was succeeded by Sir John de Strivehn, certainly her spouse,
from whom her property descended to the Middletons of Belsay. He has explicitly stated that
the knight died without issue ^ of course, by either of his wives, Barbara or Joan, the last of
whom survived him; and represents the preceding John de Middleton and Christian his wife
as taking Belsay and otlier parts of his property by what we would call a singular title,'*
under a special destination but he seems not to be borne out by his evidence here.
He
infers that he had died childless in 1374; because, by an authority he adduces from an English
record,'* Edward III. is there proved, owing to such conceived reason, to have granted his lands
of Flasfieat in Yorkshire to Sir John de Surry. This, however, could not be, seeing it is legally
established by Wallis, and elsewhere even admitted by Hodgson, that the knight did not die
till 1378, the true year of his death
and the authority in question only imports a grant
to Surry of Flaxfleat, which it states, " Johannes de Strivelin, chivaler, tenet (thus at the
moment) ad terminum vile," without the least notice of his death as its inductive cause, that must
have been in virtue of a transaction between the parties. Added to the above, Hodgson ^ further
informs us that the " Tower of Belsay 'was the residence of John de Middleton, chevalier, in
the reign of Henry V.
and as it has the arms of Middleton impaUnij Strirelin (which, it
is to be regretted, he does not describe), I think it probable (he says) that it was built by
him and Christian hisioife, in the time of Edward III." These are the material persons who
have been noticed, and hence Christian, from such impalement of her arms, evidently as John's
wife, being a de Strirelin, must, instead of a stranger, have either been Sir John Stirling's
daughter (as has been represented), or a near relative supported, too, by his grants and devolutions of his projierty in her favour. Be this as it may, Hodgson'' has legally established
that the lady by the said John left issue John Middleton, who, by an inquisition in 1397, was
found to be their heir.
Upon the whole, the matter here requires some more elucidation it thus not being quite
clear, as stated in the Exposition,' that Sir Jolin left by Barbara Swinburne, his first wife,
" female descendants, who continued his line;" and it being entirely English, may be best left
to tlie study and scrutiny of an English antiquary, having access to the proper English
" That he (the knight, in the mean time, contenting ourselves with this closing
records.
quotation from Hodgson)* resided much in the county {Xorthumhcrlandshire) is plain, from the
figuring of his name as a witness to charters and the high consideration in which he was
holden may be inferred from his generally standing at the head of lists of witnesses."
Abstracting from his treason, he certainly was a distinguished, and probably meritorious
person, besides his unimpeached descent (there being nothing of the burgess in it) " and his
rank as an English baron, he was employed by Edward III. in Continental warfare, and
intrusted by that monarch with the most important posts and commands in Scotland, where
he acquired considerable fame. In particular, he gallantly measured swords with Sir William
Douglas of Lidisdale, " the flower of chivalry," as he was pre-eminently styled, who, however,
in 1338, as Fordun'" transmits, though not until after " dirum etiam conjlictmn apud Craggia
de Cra^gm, cepitfSLC devicit dominum Johanncm de Strivelin;" as also his " quingentos Strive-

—

;

^Abbreviatio
Rotuloi-uni

Originalium
in curia
Scaccarii,
vol. ii. p.

;

3.51.

Vol.

5

Part

i.

ii.

p. 359.

;

6 Ibid., pp.
362-3.

7

See Expos.,

p. 209.

8 Hi.stoi7,

vol.
ii.

i.

Part

p. 357.

—

—

;

a See Keir
Perform-

ance, tit
supra.

See Scotochronicon,
>»

edit.

vol.

Goodal,

ii.

p. 329.

See Macpherson's
11

Edit., vol.
ii.

p. 227.

;

—

a victory, doubtless, that gave additional laurels to the former.
account of the battle," states that Douglas then
linos "

Winton,

in

his

" Fawclit wylli Jbon of Slryvelyne,
Tliat

And

him with our

Sir John, the Scoto-Anglo knight, who, shortly before, in 1335, had
lord, Edward III., " officium Vicecomitatus de Edeneiurr/he
cum pertinentiis ac castruni nostrum ibidem custodiendi quamdiu nobis placuerit," '- of
course Edinburgh Castle, in a manner the key of the kingdom, of which he hence was keeper
or captain.
he was Uberated, after the "direful" battle at the Craigs of Craggin in
1338, or how his capture can be othei-wise verified, is unknown.

which

identifies

obtained from his

12

Rot. Scot.,

vol.
382.

i.

p.

wes of Eifjpnburch Cniiitrnie,
tuk hym thare wyth wekil payne ;"

now

liege

How

—

marked No. II. " Sir John de Striveling, Kngt., Lord of Carse and Alva," is
the father of Marjory, married in 1357 to John Menteith, ancestor of the Menteiths of Carse; but this is erroneous, there having been, as can be legally proved, intermediate
generations to Marjory ; and such intimation is merely given because introduced into the Keir
work, for the entirety of whose statements, as the writer has pointedly intimated, he is of course
not answerable.

255, 256, Pedigree

made here

SOME EEMAINING ADDENDA EI CORRIGENDA.

Page

—

In the " Rer/istrum Honoris de Morton" (Vol. ii., containing
there is a grant by "Maria de Strivehjne, domina de Rohertstone"
in Clydesdale, of that barony, to Sir William Douglas, Lord of Lidisdale, " the flower of
chivalry," his heirs and assigns, in the reign of David II.
This Mary is also jireviously proved
to have been of the same poHtics with Sii- John de Strivelin, the Scoto- Anglo knight and baron,
^
From her barony thus Ij^ng in Lanarkshire, that UbiU., p. 52.
but subsequently pardoned for her treason.
also contained Cadder, she may have been of the Cadder Carse Stirling stock, and hence a
relative of the knight, whom we may conclude to have been of C'arse ; ^ and may not the pre- sSeeExpiis.,
ceding grant by Mary de Strivelin of her barony to the Lord of Lidisdale in which he was I'- ^^"
confirmed by the Cro^vn ^— have been in implement of the conditions of the antecedent libera- 3 See also
tion of the former (through the intervention of friends) by Lidisdale, who is proved to have Regist.
captured him at the battle of the Craigs of C'raggin ?
Morton
26.
In reference to what is objected in the Exposition, p. 26, the writer has not deemed it requi- !'• '^•
site to notice a vague intimation of Sir James Stirling of Keir, in his WUl, September 4, 1588
(see Keir Performance, p. 429), that a " securitie .... maid to Jhonne remane with his
moder, sa lang as scho lewis " confessedly unknown nondescript persons who by no proper
or legal purport, if such a plea or pretence be risked, can be identified with Janet of Colder,
and John her son. She, indeed, had long previously estranged herself from Sootlancl7 with
her husband, in an unknown quarter of England nor is the above .John in the WiU styled son
of Sir James, like his certain offspring, Archibald and James, as he woidd have been there as
well as elsewhere, if in view.
Nevertheless the Keir Editor, in his accoimt of the Will in the
text of his work,'' has de facto interpolated the words "his son" {i.e. Sir James's) before tliis ^Sne. p. 40.
new John, as if they toere there !

end

XX.,

of the third paragraph.

"Ancient Charters,"

p. 50),

—

...

—

—

—

;

3d

of last paragraph, for

102,

...

3d

of

103,

...

8th from

105,

...

9th, for

121,

...

last,

122,

...

123,

...

174,

...

176,

...

93, line

" so risked reprehensively, " read " so reprehensively risked."

Contents of Chapter
foot, for

for
court.

"any

9th from foot, for "we may yet complimentarily atlmit in their instance," read "there
might yet be comiilimentariJy admitted in their instance."
for " Euphemia Rose," read
"prior," read "previous."

1st,

7th of second paragraph from the

4th and last of third jiaragraph, for

198,

...

2d

of fourth paragraph, for

...

3d and 2d from

...

7th, for
last of

...

241,

...

"he

"Euphemia Ross;" and

foot, for
'

also," read

from

foot,

for

" progeniture," read "progenitors."

relative, "

'

in line 6th

"

it

read

'
'

relativfe.

also."

foot, for " Comituimi," read Comitum."
" 1818," read " 1860."

207,

217,

236,

in a civil

6th from foot of second paragraph, for " Cadder's claim," read "the DrumpelHer Cadder
claim."

...

...

"any judge ordinary

4th of latter half of note, for " Lord Ordinary of the supreme civil coiui;," read "judge
of the supreme civil court, or Comt of Session, in the first instance."

...

...

to enable the preceding."

other in the supreme civil court," read

182,

219,

after "himself."

"poin," read "point."

192,

221,

"and"

III., dele

"to enable them," read "

second paragraph, for " Caledonise, " read " Caledonia.

first paragraph, under No. IV. for "title of nobility, "read "tide of nobility."
second paragraph, for " acutely," read " actually.
2d of first quotation from Buchanan, for " Britamii,i, " re,ad "Britaima:" and in 2d line
of the second quotation from him, for " concUioque," read " consilioque.

10th of
last of

,

COMMENTS,

CHAPTER
THE RECENT
alia,

IvEIR

&c.

I.

AND PRELIMINARY REMARKS

PERFORMANCE,

DETAILS EVINCING,

infer

THE NECESSITY OF THE PRESENT EXPOSITION, AFTER PROVOCATION IN THAT WORK,

PROM THE ADVISERS OF

WHO

KEIR,

IS

A STRANGER IN THE MATTER IN QUESTION

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CASE, WHICH

FORECLOSED IN FAVOUR OF DRUM-

IS

PELLIER, WITH OTHER PARTICULARS, INCLUDING ARMORIAL BEARINGS, ETC.

Seldom,

perliaps,

may Scotch

antiquaries, especially those addicted to genti-

have been more

litial or genealogical inquiries, family histories, or memorials,

interested than they doubtless were at a first survey of the

printed and circulated, entitled "

The Stielings

work recently

of Keir and thetr Family

Papers."
It comprises a thickish

by Byron

in

— of rather

comparatively speaking

smaller quarto

unsymmetrical proportions

—

"

dumpy," we would almost

the case of the female form

the liberahty and munificence of

Mr

—

accomplished representative of the above

;

which we are indebted to

for

Stirling

of Keir,

the eminent and

and we certainly concm-

with the editor/ that the " example thus set

—probably the

first

kind executed by a Scotch proprietor at his own sole chai'ge
generally followed

by the owners of other ancient

are such performances valuable

and interesting

— the descents and connections of

denounced

say, so

work of the

—may yet be

charter-chests."

in regard to their

families, their fate

in hoping,

Not only
main object

and private fortunes

referred to,
p. xv.
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they often further contribute, by means of writs and muniments

dis-

first

important facts and information in the broader and more public

closed,

departments of history and law, esjicciaUy

must not be

hastily or inadequately undertaken

—

careless or inaccm-ate

—

on the other hand, duly comj^iled and matui'ed
without unfair bias, make-weights, and platitudes

be regretted, in a certain

with a decided selection of what

truly

is

—

but,

gi'ammatical withal, and

—

^charges to which,

Keir Performance

degi'ee, the

But then, such works

consistorial.

new and

may be

it is

to

obnoxious,* and

material, else they

may

sadly disajjpoint expectations, and injm-e the very cause they design to serve.

Mere assumption and gratuitous inferences
and

ciently exploded with us,

indulged
strict

— should

in

which

our

built

—including

genealogy

their chief basis, are alien.

sions,

more enUghtened

Lord

to

which

iiights

the

facts, after

Hailes, in all

by

age,

antiquarian

of fancy, not imseldom

He, and those distinguished in the same sure

only authorities

the

—

singularly not yet sufii-

on sound and relevant

bright precedent and example set us by

track, are

—

antiquarian writers formerly

especially be .substituted, in this

and apposite reasoning

discussions

also

and models to be adopted on such occa-

complete exclusion of secondary manipulators Hke Douglas,

to the

and that much-to-be-dejjrecated

Playfair, &c.,

who

class

did so

much

last

century to bring Scotch pedigrees and private histories into discredit and
disrepute.

The

first,

the callous or unwitting bastardiser of the Hamiltons,

the strange result of his undue venal attempts to enhance then- Scotch
antiquity,!
alogy,

the Coryphaius of tricks and sad devices in his native gene-

is

whose dishonest and unprincipled practices

* For example, in part, of such, on the
grounds of carelessness and strange omissions, with grammatical error, see Addenda

to

this Chapter,

particulars.

under No.

I.,

with relative

It is proposed, in the course of

See

man

Rag
Roll,

ciubcopy,
''

^'

'

preposterous aud untenalile for a moment's notice.

Douglas, however, while he also palms off

this fable, in order to

add a few inches to their

Scotch antiquity makes the above patriarch

„

jjeierred tn

Gilbert figure as early as 1272, by means of a by Douglas

this Exposition, to

grant then of the chiu'ch of Cragyn to the

chartulary

subjects

Abbey

seeiiis

throw all notes, with their
aud evidence, too long for paginal
insertion, into the Addenda.
f Walter FiTZGiLBERT DE " Hameldon," of
'

1

in that dejjartment are

the county of Lanark,

Edward

I.

in 1296,' like

compatriots,

is

who swore fealty to
so many of his Scotch

the earliest ancestor legally

proved of the Lanarkshire Hamiltons, or of
Cadzow, or noble house of Hamilton, their pretended descent from an English Earl of Leicester antecedently, by genealogists, being too

of Paisley, witnessed, as

" Gilbertus

he

states,

by

de Hambleton, Walterus, Senes-

callus Scotie,

'

Comes de Menteth."^

'

There

^

first edition,

is

v..i.

nothing in support of the identity of the latter
Gilbert with the preceding and further still,
;

upon examination

of his authority, the Chaxt-

ulary of Paisley,'

will be found that he merely

it

'

^""J^Sf,

figures in the grant, not, as aliove, first witness,

even before the Earl of Menteth (there grossly
misrepresented also by Douglas, as Stewart of

3

i.

p.sa".

Maitland

{iJj^tj^"*''
P- 32.
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capable of the fullest detection and exposition, and have recently, too, in a

remarkable degree, been exposed by Chalmers in his

And

however, singularly enough,

rity of some, in all his guises,

a popular and even favoiu-ite autho-

still

and quoted and

his

may

7iot

Guthrie

1

AH

opposites to trutli,

He
He

calls forth livinq
•'

He,

—Who,

far

all f

to complete the whole,

will transpire in the sequel

manner,

it

may be

man

;

too

true,

;

Guthrie's English Peers."

may

not either be inappropriate

from the Keir

said that he largely

" Calls forth children

;

the due course of years,

loins, in

the rich, hlood of

to

friiitful

preceding, at the outset, curiously too,

what

led.

most strange but

magic makes them

Whilst from theh

Flows

,„
pp. 39, 40.

plan,

hajJi^j'

from the

was not, nor is so there
but in his wake as a humble churchman
others of his calling, a vicar, two chapand the rector of a parish, under the sig-

In

editor's lucubrations.

and miraculously,

in genealogy,

bctrren stock,"

Scotland, wliich be

only be of low, but of spurictus origin.

styled),

this

after

honesty or malpractices by the former, more
of the kind will be found against him in the
next reference to his iniquities noticed in the

laius,

uificant description, " Gilhfrto de

Hameldon,

is

—

test under No.

churchman, at the period, is sufficiently clear. To prevent the knowledge, however, of which untoward adjunct, the same not-

this work.

ecclesiastic or

able writer

from the

— will

it

be credited

?— in his

excerpt

it, and
and evidently

first

of condition,

laic,

from his fahe insertion or

inter-

polation, as first witness in the testing clause.
It need not be

added that, if so descended from
Hameldon, according to
Douglas, of which there is not the sHghtest
evidence, the house of Hamilton would not
this clerical Gilbert

I. in the general Appendix to
But for new original evidence of the
Hameldon or Hamilton, settler in Scot-

laud,

and

ibid.,

No.

his possessing lands there, see also
II.

* For proof of all these charges, both by the
and Chalmers against Douglas, see No.

Chartularj'-, entirehj mirpresses

represents this Gilbert as a

But

not the only instance of such dis-

Clerico," the import of which term, as a mere

wi-iter
I.

of Appendix referred

to.

pp. 26-7, but carelessly, without
giving the page in Douglas,

t See

ibid,,

J iJourflass Peeraije was published in 1764,
thus only two years before the lines in reference
to Guthrie

j^gg

™'- '„

forth after they are dead

In wedlock's sacred hand joins man

rare

g^i^.

;
'

from the baeren stock ;

beyond the springs of nature

By some

PoGiusmider "The
1

like him, can call

and conquer

He, on a curious, new, and

And,

:

waters from the rock

calls forth children

Makes women bring

like

much exceeded,

^

and stigmatised by ChurchUl

" In there

to

in the recent Ken-

not be

peculiar bent, even by Guthrie, the cotemporary EngUsh Peerage

writer, \ so lashed

The

upon

relied

performance for a material Keir connection,t he
in

Caledonia.''''

by Churchill.
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in

—

of Douglas, also,

sentations,

Gadder descent

may be added

it

reducmg these matters of antiquity
Keir editor

^,

^,

.

bee Keir
Performance, under

theswl""'
img«," pp.

vices

;

and

truth,"

to be lamented, were

and

to a state of chaos or

— again

—adduce

trivial or

Of

ancient facts.

in

is

more-

mere assumptions and misor dishonest

de-

in substantiation uf

denounced writers or authorities

this class

Cimmerian dark-

after the fashion of Douglas,^

course not in his expedients

representations, though of
„
'

cohesive

in certain misrepre-

" all opposites to

regret,

whose track he occasionally follows

in

ovei",

like the

or,

;

it

to countenance, or relapse into, such notable failings or propensities,

'

ness

make

teeming fancy.

would indeed be a subject of deep

we now

and

for Keir,

that he risks

as victoriously " conquers all " in his
It

after the precedent

to eke out or prolong a genealogy, or

while, in attempting his

See his
works.'"

—

his quasi -obstetric or philoprogenitive propensities,

and most credible
that most distinguished
f

writer,

Mr

jgjjg^jj^

doubtless to the surprise and dismay of many, the Keir editor,^ at the

John

some

Pairbairn, so late as 1656, under whose wing alone, at

very outset of his work, Icarus-\\\.(i, attempts his callow

flight into the

remote

sphere of the origin of the Stirlings, and just with the similar success that

And

needy foreigner who mis-

further, Ferrerius, but a

»

See his
Disquisi-

might be expected.

Won on

represented Scotch history to save himself from starving

Sak oT'
edit'm?

Hailes says (while elsewhere stigmatising him), that "

remark

all his errors

;

and of

whom Lord

would be endless to

(being) so flagrant that they

some of them, however,

cannot be past unobserved."

P°3n4,'

it

;

Yet, strange again, the editor, or his coadjutors,

^

pointedly adduce him, in a controverted point of history, to " exculpate " Sir
•,

,

„

.

see Keir
Perform-

anoe, p. 26.
5

See Lord

Annals^
pp- i99,

" from any direct participation in the murder of
William Stirhng
x
_
^
° of Keu-

james

III. :"* that

Writing history, where truth

quod ah omnibus facile deprehenditur
you may

«

See Keii-

^°^2^'PP-

jj^ij

falsify or

who,

and honesty have been deemed of some

inculcates this convenient doctrine, that

only, easily to be detected

relied upon,
'

indeed,' as here to be

worthy
J

by

avail,

"Ahsit tantum mendacium ilhtm

—namely,

" *

with the impUed

all,

in

be mendacious as you choose

!

to avoid that falsehood

converse, that otherwise

He

here, nevertheless,

is

a

^^^^ ^^ sheet-auchor in the Keir Performance, and whom, with the secondary

Martial Atchievements of the Scottish Nation,^ written,
as late as 1711, popular chiefly with the vulgar, and Hawthornden,' it cites
and how cogently, and with what real
for the express pm-pose in view

Abercromby

in his

;

effect,

may be

afterwards seen.

In probation, indeed, of the most ancient

facts,

the work resorts to the

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,

—

most modern authorities
being

fain, in

if

we can

&c.

use the last term on

explanation of " the ancient

name

5

occasion

tlie

—

of Stryveling," to quote the

and childish supposition of Nimmo^ (here rather synonymous with

idle

Nemo
that

it

or nil), in his Histo)-y of Stirling, published but in our day, in 1817,

was from the term

signifying " strife,"

obnoxious to the charge

less

And

— seemingly, par

will

pulchra
of his

it

What

century,

notoriously introduced by

whom

2,

note.

Fairbairn

—

'i

or

been Latinised by the punning practice

as he might have

are the sole writers

thesur-

cities

greater platitudes and make-weights

be credited that the obscure and twaddling

j^roles,

Nimmo,

!

sec KcIi

under the

excellence, as

was more pecuhar to that town, and the other Scotch towns or

if strife

i

James VI.*

— with

modern

the

the Keir Performance can adduce on the

origin of Stirling or the Stirlings.

The same Keir work

we have been

or compilation with which

favoured,

under the auspices of the honourable member for Perthshire, professes to
give, in the first place, a full pedigree of the Strivelins or Stirlings, especially

including the chief and principal line of Gadder, which

is

also affirmed,

from

the reign of William the Lyon, to have " continued in the family " (that

one and the same original Stirling stock, from

in

interruption to the present time."

This, like similar assertions, as

pire in the sequel, cannot justly be maintained, seeing

the other hand, was interrupted in

its

Gadder

original Stirling descent

ably having diverged therefrom through a singular

is,

the context)^ " without

title in

p. x.

may trans-

actually,

on

it

indubit-

1541, as

will also

;

face to

be shown, for the Jirst time, to the distinct race of Keir (as must be pre-

sumed

in hoc statu), with

whom

only subsequently

it

has " without interrup-

tion " remained.

The Keir

editor, too, at the

outset of his performance,^ after stating the

^Seeibid.,
p. ix.

Keir family had sustained of their old documents by the burning of

loss the

the Tower of Keir in 1488 (comprised in their ancient patrimony of Auld
or

Old

Keir,* subsequently

ancestry,

who were

ahenated, in

infeft therein for

1527, to undoubted Drumpellier

a time), adds, that " the Stirling family

have continued in possession of the barony of Keir ever since
thus, certainly, in part refuted

;

—which

and, moreover, that they " acquired

other properties, each acquisition bringing with

it

*

Greek
the

was sometimes here called into
cotemporary Gorhcroft, historian

also

many

the usual feudal progress

of title-deeds, including those of their earliest inheritance of Gadder."

play,

S

it-

of the houses of

Douglas

then styled Theagrius.

This

and Angus, being

aftenvnrds
proveri.
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passage, like others in the work,

might

If

be.

it

is

not so distinctly or definitely worded as

it

intends to intimate, as might appear, that Cadder was in fact

their earliest inheritance, or rather patrimony, that

clearly refuted

is

by the

work elsewhere proving that they had acquired other properties antecedently
to Cadder, in which, as has just

been stated, they were only

first

seised under

a singular title in 1541.
1

At

See Keir

thc stock of Keir proper, and a statement of each

ance°™eand

'

Hi's-'

S3i-ise-j.

the Same time, the pedigree cited from the Keir Performance includes

Next

thereafter

is

several famihes connected with the Stirlings, at least
this

preceded by what

is

successiA^e

generation.

" an account of the branches of the Stirling family, and of

by name."^

But then

too curtly and indistinctly entitled an "Abstract

is

of the charters," &c.,* or premonitory kind of index, not amounting, on the

whole, to an ordinary fidl inventory, subsequent to which, though with the
strange

and awkward intervention of the above pedigree and branches, only

come the

" char'ters," &c., themselves, in the shape of a heterogeneous mass

and muniments,

of writs

in reference to suncby Stirlings of different origins,

and, moreover, to distinct families

podge, are the Keir births

while, lastly, after this sort of hodge-

;

and marriages,

&c., with their letters, that form,

perhaps, the most curious and interesting portion of the work.

however, the present Exposition does not deal, only confining

latter,

criticism or

The

remarks to the

earlier or

more ancient

—

— adduced,

it

its

contents.

better plan, in the case of this heterogeneous

and muniments
fusion

With the

assemblage of writs

must be confessed, rather

pell-mell

in

con-

and saving us the necessity, in consequence, too often to wander

in quest of necessary facts and information through a species of labyrinth

actually from p.
this

197

to

472

inclusive,

might have been their arrangement

way, under distinct and appropriate heads, according to their contents

I.

The

oldest at the outset, generally affecting the Stirhngs

Those exclusively the chief

II.

their cadets

IV. Those similarly as
:

and

* The "

;

Cadder do-wnwards, with

;

Those, in like manner, Keir

III.

eitiier

line of Stirling of

Iti

:

so on,

to

;

Craigbarnet, &c., and not overlooking cadets

whether in regard to other

Abstr.i.ct " ic question,

with

its title,

Stirlings, or strangers introduced

ate pedigrees again,

and immediately before the

regularly should have 1 leen after the pedigree or

heterogeneous mass of writs to which

account of the Stirlings, an<l intervening separ-

and exclusively

refers.

it

directly

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
somewhat
lection

make-weights, of

though certainly,

A

and

of names

and places

mode

A

out the work.

meet or advance the objects

of reference or quotation, too,

muniment

writ or

before the page whei'eiu

you

end of the Keir Performance,

at the

way, so far useful and serviceable, being of course

in its

restricted, does not

strange

former,

there are not few in the same col-

essential or deserving notice, historical, legal, or genealogical.

is

The mere index
limited

whom

7

while there might have been, besides, a separate index materiarum,

;

or what

like

&c.

must

certainly

reason and propriety

it

—

is

may be

in view.

observed through-

there Jirst quoted by

is

the

Jirst find

number

This seems against

latter.

borrowing rather a homely

really,

its

contained, though, in order to expiscate the
all

illustration, like

putting the cart before the horse.
It is

remarkable that the French, though deemed more prone to light and

however

superficial works,

besides the

Germans and

lively

Italians,

and

original,

and

of imagination,

flights

supply us with the best examples and rules

to be adopted in graver matters like the present, apparently out of their beat

They might

and sphere.

made

to the elaborate

beau

here, as the

the attention of the Keir compilers

and valuable

;

ideal, have been submitted to

may

be

Montmorency and Laval

in

in support of which, reference

histories of

16'23 (besides later ones), of ChastiUon previously in 1621, and of

1631,

all

by

Du Chene

;

to

de la maison d'Auvergne
zius,

as well as those of a

which
in

still

may

Dreux

in

be added the Histoire Genealogique

1708, by the distinguished antiquary Balu-

higher class of the princely houses of Brittany,

Burgundy, and Dauphiny, not to add Lorraine, familiar to French authorities,
all

before the middle of last century, and

The preceding

some considerably

are especially interesting

and well

portion or volumes, besides engravings of seals
* Perhaps, under such a superior category,
the

liest

House

and

fullest history is that of the

Royal

of Portugal (immeasurably before

An-

digested.

and

among many

antiquarian attractions are

legal vouchers

for the marriage, in

Arundel

by Sousa, that was published at Lisbon from 1 735

sister of the first

earl of

above, filling in

a useful index, unfolding the vai-ious alliances
and royal ramifications with all deserving atten-

to be adopted.

tion.

But further

still,

there are six other folio

volumes containing the ever-delightful
/'roy«sor7'?'eMt'eA', precisely as in France
and
;

Duke

in England.

She was

of Braganza, ancestor of

that royal and imperial house. Brunei styles the
all twenty volumes, " Ouvrage

comprises fourteen folio volumes, the last being

relative

the

140.5, of

Beatrix, daughter of .John, king of Portugal, to

Thomas,

It

In the closing

portraits of the leading

selme's of the Maison Koyale de France in 172G),

to 1749, the time spent in the compilation.

so.'''

and hence a good model
Every one of the performances

capital dans son genre,"

quoted have pedigrees or genealogical tables,
indispensable to a speedy apprehension of the
contents, with

portraits of the

most

distin-
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or distinguished parties discussed, are the eTer-inestimable "

Prkuves

"

and

arranged in good order, such as might have been adopted in

fiimilj writs,

the Keir work.

They

tion, constituting of

what

are usually in value above

themselves a

full,

in that compila-

is

varied chartulary of complete docu-

summary

ments, never imperfectly given, or as in a

sometimes out of place, as occasionally

in the latter

translated form, and
;

they also not

wliile

unfrequently let out original facts and informatiofi important to other countries,

even including Scotland.

In the Keir work,

too, there

a striking solecism in the utter want of

is

genealogical tables or trees of any kind, so usefid for a quick perception of
tlie

descents

—whether

of leading families discussed, or of others, certainly

not few in number, though, as has been proved, never omitted abroad on
sucli occasions,

and

as little with us either in peerage cases, or in those of the

most ordinary kind.

Such marked deviation from so salutary a practice
tlie

malicious might suggest

it

was prudeutially

to be regretted, as

is

to exclude the

more palpable

detection of errors and misrepresentations in the work in question, where

they certainly occur, and therefore requiring to be somewhat veiled and not

made

too apparent.

The Keir
by

pictorial

miscellany, as

gems and

may

it

be styled,

besides, graced

is,

might be expected, with the

illustrations, selected, as

taste and discrimination that distinguish the honourable
shire, including old

and modern family

residences, their rural beauties
in all the hues

and

tints

This may be better, perhaps,
than the indiscriminate expedient of giving
such often without reference to fame and distinction. The Keir editor's recent lucubrations
must indeed follow those of the kind thus noted,
lonfjo intervallo.

for Perth-

blazonrj',

and coats of anus

But amid such gorgeous

sights,

princes, bishops, abbesses, nuns, noVjility, geu-

The

erals, &c.

certain

degree,

effect is

good, and might, to a

be adopted by us

in futui'e

better-compiled Scotch family histories.

Por-

modern costume, have but a sorry appearance and when

traits in such works, in ordinary

;

In the genealogy "of the sovereign house,"
de la Tour, published at Brussels in 1709

—

remarkable and rather splendid performance of
three folio volumes of the largest size, besides
'

member

autographs, coloured views of

and embellishments,

guished persons.

portraits,
r

2)ortraits,

of the rainbow.

and adorned

tables
and abundant genealogical
B
a

of parties neither eminent nor famous, with-

out disparagement of such in the Keir editor's
lucubrations, occasionally suggest to us but
ludicrous impressions
,,
i<

m
Tenth
..,

— even of
,:

possessoi'S of

"
, 1. 1
face,
a rfoohsh

the arms of the descendants are given together

with their names, while behind their shields
they are even represented, in propria jiersona,
iu their public or official dresses,

whether as

embalmed

in Savage's noted

standing every laudable
muscles or a smile.

lines,

effort to

notwith-

restrain our

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
such dazzling and glittering attractions

—the

&c.
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flower of the charter-chest, and

flowers of the parterre
" Media de parte laJjoris*

'

Suigit AMARi aliquid, quod in ipsis floribus angat." t

Of which, indeed, the

DrumpeUier have

Stirlings of

the middle portion of the

common work
.

amari

.

The former

their regard.

in

there

for,

.

,

is

much

That the family of DrumpeUier,

^

see Keir

ance, p.
179-181.

certainly

contains two gross erroi's and

may

misrepresentations, so far as the proper and obvious import of words
(1.)

in

or labour,^ besides in no small

degree elsewhere, however unmerited and uncalled
of the

For

to complain.

go.

in fact, failed to estabhsh their claim as

the Stirling of Gadder heirs, through a question of identity, represented as

submitted to a court in 1818
prosecuted

;

and

That they

(2.)

had no further

since then

it.

Than these there cannot be conceived more erroneous and unfounded
more unjustly

charges, or

They never here sustained any

to their prejudice.

such defeat upon the merits of that claim, which was not then gone into,
or otherwise, so as in the least to affect or compromise
trary, while

and

was

their

Gadder

right

and status that none have ventured

The

on that head to meet or join issue with them.

now barred and

foreclosed in the

manner

against the opponents of the family of

and victory

in the

be here incumbent to go somewhat into

1

they were met
.

.

,

detenmned
prise, that

after a

them

— the

fa^'our.

details.

mooted, and the family took

first

indeed,

and an announced

But they found upon

they had here no case or interest

pretend

to

he of Cadcler

;

inquiry, to their

no small

and

regretted,

mode

afforded a striking contrast to

any information on the other side
Leponnn "

vestied, as well as

is

the original

here

—

of conduct which,

tlie

at length

it

is

to be

pertinacious withholding of

abandoned the competition on

t " Some hitter bubbles up, and e'en on roses

tra-

two other words.

stings."

B

cadde'l-'''^

their legal agents or advisers, fsis"

keen and protracted investigation, availing themselves also of what the

—a

by the

Keir family
*« "ppose

sur- i?™mpei-

neither did they in the least

;

Announced
tion

steps by

,

Dnimpellier had Uberally imparted

"

may be

was exclusively

and courteously apprised that of Keh- of such inten-

11
-iiiii
by them with bold language
o o

opposition.

then, as now,

it

against

matter being irretrievably in their

the DrumpelUer-Gadder status was
it,

;

but

DnimpelUer-— not

When

legal steps to estabhsh

question, indeed,

to be stated

It will

tion,

the con-

they always courted and solicited the utmost discussion, so strong

irresistible

result

On

it.

Byron.

'"
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move

the part of their cUent, and forbore clirectlj to
ever since been legally barred to

But then there was

But they
soon aban-

pede Driimpellier

doned

which was
next

at-

tempted
by Glorat,
through
Keir's

his representatives.

a means indirectly on his part to thwart and im-

still

in his object

their opposition,

him and

in a matter that has

— though momentary,

the knightly family of Glorat, after some

as

it

demur and

proved

—by inducing
—upon

disinchnation

pretence of a couuter-C adder descent, which Keir then warmly backed and

supported

—

means and

legally to

" sinews

oppose the former, Keir supplying Glorat with the
;

of war

"

while thus himself, too, opening a

masked

battery against Drumpellier, though neither he nor his family appeared or
sisted themselves as parties.

The combined

Efforts of

—

both by
the former
openly,

efforts of

clandestinely, through the

the two opponents, the one publicly, the other

mask or

oegis of his ally,

were in the main unsuc-

and

They could

utmost

not, after their

defeat

prevent

the latter

cessful.

clandestinely but
unsuccess-

Drumpellier from attaining his chief and vital object of being served heir in

fully—to
prevent

1818 of Robert

the vital

in

—

service of

Drumpellier to

Robert of
Letter, in

1818;

by a

quii'k

of form.

and

Letter,

who

came

and

This step, however

opponents

oflF

—

—-so

much

dreaded, for very obvious reasons, by his

who would not go

his only expedient

ordinate judge
futility of his

in the main,

who

in fact, that rej)resentation

legally recognised in him.

—was precluded by a preliminary

resorted to by Glorat,
it

died in 1537, and truly

to be vested in Drumpellier,

who, moreover, in virtue of further evidence, craved,
to be then discussed,

it,

be proved in the sequel, was the status of heir and

line, as will

representative of Gadder, which thus really

and Glorat
could only
stave off
merits of
the Gadder
question

whose

Stirling of Bankier

to

eiForts

—

merely in point of form,

into the question, in order to stave

and that was

presided.

quirk,

irrelevantly supported

by the sub-

But the check thus prompted by the utter

claim (Keir stiU being sub rosa), while what had preceded had,

been in favour of Drumpellier, was, as premised, but momentary,

in virtue of a

reservatory protest on behalf of his rights, which he took

upon the occasion
ingly did before

to prosecute

them

a competent, and,

" in another shape."
it

may

This he accord-

be held, in the circumstances,

better court (as will be also seen), where he prevailed, and indeed walked
But Drumpellier.
the course without the faintest opposition, and had the Gadder status, as
after that,
successful

and unopposed, obtained a full
recognition

well as principal arms of Gadder, which go semel et simul together with supporters, on the

same gi'ound duly recognised and secured
and recognition

to him.

These

of his

were then, foimally, with a statement

and

pedigree and right and status as the Gadder heir and representative, re-

Gadder rights
status.

corded in the " Register

"

of the Tribunal

—which

is

also of his relative

ordained by a special

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Act of Parliament

And

poalable."

1672, to "be respected" so

in

so fullj

and

finally

ended the

for a time,

though the

and unre-

alFaii".

he had anxiously implored in his necessity

much beholden

11

as "true

far,

Keir, as premised, never -would venture into the field

whom

&c.

—and

and

;

to

as for Glorat,

whom

demur and

latter, after

he was so

disincUnation,

had sported the notion of a Gadder descent, and taken out a competing
to be served the

Gadder heir

1818 that was never prosecuted

in

—

it

brief

oioiat did

than the
finally

'te

field.

had been

merely ex facie to enable him, as above, to oppose Drumpellier, for in reality

he was not

under a

His asserted pedigree in the brief laboured at the outset

so.

vital

and

through interpolation, as his supposed Gadder

suicidal flaw,

ancestor, of a fabulous

Duncan

and

effect,

conduct of the counsel

whom

Stirling, depriving it of all force

however otherwise ancient and respectable."

From

the

known

ability

and marked

he had consulted, and upon

whom

line of

he mainly relied in a subsequent parallel

case (which, with the preceding, will be minutely stated in a chapter hereafter), Glorat, if practicable,

would doubtless, under

his advice, as

competent, have opposed Drumpellier on the latter occasion
ftdly

aware of the weakness and

futility of his claim,

;

was quih'

but being now

which, in a manner, he The

undis-

TUltrGCl viC"

had twice before abjured or abandoned, and

tired of his unavailing exertions,

chiefly out of friendly motives, at the i^ressing entreaties of Keir,

he at length

tory, thereforG rG-

maine.i

with Drum-

no longer persisted, but quitted the

field

with the

full

and undisputed victory

peMe'--

to Drumpelher.

But

for

alas

old knightly family of Glorat, the

this

Graigbarnet representatives,
"

temiMra mutantiir, nos

et

now when

undoubted male

the scales otherwise preponderate

After their

mutamiir," &c.

heir, Sir

Samuel

Baronet, had been thus, in a mannei', paramoimt on one side in the

Stii'ling,

litigation

in

question,

footing of the

and there alone

legally acted

Gadder heir-male and chief of the

entreaty of Keir,

who

directly

and contended on the

Stirlings,^ at the

backed and supported him

earnest

in such status

i

His

brief,

fngiy, wiii

gWen

in

a

chapter.

and

undertaking when himself unable to meet Drumpelher, and thus so far suc-

cumbed

to him,

and how

is

what

since has been the return or

he now represented

1

Would

it

acknowledgment to Glorat,

be believed that the Keir per^
.

formance

is

at pains to inculcate that there

relationship of the

first

is

"

.

/»

1

no evidence of the exact

Stirling of Craighernard (Glorat's undoubted ancestor

* See evidence on this head, and his want of

in the

connection with Cadder, with due explanations,

under

AddekdjV to the present Chapter, No. II.,
title of "The Stirlings of Craigbamet," &c.

See

ibid.,

p. 127.
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u( supra) to

tlie

house of Gadder"

e converso, held or

supported

— denying,

—while

it

is

Keir

family recognised the Stirlings of

in fact,

what the Keir,

in

1818,

added, that " the Craighernard

as

their chief;"

by which

again,

equally e converso, Glorat, wlio stands in the shoes of Craigbarnet, instead of

now degraded

being the conceived chief of the Stirlings as formerly, must be
to a Keir vassal
is

and

This, as too often happens in the work,

subordinate.

without a particle of evidence in

ratiocination,

Cadder

We

is

made

even

support, and,

to infer an

descent from Keir, as

are above insensibly,

its

if

by some strange mode of
and Glorat-

inferior Craigbernard

he actually was the Cadder heir

if

we may be pardoned, reminded

of the noted

and

Seville fruit, which, analogously, after ministering to our taste

ment,

is

refresh-

at once discarded in the remnant, and abandoned to the lower status

ofthe ground.
Wliat has preceded

is

but a jet or outline of the merits of the case, the

minute circumstances and evidences of which

M'ill

be given in

subsequent

tlie

chapters of the Exposition.

More than

forty years have elapsed since these events affecting Drumpellier,

and Glorat, dm'ing

Keir,

authority, fortified, too,

even a doubtful

right,

all

by the longest

prescription that

legal sanction

would validate

unassailable,

even, like

eluded
of his

And

it

such being the

fact, it is noM'

impregnable and

beyond the reach of competition a fortiori by Keir, who never

Glorat, ventured to risk discussion, but always shrunk from

when challenged

own weakness and

But strangely indeed,

thereto, as

may be

inability.

in these circumstances,

and without the

least sanction

^f reason or evidence on their side, the Keir advisers or Triumvirate

foreciosuro

tive of

iirumpd-"

the former Keir's disasters

Km-

iu their

ofitsoif,

adopting

any

legal
stop,

maintains
Hie Koirstatus;

tliis

Icgal foreclosurc in

own empty

hall or

—

for the first time

heir-general,
°

it

may
"^

be

too— the

^f Drumpcllier's confessed
g^,gjj

daunted by
have boldly,

riglit,

like ^-Eolus,

they

may

of

actually arrogated to his representa-

principal status both of heir-male

said, of the

irrespec-

—and not

private tribunal, where,

now

—

his pretensions,

favour of Urumpelher

and abandonment of

course blow, or rule as they choose,
tive

and

concluded, from an innate sense

wftiistami-

'

i^er se

Drumpellier has held his status of heir and representa-

challenge or opposition.

ver-

and

of Cadder, and his jus acquisitum here, without the sHghtest legal

tive

Novoi'tlie-

which time, under competent

house of Cadder.

while, moreover,

prevails in regard to tlie precise origin

And

and even

this in the face

no small uncertainty stiU

and descent of the Keir

ftimily.

WITH DRUMPELLIERS EXPOSITION,
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subsequently transpire, cannot be proved to
as a culminating point,

and

be

;
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any

at

as

rate,

from Cadder.

in order to distinguish

But

Andactu-

and

made Keir

even this

is

decorate

Keir with the gaudiest and most imposing trappings, the same

not

all,

a-ssume the
"'<*

cadder

crGst, to

notable advisers -tproprio
arhitrio even beyond
-i

utmost stretch, though
o at
also be seen, while actually usurping to themits

'

•'

some

risk

and

may

power and authority of the Court of Arms, have

selves the

ferred

peril, as

upon him the ancient

crest of Stirling of Cadder.

white swan issuing out of a coronet

—

is

the Keir, upon the Keir shield of arms,
accessories, is

But

still

achieved

—

now, for the

first

made common

y^^"^ ^^
not en-

IS

*!^yg'

liberally con- mrinKt^'e

That

crest

—

the

time, conjoined with

to both, which, with

iier'Satus

^"

"*''

its

engraved upon the second leaf of the Keir performance.

may

even this

not

suffice.

While the above was so ingeniously

not only has the Drumpellier case been there misrepresented

and prejudiced, but the work has further ignored and even expunged the
family from the text of the Cadder history and pedigree, withholding from

them the

they undoubtedly were entitled to occupy, and, as a clench-

jjlace

ing blow, doubtless, as devised, they have been precipitated even to the lowest

grade of the Jibulati StirUngs, in a meagre and imperfect account of them

and some

Most
such

others, including strangers, in a kind of supplement.

ex parte puny attempts may only excite a smile

certainly such
in truth

flea-bites,

—the

results apparently of petty rancour or spleen,

and defeats

OM'ing to previous Keir mischances

Cadder

status,

now

;

—

against the Drumpellier-

hermetically sealed and secured.

But why or wherefore

DrumpelUer to be so pointedly subjected,

is

in the

Keir performance, even though so secondary and insignificant, to such derogatory inflictions

— ignored

to be degraded, in fact

;

the Cadder stock or pedigree
for the sake of,

and

cui bono essentially

to clear the

way

there

for,

1

it

and expunged from

may be

asked.

Merely

one who has truly been

interpolated into the place which the former can alone occupy.

The party

whose family had dreaded and shrunk from a Cadder contest with
legally

abandoned

its

very idea,

was

fain,

his,

through an invariable enmity, to

implore another hostilely to oppose and impede the then Drumpellier in the
,

course of his successful career, actually has here not a leg to stand upon, nor,
it is

believed, can possibly

a Cadder descent.
theless

must be

Yet,

it

adduce a vestige of proper evidence

in support of

seems, to the prejudice of the true party, he never-

held, through the

medium

of his work, to have one quite

his^cacide^'

based by
the Triumvirate.
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transcendant and

Such a cousummation

irresistible.

—not

to add adverse to

unprecedented

all

indeed strange and

is

reason and justice

—only

to be

expected in the Keir performance.

Even
and

Drumpelher case

in a lower view, supposing the

conclusive,

to be less cogent

as having induced honourable controversy, which the

still,

Keir family were unable to meet, they on that account might have been

may

and through that dehcacy, at

more

distrustful of theirs,

least,

that usually obtains, in such alternative, in enUghtened and polished

whatever

it

be,

towards an opponent, have forborne to strain matters against him

circles,

;

on the other hand, rather to have been lenient and indulgent, and given him
the fairest advantage but, at any rate, not at once de idano, without ground or
;

apology, to ignore his pleas, and rudely and unduly, however impotently,

expunge him, as has been done, from the very account of the
question, in the text of their work.
On which
above account,

As, nevertheless, the preceding flagrant Keir attacks

lier is

uow

forced,, in

this

marked expul-

sion of Urumpellier, so M'auton and reprehensible, together with his undoubted

inter alia,

Drumpel-

—

Stirlings in

Cadder

status

and representation

—may,

in fact, be

has unavoidably been compelled (and he perhaps

unknown

may

to the public, he

here meet with some

self-de-

fence, to

the present
Exposition
of his

already
established

and

fore-

closed

Cadder
status.

sympathy) to come forward

in self-defence,

as is conceived, in their true

and vindicate them, placing thmgs,

and unexceptionable

light,

—which

is

the main

scope and object of the present Exposition.
This, accordingly, he will

do in the ensuing chapters, which will comprise a

due statement of the Drumpellier

case, the peculiar res gestas in the matter,

and the strange attempts and expedients of
into the origin

and descent of Keir,

after

adversaries, as well as an inquiry

showing the untenabihty of his

newly-assumed Cadder status and representation
refutations

of,

assumptions,

besides answers to,

;

and violent or gratuitous

conclusions,

and

often

hostile, in the Keir work, accompanied with comments and animadversions.

another infliction

by

Drumpellier, in his being forced in this

way

There

is

complaints,

certainly

however

posed much to

justified,

interest,

and

for

to

his

assumed opponent upon

to submit private matters

the pubUc,

whom

which every apology

is

they

and

cannot be sup-

tendered.

The

step,

independently of the conceived right of every family to correct en-ors in the
least

compromising and prejudicing then-

by the consideration
ferred

by the former,

that,
it

interests,

has been prompted, too,

were an opposite course and taciturnity to be pre-

might be construed into inabiHty to meet the attacks

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and thus consequent injury done to

in question,

plain of the omission,

At

respected.

and whose claims and
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who might com-

his heirs,

rights fall to be maintained

and

the same time, the personal feelings here of the present

Drumpellier and his family

CoupUng the

regarded.

&c.

may

be poignant, and reasonably not to be

strangely attempted recent abstraction from

dis-

them

of their appropriate chivalrous Gadder crest and status, that are identical,

by their Keir adversaries, with the irretrievable

and

ancestral seignories

Gadder

heu'ess

ashamed

— an

original deed,

since

1541 of valuable

through the questionable address and dex-

between the Keir

terity of a transaction

as if

estates,

loss

year and the unfortunate

in that

embodying which, the same Keir

adversaries,

from adducing, contenting themselves merely,

thereof, refrain

notwithstanding the vaunted hberality of their respectable client in opening
his charter-chest,

with but a strange nondescript fragment, not equal to an

imperfect copy happening to be with Drumpellier

—he and

may be admitted to have some ground of complaint.

the former alike

After such ruthless

aggressions and deprivations, sucli contumely, continued injuries,
acts,

not often paralleled, both ancient and modern,

in the expressive

and

may

hostile

not Drumpellier,

words of Shakespeare

slightly altered

and

(for

which there

must be apology), actually tax and upbraid the Keir family with having
Fed upon

"

From our own window

oiu- seignories,

torn our household

Razed out our impress, leaving us no

coat,

sign,

Save men's opuiion and our living blood,

To show

But

it

is

tlie

world that we are gentlemen

!

not only the fine old chivalrous heraldic Gadder crest, the

" white swan," the identical impress, too, of

Edward

III., if

not also of his

Further
tions of

armorial

grandfather

Edward

I.,*
'

issuing out of a coronet, identified with the

mural

arcli,

now proudly "set on high" above

;

— and

thus,

implying a defiant right and challenge to dispute

ii.

See Lord Hailes' Annals,

pp. 4,

t

5,

note, with

To quote

the Keir shield, on the Keir

engi-aved on the se'cond leaf of the title-page of the extraor-

dinary and reckless Keii- performance

*

.

.

.

representation,

Gadder

edit. 1797, vol.

accompanying

Froissart

illustration, as translated

authorities,

somewhat here m
by Dugdale " These
:

fought hand to hand, the Earl of Douglas

by the practice of

its

chivalry,

possession,! which

Drum-

and Sir Henry Percy, and by force of arms
the Earl won Sir Henry's pennon (on which

was usually the

fiimily crest).

Whereupon

Sir

the English were sore displeased,
Sir, I shall bear this
the Earl saying to him,

Henry and

'

beai-iDgs
'^y Keir.
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though uot obliged, accepts and answers by the present Exposition,

pellier,

which exception may be made.

to

such narrow limits

;

it

seems

descendants, and

may

who

yet,

ambition must not be stinted to

and must include the arms and herit

should be remembered, have their

not be inclined to favour the encroachment.

reaches and compromises the

Stellulatos Strivelienses, the great

baronial house of the Strivelins of

and device of the

Keii-

all-gi'asping,

aldic insignia of other families,

own

The

stars are likewise

Moray and Glenesk,* whose

—

It

distinct

ancient arms

They

assumed by the former.

ally placed, together with tlie StirHng buckles, respectively, in

rows,

'

are actu-

two

the stars nearer even, and immediately above the Keir arms,

parallel

—

as con-

joined heirlooms of one and the same stock, on the preceding Keir arch,
evincing, in the plain language of heraldry, Keir's representation both of Keir

and Glenesk, and further to redound
It will not

to the

fame and gloiy of

be pretended that strangers could, of their own accord, take,

as in this instance, the

arms or device of a great family

this assumption of the stars the more exceptionable,

been already

his family.

forestalled,

is

;

and what may render

the fact of their having

and quite justly sculptured (seme^,

as styled in

heraldry), with the exactly inferred purpose of the Keu- advisers, on the walls

of the ancient castle of the noble and distinguished descendants of the same

Stirhngs of

Moray

Lord Lindsay,

or Glenesk.

in the

Lives of the Lindsays,

states that " Sir

Alexander

Lindsay married Catherine, daughter of Sir .John de Striveling or
token of your prowess into Scotland, and

on hi(jhm
it

may

my

be seen far

a challenge for

its

off,'

obviously as a taunt to

recovery."

Baronage, article

" Percy, Earl of Northumberland," vol.
279.
* The
lins

two

set it

castle of Alguest (JJalkeith), that

i.

p.

chief baronial houses of the Strive-

were the puissant Vicecomites of Strivelin

or Stirling, and that of the Strivelins of

Moray
The

Stirling,

families were at one time also distinct in politics, ih-C fihulati

siding with Baliol on the com-

petition for the Scotch crown, as direct repre-

sentative of the royal line, as cannot

disputed

;

now be

the stellulati with Bruce no doubt

from principle and independent motives, i
The surname of Strivelin was numerous
before, and still more after that epoch, and we
must not suppose that every Stirling then was

same stock or

and Glenesk, as yet separate and distinct.

of the

fonner bore three Inickles as their arms, the

south-country Stirlings actually were the an-

latter stars 3, 2, and 1, that have, from their
number, been represented smaller than usually.

On

this

account the

liberty of styling the
vilienses

writer will
first,

take the

the fihulati Stri-

(from their armorial buckles), and

the last the stellulati Strivelienses (from their

armorial

stars), as

larising each.

a simple

mode

of particu-

Curiously, these two eminent

origin, or that certain

cestors of the far superior Vicecomites de Strive-

and preposterously pretended
Keir performance, though this is wholly
jus tertii to Keir, he not being able (as will
afterwards be shown), in the least, to connect
himself, as his advisers would strangely inculcate, with such secondary Stirlings, whose
lin,

as futilely

in the

arms,

too, are yet

unknown

to us.

Rymer's
Foedei-a.

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and Edzell

heiress of Glenesk

and

shire,

by whom

(so created in

1398^)
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Angus, and of other lands

he had issue Sir David of Glenesk, the

common

stars, in

in

&c.

— "the cognisance

in Inverness-

Earl of Crauford"

of the Stirlings of Glenesk being three

with the house of de Moravia and other northern famihes

(the Stirlings being even sometimes designed territorially de Moravia).

Alexander differenced
point, or

by placing a

his paternal coat

upper corner of the

see Lord

^

lives of
says, vol.
a n,id,

Sir

star in the dexter chief

His son, Earl David, dropped

shield.

\

^

first

it

on

becoming chief of the family, but the star was readopted by the Lindsays of
Edzell,

and semee on the bordure borne by those of Balcarres."

It

need

hardly be added, that, in the latter noble stems, including the Lindsays of
Edzell and the Earls of Balcarres

—

of

whom,

too, the present Earl of

Crauford

and Balcarres, father of the preceding noble and distinguished Lindsay
male representative

torian, is the direct

—the

right to the star, the armorial

ensign of the Stirlings of Moray, vests, quite to the exclusion of Keir, to
entirely

it is

^ISiCeOi

jus

tertii,

pari passu,

Fiu'ther

his-

whom

and ought never, by correct heraldry, to have been

or conjoined, as above, with the Keir buckles.

still, it is

stated in the case of James, Earl of Balcarres, claim'''''

ing the Earldom of Crauford,'"' that "David Lindsay of Edzell," in
the star of Stirling of Glenesk " in the centre,

by way of a family

1

5 71, carried

175-6.

difference, in

right of" his "descent fi-om Catherine de Striveline, mother of David,

first

Earl

of Crauford, the daughter and heiress of Sir John Striveline of Glenesk, head
of an ancient and powerful family, whose arms consisted solely of stars.
stars, as a

cherished

gerttilitial

badg? or emblem, are

(together with the Crauford arms proper)

still

visibly scidptured

upon prominent parts of

Castle of Edzell, which lay within the barony of Glenesk."

ut sup)ra, corroborative

have

first

;

and the Keir

advisers,

it

may be

any way upon

—

so

much

cherished by their true possessors

that

was accordingly adjudged to the
The case was drawn up

noble peer in 1848.

by the present writer, who may be relieved
from some degree of delicacy in thus referring
it,

—

in

their principal or client.

the Keir Performance, there are displayed five distinct shields

to

besides

added, should

Independently, too, over the gate or portal engraved on the

Aud

all

obtained permission before they so uuauthorisedly and prejudicially

conferred the steUidar arms

*

the old

This last in-

timation fully bears us out in a previous important particular, while
is,

The

from the subsequent passage being already

first

page of

— one of the

quoted for another purpose in the Keir Per-

formanoe
it

may

(see p. 188).

The

facts in that passage,

be safely added, are fully borne out by

evidence,
.

i.
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of Moraj, Comprising again the stars

and

anotlier of the StirUngs

Keiteratod

Stii'liiigs

by Keir

of Carsc, the three buckles on a chief instead of a bend.

of

tlie Stir-

.

1

1

,

may have been adopted

;

,.

This precisely
.

.

,

ling of

quadrates with, and

arms

gf our families of old, thus heraldically
to express
on the o
gates or walls of
^
x

in

the Keir
Perform-

j;jjgjj.

ance,
oftho'se

from, the corresponding practice

mausions their respective descents, alUances, and sometimes
'

*-

And

seignories.

in

'

manner, in separate shields

this

known of the ancient

andte-^'

same view, those so well

cadden

(including even the Isle of Man), were scidptured,

Earls of

also,

fiefs

and with the

Dunbar and March

and descriable not long

ago, if not, too, partly stUl on the portal of then- old Castle of Dunbar.*
as the

and

But

Keir family are neither proved to be descended from, or to have had

any main

tie

or connection with, the Stirlings of Glenesk or Carse, they were

not entitled, on this occasion, after the above fashion, to sport or display
their arms,

no more than those of the Stirlings of Gadder, that may be said
on the preceding portal

to occupy an additional shield
as they stand,

must denote, by correct heraldic

represented by Keir

;

—thus

constituting, as

assumjDtion, independently of that of the

Gang

ferred from the Keir motto, "

which, nevertheless,

doctrine, that the former are

may be

maintained, another iindue

Cadder

crest (as shown), to the

That

prejudice and in disregard of DrumpelHer.

;

this too, is so,

may

be in-

forivard," being inserted in extenso on

the gate or portal, immediately below the five shields, as ahke applicable to
the whole

—thus

them

evincing

same category, and hence

to be within the

qf the same family, of which, again, as the arms of Keir occupy, in the same
frontispiece, the fullest

what may be

and most

exaltfed position,

further decisive

still

and their Family Papers

"

—

the

is

title

the

he must be the

fact of "

of the work

introduced in the large space below the portal.

The

chief.

But

Stirlings of Keir,

— being

also prominently

That must indicate them to

be exclusively in view, no others being mentioned, and of com"se, by the true
rules

and doctrine of heraldry, which can alone apply, holders and possessors

of the five superincumbent shields, with aU their gentilitial honoiu-s and accessories, for

whose behoof, and

Indeed, this even

1

See Lives

says,%ol"i."
p. SI, note,

is

in

whose right only, they could be displayed.

sanctioned, in

modern

* Lord Lindsay, in his Lives,^ here well
remarlcs,

stated

in

(independently

of

the

the old castle of Dunbar), that

similar frontispieces to

and in proof of this, instances " four isolated shields of the fourteenth

precedent of

century," that were taken from the ancient

" in

{aiu-iently) families exhibited the

by

thus

what

corroboration of

times,

is

those days

arms of their

different alliances in separate shields, instead

of quartering tliem ;"

castle,

now

in ruins, of

placed elsewhere

—

all

Maxwell of Pollok, and

having the arms of Max-

well of Pollok and their alliances.

I
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As

v?ith gentilitial arms.

indicative of

property, too, a party constantlj^, in like manner, puts his arms on a book

along with his

name and

family.

Why

then should there not be the same
insertion of the five shields in

indication or induction, froup the parallel

name

question, in Keir's book, with the

portal in

How

its

frontispiece

of his family alone on the imposing

1

the descendants and representatives of the ancient families above

may brook

specified

or approve of this Keir use of their shields,

Of

for the writer to predicate.

guished

is

it is

most

these, as already obvious, the

not

distin-

the noble house of Crauford, with their several cadets, lineal

descendants of the preceding baronial Strivelins of Glenesk, and thus exclusively entitled to their stars

;

and next may be immediately

in the

same

character innumerable Stirling of Carse descendants, claimants of the especial

buckles on the chief on the Carse shield.

The Keir
tion,

advisers might here perhaps recollect the fate of vaunting ambi-

according to Shakespeare, and out of regard to their respected principal

or client, been deterred from

it

on the present occasion.

Besides, extreme

and unwonted assumption, and the too open arrogating by a party of what he

may

even think himself entitled

anxiety to
birth

to, is

its indicating or savouring

notion of

make the world

rather against the

believe, contrary to

and prerogatives, while dreading their

indulges in undue

and

remark, the honom'able

fact,'

and estimable sentiments, not

descent and station, he

may

be the

partisans have above, as well

as,

in a too sanguine or extravagant

this

class,

last to

by the

it

in his

thus talks loudly, and

we need

for Perthshire does not come,

not in the least inadvertently be confounded with
while, from his noble

Chesterfield

that he holds elevated

disbelief,

Among

lofty aspirations.

Member

known

somewhat of the parvenu, who,

to

not

and should

acts of others

;

add admitted ancient

approve of what his too zealous

moreover, elsewhere, in their performance,

mood, been tempted to maintain

—

in truth,

actually to misre2:)resent.

So deep was the

known

delicate

and refined feeUng

inference from an opposite conduct,

no bad precedent here
with the

fiill

—

in

among the

seignorial prerogatives, with

them

old French noblesse

—

that though they thoroughly instilled their ofi'spring

knowledge of their family claims and

strictly enjoined

such respects, with the

to be

rights,

and baronial or

which they behoved to be acquainted, they yet

mute on the

subject.
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This we learn from one of Marinontel's works about the epoch of the

first

French Revolution, who being de infima plebe, and certainly one of

its

promoters, did not with sufficient coquetry approve of such elevated 7'etenue,

one time, to ridicule

affecting, at

it,

though

it ^vfts

in truth his highest object

and ambition to be honoured with the patronage and intimacy of the preceding,

which enabled him so

gi'aphically,

and with such

zest, to delineate their

leading and polished characteristics and manners (elsewhere subjects of study

and imitation)

One word

in one of his

most noted productions.

two more on heraldic insignia, besides landed designation of

or

the Strivelins of Cadder, and

What

is

its

orthography.

withal passing strange, the notable Keir Performance, apparently

in a perverse or splenetic

mood, either through bhndness or caprice, has

chosen not only to abjure the rights and interests of the Keir family, and,
moreover, of

all

the Jibulati Strivelienses, in so far as regards their armorial

buckles, but also to sacrifice

whom

them

to those of a distinct foreign race, for

seems to have an extraordinary penchant and predilection, even

it

preferably to the Keir, though they never for a

moment should have been

brought into the discussion.
Extra-

The

right of the fibulati Strivelienses to their three buckles, a distin-

ordinai'y

attack by

the Keir
Performance upon
theorigiuai
and innate

st1rUn*s*o

guished chivalrous bearing,
o is iproved to have dated, at least, from 1292, if
have not jyet been shown to have been
not earlier, while antecedently
they
j
^
_

_

borne by another family.
j
-^

indigcnous in them

They
hence may
be
j
j

and such being the

;

and

said to be iprivative to,'

case,

what could induce the Keir

may

inthdr'^''^''

advisers to sport the notion,^ that the arms in question were not so, but

a™a«r

have been derived from a Calder race, solely in the north, who thus, and not

they must

the formcr, were their ancient and original possessors

hucHes

;

They

1

expressly affirm

some consistency to

derived
from the

that this ancievt ''family carried

caidersin
the North.

conccivcd inference, while in support of this assertion, reference

1

See Keir

ance. pp.

made

in^cor-""'

i^'sTof""'
3itk>n.''^°

See Keir
work, p. 14.

1

oue of their seals of arms, so late as 1431.*
at

any

rate,

proves

tJiat

*

a stag's

head

affronti,

work altogether omits or withholds

of these Calders,t as

As engraved

3j^ jjp

by no means bears out the

and untrue representation of the matter.

distinctly

-^ezV

is

their

merely

.

to

scal, trivial

unfair

" to give

^gQ ^^^g

it

in fact still continues,

in Laing's Scotch Seals,'' p.

authority quoted), who
"
as
a stags head, and a

^j^jy

thus describes them

!)

above, as

It,

or "

But even that

may be

held

on the other hand,

caboshed" {tvhich the

was the

siihstantive

arms

though a small single buckle,

chief charged

on the

dexter point with a

buckle."

t See in corroboration also here,

p. 25.
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too, stated in the

Keir Performance, appears on the dexter side of the chief in the shield as an

may

accidental accompaniment, in unison with a practice that
hereafter.

dependently of other reasons,
the ancient

Pelham

may

be as much the Calder gentilitial arms as

whose history

buckle,

also

—and with what
arms —
the

English family of Pelham

From

be explained

This sohtarj Calder buckle, with which we have alone to deal, in-

wiU be unfolded

;

those of the

truth and reason will be seen.

the far ancienter possession, certainly, of the three buckles as their

appropriate

exclusive

fihulati Strivilienses at least, as

-by

Quite unwarranted.

is

proved in 1292, so long anterior to the slightest trace of the single buckle,

an accidental device of the northern Calders, who,

in

1511, bore

over the stag's head, as by an oi'iginal seal the writer has seen
is,

or derived

it

from the Strivelins

they in no

way

may be

if

—not they

—the

''

is

not a particle of proof in support of as also

another hallucination of the Keir work, that the Strivehns

and even further

may have

of Cadder,'

too,' their estate

which

it

must be sprung.

abounds, and

is,

This

in fact,

is

one of the

tantamount

many

also, after

acquired
'

•^

haUueina-

tionofthe

by
J marriage
b of a

stiriings

whom, of

^pqmreJ

Calder, or rather Cawder, heiress in the so favoured north,* from
course, they

legal

their three buckles (which indeed

could) from the Calders.

here observed that there

their buckles,'

simjDly

there be borrowing in the matter, that the last borrowed

presumption

It

it

visionary platitudes in

the denounced example

of Guthrie, to the calling " forth children from the barren stock."-'

While

having

f^'^*'^'^
^''''''^^'''•

'See

the Cadder or Calder of the Strivehns lay solely in Lanarkshire, quite remote

—

from the former^

^and there are several Calders in Scotland, the

noting a site near water

—

it

shire Cadder,

aims

—when

in

At

the same time, too

;

so neither

on

this

See Keir

*"

It is »&ssi5Ze (so it prelects') that

I?6rforni-

ance, pp.
14, Vj.

Cawder

if

is

not wholly

ground could they, as

posterously inferred, have derived theirs from any of the

1

—which

the Stirlings must have acquired their Lanark-

Scotland were in their very infancy,

unborne by such families

de-

thus need not, for partial opposite purposes, be

feigned to have a northern connection.

not to be overlooked

name

name

ant other reason why

T),

is

pre-

of Calder.

may

\?)Ne.

adopted

.

in Lanarkshire inay

of that

name

have belonged to a family

(Calder in the north, just pre-

viously mentioned there) before

it

was granted

by William the Lion to the Bishop of Glasgow,
that Alexander Strivilin, on his acquiring
the estate through an intermarriage with the

and

family

{it

may

be equally

added, or throxigh

the buckles."

Still

identity of these

even here the indispensable

iuppoud Lanarkshire Calders

with those in the north is quite unsupported,
and at this rate of imaginary ^possibilities or
perchances so alien to exact discussion
argument, or rather theories merely, would be

—

infinite,

without any.rationalorsafe conclusion.

^

p. 3.
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But perliaps Hot the

Remarksurdity of

The c^der
ortho
g-raphy.

least absurdity in the

Keir Performance

may be,

that,

bcsides the imaginar}^ humble adoption of their buckles from these compara^^^^^J secondarj northern

of apparent

homage

Cawders, the fihulati Strivilienses must

which

originally (the import of

now

is

out

though merely Thanes

such transcendent parties,

to

also,

and not Barons, con-

well known),

Perform-'

dcscend to spell their Cader or Gadder after an identical subservient fashion,

p. fi/note.

A nd hence we have it ludicrously and affectedly throughout printed

/ij

is

" Cawder,"

even

made

quite

to

unknown

Gadder

to the

title-deeds during at least the fifteenth century

supplant

" Caider"
in a

Drum-

the appropriate
wording)
(Gadare, Cader, and Gadder, too, being
<_
a/
i
i
^^ closely approximating to the "

wHtt

is

Me

any of

not expressed by

monals of

vuLs°"""'

"'I'itten

orthography

sfj Walter

modern

in writs or matters like the jiresent

li?p. 4S3,

reason, "

'

quototion
Ramsaj'.'

Ghoholmondely

" in

district;"^

chiefly,

Caivder " expresses
and whicli

the district,

—

'{

And

!

England must

erville " in Scotland, " Somer'le," for that

"the

but

assuredly !)
Was
common slang
O thus to rule over
by antiquaries, who prefer the ancient to the

the other

at' least

;

spellings " {scripto

there ever such strange
o notion held before

—

(now) of the north

word ivhich obtains in

the pronunciation of the

See

Cawdor "

enunciates, " because "

work rather delectably

as the

2

of course,

;

i.

is

with equal

lience, forsooth,

be printed "

Ghumley

;

"

"

Som-

the vulgar " pronunciation," or of

" Pollok," in like manner, "

Pook

Poog;"

or

"

as

also

" Anstruther," there " Anster ;" while " Hairstanes," stiU in the

same country,

scripto should be " Hastings," though sufficient to

the choler of

commove

the Marquis of " Hastings," the Earl of Huntingdon; and Lord " Hastings

:

not to add the strange change, according to the same fallacious test proposed,
of " Saint John " in

new
^
Writer

fashion,

it

England, into " Sinjon," &c., &c.

Such

need not be added, would only excite surprise or

the wit and pertinent merriment of

and

bizarre

ridicule, or

Punch.

Rcvertiug, however, to the similar antecedent absurdity exposed, what will

dcfciicls

Keir
against the
unnatural
attack
even of his
partisans.

the fibttlati Strivilienses,

it

may be asked, now

say to the "

et

tu

Brute" attack

''

.

i

•

i

•

i

i

armorial
their sacred and independent
of the Keir editor or Performance upon
^
'
to the bucklcs
Y\2hi
=

?

WiU

Keir too, with the present
they
not, including
1
to
J

writer, " haste to their rescue 1"

'

'

Meanwhile he

is

most happy to end

this

chapter with becoming unexpectedly the vindicator of Keir interests, though
against their prior zealous defender
strangers against them,
prejudice, after a
lings

and aUy, who now,

and would

alas

!

sides with hostile

fain preferably deck, to their injury

jackdaw fashion, certain northern Gawdors

—with plumage

—not even

to which they have not the least right or claim.

and

Stir-
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&c.

noticeable thing, too, has escaped the writer.

A

whole quarto page has been devoted in the Keir work^ to the edifying and

how

needful task of showing

no

less

the " surname of Stirling' has been " speUed" in

than sixtyfour instances, each minutely numbered and

imposingly

all

conceived
platitude
in the Keir

Performi

see

p.

arranged in two columns, with dates and references, embracing even the period

—

antecedent to the Keir family
lyne

;

Striveline

4.

Striwelyne

5.

;

&c., et id, genus

omne, &c. &c. &c.

To any who

how

observe

slight

cessarily, too, multiplied in the

here undoubtedly
are respectively

ing

—

are —-Hke

more or

may appear

quod

tollere velles.

platitude,

trivial industry,

"

—

2. Strivelin

;

" 11. Strivelyne

other examples

;

3. Striue-

12. Streuelyn," &c.

;

and shadowy the

work, and of which this

less so,

the above

" 1. Strevelyn

viz.

differences (so unneis

but a slight sample)

of our old orthogi'aphy that

and hence present nothing new or

rather a make-weight in

And

it

may be

without a material result

—

it,

strik-

or something of a

regretted that such elaborate,

less

even than that of the com-

phcated machine in Hogarth's picture to uncork a bottle

—had not been em-

ployed in what was far more valuable, and preferably to be discussed in the

wide range of subjects

But be
to

this as it

in the

Keir compilation.

may, another quarto page, most

irrelevantly, is

devoted

an obvious make-weight,^ to the engraving of a shield of arms, from a stone

Undoubted
weight
there,

at the Wrightshouses, near Edinburgh, impaling those of a Napier of Wrights- based upon

house, on the right, -with his wife's on the left

.,

rings, each respectively, too,

,.

—

viz.

a bend charged with thi'ee

77-'
having an addition at

•

its

'"'''°''-

^^^ Keir
Perform^

•

extremity not

now

ance, p. 44.

exactly defined, as also a unicorn
observed, that there

is

s

head erased

in chief

It

need not be

here no vestige of the arms of Stirling, notoriously

composed but of three buckles, and not

The

ini-

tials

on the

^jej'*^^,,

rings, that are sufficiently dissimilar,
J'^'i^e^^^f^'r

with no addition as above, and having neither the distinctive charge in chief ^fw^chtof the unicorn's head, or the hke.
Yet will it be believed ? in this but'i'u'the

—

—

utter state of discrepancy between these bearings, the Keir

that

a

first

mentioned

Stii'ling,

—

enhanced

as of a StirUng

too, it seems,

— the

work

infers

from

marriage between a Naj^ier and

from being much

earlier

—

as

is

also gi-atui-

tously assumed from an accompanying inapplicable date, to be noticed

—than

that between John Napier, the inventor of the logarithms, and Ehzabeth
Stirling,

daughter of James of Keir, in the reign of James VI.

must have been hard pressed
such make-weight to

fill

for materials, indeed, to

up a blank or

deficiency.

If,

The work

have had recourse to
again, the least re-

berT'iii.,''

in question

i39o to
'William''

can be
^^^y*"^^*^^
g™";^"*'"
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search had been employed,

at once that the

least those of Stirling,

arms

were actually

the heraldic insignia of " Dennestoun of Duntraith," who, as Nisbet, a very

First

p. 104.

would have been found

from being in the

in question, so far
1

it

'

accessible authority, informs us,^ carried " argent,

two unicorns' heads sable erased, armed,
;

of the last

"

—

that

is,

or,

on a bend azure, between

thkbe rings, with carbuncles

a jewel or precious stone placed at the end of each

and obviously the precise addition noticed, and

ring,

with that to the three

rings, also

in the identical position

on the bend in the

impalement of the

left

Wrighthouses' shield

The mutual
the same

identity

is

thus complete, proving both coats of arms one and

and the unicorn's head erased below the bend

;

one, in the above,

still

—

while' the uj^per

remains as in the Denneston of Duntraith arms

—has

been there obliterated either by weather or lapse of time.
It

is

almost superfluous to observe, that the form of the shield on the

Wrighthouses' stone,

is

the seventeenth century
{literally,

and

On what
left

a manifest

account such date

—no more than the

of the shield in question.

modern

—not

perhaps, than

earlier,

not certainly coeval with the date " 1399

added to the accompanying motto),

worth inquiring

on the

—but

arms were not impaled, as

wife's

shields.
it

&?,

comparatively modern

at a time

in this instance,

may

when

the husband's

but given on separate

be there does not transpire, nor

initials I. S.

—

if

—these Arabic

is

they really be such

But, at any rate, the date " 1399 "

interpolation,-

"

is

numerals not having been

then introduced or employed by us, so that no relevant antiquarian argu-

ment can be based thereupon.

On

the whole,

rather

unhappy

it

must be confessed that the Keir Performance has been

in its

attempted armorial elucidations and conclusions

even within the small compass of this peccant

p. 14, there is

more of

;

while

error

and

hallucination to be exposed, besides the misrepresentations as to the origin

of the Stirling buckles, and visionary Cawdor alliances, and subserviency.
Corroborawinter's im-

prGssioD
as to the

Calder
arras in

Yct the

Writer's sand-glass here is not yet run out.

In corroboration, as

has becu remarked, of the stag's head alone having been the proper or subgcntilitial
stautivc. °

arms of the Calders, or rather Cawdors,

in the north, in

them

preceding
in the ^
°

exclusiou of the buckles that have been substituted for

the north.

work, so unfairly, upon a palpably misrepresented authority, the Exponent

may

appeal to the respectable evidence of

Mr Thomas

mathematics in the University of Edinburgh

in

Crawford, professor of

1646, and

its

known

historian

[
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from 1580 to that year, who was, besides, a considerable antiquary and

and muniments.

collector of ancient writs

In his

list

of the arms of the principal families in Scotland, in a

MS.

in the Advocates' Library, he gives those indisputably of the above " Cal-

ders " (or Cawdors) " in Murrayland," or in Moray, where
dwelt,

This

and which he there

is

be simply, "

states to

ane Heart's head sable."

or,

without any the slightest additional item, or charge, or even

all,

notice of the single buckle, which

was thus held

tainly not as gentilitial, but insignificant,

more than two centuries ago

after

all,

conceived to be different

in the smallest account, cer-

inasmuch as

—whatever
—

least

it

was thus

actually, at

modern

times, not,

its fate in

by the

disused or rejected

—

proper exclusive bearing was a hart's or stag's head

which affords a tempting occasion
deference to

Hairt

;

him

4.

Hert,

for

number of

in the

instance premised,
is

pretty

family,

much

whose

identical.

" hart " is written Scotice " hearts " in the manuscript,

The former term

3.

they certainly

&c.

—

its

possibly as

and doubtless with

competing with the Keir editor, in
orthographies

many

—

1.

as in his

as great results

Heart

;

favourite

2.

Heirt

;

Strivelin

but he unfortunately

;

precluded by want of space.

ADDENDA

TO
No.

CHAPTER
I.

(Eeferred to at Page

(1.)

— Proof

{inter alia), in the

I.

2,

Note.)

Keir Performance, of carelessness, and

a striking, almost unprecedented, omission with respect to an-

nounced desirable evidence.
The

editor there remarks in his preface that, " not the least interesting jsart of the fol-

lowing narrative,

is

the story of the ill-fated heiress of

the Lady of Cadder.

her

is

We here

cordially agree

Cawder

;

"

^

that

is,

Janet Strivelin,

with him, though certainly his account of

but slender and meagre, at least not so

full or particular as

might be expected,

owing to his opportunities, and more direct sources of information.

The

history of

See Keir
Perform-

^

anoe, p. x.
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Janet
'See Keir
Performance, p. 38.

With

indeed striking, and the slightest additional notice of her acceptable.

is

we

impression,
^

...

'

_

No. 199,

_

which reference

1588,' for

this

read the neio intimation in the work of her having Hved as far do^vn as
is

,

made, in

its

usual jjecitZ/ar fashion, just commented upon, to

of the relative vouchers and authorities

p. 425,

but upon a

;

full examiuation,

we, to our great surprise, neither found there, or elsewhere, anything of the kind, or in
the least in sujDport of the
vacuity,

and

fact,

AVTiy, it

iuept.

—the

may be

reference here being, in truth, a

the Keir Performance write only to deceive

somnolent

Homer

but though old

;

mere nuUity or

asked, baulk us so provokingly, and the framers of

They must

?

surely, at the time,

have been

occasionally excused iu his WTitings for beiug so,

is

owing to his extra merits, the same apology, perhaps (though we beg pardon for this

may

hberty),

not be so confessed in their more juvenile case, owing, unfortunately, to

known

their great deserts not being yet so apparent, or

But, be this as

it

may, to compensate somewhat

may adduce

the ^vriter

Thomas
2

Privy

Bischo]) below,

who,

it

and never,

disappointment and deficiency,

for this

the foUo^ving original, and, as

iU-fated heiress of Gadder,

to the world.

now

it

proves, last notice of the

may be added, was only pnce legally married to the
as we might otherwise conclude from loose and un-

guarded statements in the Keir Performance, to any Keir.

It is

by

a letter

"1551,"'' to

Matho

suppUed

to us

'

cord.

of

Queen

Isiaij,

imder the Privy

Seal, dated

Edinburgh, October

Handltone of Mylburn, and his " auis and assignais
soumes of money,
quhilk

partenit to *

is

Thomas

of

contractis,

actis,

—

Striveling,

sum tyme Lady

hir spous, rebell

and

traitoiu- to

our soveraine lady,

lielpinrj

gudis,

and imcunyeit,

now

Caldoure, and

&c., to our soveraine lady,

past in ye reahne of Ingland, and yair remaining

saide f

aU

of ye escheit of

gold, silver, cunyeit

joweUis,

and now partening,

Bisclio}},

....

8,

&c.,

ye spous

through being of ye

wyt ye

Thomas,

said

and supporting Mm,

or throu

her being, or quhen scho saU happia to be ordourhe denuncit rebel, put to ye home,
fugitivEe fra

foUow, for

and supporting her husband

The Keir Performance,

(2.)

— And

therefore,

proof, agcain, that

See Keir

The above work

is

proficient in the " exact sciences."

another particular, and

careless in

besides what

will elsewhere

1

which constitutes another

—(both the surname and landed designation here being unused
Ibid
5, 6.

error

and piece of

" Alexander, Vicecomes de Striveliu'' ")

biesbarron, though no

view would

*

A

blank

to be filled

be exposed.

at the outset, lamely indeed, attempts to estabhsh that the person

ance, p. 6.

pp.

might here

whom

improperly styles " Sir Alexander de Striveling of Cawder, Sheriff of Striveling s

in part

it

it

as

like a dutiful vnie..

may not be

ungramniatical too,
3

Curiously,

ye law, or convict for ye foirsaidis crymes."

lielpiing

way

from the Vicecomes

here in the Record, evidently

up by " Janet,"

lier

Christian name.

by,

and not given

to,

is

;

and even

if so,

Cam-

this in

no

untenable.

+ Another blank
up.

him,

his style having been simply

actually son of one Peter Stirling of

related to such secondary a party

avail Keir, as his descent

i.^

—was

carelessness,

hei-e,

similarly to be filled

I

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
But, in support of such pretended

work

to its version, as if

the genitive,
it

^

or

by "Alexandra

mtnessed by an "Alexander,

Patricio de Striveling,"

filio

by the ordinary

rules of

grammar, comes into play in the

should be " Patricii" instead of the preceding

is,

^

according

from the original in Latin, never imagining, we may conclude, that

being here governed by "Jilio," and, moreover, as

Here

27

Lowever irrelevantly and inadequately, the

in question quotes a Latin grant to Soltray in 1225,

SON of Patrick de StriYeHn,"

that

filiatiou,

&c.

it

'^

is

Patricio,"

—

last instance,

and

name

this Christian

'

In the

of Soltray,

vocates'
""''^''y-

Perfoi-m^°'^'''

P-

>'•

actually written in the original.

then, not only a startling grammatical error, but no shght carelessness, again, in

a point, the very pivot of the

new

fUiation,

and deemed of high importance in the work,

from not properly quoting the origiaal authority founded upon.

No.

II.

(Eefebred to at Page

The Stirlings of Craigbarnet

or

plying a material deficiency at

11, note.)

Craigbarnard

tlie

;

and evidence sup-

outset of their pedigree in the

Keir Performance, and substituting a true ancestor for the supposititious

Duncan

Stirling, foisted into

the Glorat brief of service in

1818, to be afterwards noticed.
It

was

Stirling of

by erroneously hokling that the
Cadder early in the

Glorat ancestor

—thus

fifteen tli

said

Duncan was

century, and (2) the

younger son of a

(1) a

male Craigbarnet and

the putative connecting-link between the latter and the former

that Sir Samuel Stirling attempted his opposition to Dnmipellier in 1818.

however, was condescended upon in support of such

filiation

jS"o

e^ddence,

and descent, while the Keir
^

Performance

now

also repudiates

barnard, whose existence

who

is

states

proved by legal evidence,

a witness to a deed in 1468,"

lands, " in favour of

whom

is

Duncan, and

WiUiam

and

" resigned in

^

is

that

"the

John

1486

first Stirling of Craig-

Striveling of Craigharnard,

" Craigbernard, &c.,

Striveling, his eldest son, reserving his

the subsequent lines of Craigbernard and Glorat are deduced.

own

with other

liferent,"

But the

from

editor, in

this material assertion of John, the father, being the first legally-proved Craigbernard

ancestor, signally errs,

and betrays great want of proper research

;

for if

an obvious and actually jjubhshed record, he woid.d have found there
considerably earher date,

known, of
titious

The

whom

Duncan

he

is

he had consiilted
legal proof of a

disclosuig the true original ancestor of Craigharnard as yet

imaware, but

who must be

substituted in the

room

of the supposi-

StirHng.

record in question

is

no other than the " Compota Camerariorum

Scotie," or of

the regular public accounts and vouchers of the High Treasurer of Scotland, where, inter
alia,

the feudal casualties and cro^vn-paJ^nents by subjects are registered, and which

states.

Sgg Ibid.

p. 127.
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See

torn,

under the year 1434, that the public

officiary " -non

onerat se defirmis tcrrarum tennandrie

under head de

Ceaigbernarde pertinentis ad heredem Gilderti de

mm ad

WABDA

extra.

'"'^

^^

g^^^^i^

existentis."

heii,

to in the

StriveJi/n in comitatu de

appositely be held to be the

John

Stirling of Craigbernard alluded

Keir Performance, who subsequently figured at the

hence transpires

Lennox,

This must evidently have been through the nonage or minority

'^

who may

&c.

—what

new

is

in the pedigree

—

later period of 1468.

that, antecedently to

Gilbert StirHng of Craigbernard,

existed a previous ancestor,

It

1434, there had

who must now be

the

patriarch of the famUy, but standing quite alone, and as yet unconnected tvith Cadder.

The

WTiter

is

happy

in affording this information, which,

thought, a further obstacle in the

way

though

may be

jiresenting, it

of their relationship, yet proves the family of Craig-

now their male representative (allied to DrumpeUier),
may be said, for more than four centuries and a half.

barnet, or rather that of Glorat,

have independently figured,

it

of course enhances their antiquity

;

and

illustrate history,

tion of certain great

It

need not be added that they were both eminent,

it

and of good repute and consideration.

and

to

They

occasionally held high offices in the State,

while in the present knightly Glorat heir

and dignified houses, upon which,

is

vested the representa-

was room, we might

if there

enlarge,

includuig the Stewarts of Coldingham, sprung from a natural son of James V., whose
representative forfeited the

Earldom of Bothwell

too-noted James Earl of Bothwell (husband of
entire "

House of HaUes."

(conspicuously), war,

our Queens

;

The

;

and through Jean,

Queen Mary), her

latter were, indeed, of

and gallantry in every sense

his mother, of the

brother, as well as of the

—

multiform celebrity

—being

in the

identified in history

while Adam, second Earl of Bothwell, High Admiral of Scotland, was

be proved) solemnly betrothed to Margaret of England, as proxy for James IV.
it

not been for his gallant charge at Flodden to retrieve the

fell,

battle,

Ms

loss.

"

we might

Truly, as to the Hepburns,

'Twas a brave

race, before the

Of hated Bothwell stained

name

their

fame

!"

;

(as

can

and had

where he unfortunately

might have attained even higher rank and influence in the State

descendant, also to

Church

with two of

—perhaps,

say with Scott,

like his

CHAPTEK

11.

STATE OF THE GADDER REPRESENTATION— THAT I>rVOLVES THE QUESTION AT ISSUE

DEATH OF ANDREW STIRLING OP CADDER, THE LAST DIRECT HEIR-MALE,
STEPS OF THE DEUMPELLIER FAMILY IN 1817

AND

ON THE
PRIMARY

IN 1522

TO ASSERT THEIR GENTILITIAL

181S

RELATIVE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THEM AND THAT

EIGHTS AND CADDER STATUS

—ABSTRACT OF THEIR

OF KEIR IN THE ABOVE YEARS

EVIDENCE THEN, WITH IMPORTANT

CONCLUSIONS, AND ADDITIONAL CORROBORATIVE PROOF.

The

antiquity of the Strivelius or Stirlings of Caclder, whose old inheritance

of Gadder had been in the StriveUn family as far back as the time of

WiUiam

the Lyon,

who

reigned from 1165 to 1213-14, together with their

status of chiefs of the Stirlings, being so palpably stated

"

The Stirlings of Keir and

recent Keir Performance

From

their

Family Papers"

—need not be dwelt

—

and admitted

in

in other words, the

or descanted upon.

inadvertence, or want of due research, the compilers, as too often

happens in that work, are unaware of the possession, from as old a period at
least,

by the Stirhugs of Gadder, of

Ochiltree, in Linhthgowshu'e.

But however

Gertainly the fact nowhere there transpires.

must now be

interesting these topics, attention

due solution of the subsequent Gadder representation
pellier point at issue

Stirling of

By an
Rathenre

Gadder

entail
in

—

patrimony likewise, of

their original

directed, for

—the important Drum-

to the epoch immediately after the death of

in 1522, the last direct

Andrew

Gadder heir-male.

between William Stirling of Gadder and Luke Stirling of

1414, the Gadder patrimony had evidently, in the

first instance,

been settled on the heirs-male of WilHam's body, without any female
vention.^

These accordingly must have legally taken, and, so

I'l

discovered, with the exception of Uchiltree, there

portion

r»iiip'i
or the old family

alone was re-granted to

upon

his express resignation.

far as can

be

was no resignation of any

estate to alter its descent.

WiUiam

inter-

Stirling of Gadder,

liis

T

In 1509
heirs

TT

1

'^

Uchiltree

and

iseeKeir
ance,

No.

lo.

2 gee ibki.
passim,
including

.p.

291,

assigns, No.

83.
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During the entire period from 1414

Cadder

till

1522

inclusive, wlien

Cadder succession had invariably opened to

died, the

Andrew of
parties who

conjoined in themselves the status both of heirs-male and heirs-at-law of the

body of the
" heirs,"

—

entailer in 1414,

and who made up

their titles to each other as

a term which, in our practice,'' could, in these circumstances, alone

denote heirs-male.
State of the

But, on Audi'ew's death in 1522, a disseveration of the former representa-

presenta-

tion occurred, owing to his having left only one child, a daughter, Janet,

death of

his hciress, at least at

fladderin

curred,

respective
rights of

(Jirect

male and of
''°^'

Who, by

common law

and the question then appositely

that event, might legally be his heir

and

assigns, in

1509

—

in 1522,

was entitled to succeed

patrimony entailed in 1414

no resignation of

it

since that year,

it

the body of the entailer, in terms of the entail

some corroboration of

John

it

may

;

t

and

ance,

veycd, as sail " happin to succeid to the said umquhile
heiretage

;

to

go

to

Janet,

it

is

remarkable that

perhaps be obtained from the grant of James V.

whcrc, failing her, that of the "

^

asked.

of Cadder, provided he were of

Stirling of Keir, of the marriage of Janet of

"

and probably

maybe

discern, there having been

iSeeKeh-

No. 119.

it

behoved not

legally

Anckew

again,

and remainder of the old

to the bulk

From what we can

1

the heir-female, but to the heir-male of

to Sir

oc-

Indubitably Janet,

to Uchiltree,

But

some other family acquisitions since 1414.

Who,

"?

heir of line of William of Cadder, in virtue of the re-grant
of that
"

pi'operty to him, his heirs
also

;

airis

Cadder

in

maill or famel" (female), also

Andro

preference being here given to his heirs-male.

1529,
is

con-

(of Cadder,) in his

Sir

John

Stirling,

however, a bold and unscrupulous character, had resolved to conjoin Cadder
in its entirety with Keir, through a marriage

son James

;

and with

this view, he,

between the said Janet and

his

soon after her father's death, contem-

plated obtaining a grant of her ward and marriage, which he ultimately
effected,

but with considerable

for such a

man,

in such

difficulty

and

cost.

It

was not impracticable

an age, with the dexterity which marked his family

with the purchased concurrence of adverse interests, and with the connivance
of others

* For

—

full

to

have the status of heir of Cadder (whicli she in some degi-ee

proof of

tliis,

by cogent

prece-

dents and authorities in the fifteenth and
teeiith centuries, see

Supplemented Case, 1852,
Crawford for the Duke-

to claim of the Earl of

dom

si.x-

of Montrose, pp. 162-6.

t There may liave been, as in all such cases,
some subtleties and intervening incidents unknown, to give another aspect to the matter
;

but such seems the natural inference,

WITH DEUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION, &a
was), in the interim, specially imparted to her

;

and

this

31

may be

kept in view
1

in reference to

what

and

Sir John, turbulerit

Intestine troubles subsequently occurred

will follow.

by
J nature, and too often involYcd

intrio-uing
b
o

'

and

was

sedition,

forfeited,

and hence,

May

2Sth of the same month,

Cadder projects and

he,

wholly engrossed with his

exigencies, entered into solemn " indentoures in

>'oi-

"•

318-20.

^

^^^^^'^'

ungofKi[i:

form of ItwfiJ of

Robert Stirling (simply

contract," with rather an wiportant person,

;

1527,^ and

10,

^(jtg of

ParUament,

.pp.

for the time, out of the question

but immediately after the reversal, of his attainder.
actually on the

in feuds

^

_

;

so

Marc^h'i,

designed), no doubt for their material furtherance, wherein " ayir of ye saidis Dmnipeill6L' O'tlSG

parteis

band and

oblisit

and sindry poyntis,
saidis indentouris

;

yame and

articulis,

"

^

and

so they

ai'e

yair airis to observe keip

claussis as at

mair lenth

and

fulfill

contenit in ye

is

respectively represented in the preamble of

recorded transactions, to be subsequently adduced, the contract *
being recovered

;

divers Appendix,

itself

not

Kirkmychel, and Blanerne,

to

lands of

all

parts of the Cadder property

but owing to

;

wardator of Cadder, and obviously unable at that time validly

make such a

concession, he further heritably gave the said Robert the

Auld Keir

in warrandice of the same.

This was the strongest security Sir John could give, and showed the magnitude, in his eyes, of the advantage he

was

to obtain, and, at the

the importance of the relative Cadder party with

Keir was a xv pound land of old extent, and

patrimony

—

his very heart's

blood^and

whom

he

tlie original

same time,

dealt.

Auld

paramount Keir

the last portion of his estate which

one so imperious and overbearing would have thus disponed or conceded,
excepting for a pressing necessity or object.

The preceding Robert
was small

in his

though thus great in his house or person,

Stirling,

means,t and had but a slender provision as a cadet accord-

ing to the practice of the time, through the

* Not an item of which is to be found in the impartial Keir work, nor aught relatively, though
intimately affecting both families relatively.

title

or interest of Bankcir, a

fected to be despised

by Charles IV.

(that imbe-

cUe monarch) on account of the lowness of his

— of a piece
— " Yes,

with Eobert's lowness of
may be so but I am
great in my house " {grande in inia casa) and
sofarby birth superior in regard to the Spanish
stature

t If lioberfs mediocre or inferior condition
here had been objected, he might have analogously retorted, in the noted apt reply of the

means

Duke

succession, as explained here, to the King, who,

of iMedina

C'eli,

?°'i '**.'*-

j'^'J^bie'of'^

and from the same source we gather that the knight had "nfovw^f

then granted to Robert, in fulfilment of his engagement, the lands of Lettyr,

his only being

a most

the prefei-able heir

original descent to the Spanish crown,

by its

when

af-

sir,

it

;

;

on the other hand, was

tall

and

portly.

eeiVed"
presenta-*
jtoba-t

party.
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He was

Leading

portioQ of the Caclcler estate.

notices and
characteristicsofthe

from

above

a near,

stirUng.

restricted means, could not otherwise

sometimes designed "in Cadder,"

uis dwellin"
in the family
be expected
in the case of
'^
tD
J mansion, as mia-lit
I
'

oi"

perhaps the nearest, StirHng of Cadder

relative,

and who, from

accommodate himself

Under

all

his

the

circumstances, he must be inferred the Cadder heir-male, holding that identical status,

on Keir,

and having,

as premised, a claim to Cadder.

for the furtherance of his projects, to prevail

this claim for

an equivalent.

upon Robert

Act of Parliament

but such claims or rights he must have forborne to

who was

was incumbent
to forego

Independently, too, he was entitled, in such

character, to be tutor to the family, through the

treaty of Sir John,

It

in

1474

;*

assert, at the earnest en-

wardator, and who, of course, was interested, and

way of his projects, both as
power and management of Cadder so accordant
order to secure to his own family the property, in

eager for the removal of the material bar in the

regarded his own exclusive

—and

with his character

name

the
,

g^^ ^^^

the two houses should they have issue.

1553!

'

yame and
articulis,

;

and

But then Robert must be

this accordingly originated the

between the parties

ofTetrand ^^^^l coutract
of Lettyi^

by subsequently marrying her to his son, and so uniting

of Janet,

pensated in return

tweCTi*^^

in

—

in

and

claussis."

com-

mutual indentures

1527, "quhairin" both "band and obhsit

yair airis to observe, keip, and
^

fully

fulfill

divers

and sundry poyntis,

These must have involved the surrender by Robert

of his claims to the Cadder estate at large

;

for

what

else

had he

to give

compensation for promised portions of the Cadder property, of such mag-

in

nitude as to require the weighty guarantee of
nothing.

Auld Keir

1

Absolutely

Robert being the only party thus dealt with, while a settlement

accordingly was so incumbent, and indeed pressing, for the projects of Sir

John, can anything more strongly evince or demonstrate the Cadder status in
question, to have been in Robert, with
It is impossible to give

inevitable.

1

any other reasonable solution of the contract cited

In vain a different one has been requested of the Keir family,

possessed, as they are, of all the

Cadder writs and muniments, and doubtless

* May9, in that year, which specially statutes
"
ordains, in respect of the " brief of tutorie

and
(the

yat
.

consequent rights and accessories

1527, and, at the same time, imder the circumstances, one so natural and

in

.

its

wan-ant for a sei-vice of a tutor), that " he
nerrest agnet, and of xxv yeiris of age

is
.

sail

be lauchfull tntour." Agnet or agnate

meant then an heir-vude exchisively, in which
sense it was used in the Roman law, from which
we borrowed it. For the above see Scotch
Acts of ParUamait, last edition, vol. ii. pp.

—

106, 107.
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of this contract

also,

-which, unfortunately,
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not upon record

is

—who have

here raised no objection, and, as will be seen in the sequel, confess they

hare none to make.
It

may

also be material to observe that, if an heir-male could take, or

a claim to his estates, on the death of

Andrew

must have been as heir-male of the body of William

it

under

his

Cadder

entail in

1414, the

and regulating

last

which was thus accordingly limited, in the
compensation for the surrender of his rights
shape

—

Stirling of Cadder,

one,

instance

first

had

1522,

in

conceived

it is

and

;

—any quid pro quo

if

so,

;

any

landed

in a

quadrating, as behoved, with the limitation, could only have been to

him and such

And

heirs of the entailer.

coincidentally again

—

that the actual

upon the family of Robert

settled

Cadder

Stirling of

in compensation, as

may be

it

happens

so

— remarkably and

portion of the Cadder estate, finally

Stirling in

1553 (he having predeceased),

inferred, for their

Cadder claim and

status,

and

based upon the solemn contract of 1527, was precisely so destined, exclusively to the heirs-male of tlie body.

to be

by an

As any Cadder

claim to descent behoved

must be the compensation

heir, so, in accordance,

hence so far in perfect conformity with the entail in 1414,

it

;

and being

cannot but be

admitted to have been, in part, in implement thereof, and for behoof

a requital

to,

—

the heirs thereby claiming

viz.,

Robert's children,

of,

and

who

are

thus evinced to be the Cadder heirs-male, indeed the only ones, as no other
heirs-male or competitors, after every investigation, have been discovered.
Tliis necessarily

exhausted the entail in their default, in the

first

instance,

and accounts for the corresponding restrictive destination in the compensation in

1553

to heirs-male of the body.

The preceding Robert
occasionally designed,

is

Stirling, " in

Cadder," or " of Lettyr," as he was The

the undoubted direct Drumpellier male ancestor,

same

Stirling,

the un-

thi'ough
°

John of Lettyr,
-'

Cadder settlement

his eldest son

in that year with
•'

Even supposing we went no
the

Cadder

and

heir,'

who concluded

the final

James

Stirling
^ of Keir.

!'<='

tor,

and

further, the question at issue, identified with
^^^^'^gd

representation, might be held in favour of Drumpellier

;

but cwder"^

eventually proofs of their having been the nearest Cadder heirs after Janet

and her

doubted
JJrumpelances-

'

laterally,"
'^'

issue in

1541, and, singularly again, entitled, as such, to portions p^/t

of the Cadder estate, will be adduced in the sequel, and in (perhaps) a
better place

;

while, indeed,

more

will

being the male Cadder representative.

transpire

in

the sequel of Robert

besides
heir-male.
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The
1553

latter evidence in

—

What,

of which

then,

must
be

will

as

case,

it

may
it

Andrew

The

be deemed a part

—

is

evidently

per

se here decisive.

not be, taken with the remainder of the facts of the
so

seen,

the main conclusion

1541, somewhat resolving into the transaction of

perfectly in unison with,

and corroborative

and heir-male of Robert

1817 and

of,

1

dircct representative

—

in

1818—viz.,

Dumpfi-"^

Andrew

heiir-maTe

Hsh

ceding''

his auccstors,

in 1818,

justified

by the

steps
forestab-

was

somc degree analogous to what may have laudibly prompted the

Stirling, Esq. of

Drumpellier

resolved to take legal steps to estab-

Lcttyr and Cadder status and descent, as transmitted to him through

liis

and duly

The motive was

to record the evidence in its support.

example of eminent and meritorious personages, and

parallel

tj3.K6S

Cadder status and re-

S^tt*^
supra.

in

honourable

member

Perthshire to the Keu" Performance

for

though
he
"

:

merely contented himself with an ex parte statement, through the medium
q£ ^ priyate circulation, without going further, or adopting, as

the better and more satisfactory course of

The honourable member seems thus
from which, however, he

cussions,

and prudential motives,

as

conceived,

Mr Stirling of Drumpellier

to have eschewed public

may

is

and

in

1818.

legal dis-

have been deterred through obvious

was the case with

his ancestor in regard to his

opposition of the Drumpellier service in 1818.

Mr

Stirling of Drumpellier, being

advanced

in years in

1818, the task of

estabhshing his rights legally by service devolved upon his eldest son and

Mr William Stirling, than whom none
discharged it.
He was active and intelligent,

apparent
quately

heir,

could have more adeand, independently of

personal endowments and accomplishments which distinguished him in society,
high-spu'ited,

and

in

every

way

fitted to act

up

to his situation,

and discharge

the duties of the Stii-ling representative, as in fact he eventually was.

Mr WiUiam
instructions,

younger of Drumpellier, acting under

StirHng,

and prompted by that courtesy and consideration

which distinguished him through
justice

and high

feeling,

not rightfully entitled

life,

and

at the

for

others

same time by a sense of

which made him scorn to possess that which he was

to,

thought

it

no more than due to

to inform liim of his father's intentions, and, at the

allowed to inspect the

his father's

Cadder charter-chest, which,

Mr

Stirling of Keir

same time, to ask to be
if

granted, might either

confirm the justice of his claims, or dispel the visions which tradition had
raised.

In either of these results he was ready to acquiesce, and would

greatly have preferred this

method of

settling matters to the

disagreeable course which was the only alternative.

more public and

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
With

by

this view, therefore,
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&c.

he apprised Keir of the steps his father

letter

communi-

proposed taking, to establish his Gadder status by

ser^dce,

with a request that

That applica-

he might be favoured with an inspection of the Gadder writs.
tion, so far,

way

could in no

his family, for

prejudice or affect his (Keir's) rights, because

more than three

under a singular

most

title in

centuries

from 1541), had been

{i.e.,

they never

hand, maintained by Drumpelher, was jus tertii to them.

ante-

head

If actually

or chief of the Stirlings, that status must have been otherwise based by

and with the utmost deference

;

Mr

thereto,

William Stu-ling merely

from

restricted his application for the writs, without the least request for more,

The appUcation was refused by Mr

the charter-chest of the Keir family.

Charles StirUng, Keir's younger brother,

Mr

referring the applicant to

what

will afterwards

who

generally acted for him, after

Dundas, his agent, rather anomalously from

be stated, and between

whom

communication regarding Keir and Drumpellier

So commenced the correspondence
part of Drumpellier.

by

of the kind

Mr Wilham
by the

this

interests.

on the

initiatory to legal procedm-e

all

due explanations and insight into the merits of

Stirling to the Ken* party, with, however,

latter,

results will be seen.

there was mu|;h written

continued for some time previous to his service,

It

under various phases, with
his case

who were

And

entirely reticent

—with

no return

what success and

the Drumpelher family have been induced to print

correspondence in the present Exposition, for the following reasons

(1.)

A

deep regard and respect

for a near

whatever the conduct on the other

that,

duly to

assail

— Mr William

Stirling

and deceased

—which

side^

parview of the correspondence

from

its tenor,

was

consistent,

fluenced

by the

it is

was open and candid

without the least doubt or exception attaching thereto
jet or

is

;

(2.)

not intended unin his

bearing,

That the whole

favourable to Drumpellier, affording,

a striking contrast to the other

side,

—

for,

while the former

and uniform, and, straightforward, as of a party alone
justice of his case,

(3.) because, coupled, as will

—which

:

relative, evincing

and honestly confident of

it,

be seen, with the innate merits of the

had been duly submitted

to

in-

the latter was

dubious, vacillating, and incompetent, ehciting a different conclusion

pellier claim

Mr Dundas

—

;

and

Dmm-

important,

indeed clenching, conclusions, at the close of the correspondence must be

drawn

in its behalf.

Ration of

tLu'^h'not

^ cldder
byV^^i-

the estate of Gadder, that constituted, of course, the aei^

AYhile, however, respectably sprung,

indefeasible.

infeft

cedently had claimed to be of Cadder, whose representation, on the other

Keir

courteous

writs,

cation for
their inspection,

that wa3
unsucoess-
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Without further jDreamble,

therefore,

we may now produce

the correspond-

ence iu question, which extended from the 28th July 1817 to 9th April
following, interspersed too, as
ing,

may

and convenient explanations,

be incumbent, with occasional, accompany-

in this order

spondence down to 6th March 1818.

—

viz.

:

Firstly, the said corre-

Secondly, a verbatim copy of the second

branch of evidence contained in the statements of the Drumpellier merits and
claims in 1818, which

of

Mr Dundas,

added

The
is

—

was then adduced and submitted

to which

way

in this

some confirmatory proofs and explanations

the pubhc will be informed of

insertion of this

to the examination

document

at this place

admitted, but what follows requires

it

its

weight and import.

may be somewhat awkward,

to be placed here.

precedes under the

may

first

speak for

itself,

it

Thirdly, and

lastly, win come the remainder of the correspondence, from 6th

9th April 1818, which

be

-svill

March

to

and which, taken with what

and second heads, may warrant the important con-

clusion already alluded to.
•

TheCorrethatsubsefoiiowe^d

I.— CORRESPONDENCE, from 28th July 1817 to 6th March 1818, between
Mr "WiLLiAM STIRLING, Younger of DrumpeUier, Mr Chakles Stirling,
Younger Brother of the then Keir, and Mr Jajvies Dundas, the Keir LawAgent

theTarties

together with allusion to a Letter, at the same time, from

Samuel

theL?^Cad-

der and family rights

Mr

STIRLING, Younger of Glorat, Advocate (afterwards Sir Samuel

Stirling
° of Glorat, Baronet),
'

^^ '°tefrom
2Sth July
1817 to 6th
Marchi8]8.

;

whose concern and

interest in the matter has

been ah-eady shown.

rests,

[The following are
Stirling's,

all

copied from the original

excepting

letters,

Mr William

wliich are, in most cases, taken from autograph copies, but, at

other times, from copies

made by near

1.—EXCERPT LETTER, William

relatives.]

Stirling to Chaeles Stirling.
" London, Juhj 28, 1817.

" I

had an

interview, a few days ago, with the

Duke

to his leaving town, on the subject of an apphcation

of Montrose, previous

my

father

had made

leave to inspect the papers of the ancient earldom of Lennox,
"

possession

;

which

his grace

now

for

in his

seemed unwilling to comply with, on the ground

of a possible interference with the interest or feelings of your family, to which

he seems much and most properly attached.

When

he found, however, that

the object in question was merely one of pedigree, and quite unconnected

with anything Hke a claim to estates, as he had somehow taken into his head, he

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
proposed, of liimself, to speak with you in regard to

by your answer, which,

to be guided

" Such being the

think

it

proposal,

I

if

it

make out a

when he

gets down,

and

favourable, will remove his objection.

could not well decline

And

proper to acquaint you with what passed.

necessary to
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and therefore

it,

it

having been found

sort of statement, in order to explain to

exact nature of our investigation, I think

you

right to put

it

a copy of the same, whether right or wrong, which,

if

him the

in possession of

you are

at the trouble

of reading, and notice any errors, perhaps you wiU have the goodness to point

out the same

weeks.

when we meet, which

j\Ieantime, in case

I

you see no

complying with our wishes, we shall
see

him on the

hope
fair

be in the course of a few

will

ground of objection to the Duke's

feel obliged if

you

will say so

"

subject.

Wm.

when you

S.

" (Yr- of DrumpeUier.)"

The DrumpeUier family here acted
guished them

even

offered, as usual, to

What

or evidence.

parties (though they

now appear

;

in the fair

and open way that

distin-

throughout, which never met with an adequate return, and

only

supply that of Keu' with a statement of their case

immediately ensued on the above letter between the

had Gadder communings between the

this,

letters)

does not

that the former did not succeed in obtaining a sight

may be inferred, owing to the invariably decided
seen, of Mr Charles Stirling to their main object.
This

of the Lennox writs, as
opposition, as will be

seems supported by a passage

in the

next letter quoted.

The Lennox papers

might have been useful to DrumpeUier, owing to Lettyr, one of their old

Cadder patrimonies, having held of the house of Lennox

;

and

in the

hands

of the superior, very often in Scotch charter-chests, there are deeds and

muniments

affecting
-& the vassal.

2.

—LETTER,

Willum

Stirling to Chaeles Stirling.

"Glasgow, 12th January 1818.
" I

now beg

leave, in pursuance of

this subject, to acquaint you, that I

my

what has

have

this

lately passed between us on

day sent orders

from home to that

to

my

father's

effect),

to obtain a

brief from Chancery, in order to have him served heir to Robert

Stirling, the

agent (agreeable to

first

of Lettyr,

who

instructions

died in the year

1537

;

and

also, if possible, to

Andrew
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Stirling, father of the heiress,

1520, and to "whom, there

and

this,

I

who died about

the year

every reason to beUsTe, that Robert was,

is

brother, at all events the nearest relative

" In mentioning

Cadder,

last of

hardly think

and
it

not

if

rightful heir.

necessary to add, that there does

not exist the most remote idea of claiming estates, or for anything whatever

beyond the mere lower, and perhaps
in point

insignificant, pretension of representing,

of blood, the long-decayed house of Cadder, from which,

always been believed, among ourselves at

am

I

at all

aware

entirely one of

that

we

some moment

Nor

are descended.

that, in the prosecution of this object

the interests of your family,
acquired,

least,

has

it

—

—which

to us is

there can be any possible interference with

whose possession of the Cadder

is sufficiently fortified

by the

estate,

however

lapse of nearly three centuries without

the slightest challenge, and a multiplication of most equitable, as well as most
perfectly legal titles since that period,

and whose descent we have always

understood to be of an origin totally different, though perhaps neither

Such

ancient nor less honourable than the one in question.

the imperfect light

we

possess

—having been debarred

at least,

by your

access

less

from

friends,

out of compliment to you, to some of the most natural and probable sources
of information— in our view of the matter.

we may be

in

some degree mistaken

But

as

very possible that

it is

as to this, and, at all events, are desirous

of acting in the most open and candid manner, I think

it

proper,

by way of

guarding against any misunderstanding on that subject, to give you the
earliest

and

clearest notion of our intentions, that in case yourself or

your family should be of a different opinion to
fullest

ours, they

any of

may have

the

opportunity of considering the bearings of the case, and of expressing

their sentiments in consequence, which, if they will honour us so far as to

communicate, shall meet with the most respectfid deference and attention on
our part, and every

fair

delay allowed for the purpose.

should there be no indication of this

sort, I

On

tlie

other hand,

would then endeavour,

if possible,

to put the Brief into execution before leaving the country, provided I hear

from you in

sufficient

" Submitting
the part of

my

time to admit of

all this

father, I

my

doing

so.

most respectfully to your and their consideration, on
beg to assure you

that, in all events,

and imder

circumstances, I shall ever continue, with unfeigned regard, yours," &c.
"

Wm.

S.

" (Yr. of DrumpelHer.)"

all

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
The preceding

to Charles Stirling,

been shown
delivered to

12th January 1818, at

and approved of by him,

to,

him by me

If there apparently

StirHng, to listen

to,

how

shortly be seen

autograph of

letter is thus endorsed,

morning

this

W.

&c.

S.
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—

:

Copy

"

recommendation, and having

his

Cadder on the Saturday previous,

at

in person."

Mr

was some incUnation here, on the part of

and perhaps to forward the views of the
little

letter

consistent this

was with

his future

Charles

writer,

it

will

method of pro-

ceeding.
o

3.

—LETTEE,

Charles Stirling

William

to

Stirling.

" Glasgow, lith January 1818.
"
I

Enclosed you have a letter from

wrote him enclosing yours to

his descent

me

Mr James Dundas,

in

answer to the one

regarding your father's claim for proving

from the famUy of Cadder.

From what Mr Dundas

says, it

be necessary that you are more explicit than you were in your former
Indeed, I think you had

with

Mr Uundas,

as it

much

wUl

letter.

better carry on the correspondence directly

wUl be a saving of trouble

to all of us.

" C. S.
" (Brother of Keir.)"

In the foregoing letter appears that vacillation on the Keir

shown

itself

somewhat on previous

occasions, but is

manifest in the correspondence that follows

—

so

now

to be

much

side,

which had

made

strikingly

in contrast with the

Drumpellier conduct, which was invariably open, manly, and candid, frankly

making everything

4.

in their possession patent to Keir.

—LETTER,

James Dundas

CmiRLEs Stirling.

to

"

" I

from

Mr

have received the favour of your

Mr

William Stirling to you.

Stu'hng's letter, that

it is

nicate any opinion regarding
late

Mr

Edinburgh, I3th January 1818.

letter of the 12th, enclosing a letter

I really

am

altogether out of
it.

I only see,

Erskine, that, about the year 1540,

so ignorant of the subject of

my

power

to form or

commu-

from some memoranda of the

James

Stirling of Keir, son of Sir
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John

had married Janet

Stirling of Keir,

would wish

know what Mr

to

Stirling, heiress of

by wishing

Stirling's object is

Cadder.

I

to have his father

served heir to Robert Stirling of Lettjr, or to Andi-ew Stirling, father of the
heiress.

Upon

hearing from you I will again look into

Mr

Erskine's

me-

moranda.
" J. D.
« (Keir's Agent.)"

5.

—LETTER,

William Stirling

Charles Stirling.

to

" Glasgow, lAth Jamicmj 1818.

"

However

reluctant to trouble

you further on

to send you, in reply to your letter of this

this subject, I think

my

that, as

on the other,

so,

unconnected with anything like a claim to property of any kind.

know how

have already done

;

I

it,

it is

I

totally

am

quite

to express myself stronger on this head than I

but I can only add that,

legal obligation to that

to subscribe

am

Mr

father's claim

estabhshment of a legal connection

with the house of Cadder in point of blood,

at a loss to

right

morning enclosing one from

Dundas, the annexed memorandum, and to add
goes, certainly, on the one hand, to the

it

eflTect,

I

am

sure

my

if it

father

is

possible to frame

wiU be ready and

along with his whole family, in any terms

any

willing

Mr Dundas may

please to dictate.
"

Wm.

S.

" (Yr- of Drumpellier.)"

The memorandum above
taken by

Mr

referred to

is

proved, by a cotemporary copy,

William Stirhng, to have contained the material evidence in a

statement of the merits of the DrumpeUier case in 1818, and

verhatim

now

in the present Chapter, evincing that the Keir family, wlio

latter too, were, as speedily as possible,

given

saw the

put into possession of everything on

this subject.

In comphance with

Mr

Charles Stirhng's wish,

diately put himself in communication vrith

ferences with

him on the

views, he wrote as follows

Mr

subject in question
:

;

Mr

William Stirling imme-

Dundas, and held two conafter the first of these inter-
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Stirling to Charles Stirling.

"

" I have just parted with

&c.

Dundas,

Edinburgh, Monday, I9th January.

whom

waited on as you desired,

I

and have had two long conferences with him on the subject

and am truly happy

decision,

to find that he

is

offered to his

perfectly satisfied, not only

that your family have no such interest opposed to ours on the present occasion,

but also that there

fullest access to the

is

no

fair

why they

reason

papers relating to our

making use of the authority placed

in his

own

should not grant us the

predecessors.

Aye

hands to say

or

He dechnes
No of himself,

but has promised, of his own accord, to write you on the subject what his
sentiments are, and iu the

mean time he has given me the

satisfaction of

knowing that they are favourable to our request, to which he has no objection
whatever, provided

it

agreeable to you to comply with

is

was good enough to add

that, in case

you should wish

He

otherwise.

it

he would have no

it,

objection to undertake a journey as far as Keir for that purpose himself,

if it

should be any satisfaction to you to have the sanction of his presence during
the inspection, but that, in his opinion, this was otherwise unnecessary, as

you had already a competent man of business

in the

neighbourhood,

who was

fuUy capable of attending on such occasions.
" All this, however,

the affair

is

is

a detail which

it

is

unnecessary to enter into

till

approved of and sanctioned by your acquiescence.
"

W.

S.

" (Yr- of Drumpellier.)"

Things would thus appear to have progTessed favourably, and
Stirling

Mr

on the eve of obtaining

his object, seeing that

Charles Stirling had referred him

kind of umpire in the matter
that the former

had here

—

—

entirely

Mr

it

;

Dundas, to

but we now

;

first

as a
find

and the following

most summarily and abruptly announces a determination on

refuse permission for the inspection of the
sition to the

whom

actually reserved to himself a libermn veto, quite

at variance with the professed sentiments of his law-agent
letter

William

had thought,

so naturally, one

approved of

Mr

Drumpelher clauns

:

Gadder

writs,

and

his part to

a resolute oppo-
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7.

—LETTER, Chaelbs Stirling

(brother to Keir) to

William Stirling.

" Glasgow, 22d January 1818.

" I yesterday

had the pleasure

same post brought one from
" I think

it

Mr

and the

to receive your letter of the 19 th,

Dundas.

and

right to be candid

on the subject of your

explicit

by

letter,

frankly communicating that your request for having permission to examine

However un-

the papers in the Keir charter-chest cannot be gone into.

may

be to

my

pleasant

it

my

elder brothers

tM'o

you that

to acquaint

I

and our

family, yet, nevertheless, I

have by this post instructed

agent, to oppose in every fair

way yom-

motive to yourself has induced

and

bearings,

than

I

you

will

I

am

me

persuaded

I shall only

in adopting the
that,

Mr

deem

it

my

Dundas,

but

to

fair

brother's

father's claim for being second heir

to the heiress of Cadder, or her uncle.

this business;

owe

feehngs, in the discharge of a duty I feel I

when you

then be fully sensible that

I

add that no personal

measure to be pursued in
coolly survey

it

in all its

could not have acted otherwise

may be

have done, notwithstanding how opposite that

to your wishes.

" C. S.
" (Brother of Keir.)"

Without stopping to consider how
cooUy acquiesce

in the

Mr William

Stirhng would, as suggested,

admonitory conclusion di-awn

spondent at the end of the

letter,

for

him by

his corre-

there would seem to have been an undis-

cernible under-current in the business that

may have

regulated

it.

And

former unconsciously, owing to no fault or want of possible prevoyance of

the
his,

bandied from the one party mentioned to the other, who had a mutual correspondence

—

as

Mr

Charles Stirhng
as

it

—

Charles Stirling to

like a shuttlecock

Mr

Dundas, and

Mr Dundas

between two battledores.

to

Mr

But be that

may, he being so peremptorily and unexpectedly refused the inspection

—

in question

the gauntlet having been thrown down, and war openly pro-

claimed by the last gentleman (with what prudence and success will after-

wards be so plain)

— Mr WilUam

Stirling could

appropriate and conciliatory letter in return

:

now

only write the following
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Stirling to Charles Stirling.

"Edinburgh, 2Qth Januanj 1818.
" I was favoured witli your letter of the

my

contrary to

wishes and sentiments, as

22d on

it

expectations also, yet admits of no further argument
to trouble

Friday, which, however

certainly

you with any expression of the regret

and perhaps

is,

neither will I presume

;

manner that which

are most unquestionably right to discharge in the strictest

you consider
as

to be a duty to your

you seem to

own

family

;

and

you

if

fully entitled to offer,

seriously conceive,

be affected by our

in-

without the least regard to

us,

do, that their interests are likely to

tended proceedings, are

You

has occasioned me.

it

my

to

every fair opposition.
"

Of

this there can be

our conduct

—having

every information,

may

no doubt, nor shall there be any of the fairness of

to

afford

him
that

readiness

to

he considered requisite for rendering that opposition effectual.

" Let the result, therefore, be
for complaint.

we

Mr Dundas our

mahe him acquainted with any particulars

declared to

and

shall

Should

what

it

may, you at

prove unfavourable to

it

have nothing to say, unless perhaps to

us,

least will

which

regi-et

have no room

is

and

in a less public

manner.

we may again be permitted

If,

by

that the proofs

which we may be discomfited had not been brought forward
period,

very possible,

an

earlier

on the contrary, we succeed,

I trust

to hold out the olive branch,

at

and that you

have too much greatness of mind to allow anything that

may

will

pass on the

present occasion to have the effect of shutting the door to any future overture of accommodation between the respective families, in which I cannot
still

help

thinking that

each

equally honourable to both, and which, if
efiect,

would be

my

upon principles

might find their account
it

were by any means possible to

highest pride to be instrumental in the accomplishment.
"

W.

S.

" (Yr. of DrumpeUier.)"

The Keir and DrumpeUier

families being thus legally at issue

subject of the prospective service
resolutely

by the

and inexorably to oppose

—

latter

—which

on the

the former was so

there behoved to be communings be-
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tween them, or their

legal agents, in reference to their procedure

Charles Stirling, though

Mr

while

;

the Keir oracle in secret, and even adviser of

still

the opposition, not appearing openly in the business, the different points

were mainly mooted and chscussed in the correspondence that follows be-

tween

Mr WiUiam

Stirling,

acting for his father,

and Mr James Dundas,

acting for Keir.

There were, at the beginning of February 1818, no other avowed parties

Samuel

than Keir and Drumpellier.

younger of Glorat, Advocate,

Stirling,

on the fourth of the same month, intimated by
that " no opposition wUl be

made

letter to

by

at present

my

Mr WiUiam

father "

(viz.,

Stirling

Sir

John

Stirhng, Baronet, of Glorat) to the Drumpellier service.

Matters here, however, as will be shown very shortly, changed

now

thi'ough his legal advisers,

ever boldly and confidently at

finding to his cost that he
first

—by

and Keir,

;

had rashly

—how-

the urgency of his brother Charles,

been precipitated into the contest, that legally was^ws

tertii to

Mm,

forth-

with betook himself to the Glorat family as the only expedient for thus
opposing Drumpellier

—whom he

whom,

prevailed upon so to act, and with

Mr Samuel Stirling, through Mr Dundas, he
purpose.
He then, though ostensibly only, quitted

in the person of the preceding

formed an alliance
the

field,

Samuel

And

for the

leaving the chief

Stirling, assisted

by

this confederacy,

management of the Drumpellier opposition

to

by Mr Dundas, who remained nearly in statu quo.
which could not well be acceptable to Drumpellier,

he had now virtually two instead of one to meet

—

^viz.,

Glorat openly and Keir

in secret, while the latter undertook to defray the expenses.

The

above, which will be proved in the sequel,

may

be a necessary explan-

ation in connection with the correspondence alluded to, which follows

9.— EXCEEPT LETTER, William

Stirling to James Dundas, W.S.
"

" I have

now

:

to acquaint you, according to

Saturday, 7th February 1818.

my

promise, that

we intend

to

for my fathers service, of which I gave you a cojpy the
middle of last week, before a jury, in presence of the Sheriff of Edinburgh,
on this day fortnight, Saturday the 21st instant, provided that day should

lay the brieve

be perfectly agreeable to your friends in the west.

have the goodness to name any other, more

so,

If not, I

and we

will

do

hope you
all

will

we can

to
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I said before, if there

he

any

infoi--

ination in our power, which you think can be of the slightest use to you in

strengthening the present opposition,

it

your

shall he heartily at
"

W.

service.

S.

" (Yr. of DrumpelUer.)"

10.— LETTEE, William Stirling
"

Mr

"

to

Howe

James Dundas, W.S.

Mr

William Stirling presents his compliments to

quests to

know

if

\Wi

Street, Edinburgh,

Feb. 1818.

Dundas, and

re-

there be any answer to the letter he had the honour to

W.

"

send him on the 7th instant.

" (Yr. of

11.—LETTER, William Stirling

to

S.

DrumpeUier.)"

James Dundas, W.S.
" 20th Februarij.

" I

had the honour of your note only

receipt of
for a

it,

sent instructions to
events,

fortnight, at all

my

and as

late last night

father's agent to

much

postpone the service

longer as may, on further consider-

be thought convenient or agreeable to your

ation,

friends.

"
" (Yr. of

It

is

immediately on

but,

;

evident from the above letter that

Mr

W.

S.

DrumpeUier)."

Dundas had

applied for a

delay of the service, in order, no doubt, that the Keir cause, by gaining time,

might also acquire strength, and succeed
little)

an opposition

to justify

to

in

DrumpeUier.

collecting

The

evidence (however

letter evinces

Mr

Wil-

liam Stirhng's usual readiness to acquiesce in the wishes of his adversary.

12.

—EXCERPTS

from

JOURNAL

of

William

Stirling, proving what

"

"

Meantime

it

is

evening of the 19th.
his partner

Mr

is

premised.

IWi February

1818.

proper to bear in mind the following particulars on the
Previous to

Mr Dundas

wiiting me, as above, he and

Wilson called and had a long conference with Samuel

Stir-
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at the lodgings of the latter, in

ling,

regular fee on the part of their

which they insisted on giving him a

and

clients,

him the statement

laid before

of the grounds of their case.
"

The conference concluded,

hoM^ever,

by Dundas expressing himself much

impressed with the very open

and handsome manner

ducted ourselves, and giving

it

had no gt^ound
Samuel

in lohich ive

as his decided opinion that the

had

con-

Keir family

xipon the present occasion, in which opinion

to interfere

Stirling concurred, and

it

was

finally

agreed to

ivrite

Charles

acquainting him with their joint sentiments on

Stirling by next post,

this

Meantime Dundas should write me

head, and to convince him of the same.

asking delay, as he did the same night as above."
" 25th February,

Wednesday.

—This day Riddell*

for a long time in earnest conference with

saw Samuel Sthling

Wilson in the Advocates' Library,

which Samuel came up to Riddell and told him that Wilson had that

after

morning received a reply from Charles Stirling, saying
ing what

had been

he

said,

was

7'esolved

upon an

of the means he left to them, and desired they
their knowledge,

upon anything,

and

persevere, and that,

to let

that, notwithstand-

The

opposition.

woidd arrange

when they were

him know, aud he would come

into

strain

to the best

of

able to determine

Edinburgh

in aid,

to give his sanction to whatever might be considered as the most advan-

tageous plan

:

that after full consideration as to

this,

he (Samuel) and Wilson

had agreed that the best way of proceeding would be
ivithdraw their opp>osition, and that Sir

John

for the

Keir family

Stirling of Glorat,

Samuel's father, should again come forward, as before thought

name

defrayed by Keir;

and

her

hence

—
;

in whose

of,

is

proved

this

his

—

in keeping with other corroborative evidence in the

that Glorat originally, with just reason, declined to oppose Drumpel-

that

Keir avowedly could

not

do

—

That is the present writer he beiug chief
and of course confidant, of Mr William
He never saw or was
Stirliug in this case.
*

scheme Samuel was to submit to

same evening."

father, for his approbation, the

case

Mr

the proceedings shoidd take place, while the expenses shoidd be en-

tirely

It

to

counsel,

aware of the above autograph journal, obviously written at the time, until last year and he
has no hesitation now in concurring wth what
;

so,

but had recourse to Glorat for that

here follows in

it

as to himself.

The informa-

which doubtless made an impression on him, certainly was derived from Sir
Samuel Stirling, with whom he was for yeai-s
tion in question,

on terms of the greatest intimacy,
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&c.

purpose, whose learned heir-apparent at length agreed to he retained, and
act as their cotmsel against Drumpellier,

and that even

^ see Letters of

a regular

-Tames stirling early

second time), but also the law-agents of

jj"*^^^^^"®

tlien, at

,

consultation, not only he (in fact a

Keir,
cahle,

came

to the resolution that the opposition in question

was impracti-

and that Keir especially had no ground of action; which opinion,

it

was agreed, should be formally reported to Mr Charles StirHng, whom they
were to try to convince accordingly.

But here independently, and strangely enough, was imperium in imperio,
and the same gentleman whose pursuits were merely mercantile, and who

at

the outset, as has been seen, had relinquished the business in question to

Mr Dundas

—

the face of law and the best advice

in

He would

exercise his liberum veto.

emptorily
crook,

listen to

:

name

by hook or by

and oppose Drumpcl-

the Jinale of which was, that they at

length succumbed to him, and the opposition was

secuted in the

to proceed,

in their power, to check

Uer in the pursuit of his legal object

resolved again to

no remonstrances, but per-

— on the part of Keir—ordered the former

by every means and quirk

—

now

exclusively to be pro-

of the Knight of Glorat, Keir ostensibly withdrawing,

but stUl acting in secret, defraying the incurred expenses, and aiding and
abetting

him

in his hostile

his power.

And

as himself,

which

attempts against Drumpellier to the utmost of

this, tliough

Glorat had tnily as

will pointedly

little interest in

be shown in the sequel

the matter

So keen and inex-

cusable was their opposition.

Here, in conformity with the plan proposed,

we

shall intermit the corre-

spondence for a space, to be subsequently continued under a third and

final

head, after the conclusion of what forms the subject of the next and second,
to which

we

will

II.— PPJNTED

proceed forthwith.

STATEMENT

in 1818 of the Merits of the

DrumpeUier

Case,

with some Eequisite Explanations and Correlative Additions.

Before giving the same,

it

may be premised

are unquestionably direct heirs-male
Lettyr,
status

(or

was

of Robert Stirling of Bankeir

"in Gadder,") formerly alluded

fully vested in

Stirling, Esq. of

that the family of Drumpellier

to,

who

died in 1537.

them, in the person of their representative,

Drumpelher

(father of

Walter

and

That

Andrew

Stirling, Esq., the present
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Drumpellier), by the service (previously contemplated and broached in the

correspondence), 18th April 1818, after
tested,

had

its

proofs and merits

had been keenly

whom

and undeiTvent the united scrutiny of Keir and Glorat, to

previously, with that fairness

and openness which characterised the whole

conduct of the Drumpelliers, been duly disclosed and submitted.
spite of their

opponents

failed, the service of

—

the one in secret, the other open

then the status ia question having been
forty years,

an indefeasible
The " In"
dentouris
or contract
in 152",
and identity of the

two cotemporary
Robert
Stirlings
and their
families,

before and
after 1541,
the material elements in
the case.

And

behalf

title

—who

Yet

in

here signally

the above date, the merits of which had been subjected

demur or

to the severest ordeal, passed without the least

more than

they

—

and admitted on

it

may

by a double prescription of

fortified
all

Since

challenge.

hands

—which

constituted of itself

be unnecessary to recapitulate the evidence in

with respect, again, to that grounded upon the

its

" Indentouris"

and contract between the same Robert of Lettyr and Sir John Stirling of
1527, so much in favour of his important Gadder status and

Keir, in

representation

—indeed

incapable of any other solution

given at the beginning of this chapter
this

head

is

;

so

what

—

has been fully

principally remains under

the proof to be adduced of the identity of Robert and his family,

who

with the cotemporary Robert and his family,

— the

direct

Gadder representative

—

1541 were

legally in

declared, under judicial sanction of the supreme civil comt,

of Gadder

it

by Janet

Stirling

to be immediately to succeed

to her, or, in other words, to be her nearest heirs, " failzeing airis," as she
states, " of

my

awin body," of

only conclusive in
borative

of,

but

itself,

whom

it

is

none now

exist.

This e\ddence

also in perfect keeping with,

is

not

and corro-

that just refeiTed to from the contract in 1527.

In this way, admitting the identity in particular, the nearest Gadder
representation,

and necessarily descent, wiU be fixed

of any competitor

;

legally foreclosed

and

in

Drumpelher exclusive

certainly Keir, who, independently of being wholly

and never once a party,

is

here in the far distance

even upon the flimsy footing of his pretended Gadder descent, anterior to

1300

—though

utterly unestablished,

and unduly arrogated

to

him

in

the

Keir Performance.

But

in support of this

remaining and conclusive fact of the identity, the

matter being comparatively reduced to a short

and apposite proof and
pellier claim printed in

been submitted to

illustrations,

though requiring due

the statement of the merits of the

1818, which was referred

Mr Dundas,

issue,

to,

Drum-

and that had previously

the Keir agent, shall next be adduced and
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its title,
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great, great, great grandfatlier, died in tlie year 1537,

Robert Stirling whose
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the object noticed, and

for

—including

&c.

as follows

:

—

that

Claimant's great, great,

tlie

and

is tlie

same individual

children, in a judicial procedure after his death, before

the Lords of the Council and Session, were expressly declared to be next in
succession to

Janet Stirling, only daughter and

Cadder, faOing heirs of her

It

may be

own

heiress of

Andrew

Stirling of

body.

necessary to premise the concluding head, with stating that

male representative of a

Stirling of Cadder, the last direct

series of

Andrew

Knights and

—a daughter

Lairds of Cadder, died previous to the year 1522, leaving an only child

—a minor—of the name of Janet—who, by an alteration of the more ancient Investitures,

from heirs male

do^^^l as the

The gTant

by

Sir

John

year 1509

to heirs general,-}- in

which manner they were limited

as far

—became his heir and successor.

of her ward,

who

lier ilescenl

Rohaving
been here

frotii

bert

adduced
before-

hand under
!xfirst

and marriage, was purchased from the

Stirling of Keir,

[Tlie proof
of Um
Drumpel-

different superiors,

strained every point to acquire the donation.;}:

head,

and being
indisputable and

admitted,
as pre-

* The exponent has been induced to make
occasional short additions thereto in the

of

comments and references,

the other marked No.

way

II.

of that of Cadder and

to facilitate appre-

was

otherwise, but these will be at once perceptible,
and distinguished from the text or reprint by

the exponent, also enclosed in brackets, but for

no such table.
To the
latter some short additions have been made by

being enclosed in brackets.

stated, there is

the truth of the entirety of the statements so

much

there has also been inserted, with

derived,

i. e.

from the above work, already, as

the same view, at the end of the Performance,

may

be obvious, partly demurred to and gain-

two pedigrees or genealogical tables, one marked
No. I. of the Letter or Drumpellier family, and

said,

he

is

by no means answerable.

the Keir Performance, to which there was no ac-

From Extracts hy the late Mr Ramsay of Oehtertyre
from the Keir Charter-Chest. See also the Gift to
Sir John Stirling of Keu', Knight, of the marriage
of Janet Stirling, daughter and heiress of the deceased Andrew Stirling of Cadder, 22d July 152fl,
Privy Seal Book, fol. 69. In a Deed made out un-

be seen, that

der his son's inspection, to be immediately quoted

t [This only, however, from what is stated at the
of the chapter, involving more of

commencement

importance on the point, applies to Uchiltree, that
very ancient portion of the Cadder patrimony.

Sub-

sequent evidence derived from the Cadder writs in
cess in 1S18, evinces, so far as can

there was no such alteration

upon a resignation

(Puh. Declaration and Procuratory of Janet Stirling,
10th December 1541), it is stated, " Quod quondam

as re-

quired for the purpose, in respect to the remainder

Johannes Striveling de Keir, miles (the same as in
the text), pro recupei-atione Wardi, relevii, et non

of the estates. ]

J 28th February 1 ,522, Sir John Stirlmg of Keir
paid 2500 markis to James, Archbishop of Glasgow,
for the

ward and marriage of Janet

ter of

Andrew

same

gi-ants

Stirling, of Cadder.

from the King

Stirling,

He

also

now

to deal

Keir, deduced from the text and contents of the with this
Keir Performance, where unprecedentedly, as last and

hension of certain points in the discussion and

And

mised, we
have only

non minimam sua; hereprcediorum partem, ultra redemptionem,

introitus (of Cadder), &c.,

daugh-

ditatis et

got the

alienaverat."

of her other lands.

G

concluding
one.]
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In the character of her wardator, he treated her with the utmost
her in

tlie closest

captivity

and

;

He

portions of her estate.

rigour, detaining

he had been proprietor, disposed of

freely, as if

next caused a pretended marriage, which was

wards found null from the beginning, and dissolved by the Delegates of the
of St Andrews, to be celebrated between her

and

after-

Official

And though

his son James.

she

solenmly protested against this latter proceeding, and the whole of his unwarrantable conduct

;

yet,

whether from the turbulence of the period, or from other causes,

she never could obtain the smallest effectual redress.

and revoking a conveyance

Finally, after a struggle,

to resign her heritage in favour of

induced

ment

of resignation, dated the 10th of

But immediately upon

its

to the

same

effect,

she was

her pretended husband, by an instru-

December 1541.*

execution, she expressly declared, in presence of the

—and the declaration formally engrossed in their
—that a portion of that heritage, yielding a
of eighty merks — no small sum in those days — had been reserved for

Lords of Council and Session

is

judicial acts recording the resignation

yearly rent

THE BAIRNS OF UMQUHILE ROBERT STRIVELING, QUHILKIS ARE
IMMEDIATLIE TO SUCCEID TO ME, FALZEING OF AIRIS OF MY AWIN
BODY :"f certainly it will be allowed a fair and moderate bequest, in behalf of these
"

* "

Anent our Soverane Lordis

lettris

purchest at

ye instance of Janet Striveling, heretar of the landis

and lordschip

of Cadder, agains

Johne Striveling of

that pre-eminence

than of assisting

—thus

To comprehend the true nature

of the transacnecessary to look " behind the

ye Kere, knight, and James Striveling his sonne, That

tion, it

may be

quhare ye saide Johne, havand her marriage, and ye

scenes,"

and some

warde landis, causit ane preteudit
matrimony to be maid betuix ye said James and her,
and sensyne ye saide Johnne hes halden, and as zit

secret

dispositione of her

haldis her in subjeotioue,

and

will

nocht suffer her to

speik with hir f riendis, and hes compellit her to
diverse aiienatiouues

and takkis

of hir laudis

Vide App. No. 3; [audalso

heretage,"&c.

to this Chapter, No.

Addenda

Register of

the

last

day of Jan-

Decreets of the

St Andrews, subjoined in the Appendix,

Official of

No.

and hir

I.]

Decreet of Divorce, pronounced
tiary 1541, in

mak

so strangely gi-asped at

it.

may be

light

derived from a

agreement, of a singular descriirtiou, that then

passed between Keir and a

Thomas Bischop, his
who aspired to be

servitor, once a village attorney,

a traitor and a foreign spy, and was at length, in

Yarmouth, and an adulterer
scruple to avow
an act of adultery mth the Heiress, who was afterwards bartered to him in marriage.
The deed is dated upon the 23d of February 1541,

his old age, a trader at

and burgess

and

at Perth

states, "

Thomas

That

Bischop,

;

who did not

for the
'

'

Help and LABonR
'

'

his SERVITOB, in soliciting

FURTHERING the conveyance made by her

7.

f Publick Declaration and Procuratory by Janet
Acts
Stirling Lady Calder, 10th December 1541.

hir heritage' to Keir

Lords of Council and Session, Lib. 17, fol.
[See also as to this
46, inserted in the Appendix.
transaction, and the probability of her having been
here concussed, with relative suspicious incidents

sheaves'

of the

and inferences, under No.

II. of

the

Addenda to the

present Chapter.]

upon this occasion, prevailed upon
to acknowledge the Family of Keir as Chief of the
a procedm'e which, under all the circumStirlings
She was

also,

;

stances, it

is

believed will, at the present day, have

the effect rather of injurmg their supposed right to

said

Thomas
(a

a

'

;

record)

'

of

(Janet) of

he, therefore, assigns to the

chalder of oats,' a

considerable sum),

heiress, stript of her estate, &c.

of a pardon

'

and

'

tack of teind-

the hand of the

— with

the promise

from the King (nowhere to be found on

for his

ALLEGED

lying with the said

Janet whilst she was Sir James's wife
No. 9. [See again, as to this matter, No.

denda, just referred

1'"

— App.

II. of

Ad-

to.]

With regard to this unfortunate lady, httle faris known, than that she followed her husband
to England, where she is believed to have died,
ther

shortly after, without issue.

— App.

ihid.
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her nearest relatives, at a

making

so large a sacrifice to

even by the

latter,

for

&c.
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no onerous consideration, she was

an absolute stranger,

— and likely to be recommended

in order to purchase their connivance, or that of their curators,

in such a transaction.

[As to these nearest relatives

may

too, it

be observed, that

they were but pupils at the time, and therefore could neither move, nor be properly

aware of what then occurred,

The Claimant proposes

for

which

see in the sequel.]

to show, that this

umquhile Eobeet Steiveling, and his

[There was
also an-

BAIENS, were no other than his male ancestor PiOBEET Stieling OP Bankeye, oe of

Lettye,

and ms childeen, John and William, above mentioned

quently, that these individuals were the immediate

Caddee, faiHng issue of her own body.

;

and, conse-

Heies of the Heieess op

In support of which position he

offers

the

following proof

otheiohiid,

oentiy dis-

'^mHms^n
^^'

^ „iii

^';°,.l^f,

;„

the sequel.]

—The Robert Stieling, in the instrument of 1541, stjdedRoBEET Stieling,
simply, without any addition. — This was the ordmary appellation of Robert Stiris

I.

ling of

Lettyi', or

(1.)

Bankeir.

may be

It

here necessary to remind the Inqiiest* that the

latter,

under

the designation of Robert Stirling of Banlder, was married to Marion Fleming,

daughter of

Among
fol. 120, is

" Decretis

WiUiam Fleming

the

of Boghall (Ch. II. 1).

Records of the Acta, Dominoriini Councilij

a Decreet, of

et Scssionis,

of which the following

this date,

is

an

knycht,

Keii-,

Robert Steiveling, James

and Johnne Brisbane, hes done wrang in ye maisterful
and outputting of Robert Hereote
darrouch, with the pertinentis.

Lady

Rosling,

letres,

to

Robert Stirling of Lettyr in 1818, but was preeluded by a mere preliminary objection in point of

aliunde,

the discussion

it

tliis

Dame

umquhile AHane Hereote
have

the objector on the occasion,

—Decreet of

date,

— "Anent

Isabell Leving-

James Levingstoun Mr bruyer, Maister Robert Hereote,

* [The present portion of the Drumpellier statement had been intended to be submitted to the Inquest who served the Claimant direct heir male of

was shown) by

Brisbane,

Glasgw, within ye

regalitie of

purchest at ye instance of

and Gilbert Hereote, breyer

(as

Vi. Dec.

—

and landis of Gar-

forth of the hous, place,

Hand within ye

Gcrtifkd Extract from the same Record

oure Soverane Lordis

form, urged

:

spoliation, eiectioun,

scherefdome of Lanark," &c.

stoun.

xliii.

and deHveris yat Marioun Fleming, George Bog, Michael GiUespy,

Johnue Strivebng of ye

(2.)

Lib.

excerpt, viz.

Sir

Samuel

who

Stirling,

wisely shunned

involved of the merits of the Cad-

der question, and thus contrived, backed by an interlocutor of the Sheriff-Substitute

who

presided, to

momentarily staved

it

— aganis
off.

WiUiam

In consequence of

which, the portion alluded to was never submitted
to the jartj,

pellier,

though

this

was

fully

compensated

by the subsequent proceedings of Drumand his final success in the case. For an

articulate statement of the matter, as well as inquiry

into the

ground and

tute's interlocutor,

justice of the Sheriff-Substi-

the

exponent

reader to the next Chapter.]

may

refer

the

—

i633.
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and Mariouu rieyming,

Fleyniing of Boghall,

Robert Steiveling, now

Hereote, and
26. Feb.

ling,

and William Fleming of Boghall, curatoris
(-t-)

1542.*^

of iimqiiliile Allane

spous, for his interes," &c.

liir

Act of Ctwatory, of this date, mentioned
sone to xtmquhile Robert Striveling,

(3.)

1538.

relict

in

cibove,

"

which

Johne Strive-

Malcom Lord Fleming,

desLrit

to him."

Submission, of this date, mentioned above, between certain parties therein

and

specified,

"

Johne

Striveling, sone

and

ling," with consent of his curators, and

air of

umquhile Robert Strive-

Marion Fleming,

relict of the said

umquhile Robert, &c.
(5.)

JggJ°^'

Instrument of Sasine, of

stone of Duntreath, proceeding

WUliam

favour of

this date, in possession of Sir

(6.)

of

Robert Striveling,
and

Certified Extract from the Register of Acts

is

a witness.

Decreets, Boole x.fol.

in his Majesty's General Register House at Edinburgh

—Contract, of this

wliich the lauds of Lettyr and Balquharrage are destined to "

by

ling,

sone and air of umquhile Robert Striveling

his body, to

Edmon-

of Argyll, in

Livingston of Kilsyth, of the lands of Kirkmichael-Stirling,

and Blairnerne, wherein Jolm, sou

fw^"^

Charles

upon a precept by Archibald Earl

;

"

and

Johne

3

27,

date,

Strive-

failing heirs-male of

William his brother.

Robert Stirling, the undoiibted Heir of the Heiress, left Children, who are
described as Bairns, in December 1541.
That Robert of Bankeyr or of Lettyr
II.

—

likewise left Children,

ing Documents,
1533.

(1.)
xi. fol.

who were Minors

at this period

—

is

apparent from the follow-

viz.

Lords of Council and Session, Booh
159, extant in his Majesty's General Register House at Edinburgh Act

Certified Extract from the Acts of the

—

of Curatory, of this date, of

which the following

is

an

extract, viz.

:

"

In pre-

Johne Striveling, sone to umquhile
Malcom Lord Fleming and WiUiam Fleming

sence of the Lordis of Council, comperit

Robert Striveling, and
of Boghall curatoris to
(2.)

21. Feb.

1542.

desirit

him ad

lites."

—Appendix.

Submission, of this date, above mentioned, No.

ling of ye Keir, sone
his fader,

and

on yat ane part

aire of
;

4,

between

"

James

StriA'e-

umquhile John Striveling of ye Keir, knycht,

and Johne Striveling, sone and air of umquhile

Robert Striveling, with consent and assent of ane noblie and mychtie Lord,
Malcolme Lord Fleming, Maister Hew Rig, his curatoris, and Mairon Fleming,
ye

relict of
(3.)

1553.

to

have had a younger

subject,
to

ye said umquhile Robert, on that oyer

Contract, of this date, above mentioned. No.

what

brother,

named William.

6,

part.

by wliich

tliis

John is proved

[For more on this important

and pointedly corroborating the argument, reference may be made
will be stated

under an appropriate head.]

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
III.

— The same
—

the year 15il
(1.)

53

&c.

Eobeet Stirling mvist have died only a short time previous
Eobeet of Bankeyr, or Lettir.

Certified Extract from the Records of

Adjournal in

his Majesty's Oencrcd

Register House cU Edinhurgh — " Colinus Campbell de AuchiuhoAvye

;

quondam Alaui Hammiltoim

Pardowy, Eoberti Striueling de Lettir,

et

ex precogitata

juniore suo

Eoger eius
(2.)

filio,

15.

Nov.

convictus,

de arte et parte, crudelium interfectionum

droicht,

to

So, also, did

:

de

Andrse Striueling de Ballin-

fellonia commiss. in comitiua

cum

Colino Campbell

Willielmo Campbell sua nepote et herede apparente, Johanne

seruo, et

Karolo Campbell clauigero et decollatus."

Certified Extract

from

General Register House at

the Register

Ediniurgh—

of the Privy Seal in his Majesty's

Ane

"

respitt

maid

3.

June

to Charlis Campljell

of Skeringtoun, Colin Campbell, sone of vmquhill Colin of Auchinhowye,

Williame Campbell, and Johnne Eoger,

manyng

fra our

ffor yair

treasonable biding and re-

Soverane Lordis army and raid of Sulway

vmquhill Alane Hammyltoun

part of ye slauchteris of

;

and

for

Striueing of Bankere, and Andro Striueling in BaUingtrocht
oyeris actionis tresoun in our Soverane Lordis persoun,

being exceptit, and for xix zeris to indur.
the zer of

IV.

God ane thousand fyve hundreth

—In considering the
—

It

fyi'e,

Striueling,

for all

murthur and

ye ferd

which may serve

thift

day of Jimii,

to ascertain the

would depend upon the place

of his

might naturally be expected, that a person nearly connected with

the Family of Cadder would have lived either at Cadder, or in
least,

and

;

and

art

Egbert

xli zeiris."

different circumstances

identity of such an individual, something
residence.

—At

ye

of Bardowe,

its

vicinity

;

at

the actual residence there of a Stirling, in a feudal age, would go pretty far

to infer a relationship.

That Egbert of Bankier or of Lettyr did actually reside at

Cadder, and was occasionally thereby designed,

Documents
(1.)

—

is

certain from the following

viz.

Dispensation, of this date, for the marriage of Robert Stirling

Fleming, mentioned above

;

by which

it

and Marion

appears that the said Dispensation, as

well as the banns for celebration of the said man-iage, were published and

proclaimed in the Parish

Church of Cadder.

—This could hardly have taken

place without a fixed residence within the parish.
(2.)

It has

been shown, that only three persons

fell

in the feud with the

Allan Hamilton of Bardowie, Andrew

Stirling,

designed of BaUendrocht and Bankeir, and Eobert Stiiiing, designed

indift'er-

Campbells of Auchinhowie,

viz.

ently of Bankier and of Lettyr.

In relation to that transaction, there

the following Gift of Escheat, in the Register of the Privy Seal, Boolin his Majesty's Genercd Register House at Edinburgh, of which

ilie

is

extant

xi. fol. 37,

following

is

ii.

June
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—

certified copy, viz.

and

"

Ane

letre

maid

Archibald Erie of Ergile, his

to

moveabile and umnoveabile,

assignais, ane or mai, of the gift of all gudis

dettis, takkis,

stedingis, obligationis,

airis

soumes of money, and utheris guidis

now

quhatsumever, quhilkis pertenit to Charles Campbell of Bargour, and

pertenyng or ony wiss
12.

resoiin of eschete,

Nov,

1537

sal

happen or may pertene

to our

throw being of the said Charles fugitive

Souerane Lord, be
fra the

the home, or convict for art and part of the slauchter of

Hamyltoun

of Bardowie

God ane thousand

From

Andro

Dated

LING IN Caddek, &c.
of

;

Striveling of Bankier *
;

at Linlithgow

fyve hundred

xxx

ye

xij

law and

and Eobeet Steive-

day of November, ye

zere

vij zeris."

a previous entry in the Books of Adjournal, unnecessary to quote particufeud appears to have existed between the Stirlings of BalHndrocht

larly, a violent

and the Campbells of Auchinhowie, both in the immediate vicinity of Cadder
the course of which Colin Campbell of Auchinhowie had been slain

implicated

—which was

House

in

by Andrew

probably the occasion of his and Andrew's death

terference quite natural,

;

In this feud Eobert appears afterwards to have been

Stirling of BaUinih'ocht.

of the

at

umquhUe Alane

upon the supposition

of Cadder,

—an

in-

of his being the male representative

and consequently obliged

to espouse the interests of its

members.

V.

— The Claimant must remind

1541,
"

ft

2"^rt of the

Baiens"

of an

mainder was

to

the Inqucst,-\ that, in

Heritage of the Heiress of Cadder was to be secured to the

Umquhile "Eobeet Steiveling."

be

tenns of the Alienation of

He was

Keir's.

have the power of carrying into

With

to be Laird of Cadder,

this exception, the re-

and would,

effect the anterior conditions

necessarily,

connected with the

property.
If,

then,

it

can be proved that, immediately after the date of the transaction,

James Stieling of Keir

(for his Father, in

consequence of his arbitrary and san-

guinaiy proceedings towards other families, had before this been

slain,!)

^^

enter

into a Treaty with " the Bairns " of an "

the

douhted Ancestor of the Claimant, in

of that

estate

;

—and

that the latter,

several portions of that estate

been alienated
* This

Andrew

to the

by
;

farther, if 7ione whatever can be found to

of a separate

same
Both Robert

and he had an interest in Bankier.

"Umquhile Eobeet

esses,

he had

estate.

*

He was murdered by Shaw

of Leny,

near Stirling, in a

lit

Steiveling,"

also stript of a great part of their

he was instigated by the widow
who, by Keir's machinations, had been re-

To

[See again as to this, p. 5 1 , note*.]

Cambusmore,
of compunction for having

have

been the unworthy instrument of Keir in assassinating Buchanan of Lcny, whose daughters, coheir-

+

of

un-

and other arrangements, actually obtained

Stirling of Banl^eir was the

with Andrew Stirling of Ballindrocht.
Stirling

this

and

"Baiens"

Umquhile Eobeet Steiveling,"
order to secure to them certain parts

this act

duced to the lowest

distress.
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can there exist the shadow of a doubt that the former were the identical persons
there contemplated

of her body

(1.)

—those who were immediately

to succeed to her, failing heirs

?

Her

resignation

dated upon the 10th of December 1541

is

we

30th of January 1542,

find

"James

tain arbiters, between

Johnne Striveling of ye Keir,

;

upon the

an indenture, in form of a submission to

Striveling of ye Keir, sone

and

aire of

umquhile

and JOHNE
fader, on yat ane part
UMQUHILE ROBERT STRIVILING,

kniclit, his

STRIVILING, SONE AND AIRE OF

30. Jan.

cer-

;

with consent and assent of ane noble and michty Lord, Malcolriie Lord Fleming,

Hew Rig, curators, AND MARIOUNE FLEMING, RELICT OF YE
SAIDE UMQUHILE ROBERT, on yat uyor pert,"— referring to the decision

Maister

of the said arbiters, " all and sindrie actionis, debatis, pleyis, causis, questionis,

and contraversies, or clames, yat ayer of ye

ony of ye

at uyeris, or uyeris quhatsumevir, yat

wise

may

half, or

muive agains

uyeris,

saidis partyis hes to ask or

clame

saidis partyis hes or

m ony time before

ony

ye day of ye dait of

yir presentis;

and

partyis, anent

ye infefting of ye said Jolme Striveling, as heir to his saide um-

speciallie anentis

XV^^

quhile fader, in ye
Lettir,"

—

ye pley and questioune betiux ye saidis

landis of auld extent of Blanerne, Kirkmichael,

" for relieving of

and

ye saide Jameses landis and heritage of Keir, after

ye forme of ane contract, and writingis maid betuix ye saide imiquhile Johne

and ye said umquhile Robert," &c. App. No. 8.
contract between the same partis, of this date, there

Striviling of ye Keir, knicht,
(2.)

And by

a final

expressly designed in the

same manner,

infeft in the lands of Balquharragc,
b)s

him

or his father

michael,*

were

;

to

fixed that the said

John

is

to

be

never previously, in any shape, held either

;

which, fading the heirs-male of his body,

to descend to those of his brother

upon Keir was

is

a more valuable acquisition than Blanerne and Kirk-

—and likewise in Lettir
be relieved.

William; after which the warrandice

App. No.

10.

These mutual agreements, no doubt, profess, in part, to proceed upon some clan-

and certainly illegal transactions, that appear to have passed between
Robert and Sir John, promising to the former these parts of the estate of Gadder.
+
destine,

* The lands of Kirkmichael and Blanerne were
held by the Family of Cadder of the CampbeUa of
Auchinhowie, who held them of the Livingstons of

Kilsyth,

who

held

them

of the

Crown.

Now, Balquharrage held only

of

immediate tenant of the Crown,
There would, then, here, be fewer feudal casualties

.superior (Keir)

exigible

dering

— a circumstance that could not

it

a

more

luei'ative possession.

t [They were so far illegal. Sir John being only
wardator, and not possessor of Cadder, and legally
unable to intromit therewith, and hence, in warran-

what he promised, was obliged heritably to
Robert even in his original family property

dice for

one subject

fail of

ren-

2.

March

1553
it

infeft

of Old Keir, for

which see

full copies of

the above

deeds in 1542 and 1553 refeiTed to in the Appendix,

with more afterwards adduced in the

text.]
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This, of

would speak

itself,

loiidly in favour of the

only begun to be carried into
immediately,

will be perceived, u2)on

it

Kirkmichael, there
arid

it is

effect after the date
its

But these were

Claimant*

1541

of the alienation in

execution.

—Instead

;

and
and

of Blanerne

substituted Balquharrage, a more advantageous acquisition

is

extremely obvious, that even hy their fulfilment Keir ivas VIKTITALLY dis-

charging THE STIPULATION OF THE HeIBESS.
It is in proof, that

John ever afterwards possessed these lands

as also his son Eobert, until he disposed of

them by

that the entire estate of Bankeir, anotlier part of Gadder, was,
period, acquired

As

by William,

to the alienation

who was

Steiveling,"

his

in fuU propei-ty

Besides, it

sale.

much

;

can be proved

about the same

yoimger brother.

even of an acre to the " Bairns of an umqtjhile Robeet

may safely

not his ancestor, the Claimant believes he

DEFY HIS Opponents to peoduce, to this effect, even the vestige of an
AUTHOKITY.

—On the other hand, independently
—the ten-pound land
—

of old extent

of Lettir

of Balquharrage, a five-pound land

and

Banlceir, Easter

AVester, all parts

of the ancient inheritance of Cadder (to say nothing of the promise of Kirkmichael

and Blanerne,

also special portions of the same),

were

sixteenth century, acqvured

by the family

property of the Heiress, vjcre

JOHN AND WILLIAM

of the Claimant

or AN UMQUHILE EOBERT STRIVELING "),
resignation— duly " HELPIT AND PEOVIDIT." f
From
must

it

about the middle of the

all,

{o^it

;

and

to these parts of the

of all question "

these single facts, the Claimant regards the Identity as fixed

be when combined with the other evidence

But upon

this point,

how extremely

easy

it

and indeed the whole

:

Among

he cannot help remarking

woiild have been for the respectable person,

other advantages, he

is

what, then,

1

of the case,

who has

himself so decided an opponent, to have advanced contrary evidence,
existed.

BAIRNS

soon after the period of her

in possession of the ancient

if

declared

such had

documents of

the respective families of both Keir and Cadder, assuredly the most natural sources

upon such a subject

of information

;

but which, though freely imparted to others,

have been carefully Avithheld from the Claimant.

To them the

latter

presumes to

think that he was peculiarly entitled, under the circumstances of the case, to have
expected access
right

—and

;

though he does in no shape presrune

which the individual in question has thought proper

holding them, yet he considers

* [Certainly

partly

;

may be
Cadder heritage
stated at the

ter,

to be

and the agreement besides went
upon the Cadder transaction in 1527, of a

piece, it

is

it

said,

with Janet's stipulation about
which further see what

in 1541, for

commencement of

and towards

+ [Moreover,

the present Chap-

was in part premised,

to himself to record the refitsal

it

can be

he

proved that there was another " bairn " of Robert
Stirling's of Lettir, namely Jane, who was also provided by the Keir family, of course corroborating
the argument

ment

;

for which, as well as a

of the ensuing

minute

state-

—in—with some new

important transactions

eluding their original groundwork

its close.]

as

due

to dispute the legal

to exercise in with-

evidence, see in the sequel.]
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and

;

the Jury will not

In the

mean

fail

&c.
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wliich, in balancing the general merits of his case,

he trusts

didy to appreciate.

time, one result of the opposition in question

a strict investigation of these important documents

;

and

is,

that

it is

it

some

has produced
satisfaction to

the Claimant to be able to assure the Jury, from undoubted authority," that they
cmitain nothing ivJiatevcv hostile

VI.

—Upon the whole, the Claimant conceives he has satisfactorily established the
Yet, in order to avail himself of every evidence,

point.

and

pirscnt Claim.

to the

known

—that

regarded on this account

show the

tradition

would be received even by the House

be scrupulous upon such occasions

to

to

he begs leave to adduce an additional authority of some

belief of his ancestors,

antiquity, which, in similar questions,

Lords,* though

and

the othee parts of

all

it

—and the

more

of

to be

have already been legally

substantiated.

an old family Bible of Dr William Stirling, grand-uncle

It is the attestation of

to the Claimant,

who

died in the year 1757, who,

design to misrepresent a

fact,

which

other matter, and upon which, from
causes, he does not appear to

have

liis

hardly to be supposed, could

professed religious principles and other

much

set

it is

evidently only introduced in reference to

is

estimation

;

and

if

en-oneous from the

quantity of evidence then in existence, independently of a fresher tradition, could
at once

have been so easily detected.

that this individual

years of age

when

was born

By reference

in the year 1682,

his father, the third

John

to the pedigree.-f-

and was

Stirling, died

it Avill

be seen

of course twenty-seven
:

That John was grand-

son to Walter, the son of John Stirling of Lettyr, and was actually fifteen or sixteen
years of age

when

the said Walter died

;

—circumstances which camiot
—There, along wdth

peculiar weight to the testimony of the author.
births

and descents of several of

liis

fail to

give

entries of the

connections, all in his

own

hand\\Titing,

is

the

following statement of his pedigree, necessarily embracing that of the Claimant,

with which he

Cruise on

p 239

'

now

terminates his Case

* Cruise, the latest and ablest writer

—

:

upon Peer-

aiy sort of evidence, the best the nature of the sub-

^o^ Law, affirms " Hearsay evidence, although not
generally admitted in other oases, is received in
cases of pedigree.

great authorities;

who

gives

it

'

— And

ject will admit, establishing the descent

only sources that can be had."

then he refers to several

among the

rest, to

field,

Law

pedigree

;

an entry

is

an inscription on a tombstone,
evidence."

from the
would be impossible

by which contracts are

established, &c.

+ [For which

of pedigree, therefore, recourse

is

No.

In cases

had to a second-

H

I.,

stated to have

sufficient, in point of

ordinary rules of evidence, as

it

is

in a father's family Bible,

are obliged, in cases of pedigree, to depart

to establish descents according to the strict rules
p, 240.

who, in Buller s Reports,

declared, that " Tradition

Lord Erskiue,

as his opinion, " that Courts of

from the

— And to Lord Mans-

&c.,

are all good

see the DrumpeUier Lettyr Pedigree,

at the close of the Performance.]

Cowper'-s
xvGporis,
p. 693.
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" XVIII. JUNII M.D.C.XL.
"

NATUS FUIT PATER MEUS JOANNES STIRLING
"

CUJUS PATEE FUIT JOANNES STIRLING
" FILIUS

WALTERI STIRLING

" FILII JOANNIS STIRLING

QUI DESCEjSTDEEAT EX FAMILIA DE

"

" ET CUJUS FUIT
" ET

CADDER—

TERRA DE BALQUHAREAGE

TERRA DE LETTIR-STIRLING, PROPE DUNTRETH."

[For a further corroboratory statement of the argument here, see in the sequel.]

Appendix.
1.—LETTER

No.

of

GIFT

to Sir

John Stirling

(Privy Seal Eecord, Book
1529.

Aue

Letter of Gift

maid

to

viii. fol.

69.)

Johne StriuHing of Keir, knycht,

Gift.

.

a.ssignais,

of Keir.

'

-z

'

his aires

and

ane or mair, of ye mariage of Jonet Striuiling, dochter and aire of

umquliile Andro Striuiling of Cadder, &c. failzeiog, &c. with

Apud Edinburgh

all profittis,

&c.

xxii day of Julii ye zer forsaid.

Per Signaturam manibus Serenissimi Domini Nostri Eegis

et sui

Thesaurarii subscriptam.

2.—DISPENSATION

JSTo.

in favour of

Robert Stirling and

Marion Fleming.
(The Original produced from the Wigton Charter-Chest.)
1533.

In Dei Nomine, Amen.
evidenter et

trigesimo

Per hoc prajsens publicum instrumentum cimctis pateat

notum, Quod aimo Licarnationis Domini MiUesimo quingentesimo

sit

tertio,

die vero mensis Junij

tissimi in Christo patris et

Papse Septimi amio

xj°.

Domini

xj°.

nostri

Indictione quinta pontificatusque sanc-

Domini dementis, divina

In mei notorij pubUci

et

providentia,

testium infra scriptorimi prtesentia

personaliter constituti honorabihs vir, viz. Eobertus Sterlyng de Ballinkeyr, et
riota

Flemjmg,

filia

camahs Gulielmi Flemyng de

Ma-

Boghall, comparuerunt in ecclesia

parochiali de Caddar, Glasguensi diocesi, contrahentes se invicem pro matrimonio in
facie ecclesice solenmiter

habentes et tenentes in eoruni manibus quendam processum

dispensationis in pergamino subscriptum sub sigillo pendente venerabilis viri
gistri Gilberti Straichin, canonici

hac parte una

cum

ma-

Aberdonensis, ac commissarii sedis apostolicpe in

sua manuali subscriptione.

Ac

sub signo et subscriptione ma-

nualibus Joannis Guthrie, notarij publici, de data apud

Oppidum Edinburgi

viij°

WITH DEUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION,

&c.

mensis Decembris, anno ab incarnatione Domini millesimo quingentesimo

die

prinio.

— Queni vero processum dispensationis,

dictus Eoljertus et Mariota, nuanimi

consensu tradiderunt mihi notario publico subscripto perlegendum
in
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quo vero processu nientio extat quod pradicti Eobertus

et

publicandimi

et Mariota, erant legi-

tim dispensati auctoritate Sedis apostolicce per dictum commissarium potestatem

habentem

in liac parte de tertio et quarto consanguinitatis gradibus

processu ad plenarium contiuetur.

Eobertum

et

masse

Banna

tria

festivis

\'iso

—prout in eodem

perlecto et publicato per

Dominus Johannes Uther, presbyter

subscriptum, discretus, vir
ecclesife parocliialis

—Quo

me notarium

et cuxatus dictse

de Gadder, ante solemnizationem matrimonii inter prtedictos

Mariotam, in sua conscientia exposuit et dixit se fecisse et proclain dicta ecclesia parochial! de

ad invicem succedentibus,

et

Gadder tribus diebus domiuicalibus

nullum invenisse impedimentum

inter dictas

partes prseter impedimenta contenta in hujusmodi processu Dispensationis, quin
dicti

Eobertus

monij in facie
antedictus

omnibus

et

Mariota poterant legitime procedere ad solemnizationem matri-

ecclesise

notum

faceri per

hoc omnibus

et singulis voluit

publicum sen publica.

aut eo circa sub anno,
discretis

Eoberto Boyle et

idem dominus curatus

hoc prtesens publicum instrumentum.

et singulis petierunt hinc inde dicti

et instrumenta,

ibidem

—Et

Super quibus

Eobertus et Mariota, Instrumentum

—Acta erant heec hora quinta ante meridiem

mense, indictione et pontificatu, priedictis prsesentibus

die,

virus Magistro Laurentio Leech, presbytero,

Thoma Brown, cum

diversis aliis Testibus,

Johanne Barbour,

ad prsemissa vocatis

specialiter et rogatis.

Et ego David Hugonis,

clericus Glasguensis diocesis, publicus auctoritate apos-

tolica notarius quia pramissis

omnibus

cum

agerentur dirigentur, et fierent una
sonaliter interfui
audivi, ac in

manu

jS'^o.

Eaque omnia

—Ex

dum

3.

et

solitis et consuetis,

singulorum rogatorum

—DECEEET

signavi et publicavi in

et requisitorum.

(Acts of the Lords of Council and Session,

Book

VI., folio

Octauo

heritar of ye landis

formam Instrumenti

Janet STmLixc, Heiress of Gadder.

in favour of

Anent our Souerane Lordis

ut preemittitur,

et singula prsemissa sic fieri, vidi, scivi, et

signoque et nomine meis

omnium

sic

qua, hoc praesens publicum instrumentum

propria subscriptum confeci, et in banc publicam

redigi,

fidem

;

uotam capi

et singulis

prEenominatis testibus prsesens per-

Julii,

letres purcJicst at ye instance of

1

65.)

Anno md.xxxv.

8.

and lardschip of Cadder, aganis Johnne Striueling of ye Kere,
That quhare ye said Johnne havand hir
Ms soun

Knycht, and James Striuehng

:

marriage, and ye dispositioun of hir

be maid betuix ye said James and

—

ward

her,

landis, causit

ane

July

Jonct Striueling,

j^'ctcndit

matrimony

and seneyne ye said Johnne hes

Jialdin,

to

and

Striueling.
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as zit lialdis hir in suhiedimmi,

hir to

lies compellit

and tendis

to

mak

and will nocM suffer

diuerss alienationis

and

speik with her freiindis,

Tier to

tahkis of

liir

landis

and

and

hi'retage,

gar hir analie ye remanent or maist part yairof ; and anent the charge

gevin to ye said Johnne and James, to bring and produce ye said Jonet befor ye

mynd

Lordis, yat scho

may schaw

and yai

yat ye Lordis wald decern all alienatiounis to be maid be hir of

nane

failzeit,

avale, as at

hir

mair lenth

to

yaim in ye

premissis, with certificationn

conteuit in ye saidis letres

is

;

ye

saidis Jonet com^

jKrand be Maister Henry Lauder, hir procuratour, and ye said Johnne Striueling comperand for him and his soun. The Lordis of Comisale deeernis all alienationis to
be ye said

interponis yir autorite yairto, ay
declare

he

maid

Jonet off Iter landis and heretage, or ony part yairof, to be of nane avale, and

liir

mynd anent

and quhile

ye premissis,

scho hroeht before yc saidis Lordis, to

and yat

be direct herupoun, in forme

lettres

as efferis.

[For observations upon the above, see Addenda, No.

No. 4.— ACT

OF CURATORY,

for

John

I.]

Stirling, Son of

UmquMle Robert

Book XL,

(Acts of the Lords of Council and Session,

Stirling.

folio 159.)

XXVI. Februarii, m.d.xxxviil
1538.
striueling.

In presens of ye

Counsale, comperit Jhone

Lordis of

uiuquhile Robert Striueling, and desirit

Fleming of BoghaU, curatouris to him, ad

litcs,

all his

actiouns

and apon yaim, and swor

of curatory,

persew and defend

office of

Malcome Lord Fleming, and "William Fleming
office, ill

to

desir ye saides Lordis thocht resonable,

perform and defend

ad

lites,

;

sone to

Malcome Lord Fleming, and William

concerning him, and to minister in ye said

The qululk

Striueling,

all

actiounis

curatory as reasoun requirit.

and yairfor hes gevin ye said

of BoghaU, curatouris to liim, to

quhilkes personis hes tane and acceptit ye said
to lely

and trewlie to minister

after yair understanding, for defence of

m ye said office

ye said Johnne, in

all

his actiouns, as accordis of justice.

No.

5.

—RESPITE

to

David Shaw and George Dreghorn.

(Privy Seal Record, vol. 17.
1541.

Respitt, of this date, to

fol.

1.)

David Schaw and George Dreghorne,

for the slauchter of

umquhile Johnne StriveUng of ye Kere, Knicht, &c.
No.

6.—PROCURATORY OF RESIGNATION by Janet
and Judicial Ratification
(Acta

Dominorum

ili?^'^'

Lady of Cadder,

Concilii et Sessionis, Lib. xvii. folio 46.)
xiij

My

Stirling,

thereof.

Lokdis of Counsale, Forsameikle

Decemhris,

Anno md xlj".
vpoun the

as I Jonet Striveliug of Cadder,
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vij

day of December

determit

mynd

come

instant,

&c.
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in presens of your Lordschipis, pnrposlie

and of

my

haif ratcfyt and apjjrcvit anc Idrc of procuratore maid vnder

to

and subscriptioun, witb consent and assent of James Striueling of the Keir,

sele

now my
iunctlic

my

spous, inghMid certanc personis mentionit tJiairintill

and

half resignit in the handes of our Soucrane Lord,

severalic to

and

bischop of Glasgow,

procuratoris con-

vtharis

my

siopcriouris respectme,

and

landis

the

Arche-

hcretage of

Caddee, Vchilteeis, Lettee, Bankeie, Beanzet, Kiekmichell, Blanekne, and
Chaegbee, with the

touris, fortalices, woddis,

manor

places, mylnis, tenentes, ten-

endries and seruice of free tenentis, aduocatioun, donatioun and rychtis of patron-

aU

age of kirkis and cheplenriis of the samin, and
infeftmcntis

and scmigis and

was vncompeUit,

or coactit to do the

samin

be zour Lordschips, quhat profit I gatt

and

;

at

my command

;

And

wourd anent myself
said sikernes,

ampleat at

my

and

desire,

my

man

for diuerss caussis

and certane

fraudit, in

to

swer that

inquirit at

Vchiltreis,

landis forsaidis,

was

als

revelit

and schewin

samin

sufficient

my name

may

consider and judge

ony way bot of gude consideratiomi,

als for diuerss vtheris profittis

and

of ane

insufficient

to zour Lordschipis

sum

secret

and gude, and hes gottin the samin

be triing out of the verite perfitHe knawis the vther

my

said spousis

Dekyei throw alienatioun of the

desire,

my

;

and vntreu,

Like as

ony wiss

I haif yerfore of new, of

my awin

fals

science, vncompellit, coactit, circumvenit, dissauit, or def-

principale and cheif houss of

and

in

me
me

gevand now be

for the help

and

and augmentatioun of the living of the houss of Keu-, becaus

liklie to

saidiR

now, becauss I haif avisit and causit riplie avise with

findis the

and

for

wourdis quhilkis I revelit to zour Lordschips war

free will,

me

was

my

he

and
thaiefoe eevoikt the sadis letees of peocueatoeie, 'with all

THAT FOLLOWIT THAIEUPON, and

my

for herctahle

maid to Thomas Bischope,

and desne, of the landis of

thousand merkis, quhilkis I sidd haif
I

after that, it

and act maid anent the pament to him in

zeir viii scoir of merkis,

of nane avale

2^C'>'ti7ientis,

throw the terrowris gevin to

thairfor,

in zour presens, I tuk suspitioun that the sikernis

name and

thair

haif hene maid, and gcvin thair of

James, and his airis quhatsumeuer, offerand

superiov.ris, to the said

I

sesing, ta

gevin be

It Is the

and myne surnames, and that

niaist pairt of the auld heretage.

my spous to me,

for utheris resonable causis,

It

was

And

and vtheris of my command

and considerationis moving me,

aftet

I

haif prffiddit and helpit the baienis of vmquhile Eobeet Steiueling, quhtlkis

AE IMMEDIATLIE TO SUCCEID TO ME, FALZEING OF AIEIS OF MY AWIN BODY, TO
same'kle of my heretage as gcvis now to he the zeir four scoir of merkis, maid vtheris
letres

of procuratorie

;

quhilkis plesit zour Lordschipis to se and consider,

James Heimersoun and
resigue

aU and sindre

vtheris,

my

sasingis to be

and

seueralie,

my

procuratouris, to

landis abone_ writtin in the handis of the superiouris

thairof respectiue, ilk ane of

and

coniuiictlie

makand

them

for thair

awin

partis, for heretable infeftmetis,

made and gevin of the samin be the

saidis superiouris, to the said
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James, his

airis,

and assignais quliatsumeuer

the tennour of thir presentis,

and

nocht

coactit, compellit, defraudit,

my

awin

neuir revoik, nor
of

way

in

fre wall,

cum in

and ardent desire

now

ratifeis

abone

for the causes

that the saidis landis

may

and declaratioun, to be

wald geve

and apprevis the
writtin,

actit

and

and that zour

and interpone zour auctorite

thairto,

confonn

and mair

was ane

resigna-

;

attour, becaus thii-

tioun maid of the saidis landis of Vchiltreis be vertu of the saidis
procuratorie, in the handis of

gevin to

me

James of the samin, quha,

desire, disponit the saidis landis of Vchiltreis

Thomas Bischope

to

my

my

me and my airis, howsone
betuix me and the said James.

maid be me

Lordschipis, and wiU, consentis,

of the said

and

first

procuratorie in presens of zour

ordanis, that the said reuocatioxm, actis

ony was maid thairupoune, sail be
Coimsale, and to haif na strenth nor memorie

instrumentis, geve

presentis, ratifeis

and apprevis the said

resignatioun, charteris, evidentis,

and

all

first

that

xi day of December, the zeir of

foUow it
tliir

God Ane thousand

salutem, quia, duni nuper recordarem quod
miles, pater Jacobi Striueling

and put

in time cuming,

and

furtli of

the

and be

thir

maner

thaiinipon, in

presentis with

my

forsaid.

hand, the

fyve hundi-eth and fourty-ane

Off the quhilk procuratorie the tenour foUowis
notitias presentes Utere peruenerint

deleit

procuratorie togidder with the said

In witness of the quloilk thing, I haif subscriuit

ad quorum

my

be charter of aliena-

singuler wele and vtilite, I revoik, renunce, and dischargis the

pretendit reuocatioun

;

and

thairefter, at

and the said Thomas obligatioun

behuif,

sentence of cUuorse beis lede, and gevin simpliciter

zeris

of

thairof,

that he saU resigne the samin in fauoris of

Therefor, for

bukis of

first letres

William Menteith of West-cars, superiour

infeftment gevin tliirthrow to the said

tioun to the said

sail

my writting

with this

registrat in the buckis of Counsale,

actis, decretis,

to zour practic obseruit in sic caisis

command, and

and

be maid sicker to the said

his airis, I desire the saidis letres of procuratorie,

Lordscliipis

of the

the contrar thairof in jugement nor outwith, be ony maner

tyme cuming, and

James and

making

circumvenit, or disavit, in

samin, bot maid the saidis letres of procuratorie, and

samin of

my airis, perpetumy grite aith, that I

me, and

for

confermes, and sueris and declaris to zour Lordscliipis, be

alie,

am

Quhilkis letres of procuratorie, I be

:

apprevis,

ratifeis,

:

—

"

UuiVEESis ET Singulis

Joneta StriueUng Domina de Gadder,

quondam Johannes

Striueling de Keir

nunc de Keir mei sponsi pro recuperatione warde,

mearum terrarum, et hereditatis, ac in protection e et defenearundem non minimam sue hereditatis et prediorum partem vltra redem-

releuii, et nonentroitus,

sione

tioneni alienauit in dicti

mei sponsi grave damnimi qui ad huiusmodi suas

succedere debuerant, et quia idem

meus sponsus

et eius

domus

de Striueling ab antiquo perfuerant et principalis habebatur.
preeminentie

unt

sibi et

mecum

fiat

ob sue hereditatis diminutionem

quam

ceteris

Ne

terras

cognominis

minonis gi'adus

predecessores sue extiter-

sue domiii auxiliari, suamque hereditatem augere animo deUberato

decreui, noueritis igitur

me non

vi aut

metu ductam, nee

en'ore lapsam,
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&c.

libera et spontanea voluntate,

;

pro Inuincibilibus aniore, et fauore quos habeo et gero erga dictum

cum

meum sponsum,

ipsius consensu et assensu fecisse, constituisse, et ordinasse,

presentium

constituere, et ordinare,

facere,

necnon tenore

Jacobum Henre-

honorabiles viros

Ac

soun

eorum quemlibet coniunctim

et diuisim

curatores, actores factores, et

meos veros

negotiorum

meorum

legittijnos et indubitatos pro-

gestores, ac nuncios speciales

dant et concedent dictis meis procuratoribus ac eorum cuilibet coniunctim

meam

divisim

pro

me

et

plenariam et iireuocabilem potestatem, ac

a

me

et

et

speciale ad

nomine meo, in presentia dominorum meorum superionun subscrip-

torum comparend.
fustem

mandatum

et

ibidem sursum reddent ac in eorum manibus respective per

baculem pure

et heredibus

et simpliciter

resignand extradonand. et libere deUberand.

meis omnes et singulas terras meas infrascriptas,

cuiuslibet superiorvi-is

viz.,

in

manibus

iUorum eanmdem tenendriam quam de ipso superiore in

capite teneo prout particidariter subsecuntur ac

totum Jus

et

clameum, que in

me

huiusmodi terras habui, babeo, seu quouismodo habere vel clamare potero, pro
et heredibus

terras

meis omnino quieteclamand. in perpetuum,

meas de Lettik cum teuentibus,

earundem ac

omnes

et singulas

tenentium

suis pertinentiis, Jacen. infra vicecomitatiim de Striueling, in

excellentissimi principis et

orum Regis

viz.,

tenandriis, et libere

Domini

illustrissimi, aut in

nostri

Domini Jacobi

quinti

Dei

seruitiis,

manibus

gratia Scot-

manibus Mathei Comitis de Levenax, vel suorum

conmiisariorum seu cuius-cunque alterius liberi superioris eormidem omnes et singulas terras meas de Caddee,

cum

turre fortalicio, pendiculis, et pertinentiis eorun-

dem, Jacen. infra regalitatem Glasguensis,

et

vicecomitatum de Lanark, in manibus

Cliristo, patris et Domini Gawini Glasgwensis Archiepiscopi,
tanquam in manibus Domini niei superioris eorundem, omnes et singulas terras
meas de Vchiltre cum inolendino earundem, et suis pertin. Jacen. in baronia de

Reuerendissimi in

Wast
West

Carce, infra vicecomitatum de Striueling, in

manibus Willielmi Monteith de

tanquam in manibus Domini mei superioris eanmdem, omnes et sinmeas de Beanzet et Bankeie Jacen. infra vicecomitatvmi de Striueling,

Kerss,

gulas terras
TeiTas de
seruitiis,

Kiekmichaell

et

Elan bene cum

tenen. tenendriis et libere tenentium

aduocatione et donatione, et jure patronatus capellaniarum earundem et

suis pertinentiis, Jacen. infra

vicecomitatum de Dumbartane, in manibus Willielmi

Levingstoun de Kilsyth, aut in manibus
successoris

quondam

Colini Campbell de

Campbell nepotis heredis

Auchinhowy vel cuiusquani

superiorum seu superioris earimdem, et terras de Ceagbee

cum

et

alterius liberi

tenen. tenendriis

earundem, Jacen. infra vicecomitatum de Linlithquhow,
In manibus Roberti Mowbray, de BernbowgaU tanqiiam in manibus Domini mei
et libere

tenentium

seruitiis

Quasquidem terras de Lettee, Caddee, Vchilteie, Beanzet,
Bankeie, KiEKracHAELL, Blaneene et Ceagbee, cum turre, fortaliciis, tenen. tenensuperioris earundem,
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driis, libri

iarum

tenentium,

advocatione, donatione, et jure patronatus capellan-

seruitiis,

Ego

predict, ac suis pertinentiis.

dicta Joneta cimi consensu et assensu pre-

Jacobi mei spouse, In manibus dominormn niebrum superiorum earundem

fati

antedict. per lias

meas

literas procuratorii et resignationis respective

sursum reddo pureque
iuris

et simpliciter resigno,

Ac totum

clameum tam petitorium quam possessorium que

me

seu quouismodo habere vel clamare potero, pro
quittecla. nieo

omnibus

imperpetuum, pro

in eisdem

et

prescript,

habm,

liabeo,

beredibus meis onmino

certis sasiais et infeodationibus hereditariis

de

cum

turre fortalicio tenen. tenendriis libere

seruitiis, pendiculis, pertinentiis,

aduocatione, donatione, et jure patron-

et singulis terris suprascript.

tenentium

modo

jus titulum interesse et

atus capellaniarum earundem per ipsorum dominos superiores antedict. viz. per

eorum quemlibet

in sua parte et tenendria

earundem prout superius

sunt diuise, memorato Jacobo Striueling de Keir

meo

spouso, suis beredibus et

assignatis quibuscunque dandis et coniiciendis, et generaliter
faciend. gerend. et exercend.

que in premissis

omnia

et quicquid dicti

meo nomine

diuisim

insuper, ac pro

me

alia et singula

et circa ea necessaria fuerint,

quomodolibet opportuna ratiun, gi-atum, firmum ac stabile baben.

totum idem

particidariter

mei procuratorea, aut eorum

seu

babiturum

et

aliquis coniunctim et

in premissis iuste uel rite duxerint seu duxerit faciend., volo

et

beredibus meis decerno et ordino, quod

si

buiusmodi

resig-

nationes per procuratores meos antedictos de terris meis suprascript. ut premittitur
fiend,

aut eorum aliquo quouismodo imperfecta vel imperfecte fuerint facta vel

manibus cuiuscunque superiorum

facte in

tiones protestatem recipere
sui

me

predict, aut aliorum qui prefat. resigna-

non habuerint vnde

dictus Jacobus Striueling et heredes

moratis terris aut aliqua ipsarum parte gaudere non poterint, In biis casibus

quoties euenerint licebit dictis meis procuratoribus aut
et diuisim

ad quos

meam

mitto, dictas terras in

eorum

cuilibet coniimctim

potestatem irreuocabUem tenore presentium, do

manibus

et

com-

superioris vel superiorum legittimi vel legittimorum

erund. de nouo toties resignare semper et quousque huismodi resignatio vel resignationes valide fuerint et perfecti

datem

ad prefatas

;

nee licebit niihi aut beredibus meis ob InuaU-

resignationum seu resignationis

diet,

terras,

fiend,

ingressum abquem aut regressum

seu aliquam ipsarum partem firmas proficua aut divorias earundem

babere aut easdem qiiouismodo nobis vendicare

iiel

acclamare, sed pro

me

et bere-

dibus meis, exonero, renuncio, et quite clamo omnes et siugulas prefatas terras

cum

suis pertinentiis, dicto Jacobo Striueling et suis beredibus quibuscunque, pro per-

petuo in futurum.

manu

subscript.

signum

sui

In ciuus

sigUlum

rei

testimonium presentibus procuratorii

meum vnacum

sigillo

et

mea

subscriptione dicti mei, In

consensus et assensus ad premissa sunt appensa,

Apud Edinburgh

decimo die mensis Decembris anno ane thousand fyve hundreth
testibus

Uteris,

Magistro Aiihuro Tailzefeir rectore de creckmont,

xli°

coram his

Thoma Dauidsoun

burgen de Edinburgh, WiUielmo Striueling, Johanne Patersoun, WUliebno Peir-
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Bischap, Jacobo Bannatyne, et

NigeUo Layng,

aliis,

"

JONET STKITJELmG,

" Lady of Gadder.
"James Stkiueling,
"

So.

7.—SENTENCE OF DIVOECE between James

of ye Keir."

Stirling of Keir, and Janet

Stirling, Heii'ess of Cadder.

—in his

(Ex Libro Sententiarum Of&cialis Sancti Andrese infra Laudoniam

House

Majesty's General Eegister

at Edinburgh.)

Ultimo Jamiarij anno I™ V^

Cheisti nomine Inuocato. Nos Andreas
nostre dioceseos de campis mfra

My 11

oppidum de Edinbiu'gh,

CapeUani Commissarii, in hac parte venerabilis

xlj.

prebendarius ecclesie collegiate
et

Eobertus Symsoun,

et egregii viri magistri

Abrahe

Creichtoun, prepositide Dunglas, ac Officialis Sancti Andree infra Archiepiscopatum

Laudonie cause,

et partibus infra scriptis

parte coUegis sub

ilia

unacum, nomiuUis

aliis nostris

in hac

clausula vobis aut duobus vestrum conjunctim, precedentibus

specialiter deputati Judices pro tribunaU sedentes, in

quadam causa matrimoniali

tendente ad divorcium simpliciter, coram nobis mota ed adhuc pendente indeciso
inter

honorabilem viriim, Jacobum Striveling de Keir, iilium

et

heredem Joannis

Strivehng de Keir, militis actorem, ab una, et providam domicellam Jonetam Striveling filiam et

heredem quondam Andree Striveling de Cadder, ejus pretensam,

et

putativam sponsam, ream, partibus ab altera cognoscen juxta ea que vidimus, audi-

vimus
fieri

et

cognovimus jurisperitorum communicato

fecimus relationem in eadem, solum

Deum

consilio, et secuto,

quibus fidelem

pre oculis habentes ejusque nomine

sanctissimo primitus invocato, per hanc nostram sententiam definitivam

mus

quam feri-

in hiis scriptis, pronounciamus, decernimus, et declaramus, ex de dictis coram

nobis in causa hujusmodi auditis, hinc inde, partium, petitionibus, responsionibus et
allegationibus,

pretensum matrimonium,

et sponsalia, per

verba de futuro carnali

copula subsecuta inter prefatum Jacobum et Jonetam, contractum et solemnizatum
in facie ecclesie, a principio,
quia,

tenuisse, nee viribus subsistere posse de jure.

tempore ejusdem contractus,

invicem prcfati Jacobus,

in

non

tertio,

et

et

et solempnizationis

de

facto, licet

non de jure siM

Joneta, actingebant, prout eciam de prcsenti actingunt

quarto gradibus cotisanguinitatus ignotum sibi Jacobo, tempore con-

Et propterea idem

tractus et solempnizationis prefati matrimonii et sponsaliorum.

presens matrimonium et sponsalia annuUanda, cassanda, et dirimenda

libeUantem, et libeUatam ab invicem divorciandos et separandos.
alteri, dotis

Eo

causa, aut donationis propter uuptias dederit.
1

Id

fore, ac ipsos

Et quicquid

alteri

alter,

restituendum

31. Jan.
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fore,

licenciamqtie prefato, Jacobo alibi in

dendum

fore,

respective,

No.

8.

domino contrahendi

et

ducendi conce-

prout annullamns, cassamus, dirumiis, divorciamus ac concedimus

quoa omnibus quorum

interest

notum facimus per

—SUBMISSION between James Stirling

presentes.

and John Stirling, Son and

of Keir,

Heir of UmqiihUe Eobert Stirling.
(Register of Acts

and Decreets, Book

I., fol.

194.)

Tertio Fehruarii, MD.xlii.

In presens of ye Lordis of Counsale, comperit
1542.

geve in yis compromitt under

bukis of Counsale

;

specifeit,

and

desirit

and

thir partyis underwritten,

ye samin to be registred in the

the qiihilk desire ye saidis Lordis thocht resonable, and yatrfor

ordanis ye samin to be registred in the saidis bukis, and to half ye strenth of yair
decrets in

tyme

cum

to

;

ye quhilk ye tenour followis

off

God

penult day of Januar, ye zeir of

LING.

Stkiueling of ye Keir, sone aiul air of tjmquhile

ane thousand fyve hundreth

Robert Stkiueling, with consent and
colme Lord Fleming, Maister
relict of

Hew

assent of ane noble and mychtie Lord, Mal-

Rig,

ye said umquhile Robert, on yat

diu and obligit, and sworne

liis

Cheshohne

curatouris,

and Marioun Fleming, ye

v^^er part, ar faithfullie

to stand, abide, vnderly,

dinance, decrete arbitrale, and deliverance of

for

— 'At Edinburgh, ye

xlii zeiis, James
Johne Stkiueling of ye Iveie,
and Jokne Steiueling, sone and aire of umqtjhile

James

knicht, his fader, on yat ane pert,

:

and

David Foster

of Clessingaw, as jugis arbitratouris

fulfill

compromit, bun-

ye sentence,

of Garden,

or-

and James

and amicable compositouris, chosin

ye part of ye said James, and Jhone Brisbane of Bischoptoun, and Thomas
Ilk, chosin for ye part of ye remanent personis above writtin, as

Kincaid of yat
jugis,

and amicable compositouris, equalie chosin betuix ye saidis
in all and siudrie actionis, debatis, pleyis, caussis, questionis, and controor clames, yat ayer of the saidis partyis hes to ask or clame at vj^eris, or

arbitratouris

partyis,
verseis,

vyeris quhatsiuneuer, yat ony of ye saidis partyis hes, or ony viss

may

half or

move

aganis vyeris in ony tyme bygane, before ye day of ye dait of yir presentis, and
special! anentis

ye said Johne

ye pley and questioun betuix ye

saidis partyis atient ye infefting of

Striueling, as air to his said vmquhile fader, in yc xv.

ane contract and

im-ittingis

landis ofaidd

and Letter,
James landis and heretage of Keir, efter ye forme of
maid hetuix ye said vmquhile Johne Striueling of

extent of Blanerne, Kirhmichall,

bartan, for releving of ye said

lib.

liand within ye scherefdom of Dun-

yeKElR,knycht, axvAyesaid vmquhile Robert ijairupoim.

And ye saidis

partyis sail

cans ye saidis judgis chosen for ayer of yanie, to convine in ye paroch kirk of Glasgw,
ye XV day of Februar nix to cum, at x houris before nvne, and yair accept ye saidis
actionis, questionis,

to

be sworne

ledge,
fan-est

and

debatis, in

and upoun yame, and commoun

to deliuer yaixon lelelie

and

trewlie, aftir yair

and conscience, betuix yan and ye
;

viii

day of

yairintille,

and

vnderstanding, knaw-

May

nixt yaireftu- at ye

and in caiss of discord betiux ye saidis Jugis, ye saidis partyis hes chosen
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odman with yame in ye said mater, and quliat
and ouriman, or ye maist part of yem togidder, decernis and deliue-

Schir Jhone Morisoun ouirman and

ye

saidis Jugis

ris yair In,

baith ye saidis partyis sail vnderly and

fulfill

poynt, butreuocatioun, reelamatioun, or appelatioun

;

ye samin to vyeris In every

Prouiding yat ye said ouirman

geve furth his decrete In ye said mater at ye day abone specifeit

and ordanis yis compromitt to be actit and registred in ye bulcis of Counsale, and ye Lordis yairof to
Interpone yair auctorite yairto. And haif ye strenth of yair decrete and letrez to be
;

direct to compeU ayer of ye saidis partjds to fulfill ye samin to vyeris ia aU poyntis.
In witness of ye quhilk thing, ayer of ye saidis partyis hes subscriuit yis present
compromitt with yair handis, day and zere for saidis, befor yir witness, Richert

Mathmv Fleming, Robert Kincaid, and Jhonc Young,

Kincaid,

diuerss.—JAMES

hand on ye

STEIUELING

pen, led be

notar, with utheris

Keir— MAPJOUN FLEMING, with my

of ye

Jtone Zoung, notar

publict.

[This important deed, though both concerning Eeir and Gadder throiigh the

Eobert Stirling mentioned,

No.

9.

— EXCEEPTS

quite omitted in the im^mrtial Keir Performance.]

is

from the Keir Inventories, in the hand\vriting of the

Mr Eamsay
(1.)

late

of Ochtertyre, viz.

Disposition by James Stirling of Keir, in favour of Thomas Bishop.

Disposition and Assignation
of money paid

him by Thomas

by James

Stirling of Keir, whereby, for certain

mms

Bischoj} his servitor, spouse affidat of the said

Jonet
Jonet Stirling of Gadder, whose name occurs in a deed immediately
preceding,) and /or his Help and Labour in solliciting and furthering the conveyanse
Stirhng

{i. e.

made hy her of her heritage
Thomas Bischop the marriage

to

He

James.

the said

23. Feb.

^^^^'

therefore assigns to the said

of the said Jonet Sterling, as also a clialder of oats,

and

two oxen on the lands of Uchiltrees, near Linlithow (an ancient possession of
the
family of Gadder), and the said lands themselves, redeemable upon the death
of the
said Jonet, for 2000

;— Likewise,

merks

to

pay

the said

within a year after the date of the said diqwsition

Jonet of

all debts, claims,

father, or

from

and to

free

and demands against her, as heir

Margaret Cunninghame her mother

getting a remission

;

Tlwmas Bischop 250 merks

the

King

said Jonet whilst she was the said

to the

;

and

also,

and

relieve the said

to

Andrew

to

use his dilicjcnce for

Stirling her

said Thomas, for his alledgcd lying with the

James s

wife, &c.

[Eor comments and remarks on this excerpt or version of a strange and suspicious
document, concluded stiU to be in the Keir charter-chest, while the original is
not produced in the Keir Performance, see Addenda, No. II.]
(2.)

{i.

Contract op Marriage between James Stirling of

Keh

and Jean Chisholm.

Gontract of Marriage between James Stirling of Keir to Jean Gheeshohn, cousin
e. natural daughter) of William, Bishop
of Dunblane, with consent of James

1543.
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Cheesliolm of Glassingall, her brother

;

whereby the said James obliges him

the Bishop sustain James and his Lady in
five years

all

to

came

ordinary expenses for the space of

also to cause the Bishop, with consent of his Chapter, to gi'ant a tack of

;

the teind-sheaves of the lands of Keir, extending to 3 chalders of meal and a chalder of bear, for 19 years from 154-1, at the rent of

Lady

said James, besides providing the

On

L.4<0.

the other hand, the

suitably, binds himself not to set, wadset,

or set in tack, any of his lands without the council of the Bishop, and to take his

advice in

all

things relative to his lands, person, or servants.

The tocher

of L. 1000

be employed in redeeming wadsets.

to

(Excerpt from the Keir Inventories above mentioned.)
(3.)
8.

March

License by Queen

Mary

Jonet Stirling, Wife of Thomas Bishop.

in favom- of

License by Queen Mary, with consent of James Earl of Arran, her tutor, to Janet

547.

Stirling, wife of

and

days,

10.

jSTo.

Thomas Bishop,

to

ratifying all deeds done

remain with her husband in England twenty

by her

—CONTRACT between James

James

in favour of Sir

Stirhng.

Stirling of Keir, and John Stirling, Son and

Heir of Uinquhile Robert Stirling.
(Register of Acts, Decreets,
"

Ajmd Edinburgh, prima

Ma.rtii,

X., folio 127.)

Anno Domini Millesimo quingentesimo

quinquagesimo
[1553.]

Book

tertio.

In presens of ye Lordis of Counsale, comperit yir parteis vnderwrittine and gaif
in yis contrak eftir following, subscriuit with yair handis, and desirit ye samyn to
be insert and registrat in ye bukis of CounsaU, and to haif ye strenth of ane act
"

and decreit of ye
yairto

:

lordis yairof in

tyme

to

cum, and yai to interpone yair auctorite

The quhilk desire ye saidis Lordis thocht reasonable, and ordainit and

ordainis ye said contract to be insert and registrat in ye saidis bukis of Counsall,

and

to haif

ye strenth of ane act and decreit of ye

and hes interponit and

ordanis letres to be direct to
Coniracins
Striueling
of Keir,
and Streveling of
Lettir.

foirsaidis Lordis in

interponis yair autorite to

command and

tyme

to

cum,

ye samyn, and decernis and

charge, compell, poynd,

and distrenze

ayir of ye saidis parteis, for fulfilling of ye said contract, Ilk ane to wyirris for yair

awin

parteis, eftir

ye forme and tennour

contract ye tennour foUowis.
of

God Ane thousand

and finaUe

'

yairof,

In forme as

efferis

At Edinburgh ye secund day

fyve hundreth fyfty and thre zeris

contractit, betuix honorabill partiis

James

:

;

Off ye

of Marche,

It is

quhUk

The

zeir

appoyntit, aggreit,

Striueling,

on yat vyir

part,

and Jolmne Striueling, sone and heir of vmquhile Robert Striueling, on yat vyir
That is to say, forasmekill as
part, in maner, forme, and effect as eftir followis
:

yair was indenfouris, in forme of contract,

maid betuix the

said vmquhile

Robeet
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Steiueling and vmquhilc John Striueling of ye Keir, hnycht, gulmirin ayir of ye

hand and

saidis parfeis

and sindry poyntis.

ohlisit

articulis,

indentoiiris of ye dsit

At

yame and yair

airis to ohserue, keip,

and daussis, as at mair lenth

Edinhuo-gli ye xxviii

day of Maii ye

And now

thousand fyve hundreth twenty sevin zeris;

and fulfill

ye

diuerss

contentit in ye saidis

is

Ane

of God

zeir

saidis parteis willand to

renew ye samyn in forme subsequent, of new ye said James Striueling of Keir
airis to iufeft ye said Johne Striueling, sone and

byndis and oblissis him and his

and his

aire foirsaid,

maill lawchtfullie gottin or to be gottin of his body

airis

;

quhilkis failzeing to Williame Striueling his hnuler, and his airis maill lawchtfullie

body

gottin or to be gottin of his
to

ye said James and his

and

;

yame

failzeing of

airis heretable,

In

all

and

haill

all,

wyth ye

pund land

of Blaircrne and Kirkmichell, to be balden of ye said James and his
half in blanche, yat vyer half in warde, and sail deliuer to

and

charter,

siesing yairupon,

of warrandice, as efferis

made

and

and

all

oicrgiff,

to

hale ye landis of

all lycht,

and

his broder,

and

his airis

his airis

James and

titU,

hes, or

male foersaidis

his airis as said

war

of ye principale landis abone

un-ittin, viz.

resignit in

interes,

;

;

quhilkis failzeing, ye said

and failzeing of yame,%o returne
in all and haile ye foirsaidis
foirsaid, in clauss of warrandice

ye landis of Lettir and Balquliarage, and

airis,

and

specefiit,

And

forder, baith

and

suire obseruing

and

and

fulfilling yairof, ar content,

registrat in

and consentis yat

:

and

And

fuIfiU

for

mair

yis present con-

ye bukis of oure Souerane Ladyis Counsale, and

decernit to have ye strenth of ane decreit of ye Lordis yair
yairto,

ye saidis par-

assignais, to obserue, keip,

yis present contract ilkane, to vyixris, in all poyntis, for yair parte

of,

and yair autorite

with executoriallis to pas yairupone in forme as

efieris.

to

In

witnes of ye quliilk thing, baith ye saidis parteis hes subscriuit yis present contract

:

ye saide Johnne sufficient infeftment, charter, and precept of war-

byndis and oblissis yame, yair

be interponit

lycht,

is,

maner

randice yairvpone, in competent and deu forme.

tract be actit

tyme

airis in all

and clame of

be haldiu in ye samyn maner and forme yat yai ar halcUn of befoir

teis

as air to

seisit,

sail incontinent yaireftir infeft

male foirsaidis

landis of Aldkeir, quhilkis

sail deliuer to

Auldkeie

ony wyiss may clame haif yairto

James

said resignatione being maid, ye said

William

and

remain with the said James and his

and possessioun quhilkis he had,

heritable to ye said

to

and deu forme, contenand clauss

in competent

cuming, heretable, in propirte, wyth

ye said Johnne Striueling

that ane

ye handis of ye said James Striueling, his superior yairof

ad perpetuam renianentiam,
propirte,

airis,

sufficient infeftment,

land, with yair pertinentis, quhairin he is presentlie vestit

his said umquhile fader. In

And ye

him

For the quhilkis, ye said Johnne Striueling, sone and

:

aire foirsaid, sail resigne, remmee,
icv. lib.

of Bochqu-

scherefdome of Striueling, for ye landis

lyand within ye

pertinentis,

frelie

ye ten pund land of ye

landis of Lettir with yair pertinentis, and siclike in ye five
liarege,

agane

to returne

with yair handis, day,

zeir,

and place

foirsaidis, befoir yir witnessis,

George
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Muschett of yat
Patersone, and

ilk,

William

Striueling,

James Nicolsoim,

Andro Morton, Thomas Stevinson, William

notaris,

with oyeris diuersis.

Sic subscribitur,

"James Striueling,
"

of Keir.

"Jhone Steiueling,

my

"with
[Neither

is this

—so important

deed

at all noticed in the

CORRESPONDENCE

March 6
fully given the

may now

to April 9,

was proposed

be, after a

to—viz.,

from

weU be expected

to be adopted,

and with the par-

few remarks, proper to resume the corre-

spondence partly adduced, and continue
It could not

already aUuded

1818.

Drumpellier statement at the intervening period,

in pursuance of the course that
ticular view, it

Keir

Keir Performance.]

III.—REMAINDER of the

Having thus

hcmd.'"

to Letter or Drumpellier, as well as to

from where

it

it

was intermitted.

that the Drumpellier family would altogether

brook or be pleased with a confederacy against them, of so strange and ambiguous a kind, as between Keir and Glorat, or could deal witli any other tlian
the Keir agent, with

whom

alone, according to the

Keir umpire, they had originally communicated

Stirling, the

any one summarily thrust upon them
full

and ^ndid manner

were

entitled,

in his stead.

their e^adence

had been

Mr

mandate of
;

Charles

as little with

WhUe, moreover,

after the

disclosed to the former, they

from just motives, to an equal return, and to be apprised of

the grounds and proof on which an opposition to their projected Service was

based

—

that Service, too, which

had been

so courteously postponed in accord-

ance with the wishes and earnest desires of the Keir agent.

These incidents and considerations
for due apprehension of
shall

what

may

be kept in view for reference, and

follows of the correspondence in question, which

next be taken up and concluded under

13.—LETTER, William Stirling

"18 Howe

but not having done

so,

James Dundas, W.S.

to

Stbeet, Edinburgh, Qth

" I rather expected to have heard from
last,

this head.

you before

suppose that you

may

March

this, in

1818.

reply to

my

probably stand in need of

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and therefore have thought

fui-ther time,

&c.

best to defer our

it

another week, and have accordingly given instructions to
to postpone the Service

" In the

mean

me whether

say pointedly what day wiU

will

me

proceeding

my

for

father's agent

Saturday lith.

till

time, I request that, on receipt of this,

goodness to acquaint

71

that day will suit you

you
1

and

Also, that you will at the

?

have the

will

if not,

you

same time do

the favour to communicate the exact gi-ound on which your friends at

—

viz.,

or

upon the existence of documents of an adverse

Keir found their opposition
deficiency in our evidence

1

tendency in their own possession

whether

it

rests

exclusively

upon any

If the latter, I entreat a communication

?

of the same, in compliance with your promise to that effect the last time I

had the honom- of seeing you on

W.

subject.

tliis

S.

" (Yr. of Drumpellier.)"

The

request here of

and we

made

Mr

Stirling was, in every view, just

shall eventually see the

answers he obtained.

meet or come

inability to

As

yet the

to issue with

mask had not been

in person in the transaction,

though

it

legally to be broken, Glorat alone

ally

became

—LETTEE,

servant has just brought

place of having lost

I

ofij

and Keir

had been arranged
was to be the

my

Howe

me

am

to

that,

stiU

appeared

when ground

legal party, as

he actu-

to look for an answer.

stand, but, to prevent any mistake on

James Dundas, W.S.

Street, Edinburgh, \Oth

your note, by which

letter of the 6 th, as

done, on the contrary, you have sent

him

thrown

William Stirling
"

to

embarrassment and

in the sequel.

14.

My

theii*

DrumpeUier.

entirely

was

is

;

While he courteously

the time of his service suit the opposite party, they, by vacillation and

repeated delays in procedure, evidently evinced

"

and well founded

it to

I

March

learn that, in

you told me yesterday you had

Mr Samuel Stirling,

The meaning of

my part,

1818.

I

and that

it

this I don't under-

beg leave to inform you,

that,

with regard to the letter in question, I can accept of an answer from no one
hut yourself.
"

You

are the person to

referred by

Mr

whom /

icas

Charles Stirling when

I

expressly and most particularly

came

to

town on the subject of
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the Keir papers, as being possessed of the entire confidence of himself and

With you, accordingly

all his family.

had the honom-

I

to confer so fully in

regard to their papers, when you expressed your acquiescence in so

a manner

in

thought

to alter his course,

fit

proceedings,

om* being allowed

you continued

in regard to the

new turn

to

When Mr

see them.

handsome

Charles Stirling

and declared so decided an opposition

whom

to be the person with

had taken.

aSairs

It

I still

to our

communicated

was to you that

I delivered

the cojyy of our brieve of Service, along with the frankest ofier of our whole
evidence.

upon

was to you that

It

for oui" service

and

;

I afterwards forwarded notice of the

finally, it

was

at

your individual request that the

Service has been, not only hitherto deferred, but
" Moreover,

day on which

day fixed

still

continues in suspense.

you are the person who gave me a solemn assm-ance, on the

I last

saw you on

this business,

which

believe

I

was the 28th

January, that, in case the Keir family should, on investigation, be found to

be possessed of any documents hostile

our claims, that such documents

to

should be formally communicated to us previous to our intended service.

To

this courtesy

you were pleased to say that we were particidarly

from our very handsome conduct hitherto

Mr

doubt

Charles Stirhng, to

whom you

would cordially concur with you

mind

in this business

entirely at ease on this head,

that you had no

would write the same evening,

in opinion as to this

and consider

case any accident should happen, or that

;

entitled,

Mr

a

it

;

that I might set

settled

point

;

my

but, in

Charles Stirling should be

capable of acting in so very ungentlemanhke a manner as to withhold such

documents
yourself,

they did

if

who

am

sible it

not, I shall
is

for

me

whose honour

is

and on which

I

if

any such

fair

in

—you

now
;

recollection of the

above cii'cumstances
will see

to enter into these matters with

bound

exist

my

for him.*

be glad to be set right

for the

how

—and

utterly impos-

any other than

yourself,

due performance of what you have undertaken,

call for the

production of the documents in question,

and, on the other hand, continue wiUing to give you every

accommodation

power

he must look about for another agent than

in that case ivould not act

" If I be correct
if I

exist, that

in reason as

to further time, or anything else in our

W.

to gi'ant with propriety.

S.

" (Yr- of Drumpellier.)"

*

So, it

-svill

be seen eventually,

Mr Dundas quite

consistently acted.
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Mr Samuel

now prominently

Stirling

and Glorat confederacy

whom

bound, and to

it

while

;

whom

who

figures for Keir, in terms of the

William

upon the whole, seems,
trifling

—not

by Mr William

requests

who was not thereby

Mr

any other than

Dundas, who was legally the

he had been specially recommended by that family, and

alone could discharge the promises

were not

Stirling,

Keir

could not but be distasteful, declines, with very just

reason, to act directly with

Keir agent, to

Mr

73

&c.

Mr Dundas,

made by himself

and exigencies

in his unavoidable straits

too,

— and they

to have been unfavourable to Drumpellier

and the

;

backed by what

Stirling in the letter are important,

will follow.

15.—EXCEEPT LETTEE, James Dundas, W.S.,

to

William

Stirlikg.

" Edinburgh, llth

"

The

March

1818.

greatest part of the conversation which you mention, in your letter Mr Dundas

had with me

of the 10th instant, to have

end of January

last, I

really

there was

nothing

my

cannot bring to

in the

recollection,

and therefore

presume

I

tliere

must be

in

tte cadder
charter-

some mistake or misapprehension
regarding
o
o
' ^
sayimj

to you, that, so

Caddeu papers

the

ments referred

to

in

m

far as I

Mr

am

But

it.

I

have no difficulty in

judge from the inventory of
Keir's possession, thei-e are no docu-

ahle to

Stirling of

that inventory tvhich are hostile

to

your claim.
" J.

D.

" (Keir's agent.)"

IG.

—LETTEE,
"

am

" I

Howe

William Stirling

James Dundas, W.S.

to

Street, Edinburgh, Friday Evening, \Zth

sorry to find your

memory

state of

on the
"

me

Far be

it.

my own

it

from me, however, to tax

recollection, yet,

if

1818.

so indifferent in regard to a circum-

stance which I should otherwise have thought likely to

upon

March

yours

is

it

make an impression

further

doubtful,

;

we

whatever be the
will say

no more

subject,

While

I

am

willing,

however, to waive

for observing, that our case

To my mind, you

are no less

without a promise, than

demand

1

if

seems to

bound to

my

me

argument, you must excuse

to lose little

by the omission.

afford one the satisfaction one seeks

you had given a thousand.

For what

is

our

Simply, to bo informed whether you have, or have not, in your

K

'^^^^^

against

*enior""
''''*'"'•
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possession any hostile documents, such as might have a chance,

duced now, to save trouble to both parties hereafter.
afforded in your

For the information

papers themselves are

But why stop at

in

your possession

the inventory,

Why

?

not give such a reply as

doubt on the subject, by informing us

a distinct manner,

in

you have such documents, or that you have not

either that

Gadder
when the

that there is nothing hostile to us in the

last,

inventory, I beg to thank you.

shall preclude all

by being pro-

This

?

is

a

question on which you surely can entertain no doubt, after the investigation

which has taken place

and

;

tlie satisfaction

we

require

of a nature which

is

could not well be withheld from any adversary of a fair description,

from

approbation

ivhose ivhole evidence

of,

has been open

ning, though yours has been withheld, and

to

you from

"

For these

reasons, I

head

this

;

am under

and

I

the most of

and next

Week

Passion

is

;

This week

and

now be done

course nothing can

the necessity of persisting in

must likewise continue

answer in regard to the service.

was upon the ground of

come

I

am

there

the studied uncertainty
this

head

;

and

I

to

power to accede

here you must pardon

my

upon a

former

specific

us by your delay,

When you

me

first

Charles Stirling not having

At

all

if not,

you

events, in taking

which you are heartily welcome

we now labour under

once more desire to

point, which, if in our

And

—

why you

certainly no reason

is

Mr

otherwise.

advantage of the delay you have done

—

lost to

informed that he has since been here, or

might have communicated with him

otherwise

now

the one following.

till

it

to town.

is

to insist

for other reasons out of the question, of

asked for delay,

"

make

your

in

case.

demand on

on

the begin-

by whose acquiescence

request for time, you have had the fullest opportunity to

your

still less

whose conduct hitherto you have been pleased to express your

us,

know

should have involved

its

in

as to your future intentions
positively your wishes

on

this

for saying, that I expect a direct

and

to,

we

will.

immediate answer from you to the foregoing, in satisfaction to yourself as
well as to me.

It

was by

Mr

Charles Stirling's express desire that I have

hitherto communicated with you on these subjects.

continue that communication,
the complaisance to say
to

him who sent me

so,

to you.

it is

that I

well

may

;

If

if not, I trust

in that case

you are pleased to

you

will at least

have

be authorised to return

W.

S.

« (Yr. of Drumpellier.)"
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Assuredly the vacillation, demur, and uncertainty in the Keir procedure,
with the repeated entreaties for delay and postponement in regard to the

Drumpellier service, are striking elements in the case, and while telling in
favour of the latter

— who, on the contrary, was prepared —seems adverse

opponents,

who must have found themselves

his claim

not overlooking either, that while

was

;

solely

and

articulately at the

scrap of paper was given by

him

in return,

from the strength of

in difficulty

command

to his

evidence, hitherto unmet,

its

of Keir, not

a

single item or

though possessor of the admitted

Gadder charter-chest, which, from what has transpired elsewhere, must
have contained particidars more or less in point.
Though often politely
full

requested by Drumpellier,

from him by the Keir

by them, which may

writs

all

fairly

and information were uniformly withheld

There was always here the utmost reticence

advisers.

be concluded to have been through the fear of such

directly or indirectly corroborating a case of

Added

tremely apprehensive.

Drumpellier

—

as

was

which they were already ex-

to this, the said advisers

would never apprise

—

befitting surely

they intended to dispute

liis

of the evidence or grounds on which

approaching service,— so opposite to his

open dealing with them, whereby they were, without scruple on
in iDOssession of all he

eagerly caught

at,

meant

and sought

to found

upon

in his

own

to avail themselves of

fair

and

his part,

put

behalf,

Upon

which they

the whole, the

writer can with difficulty see an apology for such strange untoward conduct
in tlie circumstances,

which he conceives, at

marked comment and animadversion
palliated, perhaps,

by the evident

difficulty of their situation,

join argument

the

field,

and

;

and

in

least,

would be the subject of

a parallel ordinary transaction, only

irresolution of the

inability to take

Keir party, from the

up a proper position and

on which account they were ultimately forced puhlichj to quit

act in secret,

still

with most hostile intents to Drumpellier,

however trulv unavailing.
•"&•

17.—LETTER, James

Dund.\s, W.S., to

William

Stirling.

" Edinburgh, IQth

"

Your

house

till

March

1818.

letter of Friday evening, 13th instant, was not delivered at my
very late in the evening of Saturday the 14th, which is the cause

of this late answer.
" Tlie reason for

my

stopping at the inventory of the Gadder papers

is.
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my

that I have never seen one of these papers, although they have been in

possession for ten days.
that inventory

and

;

David Erskine as

I

shall,

I

I

am

perfectly satisfied with the correctness of

you had been equally acquainted with the

if

who prepared

was,

it,

late

Mr

you would have agreed with me.

however, in the course of a few days, take an opportunity of examin-

ing these papers, and inform you whether any documents such as you point
at are

among

them.

D.

J.

" (Keir's agent.)"

18.

—LETTER

William Stirling

of

Howe

"

" I

James Dundas, W.S.

to

March

Street, Edinburgh, 17 th

beg leave to thank you for yom- obhging communication of

in regard to the

1818.

last night

Gadder papers, and expect the favour of hearing from you

on the subject as soon as possible, being particularly desirous,

for reasons

relating to myself personally, that our service shall not be delayed

beyond

the end of next week, or beginning of the following, which I trust will be
perfectly convenient to

Mr

Charles Stirling and yourself
"

W.

S.

" (Yr- of Drumpellier.)"

19.

—LETTER,

James Dundas, W.S.,

to

William

Stirling.

" Edinburgh,
still

more

"

I have now examined

the

old

ivritings

of Cadder

23d March 1818.
in

Mr

Stirling of

striking

admission
by Mr Dundas that
thero was
nothing

Keir's possession,

Drum-

pellier
claim in

the old

'NOi found in

CLAIM, as STATED in your brieve.
tion, that

hostile to

the

and have

I

have, with the help of

I

Mr

them anything hostile to youk

have so far benefited by the examinaErskine's inventory, been enabled to

read these writings, the contents of which have been most accurately and very
fully detailed in that inventory.

J.

original

D.

" (Keir's agent.)"

Cadder
writs.

The important evidence here

to the Drumpellier case

is

obviously given as

scrimply and generally as possible, without any specification or minutice
enlightening the question
less

may

;

prudentially

be more to that

efi'ect,

it

might seem avoided.

There doubt-

while in most of such repositories,

it

may
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especially be kept in view, several writs or papers do exist not of material

Talue to the familj, though often extremely valuable to others, which are not

included in the inventory.

The

brief or claim alluded to, seen or

Mr

examined by

Dundas, as implied

letter, is specifically for

the service of " Andrew Stirling,

Esq., of Drumpellier," as lawful heir-male to

Robert Stirling of Bankeir and

by him

above

in the

Lettyr, through the respective links

and generations

it

sets forth, "

who

died

m

THE YEAR 1537, AND WHOSE CHILDREN," it states, "AFTER HIS DEATH,
in a judicial procedure before the lords of the council and

were expressly declared to be next in succession to Janet
daughter and heiress of Andrew Stirling of Cadder,
failing heirs of her own body," thus comprising the very question of
Session,

Stirling, only

—

where no flaw could be picked by the

tlie identity,

rigid opponents.

This will also be adverted to in the sequel.

20.—LETTER, James Dundas, W.S.,

to

William Stirling.
" Edinburgh, 1th April 1818.

" I

have received the honour of your letter* of yesterday, and on

matters respecting the contest between you and Sir Samuel Stirling
to refer

you

to

Mr

Pearson (W.S.), his agent.

J.

I

all

beg

D.

" (Keir's agent.)"

21.—LETTER, William

Stirling to James Dundas, W.S.
"

"

You

will

permit

me

Howe

Street, Edinburgh, 1th April 1818.

to observe, with regard to what 3'ou are pleased to

term the contest between us and Sir Samuel
the slightest mention of

it

exclusively to the contest between

brother,

Mr

Stirling, that

in the conversation alluded
lis

and

the

I

to, t

in relation to

them

only, I again request

;

which related

family of Keir, by

Charles Stirling, I was expressly referred

depository of Keir wishes, on this occasion

do not recollect

to you,

and from whom,

an answer.

\

ichose

as the

therefore,

W.

and

S.

" (Yr- of Drumpelher.)"
*

No

copy of this exists in the Drumpellier

t

What

this

+ Touching
letter extant,

charter-chest.

was does not

transpire.

what does not transpire from any
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Mr

William Stirling was here correct

—the

happy

extremel}^

who

in the

now

evidently were

and eventually quitted the business (that

to back out,

ostensibly), transferring the task of the contest in future,

proceedings, which

and

contest originally,

main, being solely between him and the Keir family,

had not yet been

and throM'ing

is,

legal

upon Sir Samuel Stirhng,

instituted,

baronet, their previous ally, though they secretly advised them, and paid the

expenses.

Last and Concluding

22.

LETTER
William

in the matter,

"

Immediate
peremp-

"

You

must excuse

really

tory step

contest, either with Sir

next taken
1 y Ml- Dundas, almost

Mr

unparallel-

BUSINESS, and he has

ed

me

Samuel

Stirling or

I tvished to
freed me from

wliere, that
speaks for

further communication from him,

itself

himself, as I cannot

— and

so conclusive tor

Dnimpel-

to

Edinburgh,

Wi

Aijril 1818.

from saying anything further regarding your

Charles Stirling that

else-

James Dondas, W.S.,

Stirling.

you

]\Ir

/

Stirling of Keir.

have told

have no further concern in this
it.

will

If,

therefore,

you wish

for

any

have the goodness to apply to

say or urile more on a subject ofivhich

LEAVE.

I haa^e

D.

J.

lier

taken

" (Keir's agent.)"

In this manner
himself

—

Mr Duudas

not, pi'obably,

quitted and threw

up the

case,

which he found

from undiscoverable motives^unable to carry on

and the contest was now between Drurapellier and

Glorat,

who bore

;

the

brunt of the action for Keir (who did not venture an appearance, or enter
the

field),

ostensibly through his agent,

already alluded
Conclusions

Mr

Pearson (W.S.), who has been

to.

The whole of the preceding correspondence, together with the

facts therein

from

certainly in DrumpeUier's favour, but e converso to Keir,

the Corre-

contained,

spondence
which has
been ad-

perhaps also to Glorat.

duced.

is

That the

I.

tlirougli the

mei-its of the

medium

nications, to the

elucidation,

This

is

shown by the following reasons

it is

:

Drumpellier claim had been duly submitted, and

of the reprinted statement given, besides other

Keir agent, who thereafter, in reference thereto, in

and to ascertain the

facts

its

commufurther

and import of the same, had

examined both the Cadder inventory and Cadder
II.

and

fully

writs.

That owing to the Cadder writs being well preserved

for centuries, and,

beUeved, at the period, suited to the present discussion, while the trans-
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part disclosing the proof in favour of the alleged Drumpellier

and representation affected the coteraporary Keir family

status

ter better than the

and information

Cadder

repositories could be figured for affording details

in the matter in question.

That though the best means of knowledge, and

III.

no quar-

also,

and refuting

testing

the DrumpeUier case, were thus on the Keir side, they, thougli so hostilely
bent, after a full examination of the

Cadder

writs,

were forced to admit that

they contained nothing of a hostile nature, or that could impugn or traverse

and main conclusions

its facts

and soundness were thus
the brief of service of

Mr

be inferred
It

is

which

of themselves so decisive

Mr Dundas

Stirling of Drumpellier in

prised the essence of his case

and founded upon, but

—

fully admitted.

to

—the point

of identity

which he could not object

in the circumstances,

which he

fairly

is

the reason that has been adduced for

—enucleated

that truly com- ^seep.

there explicitly stated

elicit

may

in other words, as
to.

this,

being inserted after the

its

—

the suhjecta materies

which

it

directly applies,

such evidence in favour of Drumpellier, however

awkward the arrangement may

be.

IV. But there remains more yet to be observed.

Mr Dundas,

the Keir

was notoriously one of the most able and experienced law-agents

in

Scotland, M'hile at the same time intimately connected with, and an old
friend

the Keir family

of,

:

he then,

may be

it

concluded, could not but exert

himself to the utmost, and neglect nothing to assist or advance their cause
yet

it is

conceived he latterly did not expedite

from one ordinarily so active and acute.
frequent delays, evidently,

make

Stirling,

who

of the motive

\vas in

them

in the

He was

way

—which

;

to be expected

— craved

procrastinating

to obviate staggering difficulties,

if possible,

investigations to surmount

it

naturally annoyed

and

Mr William

no such jiredicament, and probably not quite aware

—blame thus attaching

to neither.

Not only

so,

but

Mr Dun-

>

seopp.

45-6.

das, as stated

on 19th February 1818,

in concurrence (as it

must have been)

with his counsel. Sir Samuel Stirling candidly and decidedly gave
opinion " that the Keir family Jiad no

ground

to

it

as his

inteiyose on the jpresent

occasion."

But independently,

also, after

a

full

76,

Letter 19.

admitted and agreed

into the middle of the former, to

and whereby we best

agent,

truth

examined

the latter portion of the correspondence cited that intimates

statement of the merits of the DrumpeUier case
here

1818^

—

;

—and whose

lu^d especially

examination of the Cadder repositories.

80

.
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we may presume, obtained

as premised, he having tlius, as

and found the Keir case utterly desperate,^ while probably

into the question,

by discoveries of corroborative proof

influenced, too,

— on which,

pellier

a complete insight

mute

of course, he must be

—he

in favour of

whom any

Mr

concern

WTOte

man

as he was,

no further

which being

in this business," of

Mr

at length " freed,"

William Stirling " he had taken leave."

ing or irresistibly decisive for Drumpellier

whose case

Mr Dundas would

Keir zealot,

stood out to the

the Keir family being the last

may have

whom

Charles Stirling, to

last.

can be more strik-

This step, hardly paralleled by any

other abandonment of an untenable case,

pleasing, influenced as

—

?

What

he immediately

have thus deserted, but in an extreme emer-

gency, unless for the motives assigned.

Mr

further pro-

Charles Stirling that he " wished to have

cedure displeased, immediately, like a just and honourable
emphatically told

Drum-

disappointed that staunch

the converse would have been

he was by the excitement of family impulses, and who

But Mr Dundas was prompted by better

dictates,

and

could not truly, just and prescient as he was, in reason and justice, act

In so far as he was enabled, he had written and exerted himself to

otherwise.

the utmost for his client, whatever opposite scruples in his

mind

;

but now,

though rather unavailingly, there remained no other alternative than to adopt
the conduct he did

;

and

in the case of

— that

Quodque

Hence and

Having

tlius

manv, non mente

fntdra displicuisse

aliis

may

"
!

tlie

service in

1818, with the Correspondence, and a statement of the merits of the
,

exactly as

it

Mas

be

—placebat

sibi

givcu an account of what occurred previous to

cnrrohora-

tionsiuthe

lines of

he, in fact,
" Scripsisse

Further

Dundas, the eulogiatory

Cassilis in the seventeenth century

Lord Dirleton on the Earl of
partly applied

Mr

laid before the

^

•

^

case,

^

t

Keir party and their law-agent at that

Drnnipellier case,

time,

it

wiU be well now

to

adduce two or three other recorded

evidence, which bear strongly in favour of Drumpellier

then known
Acts and
Decreet,
Register of

V!-'"^%
-.
(ivil Court,
^^''"-

I.

—

founding upou the forfeiture

and

and

— and which were not

togetlier with corroborations of the former.

Actlou by the Crown, September

goods,
'
o

facts

^'

of

evidents,' instruments,'

5,

1553 (through the Lord Advocate),

Thomas

Bischop, by which

and documents,
'

all

the lands,

&c., belonging
o o to him,

were

escheated thereto, against David Watson, notary, to deliver to the Crown
* In the year 1545.

See Acts of Parliament, vol.

ii.

p. 458-9.
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" ane instrument takin in his handis of je sesing gevin in coniunct fee to ye said

Thomas and Janet

Striveling, his spous, of all

haill

•1
1
^
i-r-i
f
With ye pertinentis, h'and within ye scherifdome of

je landis of Ucliil-

•

•

treis,

and

''

;

and

ane uther instrument of sesing,! takin in ye said Davidis handis, berand yat
'='

said Janet, his spous, for renunciation, resigning,

tion in
^^^i' =°

f'^''

theseUmds

togiddir with ye in-

;

strument takin in his handis of ye intimation of ye said revocation "
all

evi-

and overgeving of je landis

of Kirkmychaell and Blairnerne, with ye pertinentis

and

This

her Procuratory of
Kesigna-

•'as con-

-^

ye said Thomas revokit jq jjreLendit lorocuratory'^ and mandat maid be je

"

i

.

.

.

.

utheris instrumentis takin in his handis quhilkis concernit ye said

Thomas and

his

appeared, and

being sworn, " declarit yat he lies

David Watson, the defender,

spous."

mentis, &c. &c., except ye saidis

he was notar, and are contenit

na

ma

in

consequence

instrumentis, docu-

twa instrumentis, to ye quhilkis he
in his prothocoU."

confessis

Therefore the Lords of

Council order David " to extract and deliver " to the Lord Advocate, on the
part of the Crown, " ye forsaidis instrumentis in competent, attentick,

and

dew forme."
The

latter,

therefore, constituted the only title-deeds of the unfortunate

Janet and her spouse, drawn up by the family agent, and evidently relating
to the

two conditions

herself

and Bishop

her procuratory

in

in Uchiltree

;

and

m

1541"-

—

(1), the provision to

(2), the provision to

them

As must have been obvious from what has been

it.

(;2.

the bau-ns of

umquliile Robert Stirling, as concerning heritages she intended for

implement of

ei,

in

stated,

circumstances here prevented her from taking further steps, but as soon as
possible thereafter,

James

Stirling of Keir,

on

whom

the duty every

way

devolved, by the transaction of 1542, forwarded this business as to the en-

gaging to

infeft,

under warrandice, John

Lettyr, in the very preceding lands of

Stirling,

eldest son of

Robert of

Blanerne and Kirkmichel, besides

Lettyr.'

This evidently, too, goes no small

way

in supporting the identity

between

Robert of Lettyr and his family with the Robert Stirling and his bairns in
1541, seeing, from what is thus stated, the implement of the provision to the
latter

was to be executed

Janet had evidently,

it

in the shape of

may

one by the former.

be inferred, revoked these lands from her pro-

curatory of resignation of the entire Cadder estate in 1541, the better to

A blank here in the record.
+ Sesing must be a mistake, there having

been no sesmg, but only a revocation, which
must have been the subject of the instruments.

*

L

3

gee sub-

b^otweSi
said John,
1542, p.

m.
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secure them, as then in fact substantially was stipulated

her heritages

otlier portions of

ling

;

II.

Register
of

Deeds

then of umquhile Robert Stir-

ba'.rns

" Contract

heritages.

and appoyntment dated Edinburgh, April
for himself,

5,

and Jean Guthrie,

1606, between

his spous,*
:

,

General

Minbur h

—

r-

^nd Bochquharrage under written,

for fulfilling of

ane parte of ane contract

and

perfektit betuix

umquhile Robert Stirling

^^^ ajJj^oyutvient maid,
of Letter, father

Proving

and

Fforas efter follows
Johue Livin^stoune
of Balderane, on ye uther parte,
^
°
v
t
sameklc as umquhile James Stirling of Keir, and laird of ye landis of Letter
•'

in

Her Ma-

J

any diffekekt Cadder

Robert Stirling of Letter,

in the

some

or at least

but she certainly took uo other steps than the above in the matter, or

in respect to
Xex.

— to the

—

to

eiidit,

umquhile Johne Stirling of Letter that

last decessit,

and

oidest'iinks

guidschire to the said Robert Stirling, now of Letter,^ on the ane parte,

elusive

and umquhile Sir John

Stirling of Keir, knyh^-, father to

umquhile James

Lettyr

,

pedigree.

Stirling of Keir that last decessit,

Evidently
tne solemn

thereafter of

ii^gCon'"

fi^d

2

1527;

"

^^'

69?

on ye uther parte, quhilk contract

was

of Keir,
James Stirling
betuix the said umquhile
'^
•

new renewit

ye said umquliile Johue

Stirling, eldest sone

quhile Robert Stirling of Letter, on the ane
'

-

and

and uther

air to the

um-

said

partis, registrat in

ye

buikes of Counsale and Session, for ye mair sure observing thairof be his
charter, precept,

and instrument of

quhile Johne StirUng, sone

and

Letter,
all

and

haill the ten

charter, precept,
;

pund land of

ye said um-

ye said umquhile Robert StirUng of

Letter,

and

be gotten of his bodie, and
all

and

haill tlie fyve

pund

&c., as for the principal, &c., as the said contract,

and instrument of sesing following yerupon at mair lenth

lyk as ye said

and instrument of
ling,

air to

his aires maill lachfuUie gotten or to

land of Bochquharrage,

beares

and

sesing, gave, grantit, &c., to

James

Stirling of Keir, be his uther charter, precept,

ye said umquhile Johne Stir-

seising, gave, grantit, &c., to

son and air to ye said umquhile Robert Stirling of Letter, and his

aires maill lauchfullie gotten, &c., heritablie, all

of ye said umquhile James his landis of
tinentis within

and

haill fyfteene

Keir of auld

pmid land

extent, with ye per-

ye scheriifdome of Perthe, in securitie and special warran-

dice of ye foresaid ten

of Letter, and fyve pund laud of Bockeshould happen the said umquhile Johne Stir-

pund land

quharrage, so that, in caise

it

ling or his foresaidis to be troublet, molestit, &c., or removit fra the peaceable

possession, &c., of the saidis landis of Letter

and

in that caise it sould

* His secoud

and Bockquharrage, that then

be lessum to ye said umquhile Johne Stirling and

wife, after the death of his first,

Jean

Stirling, of the family of Glorat.
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hare

his foresaidis to

full

and

and possession heretablie of
saidis landis of Keir,

Bockquharrage

lenth purportis

Stirling,

and

and instrument of

;

and

to the propcrtie

pund land

of ye

to tlie uplifting of the fruits,

now

intervenit, as the said charter of

yerupon

seising following

at

mair

ye quhilkis landis respective above written, as well prin-

in

of Letter,

specifiit,

with yair pertinentis, the said Robert

was of lang tyme bygane dewlie and

lawfullie infeft

air to the said umquhile Johne of Letter his father, as his

him yerupon beers

infeftment and seising maid to
of

and

impediment had

sic

warrandice above

seisit as

in

ye foresaid /;//?e«/e

witli the pertinentis,

na

giff

warrandice, precept,

as

and

all

haill

83

they luicht have had of the foresaidis landis of Letter and

rentis, &c., ps

cipal

and access

free ingress

&c.

money underwritten,

and

payit

thairforr,

;

and

for

sowme

Johne Livingstone of

to be payit be ye said

i

Thus,

tyr was

Balderain to the said Robert Stirling of Letter and Jean Guthrie, his spous, by
•

•

IT

T

&c., the said Robert, &c., hes saidd, annalleit,

the
family of

.

and disvonit,
•^

&c., in favouris of surUngaf
Lettyr,

Jonne Livingstone of Baldorane, his airis and assigneyes quhatsomcver, all and haill the foresaid ten pund land of Letter, and fyve pund j^^'^t

the said

*^.'?.''ih"^'

land of Bochqidmrrage, &c., as for the prhicipal, and alsua
foresaid fyfteene

pund land of the

said landis of

Keir

all

and

haill the

of auld extent, with

ft to^th^*''

a"striking~

the pertinentis,^ and that in special claus of warrandice and securitie of the sSnc™
saidis

landis of Letter

and Bockquharrage

—

sail,

with

all

diligence possible,

dewlie and sufScientlie infeft the said Johne Levingstone of Balderane, his
airis

and assigneyes,

in

and

all

haill of the

foresaid

wlh of

the

foresaid

landis of Keir, of aid extent, with the pertinentis, in special claus of warrandice and securitie," &c.

;

and moreover, Robert assigns

to Livingstone, " all

uther actions and executions competent to the said Robert, his predecessors,
ah-is,

or successors, against Sir Archibald Stirling of Keir, knyt., his prede-

cessors, airis, or successors,

securities

maid be the

be vertew of quhatsomever contractis, bandis, or

said Archibald or his predecessors to the said Robert

or his predecessors, of or concerning the landis, principal and warrandice

above written " (together with

The above

fully

all relative

proves what

writs

and documents).

we have maintained, and

establishes

beyond

a doubt that not only was Robert, who died in 1587, and afterwards his son

Auld Keir

John, infeft in

in

warrandice of the fulfilment of the contract in

1527, but also his grandson Robert
the family
Livingstons.

till

1606, when

it

—

All feudal lawyers

;

and that the said projjcrty remained

still

know

unredeemed

— was

made

in

over to the

that the piincipal house and demesne
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lands of a property constituted by far
identified with the superiority
part,

The

its

most important portion, and were

and family representation, and,

were reserved and kept intact from other burdens and
principal messuage, too,

when the family

portions, thus goes exclusively to the eldest

were

territorial,

;

is

for the

responsibilities.

represented by female heirs'

and

far back,

when peerages

whoever got the principal messuage, whatever became of the

was peer.

rest of the property,

Now,

it

cannot be disputed that Old Keir

must have comprised both the old family residence and demesne

may

it

lands, hence

be held or called the Keir paramount patrimony, than which Sir John

made a

of Keir, in 1527, could not have

own

most

life,

Robert

—

greater concession, excepting his

strongly evincing the deep family rights and interests then in

Stirling,

who, under the circumstances,

it

may be

concluded, could

thus be no other than the male Gadder heir.

Even the preceding,

too, is

not

all,

for antecedently a charter

was granted

24th December 1599

EcimoD-

by the same Robert

Duntreath

(hc appearing to have been embarrassed in his circumstances), to

Edmonstone

chest.

Stiiiing of Lettyr, dated at Niddrie,

of Duntreath, of "

of Keir, of the fifteen

scription).

lands of Lettyr, in the same
"

by

Sir

Archibald

WilHam

and whole the ten pound land of old extent

pound land oi-old extent thereofJ'^

Sic (as
to this de-

'

all

manner

as they

in warrandice of the

had been disponed

Stirling of Keir to the said

Robert

in warrandice

Stirling."

Thus, independently of the grant to the same effect by Sir James Stirling
of Keir to

John

to have been a

Robert,

—

all

Stirling of Lettyr (Robert's father) in 1553, there is

new

proved

and later one by Sir Archibald, Sir James's son and heir, to

evincing the weighty Gadder right and claim in the Lettyr family

which required so strong and reiterated guaranteed compensation.

Having given these

entirely

new documents, each

intimately connected with

the condition in favour of the bairns of umquhile Robert Stirling,

made by

Janet of Gadder in her procuratory of resignation in 1541, we now proceed
to

show how, and

what way, the bairns of umquhile Robert Stirhng of

in

Lettyr were provided

for,

and with the greater reason,

in the Abstract of Evidence in 1818,

As
See p.

66.

and

in

though plain enough

was not minutely gone

soon as practicable, James Stirling of Keir,

legally bound,
2

it

as,

who was

order to purge the Gadder estate of

into there.

accordingly so
all

burdens, on

30th January 1542, entered into a formal submission" with
I.

"

JoHKE Stpjveling, sone an AIRE

of

umquhile Robert Striveling,"

undeniably of Lettyr, and the Drumpellier ancestor, whereby he actually
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bound

under clause of warrandice, to

himself,

infeft

&c.

John

85

in the

very lands

Provisions
to the
^a'™^ of

premised of Kirhnychel and Blanerne, thus expressly implementing Janet

them

of Gadder's important object in reference to

him

ated bj her, as M'e have seen, which identifies
eldest of course

—

in his favour, already initi-

as one of the bairns

of the exactly corresponding Robert, her undoubted nearest

heir collaterally in 1 5 4 1

And

it

is

,-

Img of

had been promised

,

Robert by Sir John

to

john^'

pellier an-

the Gadder wardator, in the important indenture in 1527.

Hence Janet, by her condition

1541, and relative after-step, was,

in

•'

fulfilling Sir

in the

'

-I

main, as was most natural,

piTs°and

Stir- the Dram-

,

Keir,

J^^J "^l^ne
v'iz!'

Jld^'j" net,

moreover proved, by the subsequent submission in 1553,^ that

these, together with Lettyr,

T

^f?,'?'^

— and

i^estor,

which could
only be as
nextCadder

™

John's transactions, obviously touching
\^l^^^_^^

a landed compensation for

Robert and his
sories, as will

issue,

gentilitial claims, as

who

at the

formerly shown, or rights in

same time were

thus, with certain acces-

be afterwards seen, to be alimented and provided in Gadder

cadder°s
i^n'the^'iat"
''''' y®"''""-

1

heritages, in pursuance of her condition.

The

identity of the latter with Janet's heirs, independently of the other

same

conclusive evidence to the
to require

effect, is so

—

a considerable interval no doubt

" contractus " (as
Lettir,"

it is

called)

honorabill partiis,
aire of

tract,

May

;

James

and

it

thereby was "

Striveling (of Keir),

in fact), beside Keir, to
finalie

— and

contractit

John

betuix

Striveling, sone

umquhile Robert Strivehng," while summarily reciting the con28,

1527, betwixt "ye said umquhile Robert Strivehng and

of Keir " should

infeft

main lauchfuUie gotten or

knylit-,"

" ye said

be gotten of his body," &c., in "ye
lingshire), " for

James and

that the said "

Johne Striveling

James

— and

Strive-

his

airis

to be gotten of his body, quhilkis failzeing, to

William Striveling, his bruder, and his

said

—

matters were fully settled by a
between " Striveling of Keir and Striveling of

umquhile Johne Striveling of ye Keir,
ling

but at length, on March 2,

;

showing Lettyr (or the Drumpellier family,

be here alone interested

and

transparent and self-evident as

no comment.

Legal proceedings are proverbially tedious

1553^

See pp.

^s. 69.

five

airis

maill lauchfulhe gotten or to

pund land

of Bockquharrage" (Stir-

ye landis of Blairerne and Kirkmichel, to be halden of ye
his airis, that

" for ye quhilkis ye said

Johne

ane half in blanche, yat uyer half in warde,"
Striveling, sone

Auld Keir xv pund

&c.,

ye landis o{

and

seisit as air to his said

and

aire aforesaid, sail resign,

land, &c., quhairin he

umquhile father,

in

is

presentlie vestit

ye handis of ye said James

a

gee ibid.
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Striveling, his superior yairof,

ad pei-petuum remanentiam."

So great

-was

the guarantee to which Sir John of Keir, commonly the most arbitrary and
impracticable of men, as fully proved, vas compelled to effect his object

what a weighty Cadder
shown or inferred

— must have vested

have rendered such a security
tive

And

!

xQCO^evedi

for

but

;

it,

in

unavoidably, as has been

Robert Striveling and

or a compensation in

his family, to

impera-

its stead,

would be considered that the family of Keir had thus

Auld Keir, which was

family

ling's

it

qua heir-male

interest

this, singulai'ly, is

not so clear, for there immediately

James

incontinent yaireftir infeft ye said Johne Striveling and his airis maill,"

brother William, as before, in " ye foresaid landis of

in clauss of warrandice of ye principale landis above written,

and Balquharrage,

Lettir
1

See p. 69.

iufeftmcnt, charter,

been

as has

alienations

&c.,

fully

relieved out of the hands of Robert Strive-

follows this clause, that " ye said resignation being maid, ye said

failing, his

and

;

and

and precept of warrandice yairupone

viz.

"

whom

Keir, &c.,

ye landis of

Johnne

deliver to ye said

sail

Aid

sail

sufficient

and, moreover,

^

;

fully proved, this last clause of warrandice is inserted in futm'e

and

title-deeds of the property in favour of the disponees.

" blanche,"

was

substitution of Bochquharrage for Blairnerne

and

The terms of one-half of the property conceded being
more favourable, and

tlie

Kirkmichel preferable, and so far more advantageous,

—

the latter being held

by the family of Cadder of the Campbells of Auchenbowie, who held them of
the Livingstones of Kilsyth,

who held them

of the Crown, while Boquharrage

held only of one subject-superior (Keir), immediate tenant of the Crown.

There hence,

in regard to

it,

would be fewer

casualties or

demands

against

the vassal, a most important consideration at that feudal period.

Hence James
John

Striveling of Keir,

by

Striveling of Lettyr, as well as

this

advantageous access, in favour of

by obeying and implementing,

in his

behalf (as behoved), the proviso of Janet of Cadder in 1541, for the "bairns
of umquhile Robert Striveling," her nearest heirs, with
are thus identified, amplified

—John

was incumbent
be provided
William
orbahT^rf
Robrrt^**

f

"41'!°^ '°

fully,

and

his family

and perhaps more than

being only one of the three bairns

who were

to

so far discharged his duty.

preceding regards John Stirling of Lettyr, eldest son of umquhile

'^^^^

Robert
II-

—

too,

by Boquharrage,

whom he

;

and now we next come

further, with the

William Striveling, younger and

parents of the said John.

same view, to

only brother through the same

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Tlie evidence here (of

and

which Nos. 2 and 3 are new)
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&c.

is

extremely simple

conclusive.

Procuratory of Resignation,' 13th December 1.541, by Janet Striveling,

1.

'

see pp.

2

Acts and

lady of Gadder, where she conveys heritably to James Striveling, of Keir,
her Gadder patrimony, including the lands of " Baiikeir ;" directly establishing that

Bankeir generally was a Gadder heritage or pertinent.

Action, 16th June 1591,^ before the Supreme Civil Gourt by Robert*

2.

Striveling of Lettyr,
Striveling of

of

" broyer, sone,

and air maill

John of Lettyr) ,t against Sir Archibald Striveling of

air of

umquhile William

to

Wester Bankier (who thus must have been younger brother

umquhile Sir James Striveling of Keir, kuy'-

;"

Keir,

of council
sion.

sone and

kny*^-,

wherein the pursuer

charges the defender and a party with forging a pretended letter of reversion

by WilHam

for

redemption of the foresaid lands of AVester Bankier, to

which otherwise Robert of Lettyr should have succeeded.
Previous litigation in 1.590 at the instance of the above Robert,^ also

3.

in reference to the said lands,

who

^

ibid.

upon

explicitly founds (without question)

" ane charier

maid to ye said umquhile William (his paternal uncle as before),
BE Schir James Striveling of Kere, kny*-, of ye landis of Wester Bankeir,
dated 20th November 1565."
This Sir James, the noted acquirer of Gadder, was of course bound to
clear the estate of burdens,
in

and the grant evidently must

directly have been

implement of Janet of Gadder's postulate or proviso

in 1541, in

the above William as one of the " bairns " there was included.

which

No

other

claim or interest, after every investigation, has been discovered in him.

As
tant.

any reversion cited

to

The above grant

tree, settled

was even

And,

after being thus in possession,

to William*

originally

quite unimpor-

was even more favourable than of Uchil-

upon Thomas Bishop and

finally,

it is

his spouse, which, as has

been shown,

under reversion, and subsequently redeemable by

we come

-igee p. 67.

K 3ir.

here to the only remaining bairn in question,

off-

spring of " Umquhile Robert Stirling " premised.

in. Jane^ by name, a daughter, and only

sister of

the preceding.

!>janf, only

other bairn
of um*

Fully proved, by the evidence submitted

on the occasion of the Drumpellier
1818, to have been eldest son and heir

t

And

to the jury

brother,

service in

male,

John of Lettyr, and moreover
by the new evidence cited in 1606.

of the preceding
e.Kplicitly

—See

pp. 82-.3.

is

that

John had one only younger

William,

his

next

collateral

proved by the contract in 1553,

merly adduced.

— See pp. 68-9.

heirfor-

?"'V'|i?.°'

Ung

in

^•'*'-
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'See

With

ibid..

notei!

respGct to her, the evidence

we

Performance,^ to which

are

authentic Hamilton of Bardowie
"

Johne StrivUng, of

in

a single paragraph from the Keir

is

consequence indebted, founded upon

M'rits, viz.

had a

Lettir,

hir for supporting her honestlie :'"

to

February

1.5 89

and 1st

May

The above John was
Robert

Stirling,

'

'

three boUis

ane pension assignit

These precepts are dated "10th

incontestably the eldest son and heir of umquliile
this

Jane daughter of the

with obvious family

this might,

her in that age, and

pay her yearly

1591."

which makes

Being unmarried,

to

by a subsequent precept to be

said

whose

Strivling,' in

and heir of the preceding

(son

Cadder)

their tenants in Ballindrocht (near
is

Jane

and " Jane, Ladj Keyr, granted a precept to

Sir James, acquirer of Cadder),

which

'

sister,

favour Sir Archibald Sterling of Keir"

ait meill,'

:

latter.

aids,

be a provision for

otherwise than as a " bairn " of " umquhile Robert

Strivehng," she likewise could have had no claim thereto.

As an

indispensable condition in his

Janet of Gadder's grant in 1541,

James

it

to the

title

Cadder

Mas, as before remarked, imperative on

Stu-ling of Keir, as standing in her shoes,

and purging the burdens on

the estate, to provide and secure the "bairns of umquhile Robert"
specified as her nearest heirs

He

—

in parts of the

did so provide the " bairns of umquhill

dead

in that year,

1527

presumed, in the same capacity
after every

Cadder patrimony or

Robert

investigation,

;

2)arts

—

there

heritage.

Stirling " of Lettyr, also

who had been a contemporary

besides, been promised in

under

estate,

of Janet,

and who had,

of the estate of Cadder, as

is

to be

while no others but the said Robert's heirs,

and without the

on the

least contradiction, too,

other side, though challenged to the opposite proof, received anything out of

the Cadder estate under the above condition.

To

Conclusion
preceding,

stoop Or attempt to refute a contrary hypothesis would be absolutely

fighting with a

mere shadow

;

and can there then be a doubt that the

bairns of umquhile Robert Stirling of Lettyr

— were

ancestor

—

the undoubted DrumpelUer

the bairns specified by Janet of Cadder in 1541, and, con-

sequently and indisj)utably, her nearest collateral heirs

never jjei-haps was a material

and

fact,

Bible.

Thc cvidencc from the
to,

?

and

the whole,

documented

fully

shown

to

in terms of her condition in that year.

Stirling family Bible

backed by further proof of

Upon

in re tarn antiqud, so well

established, including their having been so distinctly

have been helped and provided
denee of

said

its

may

legal relevancy

be here again appealed

and admissibihty

;

while

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
obviously in favour of the identity in question,

it

&c.
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also corroborates

the

Drumpellier-Cadder descent, and necessarily Gadder representation.
In cases of pedigree, especially, in peerage claims before the House of
Lords, where stricter proof is exacted than in other courts, that of the impressions

and traditions of members of a family

—

naturally very competent

judges— either

orally or scripto, as to matters of descent,

representation,

is

and of gentilitial
°
usually submitted, and duly weighed and considered.
Thus

See MinutesofETid^nce in
'

tli6 Airth.

the evidence in the recent claim to the Scotch earldom of Airth in 1839 of
^^'"'T

Mrs Margaret Gurney,

sister of

Captain Barclay of Urie, the claimant' was

pp.^rfvr.

held relevant and allowed, though through mere hearsay, or what she only had

heard an old relative

affirm,

in support of a cardinal point in the case, the

primogeniture of Lady Mary Graham, their ancesirix—and identified with
the Airth right of representation— who was born considerably before the
middle of the seventeenth century, and married in 1662.
Further, Lord
Kenyon,^ a high authority, said, " I admit that declarations of a, family, and Rep^TS;
perhaps of others living in habits of intimacy with them, are received in
evidence as to pedigrees."
point in question

thus telling

;

This exactly quadrates, as will be seen, with the

and he thus does not even

a fortiori

in

its

reject

what

is less

weighty, and

behalf; while English practice has

now

great

weight in Scotch matters of pedigree, at least in peerage claims.
Then, again, as to proof scripto, or in a written shape, there are the
autograph, historical, and family memoirs of James

were adduced and relevantly admitted

in the

fifth

Earl of Balcarres, that

more recent and

=

see Min-

dence

hf

July lU""'

successful claim
of his present noble representative to the earldom of Crawford, in 1848,^*
in ^u-e^^'
order to fix points of extinction and family representation in
respect to
persons born before 1700.

The chief
proof, are:

requisites exacted in law, to give effect to such family or historical
(1.)

that

it is

the handwriting of the party; (2.) that

from the proper custody— that

and

is,

from

his charter-chest or family

it

comes

papers

had "peculiar knowledge of a fact {mooted or in ijues- •.Tail on
and " had not an assignable interest to falsify the matter." * In such tft"^'
cases it is both relevant and cogent
all which elements, including peculiar
(3.)

that he

tion),"

;

knowledge, as

is

to be presumed, unite in the present instance.

proof of the kind can be stronger or

less

And what

questionable than the autograph

entries of a ftither or relative in his family Bible, in respect
to their births,

marriages, and descents, so often attested, and thereby preserved as

M

tlie

best

and
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most appropriate record for the purpose, out of pure natural
Reports,

And

out auj uncluc bias.

affection, with-

Lord

accordingly, as has been already shown,^

Mansfield, in BuUer's Reports, declares, that an " entry in a father's family
mof°]^"^^'

an inscription on a tombstone (certainly not superior to the former), are

Bible,
all

good evidence

"
;

while he says, too, that " tradition

point

sufficient in

is

of pedigree.""

Now,

altogether, the above dicta,

and

postulates, over

legal

and above

Drum-

strikingly concur in the present evidence adduced in favour of the

pellier-Cadder descent.
It is the

Dr William Stirling,
time, when neither he

autograph attestation in the family Bible of

born in 1682, who had no earthly view to serve at the

nor his family had contemplated legal steps to vindicate their Cadder status

— and who, from

—indeed never

questioned

known

bias and sentiments, could have attached but

religious

essentially to the fact,
age,

though

now

this century, if even

till

falling to

be noticed in

and not be overlooked, with family incidents

this

in

his

moment

little

more genealogical

the Bible, above

all

reserved for such reminiscences.

He had

the circumstance, too, in his favour,

it is

to his descent; which, if mistaken, could thus have

same gentleman, Dr William
,.,

•'

..

See TLetter

third

John

°eiue™Pe-

gi'^ndson of Walter, son of

'iT&t'the'

in

E°4o°sition'!

Auld

Stirling,

Stirling
o
r
c in the pedigree,
'

been easily

his father, the

died; and that John was no

Stirling of Lettyr

in question

is

;

and

and Bochquharrage

Dr

William,^

Lettyr'of
stirung, by

which both
Robert
Stirling-

rsV?°
ri-natti.

" Natus fuit patcr

JUNII MDCXL.

mens Joannes

fiHus Walteri Stirling,

Cadder

" (of

filii

Stirling, cujus pater fuit

Joannes

Stirling,

Joannis Stirling, qui descenderat ex familia de

coursc iu the male line, according to the usual understanding

and acceptation),
'
'

" et cuius fuit
'

Stirling prope Duntreth."*

The

t-^

i

last

Janet of Gadder's nearest collateral

The above proof
relative,

is

in every

i

was

•

clearly

t

i

f~i

i

and correctly John Stn-hng

who has been proved

heir.

view good

proved a material

t

i

i

terra de Balquharragc et terra de Lettu-

alluded to, son of umquhile Robert Stirling of Lettyr,

from a

the

is

:

"XVIII.
The exact

(infeft

father, so

liis

in the family Bible of the said

than

less

together with other autogi-aph notices of births, marriages, and deaths,
following express entry

The

rectified.

was twenty-seven when

whose actual Cadder descent (through Robert

Keir),

often noticed)

John

believed, of other proof as

fact, as

;

and

shown

if

in

mere hearsay, deponed
the Airth

case in

to

1839,

WITH DRUMPELLIERS EXPOSITION,
a

fortiori must the

direct evidence of

through his family Bible,

Dr
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an actual descendant,

Stirling,

in the present one, of a

tell,

&c.

Cadder

origin or repre-

sentation, not either of such antiquity as the former, being within the

compass

of two centuries, instead of what obtained there.

John

whose important Cadder descent

Stirling of Lettjr,

is

thereby proved,

having lived to 1585, while the other links of the pedigree specified in the
family Bible

are

aliunde proved correct,

favour of that likewise from Cadder being
in uno rectum in omnibus

creates a

upon the

so,

presumption in

legal principle

uniform and corroborative, and flowing but in one current, the
evidence,

by established law, must

The exponent has again

rectum

upon the whole, everything being thus

so that,

;

this

last piece of

be a strong auxiliary in the case.

stated

the

foregoing

argument,

wise adduced in the Abstract of Evidence in 1818, because he

though hke-

may be

thus

conclusive
GVlclsDCG of
the identity
in question

enabled more stronoly to illustrate and corroborate it.
And, for the same f™m the
°
pupillarity
reason, he will next explain fully and articulately the important one from °{*j^''|j'^®
•'

_

the exact state of minority, respectively, of the bairns of umquhile Robert

dead

in

1537, and umquhile Robert

1541, that was not

so

pointedly or expressly explained

Stirling of Lettyr,

in

Abstract.

Not only now can

it

—which

is

minors, but further
larity

;

still

which striking

fact

identity of their parents,

I.

—

Stirling,

deceased

in the

}|n''\^n''"

^^*^"

said

be proved that they were then certainly

new

may per

—

in

1541, in the actual stage oi pupil-

se fix

and decide the question of the

— namely, the two preceding Roberts.

First here in respect to the " bairns of

umquhile Robert

Stirling,"

Janet of Gadder's heirs, in 1541, and that they were then ex hoc
voce pupil-oflPspring.

The

epithet

" bairns," even at present, as

is

notorious, denotes children

and, by Scotch language in the sixteenth century, technically defined pupiloflfspring.
.

In support of which,

it is

only incumbent to quote as follows from the

Law

Glossary in the same century of the learned Sir John Skene, the Selden of
Scotland, as he

may

be called, and Lord Clerk Register
to James
°

VL

before

the head of the

'

Custody of Children,' he inculcates that " The keip-

ing of the bairnes pertenis to the mother "
U7itil

see his

prefixed to

scotch Acts
of Pai'lia-

m™t.

the union of the crowns.^

Under

i

—

" after the decease of the father,

the BAiRNE be of the age of seven yeres compleit, conform to the com-

COMMENTS ON
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rnoun practique of this realme, and the
the

title

of" Three Kindis of Age

upon the climacterick
and three

"

—

Then he

law."

civil

For be the law of this realme, grounded

"

yeires of Septinarius et Ternarius, that

yeires, there is three kindes of

age

:

the

first is

of fourteene yeiris, within the quhilk

it is

Plere

who had

attained that age, without extending

the second

is

the third

is

;

to his landes."

premised, that the term

further.

it

uses " hairne " in the also appropriate

and infantine sense of

Thus, in reference to a liusband's having right, by

a child within seven years.
voce

is

of sevin

confined to tender issue, or pupils until the age of seven, or

is

Elsewhere he

Sub

not leasum to marrie

cannot escape notice, and confirms what

it

;

tyme ane aire may enter

of twentie-ane yeiris, after the quhilk

is

of sevin jeiris, during

the quhilk tjme the bairnes are in custocUe of iheir jparents

" hairne "

adds, under

the courtesy of Scotland, to the wife's heritages (as in England), he inculcates,

Curalitas.

_

" quhen onie

man

with her, and
is

it

marries lauchfullie ane wife, and receive lande and heritage

happen that he begat with her ane hairne, quha being borne,

heard cryand betwixt four walles of ane house, and thereafter his wife

deceasis before him, he sail bruik
to her,

—

albeit the

And

daughter."

added that

the wife or baienes, but

Hence

live or decease," "

hairne

it is

and possesse

is

maid

the term " hairne "

" this

law

all

the landes quhilkis perteineit

the bairne borne being soun or
is

never introduced in favour of

in favour of the

husband allanarhe."

above proved to denote an infant or piqnl,

is

within which category, therefore, the preceding " hairnes " of umquhile Robert

Janet of Gadder's heir in 1541, undoubtedly came.

Stirling,

II.

—And

further, that the other

pellier ancestor, also

ofispring or bairns

1

See p. 58.

It

cotemporary Robert

dead

—thus

in 1.541,

Stirling, the

had likewise then

Drum-

left pupil-

identical with the preceding.

has been legally established^ that Robert of Bankeir or Letter had merely

a dispensation for his marriage with Marian Fleming, his sole wife, dated 11th
of

June 1533.

The

actual solemnisation of marriage did not always immedi-

ately follow a dispensation

;

born at the middle of 1534

—that

and holding John,

—and he may

would simply make him

William, his younger brother,

been the

eldest,

if

their eldest son, to have been

possibly have been produced later

a " bairne " or pupil of seven years,

and

not Jane their sister (who might yet have

her age being unknown), actually within that age on the

WITH DRUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION,

&c.
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13th of December 1541, when the "bairns" of the other Robert Stirling so
precisely figure,*

and who, from the proved sense of the term, must have been

equally pupils.

They thus

all

were appositely and exclusively comprised under

of the " bairns of

the denomination

umquhile Robert

Stirling,"

and hence

clearly identical.

humbly submitted,

It is

simul,

all

to the

then, that,

same purport and

by

reiterated evidence, taken se7nel et

effect, it

has been proved that the bairns of

Robert Stirling of Letter, the Drumpelher ancestor, were those declared by
Janet of Gadder in 1541 to be her nearest
of her body,

The
what

—which

heirs, failing herself

and

heirs

indisputably fixes the identity.

identity in question has never yet been attempted to be denied, except

is

indeed most insignificant, and out of the pale of law, through mere

assumptions, and gross misrepresentations so risked reprehensively in the Keir

work, and to be exposed in the sequel.

To

stop to refute the negative, in

the circumstances, would indeed be like fighting with a shadow.

But

in

order merely to facilitate the better and more ready apprehension of the
identity,

it

may be

here expedient to conclude, under a comprehensive form,

with giving the following tabular statement of the various uniform and
irresistible points

in its support

of coincidence and parallelisms, with the manifest results

:

* The year then began on

tlie

25th of March.

Table
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TABLE
Two

THE

IDENTITY

Proved,

as

with

PlEsults.

precise cotemporaries figured before 1541, having the closest connection with the

Family as
I.

OF

follows, respectively

Robeet of Letter,

also "

under Nos.

I.

umquhile " in 1541,

and
II.

II.,

which

Umquhile Robeht Stirling

Ancestor of the Drumpellier Family,

and

No.

No.

I.

Exact jiaraUehsm here.

II.

So had the other indiWJual

1.

He was

actually styled in
suiting a Cadder
cadet, it being the family residence.
2.

and

here.

the Christian

Cadder,

in 1541,

his Issue.

his Issue.

The above had uudoiibte<Uy
name of Robert.

1.

Cadder

also comprises their Issue

2.

qmte

From

relationship

verj'

liis

— in

fact,

near Cadder
nearest he

—

may be presimied also, occasionally
at least, to have resided at Cadder.

But his usual designation was

3.

Exact parallehsm here.

3.

simply "Robert Stirling," as under No. II. 3.
This Robert had a most
4.
weighty claim upon Cadder iu
1.527, afterwai-ds compensated for,
that can only be accounted for liy
Ijeing the next Cadder heir-male (as
the other Robert under No. II. 4.
5. This Robert died in 1537,
consistent enough with his counterpart uuder No. II. 5.

No.
Parallelism here, nearly brought
out, at least

7.

This Robert's issue were clear-

1541, bairns or pupils, as in
his counterjjart's case under No.

by

extreme human

and

presimi])tion
probabihties.

Very

simply,

was Ro-

as

under

He

4.

also pecidiarly

had such Cadder claim

must have
too,

being

certainly recognised as the nearest
heir.

This Robert had predeceased
enough with his
counterpart under No. I. 5.

close parallelism here.

5.

1541, consistent

Exact parallelism

Exact parallehsm
itself,

it

may

be

C. This Robert had previously
married, and left clultlren.

here.

here, and of
fixing the

said,

7.

This Robert's issue were clear1541, bairns or pupUs, as iu

ly, in

his coimterpart's case

identity.

imder No.

1.7.

II. 7.

8.

his designation

I. 3.

Cadder

6. This Robert had previously
maiTied, and left chUilren.

ly, in

But

bert Stirling

The bairns

of this

Robert,

and subsequently,
were provided in, and obtained
portions of, the Cadder heritage,
in the year 1542

Complete parallehsm here
the two

;

in-

famihes thereby
proved one and the same.
deed,

The bairns of this Robert
8.
were certainly, in 1541, as nearest
Cadder heirs, to be secured a portion of the Cadder heritage.

that could only be, iu the ch-cmnstances, according to what was
shown as the nearest Cadder heir.

This family provided,' as
9.
stated, in a respectable portion of
Cadder, while seciu-ed and iufeft
in Old Keir in warrandice for it,
down to 1600, when they sold the

After every investigation, this
though well connected, and
afforcling good means of proving
the negative, if it obtained, can
no further be traced down in ;i

same, are proved, by the family
Bible of Dr William Stirling, bom
in 1682 (good evidence even in
strict peerage law), to have been
descended of Gadder, which further
goes to identify them with umqu-

separate capacity.

hUe Robert

Stirling

and his

bairns,

the Cadder collateral heirs in 1541,
and they actually continue to the
present moment.

9.

family,

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Results.

—

Witli

striking coincidences
I.

and

are o)ie

II.

human

events or

submission,

all

and

and

really contended,

it is
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&c.

from so many proved

parallelisms, that the respective families

the same.

It

is

under No.

impossible, in the course of

human

have existed at the same time

probabilities, that there could

two separate ones, in which so many palpable and unprecedented coincidents
But, moreover

obtained.

challenges, have neither

tion

1.

The Drumpellier opponents,

after repeated

been able to meet or contradict the identity in ques-

Mr James

and, 2.

;

—

Dundas, the Keir agent, after

full

examination of

the Gadder charter-chest, the best source of knowledge, and Lettyr brief of

to object to

sion

and

;

—which
—

181S

service in

it,

directly involves the identity

lience, in fact, it

lastly, 3.

The

may be

stated,

he

had nothing

said, equivalent to its actual

under No.

striking fact

—

II. 9,

that nothing

admis-

more

of

the Robert and his bairns in 1541, in a separate capacity, can be discovered
after that year,

though certainly conspicuous and well

allied, is

additionally

confirmatory,— it only being accounted for by the fact of both families under
Nos.

I.

and

II.

resolving into one

so separably figure

—and

At any
main

upon an

rate, in

the

same

—from whence they could not

the representation of the last of course being trans-

mitted and continued by the

the

and

first.

the lowest point of view, the onus or burden of disproving

conclusions,

it is

apprehended, so relevantly draM'n, must be thrown

objector, which, if

he cannot do, they, by legal presumption, must

be admitted, and, of course, the identity.
It being thus
1

•

conclusion

m
•

clenched and fixed, there only remains one other important The

1

the case

1

:

1

m

T

^

tbat the Caddcr compensation to be given to Robert
.

of Letter,

by the solemn indentures and contract between him and Sir John

Stirling of Keir in 1527, repeatedly noticed,
to have rested

upon Gadder

gentilitial claims

and that can

and

solely be inferred

rights in his person,

been in his character of the male Gadder representative.

It

must have

whom

such identical status, and

property so descendable, then preferably vested, though, as

now

all

the

fixed through

the question of identity, he and his family, as conjoining the latter with the

former status, could have thus taken after Janet and

lier issue.

But without

being exclusively the Gadder heir-male in 1527, neither Robert nor his issue
thereafter, so far, in his right, could

Keir to
Robert of
Letter for
f.^^dd"*'"'

eifj'ms''^'

could not have musrhave

been as the Gadder heir at common law, because he was there excluded at the
time by Janet Stirling of Gadder, in

com-

pensation
io i527 by

have adduced a claim to the portion of

the Gadder property then compromised or in view, which, on the other Iiand,

)utrmaie.
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having been so fully admitted in their favour, and onerously acted upon and

— while

there was no

adequately discharged

other competitor

—

necessarily

proves them such heirs.

And
outset,

this

argument evidently

in

is

keeping and unison with that at the

on behalf of the male succession and representation,

Cadder settlement or

entail in

They may even go

corroborate each other.

in terms of the

1414, seeing they both mutually sustain and

and

further,

assist,

identifying Robert of Letter with another material party of the

name,

to be

same Christian

broached and canvassed in a subsequent chapter.

ADDENDA

TO CHAPTER
No.

Decreet

in

II.

I.

1535 in favour of Janet Stirling, Heiress of Cadder.

(Referred to at Page
Looking with attention

SeeAb-

in fact, in

note

50,

at the decreet referred to,

'").

we have

there opened to our view an

and degradation of Janet

Evfdence

incident in a sad story, ending in the spohation

m 1818.

severance of the Cadder property from the male branch of the ancient family.

herself,

and the

"We have seen with what eagerness, perseverance, and dexterity Sir John Stirling of

Acts of
Coiinciland

Keir commenced and carried on his operations

Session,
'

p. 165,
*'

1535

for

making himself master

getting into his power, Janet, only child and heiress at

common law

of

of,

or rather,

Antbew

StirUng,

^^^ ^'^ direct male heir of Cadder, who died in 1522, she being then merely a pupil, and

who, most unfortunately
bereavement of her

for herself

father,

and

lost her

for her future welfare,

besides the premature

mother, INIarjory Cunninghame, about two years

afterwards.

After various vicissitudes, such as involving himself in treasonable plots, forfeitures,

heavy

costs in purchasing wardships,

and by obtaining the concurrence of Robert Stirling

(rather here an important personage) in his proceedings,

by an arrangement with him

having hereditary rights to Cadder (afterwards anxiously compensated
chosen, might have been tutor of the family), Sir
in

John

at last,

1529 of her ward and marriage, succeeded in getting into

management of Janet and her
or nothing else
infeft in

is

known

property.

So

as

and who, had he

by a grant from the Crown

liis

hands the

far Sir John's project

of Janet between this time

for,

sole

and

had succeeded.

entire
Little

and the year 1534, when she was

dulj-

her property, while Sir John afterwards de factu effected a marriage between her

i

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and

his son James, wliicli clearly

NON

teiiuisse" as

though Sir John,

lady's wish,

If

was

we had not suspected

it

explicitly states,

to suit his views,

before,

assumed that

we now have

it

For what do we find

it

was

brought before

all as it

tendit"

we

marriage,

see Janet

appeahng

should

be.'

i

See p. 65.

g

^^^

us, that the property,

John had

Not many mouths

?

a priiidpio,

and certainly was against the

together with the Cadder influence and means, was the sole object Sir

from the commencement.

"

and but a pretended one,

illegal,

the divorce in 1541

97

&c.

in view

after the " pre-

the laws of her country for protection

to

—

" aganis Johne Strivelyn of ye Kere, knycht, and James Striuelyng, his soun

that quhare

ye said Johnne havand hir marriage and ye dispositioun of hir ward landis, causit ane

PRETENDiT

with

and

haldin,

heretage,

and

and tendLs

Tliis ill-usiige

and will nocht

conipellit hir to niak divers alienationis

suffer

her to speik

and takkis of hir landis

grievous,

young married lady

and probably of some standing

;

for it

Janet de facto then was) thus to appear

(as

claiming redress against her husband and father-in-law, unless her

court,

grievances had become aggravated and intolerable.

Janet, not unlikely, was advised to take this step

by her nearest

relatives ("friends,"

the term in the above decreet, expressing, in Scotland, the same thing), and, not impro-

who may have been
She may he

bably, Eobert Stirling of Letter,

extremely

an attachment
favour

and overbearing conduct.

selfish

when

him and

to

his family, evinced, too,

induced, or rather compelled,

disgusted at last by Sir John's
concluded, naturally, to have had

by her important

afterwards,

in

again exposed to the machinations of the Keirs, father and son.

what might appear

to be excejjtionable points

upon the world an orphan

at

man

delectable Squire Meldrum), besides of

(as

Who

age,

left

can wonder at

in the unhajipy Janet's career

an early and tender

position in marriage of a "cruel"

Thro^^•n

1

under the guardianshiiJ and

dis-

he was actually styled in Sir David Lindsay's

most ambitious and aggrandising views, who,

the sole purpose of bringing her property
illegally

stipulation in their

1541, to alienate her entire

Eobert, however, being unexpectedly cut off in 1537, she was

heritage to his son.

married her to his son, against her

(if

not also representation) into

will,

and afterwards continued

liis

for

famUy,

to treat her in

a tyrannical and oijpressive manner.

The preceding

gives a sketch of Janet's position from the time she lost her parents

her putative marriage

her story,

—

at first a precarious,

let consideration

had solemnly

well inferred, had been forced upon her

to be

as

till

For the sequel of

;

recalled a previous one, that,

it

may

be

then Bischop's notable and peculiar transaction

proved by the subsequent disposition of Keu' to him in the same year,

shortly touched upon.

expressly recalled

at last a distressing one.

be paid to the extraordinary fact of the resignation of her

estates in 1541, after she actually

and inveiglement,

by her

Whatever she may have then done, of

—which

she had scarce the means

a truth, unless

— may be attributed

to

them

;

and her conduct, in such striking circumstances, must be weighed with the extremest
distrust

and

suspicion.

^^

oreet, 8th

July 1535,

to gar hir analle {alienate) ye remanent, or maist part yairof,"- &c.

must have been indeed

rare case for a

in a public

as zit haldis hir in subjectioun,

and hes

liir friindis,

must be a

be maid betuix ye said James and her, and sensyne ye said

riiatriinonij to

Johnne has

p. 59.
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we

After the foregoing, can

any other conclusion than

arrive at

Janet was more sinned against than sinning
a juncture, that she

1

if,

in fact,

that,

through her

may not be even

it

was the victim of a scheme originating with

John

Su-

Stirling of Keir,

but dexterously prosecuted to the utmost and most reprehensible extent by James

through means and subtle co-operation of Bischop,

law

proficient,

and

;

It

The former

was, withal, a

man

it

may be

and

finesse,

accounts,

of address

figure in political life

son,

inferior

among the highest

however unprmcipled, and more swayed by his own peculiar

ablest of the land,

interest than

liis

—a man of education, and no

while the confidential family agent.

him are absurd and untenable he
which enabled him afterwards conspicuously to
observed, of

career,

added, at such

by those of

others.

was only subsequently,

Exponent has been enabled

making due

after

to

attam

and

inquiries

knowledge of the

full

investigation,

i:)arentage

and

the

that

liistory of this

remarkable person, as to which he had been misled long ago, when the case was not so
matured, by unsupported scandalous and depreciatory accounts, derived from partial
quarters,

which he now pointedly

recalls.

No.
(Referred to at
1

The

See Keir's

in'favourof

Thomas
Bischop,
'23d Feb.

67,

dndee No.

notice in the Keir Performance of the final settlement

gliomas Biscliop, 2.3d Pebmary 1541,

9.)

made by James

of Keir ^v^th

incomplete, and not in the words of the

is

AH we

existins
° in the Keir charter-chest.

learn about

it

is

oi'iginal,

through
" the medium of an

autograph copy of the account of the deed in the Keir inventory, formerly taken by

and communicated by him to a brother antiquar}^ the

in view in

Ramsay

Evidence

brated Lord Hailes, from whose repositories

'"d

p.

IT.

^'^^

esent

of Auchertyre,'

sums there

at the outset to

we

derived

Mr

cele-

it.

may have been

be paid by Bischop, apjDear odd, but

to

E.s-position,

giyg ^n air of onerosity to this strange transaction, while the term "servitor" applied to

sup.

him, the same in a legal sense with servant, the meaning of which was plain and obvious,*
confirms his continuance
Sir

John

The

still as

law or

last

John and

S'o2.

the case of James his son and Janet,

1541

he had formerly been of

grant of James V. of the marriage of Janet of Cadder, July 22, 1529, to Sir
" his airis

Perform-

in

familj' agent of Keir, as

his father.

first

and

coming into

assignais,

play,

ane or ma," not having been

could, plausibly at least, be conferred

* Thus, to quote from the Preface

(p. 7)

to

Reports of Decisions of Court of Session by

—

le^'ally practicable in

o\\'ing to the legal bar to theu' union,'

Lord President Gilmoux- Edinburgh, 1701
the learned editor remarks " that the young
men of this age, iu point of painfulness, come

far short of their ancestors

:

"

and only

by James, now

— " the candidats

of the law were clerks and servants to the experienced advocates, and had an opportunity of
learning at the same time both the civil and

the municipal laws,'' &c.
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" spous affidat " or betrothed of

Thomas Eischop, the

This special and aggrandising concession, together

Janet, and afterwards his actual wife.

payment of
with the lands of Uchiltree, though redeemable upon the death of Janet by
" ^
"

2000 merks,' were
and

artful " help

to be a reward

and labour in

and recompense, not inadequate,

soliciting

See p. 67.
(under

^

for Bischop's insidious No.

9).

and furthering the conveyance made by her of

her heritage" to Keir.

Further

he was to be paid 250 merks, and this confirms his dexterous and advan-

stOl,

we may

tageous settlement for himself, in the understood arrangement, as

They seem

respect to Cadder, with his interested principal or his advisers.

conclude, in

have played

to

into each other's hands, while Bischop here, instead of lowly truckling as a culprit, or as

who had injured or offended him, acts rather as a dexterous friend and benefactor to Keir,
who again, so far from resenting the conceived affront offered by the former towards him,

one

is to

use his dihgence to have

lying

remitted by the ldng.=

This

the said Janet whilst she was the said James's

A\-ith

But

it

must

here, as

strike

any calm

is

said to be Bischop's " alleged

for

such remission,

even supposing Thomas and necessarUij Janet were thus guilty of adultery
then a criminal

been made

offence,

so that, after this,

by a

special

was not

Act of Parliament, subsequently in 1563;'

need not surprise us that not a trace or inkling

it

It

?

and required no such royal iutervention or condonation, not having

so, as is notorious, until,

royal remission, so unduly contemplated.

A

is

found of such

to be

charge or prosecution thus suspended over

Janet (tlirough Bischop) was but tantamount to an ideal threat, based upon ideal criminality.

however absurd and preposterous elsewhere, do

It might,

this alfair, which,

must be kept

it

who had aU

parties,

their

own

rance, as they doubtless did,

in ^dew,

w^ay,

;

is

and serve

its

purpose in

and the inteiested
legal igno-

while the remission promised to relieve the parties

which she must have been

the event of her compKance with their objects, which

The preceding

well,

private, solely affecting her

and who could play as they chose upon her

more or less

of the fancied prosecution with

was

upon the mere supposition of

it

terrified,

was of course

to be, in

therefore tolerably accomphshed.

was

adidtery, but in truth there

notn: in

the case, Janet never, as has been proved, ha\'ing been legally married to James StirUng
of Keir, and hence neither she nor Bischop capable of such alleged offence against 1iim

while the proper steps actually were taken at the time for proving
void, as

it

truly

dissolute

and

the main
clergy,

.so

Both then were

elicited.

classes

;

and

it is

liighly

;

and nuU and
in their

Eeformation in 1560, which

it

justly in

countenanced by the example of the king,

a jest to suppose that this lesser ott'ence or peccacUllo

attracted attention, or been for a

The implied

illegal

frequent (as indeed even adultery) at that

profligate period, shortly before the

and the upper

would have

—

it

Hence the charge of immorality,

was found from the heginning.

respect, only resolved into simple fornication

moment thought worthy

of a remission.

charge, too, of immorality against Janet, riever proved, without which, too, a

remission that could neither in any view obtain, was useless

—appears quite

to

—further evincing

its

ineptness

be unsupported, and merely to resolve into simple allegation, that

may be

likened to that scandal of the present day, from which even the best families are not exempt,

through the medium of servants and subonlinates,

who

See ibid,

ivife."

what need was there

inc[uirer,

''

are not accustomed to speak too

^

See

Criminal

j^J^ ^^j jj
PP- 303-4.
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The truth may have been

liigUy of their superiors.
situation, she

may,

at a period

when

m

that,

her unfortunate, desolate

liigher classes (and so exemplified in the case of Elizabeth of England,
inferiors),

some

indiscreet freedom

then constantly with her, either
colour,

may have been taken by

casvially or purposely,

—

life

^in

Bischop, the family agent,

which most

likely,

under a

false

of the other, her person,

;

case, at

any

exaggerated to her as heinous criminal

and bind her

to Keir's views, u-as resorted to

and but secondary immorahty

interested parties in her instance,

fact,

necessary preferment

cannot be denied, that falsehood, whose only

rate,

object could be to inspire Janet with terror,

by the

mth

both of which they lamentably succeeded.

This striking fact in the

and

and certauily her

with every aggravation, might have served and advanced their mutual designs

that of the one, to obtain her estate

in

manners of the

delicacy prevailed, even in the

little

(if it

obtained)

There was here a direct perversion of truth

guilt.

only accountable for in one view, that creates the most unfavourable inferences

against Keir

and

;

legal brocard

if

he thus erred in one respect, he may have in

falsum

ana falsum in omnibus, which

in

have actually perpetrated

in toto that

may

all,

according to the

not irrelevantly apply, and

with which he has been charged.

That Janet of Gadder had been the subject of undue coercion previously, and compelled,
1

ggg

gq

against her will, to ahenate parts of her property

own mouth

^l-

in

1535

had revoked the surrender of her

Upon
cussed,

we cannot

the whole,

and that

by the deceased Keir,

is

proved by her

and, according to her statement again in 1541, she even, at one time,

;'

terror

estate to his son.

abstain from concluding that Janet was more or less con-

was used to eUcit unjust

results

on the

last distressing occasion,

when

fully stript of her heritage for the benefit of Keir.

We

may

not altogether, certainly, be able fully to penetrate the veil or cloud that

obscure this, at
mystifications

least,

most startUng and suspicious

and address of Bischop

public sphere, as

may be

seen,

(for

may

not improbably promoted by the

which subsequently, in a grander and more

he was famous in history), hj his profession, well up to the

law (however he might disguise

state of the

affair,

it

and not

for a purpose),

really apprehensive

and who of course, as by the imderstanding with Keir, and also for liis
own advantage and reward, would "help and labour" to the utmost, hj every seductive
for himself;

and

plaiisible device, right or

wrong, to attain the end Avith Janet, suitable to both their

views.

But, at any
it

would be

rate, in

copy of the original
referred to,

the question at issue, for

desirable, besides

by Keir

at a critical

due and possibly additional

p.

X?

writs
tive

;

is

and

literal

may be indeed styled), that has been
1541, of which we have only some imper-

to Bischop,

February 20,

inasmuch, too, as

moment.

it

might likely disclose more both of Cadder or

In these circumstances, the most natural source of information

would be the Keir Performance, the framers of which had
^*'^'

illustration,

discovered, to obtain a fuU

self-inculjjatinij disposition (as it

fect abridged jottings,

Keir

its

what can be otherwise

full access

to the

Cadder

while the editor remarks" that "not the least interesting parts of the following narrathe story of the

ill-fated heiress of

Cawder."

"We then,

expect that, so far from suppressing, he woiUd carefully be at

certainly,

j)ains to

would

adduce

at once

all afiecting

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,

exciting his interest
is

and most

directly or indirectly, in the fullest

.lier,

and

But can

attention.

it

101

&c.

be conceived for a moment, that

all

hut the following summary and imperfect fragment of the disposition of Keir

in 1541,

which drops in upon us

" In the follo-\ving

and

as

from the clouds

month (February

assignation, whereby, for certain

and

servitor,

'

spous

aflfidate

'

in that year)

James

to dispone

him by Thomas Bischop

Ms

of the said Janet StriveUng, and for

made by her

redeemably the lands of Uchiltree to them in joint

for his

'

alleged lying with the said Janet

'

his

^

See Keir

ance, p. 38.

help and labour in

James

of her heritage to the said

provisions, as also to do his diligence for getting a remission

Thomas,

Bischop

Stirling granted a disposition

to

Striveling, he assigned to Bischop the marriage of the said Janet StriveUng,

bound

to

he gives

:

sums of money paid

soUciting and furthering the conveyance

much

satisfactory way, in a matter so

and became

with some smaller

fee,

from the king for the said

while she was the said James's wife ;"

but which assuredly she never was.

And

this vrithout the editor

adding a word more afterwards or explanatory on the

subject, or his condescending to apprise us
is

derived.

even not so

"\^1iy this

from what charter-chest or quarter the above

fragment, which does not further enhghten us in the least

full or explicit as

figured that the former

what has been here

was taken from the

latter.

relatively adduced,

But be

liistories

and

and statements, where

their references, only

editor
I.

all

and

it

1

It

is

might even be

°

^^^ P-

•'''•

No. IX.

may, from such strange

this as it

unauthorised conduct, so contrary to the method observed in

'i

proper and respectable

both of authorities cited

distinct accounts are ever given

two conclusions can be drawn, both unfavourable

to the

Keir

:

Either that he has here, as elsewhere, been guilty of negligence and carelessness in

such brief or imperfect adductions, and of palpable omissions

1541 contains something that he rather disingeniously chooses
the rules of

accomit of

fair
it

He

argument and discussion.

refrains to state

it is

apprehended

is

That the grant of

II.

to conceal

—

at variance

with

therefore, in this fragment, gives the smallest

he can, while he altogether withholds,

the original, which

or,

;

or, it

may even be

quite witliin his reach

said,

he ignores,

same time that he

at the

;

from whence he derives his fragment.

Such extraordinary retention may be inferred by some

to

be from their containing some-

thing especially hurtful and injurious to the Keir family and case

—the best way

of obviat-

ing which would be by fully adducing the original, together with what more
in the Cadder charter-chest on the subject.

may be

And how

can the Keir editor explain
and
1
after the intimation in his preface,' that, " Far from locking up his family

.,

J

„
„
gee Pre-

.

account for

it,

muniments from the
ality,

light of day, the present

opened them to his friends

'hj

means of

owner (Keir)

has,

with an enlightened Uber-

the present vnlinne."

So

far

from seconding

his distinguished client or principal in such meritorious conduct, he, in that very volume,

as just proved, as instanced in the grant of 1541, as well as elsewhere, there thwarts

excludes

grant

is

it

by an unaccountable withholding,

in part, of the former

deeply injurious and suicidal to the Keir faini^,

why

;

and even

allude to or adduce

it

if

and
that

at all

?

face, p. xv.

CHAPTEK
MINTJTIiE

OF

III.

LEGAL PROCEDURE BY THE DEUMPELLIER FAMILY IN SUPPORT

LETTYE AND CADDER RIGHTS AND STATUS

THEIR

OF

INCLUDING ESPECIALLY, AT THE OUTSET.

STRENUOUS EXERTIONS OF KEIR FOR HIMSELF, AND TO THWART AND OPPOSE THEM

—

BUT,'

AFTER MUCH FRUITLESS PAINFUL SCRUTINY AND RESEARCH, ONLY EVOKING AND CONJURING

UP A GHASTLY AND MYSTERIOUS NEW PERSONAGE, JOHN STIRLING OF BANKEIR, THE

TRUE (though LONG -secreted) KEIR REPRESENTATIVE, TO THE SURPRISE AND

MAY OF THE KEIR CONCLAVE

— EXPLANATION

AT

LENGTH,

BEEN

AS HAS

SEEN,

FROM

DESISTED

AS TO THE SAID JOHN, HIS STATUS AND PECULIAR HISTORY

DIS-

— THE

KEIR ADVISERS NEXT INDUCE GLORAT LEGALLY AND OPENLY TO OPPOSE DRUMPELLIER,

THOUGH

STILL ACTING CLANDESTINELY,

—DRUMPELLIER, HOWEVER,
LETTYR, THE MAIN A2HD

" SINEWS OF

GOING

OBJECT, IN THE FACE OF EVERY OPPOSING OBSTACLE,

INTO

THE MERITS OP THE CADDER QUESTION BY A

MERE OBJECTION OF GLORAT IN POINT OF FORM, WHO, AS WELL AS
'

SUCH DISCUSSION

WAR"

IN APRIL 1818, SUCCESSFULLY CARRIES HIS SERVICE UP TO

MORE DIRECT

BUT PRECLUDED FROM

AND SUPPLYING HIM WITH THE

KEIR,

DREADED

DRUMPELLIER, HOWEVER, HERE ALSO EVENTUALLY" SUCCESSFUL, AND

UNOPPOSED, GAINTID THE PULL VICTORY, GLORAT, EVEN IN HIS TURN, HAVING ABANDONED

THE FIELD

THE CASE NOW, AFTER THE EXPIRY, TOO, OP THE LONGEST PRESCRIPTION

FORTY YEARS

OF

AND MORE,

THUS FORECLOSED TO ALL

AGAINST DRUMPELLIER

TOGETHER WITH SUBSTANTIATION OF OTHER MATERIAL FACTS FORMERLY STATED

IN-

CLUDING GROSS MISREPRESENTATIONS IN THE KEIR WORK AGAINST HIM AND JANET OF

CADDER

The

— WITH

GENERAL REMARKS,

intrinsic merits

of the

ETC.

Drumpellier

claim

to

Strivelius of Caclder, having, in tlie previous chapter,

ciently unfolded to the public, Ave

may

represent the ancient
it is

believed, been suffi-

next proceed to the legal steps and

procedure taken, both by their adversaries and themselves,

in

the formal

substantiation of their conceived gentihtial rights, after failure of negotiation,
as has
1

Seep.

Letter^*
No. H

43,

The

been seen, and a compromise between the
offcr of the olive

parties.

branch that had been made, in January 1818,^ by

Mr

William StirUng, younger of Drumpellier, to the Keir authorities, resembles

some degree the courtesy of the Roman ambassadors on
thage before the second Punic war,

in

their mission to Car-

when they, with a similar object

in view.

DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
offered the lappet of his toga

occasions

for

;

Mr

;

and the same

result
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was met with on both

Charles Stirling, the champion of the opposition, aiming

at the part of Hannibal, haughtily declined the proffered civility,

end to

all

by a declaration of

further negotiation

and put

Keir

i>y

an Drum-

The din of arms was

war.^

Deciara-

'

See his

Letter,

then heard in the enemy's camp, while triumphant preparations, under the

Mr James

direction of an able strategist,

Uundas, were made to

and

foil

J^"- 22,
1818, p. 42,
^°-''-

vanquish the audacious and (as they deemed) too ambitious Drumpellier.

The Keir party possessed the
in the matter,

best

and most

fertile

source of information

having (as we are apprised by the Keir Performance) an

abundant supply of M^ell-preserved writs in the Gadder charter-chest at Keir.
But, independently of this great advantage, the keenest investigations were
instituted

by a

Keir

staff of emissaries,

The

information.

results of the

origin, descent,

and contumaciously
plexity,

still

endeavours disappointed expectations, and the

and claims refused further enlightenment, and obstinately
persisted in remaining in a state of darkness

which even to

what caused

despatched in every direction in search of

this

day may be said

to shroud

and environ them."

greater cliagrin was, that not even sufficient evidence

been gleaned to enable them simply to oppose Drumpellier.
iron having been in the
diligence, it

and per-

At

and the searches prosecuted

fire,

was determined to

The

for-

polnted^n
pectotlons.

had

length, every

witli

avail themselves of the advice

But

2

the utmost

and co-operation

of an able and eminent counsel. Accordingly a consultation was appointed to

3

offensive

Svealuance

take place at Edinburgh, under the auspices of the late Lord Moncrieff (then "uencr"
at the bar), at which also JMr Samuel Stirling, younger of Glorat, advocate,*

was

And

to assist.

alliance

it

was

at this period that the offensive

was concluded between the houses of Keir and

* Most of these (and many other) singular
and amusing facts were communicated to the
writer by the latter, afterwards Sir Samuel Stirling, Bart., in familiar intercom-se,

long sub-

sequently, with

much

gone by when

was deemed they could be pre-

judicial to

it

zest.

The time having

any one.

The writer had

frequently, in those days, the

of meeting the said baronet, Mr
William Stirling (younger of Drumpellier),
and Sir William Hamilton, an old and much
esteemed acquaintance, with whom here he
liad the honour to be legally associated.
They
were all on terms of the greatest intimacy, and

pleasure

and defensive

oj
John Lockhart'

conversation and argument.

and being anxious

in all

much

also of the party,

ready wit, he was hailed as a welcome addition
their social circle.

It

is

unnecessary to

descant on the reputation and great merits of
the last two gentlemen, for they are already

patent to the world
of great

and

men, but

;

but as not only the acts

also their words, thoughts,

feelings, are sources of interest to their

admirers, the following scrap
as

it

4

hc

*•''?.

aiibrds a glimpse of

tlie

maybe here given,
warm attachment

wrote

™"s™g

aiTicle

on

Hiialdiy, in
Encyclo]iu.'ilia, at the
tile

points of family history, and possessed of
to

gency.""^

Glorat.''

the Keir and Drumpellier contest, far from interrupting it, afforded an interestiu<r subject for

was

rat in'

time.
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Keir conclave terriby a

fied

sudden unexpected
appearance.

Tlie conclave

had hardlj commenced

Brissot's ghost, a

grim and grizzlj

their deUberations, ere, like Canning's

phantom

flitted

before them, one wliich

had

long lurked concealed in the deepest Keir vaults and recesses, but whose

being and identity had, after the lapse of centuries, quite faded out of memory,

and

miglit have remained for ever in oblivion,

had

it

not been conjured up by

the result of the assiduous efforts and investigations submitted to them, and

thereby brought to

The
when
[The
mask, formerly so
iron

is

spirit

They were now

light.

was that of John

in the flesh)

;

seized with fear

and consternation.

Stirling, " of Wester Bankeir " (as he was styled

and the horror which

his mysterious appearance occasioned

accounted for by his wearing the semblance of a competitor of existing

much

He was

no

son of James Stirling of Keir

by

in the situation of Voltaire's iron mask.

great a

family rights,

puzzle, was
fully ex-

other than the Keir lawful heir-male,

plained by
the late

the unfortunate Janet Stirling of Cadder, and thus conjoined in his person

Lord
Dover. ]

viz.

the male representation of Keir and female of Cadder

Had

a

bomb

startling effect.

fallen into the meeting,

it

!

could not have produced a more

John, as an incumbrance in the

way

of the succession,

had

doubtless been kept concealed and in retentis for behoof of the reigning Keir
family,

who

are only sprung from Archibald Stirling, his younger brother,

a different mother,

whom nominatim and

upon

—most

Cadder had been entailed

The

Consterna-

and
dreaded

and

arbitra,rily

both Keir and

his heirs,

unjustly.

search, therefore, so confidently set about to vanquish Drumpellier, was

tion

results

by

not only quite unsuccessful in

its object,

but (Balaam-like)

it

was

also

most

now

by the

injurious to Keir himself, who, to use rather a vulgar though significant ex-

former.

pression,

may

be said to have " caught a Tartar," or to have raised a

from the dead, whose descendants and heirs

(if

any

spirit

would most

exist)

certainly exclude the present proprietor from the chieftainship or representa-

tion of Keir

—would

deprive

him of the high

status which

has been the

it

great object of the ambitious Keir Performance to support, and would degrade

him

to the

rank of a cadet.

But, on yet further reflection, the matter bore a

more dreadful idea then struck the conclave
•which existed between

of

them

in the spring-time

Lockhart, in a letter to

Stirling in 1816 (actually

in

Mr

William

reference to a

point iu the Drumpellier-Cadder claim), adds
" If Hamilton is still with you, tell him

—namely,

that the Chaldee

here

life.

Mr

still

ters,

worse aspect, and a

that Robert Stirling,

MS.

is still

playing the devil

James Grahame has published two letand some anonymous miuister a review

;

against

it.

Leigh Hunt

wood in London."

is also

indicting Black-

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
who

designed "of Bankeir," (the Drumpellier ancestor)

lived in the

century, might have been miscalled Robert instead of John,

the very John in question, in M'hich case

would

it
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same

and might be

result the Drumpellier

family would soar to a heiglit never before contemplated, and actually prove
to

be male rep»resentative of Keir and the Cadder heir at law.
This appalling apprehension, involving the calamity of a double defeat,

Immediate additional researches were ordered,

broke up the assembly.

and Drumpellier was
effecting

an eclaircissement of

gentleman

latter

and

his

this anxious

counsel were

Bankeir and

questioned thereupon.
their ears, although

and cautiously sounded,

to be skilfully

its

in the

hope of

and most perplexing poin

The

and

cross-

questioned

forthwitli

incidents were continually rung in

what was the object of

these interrogations they could

all

not well divine, not being then aware of the alarming discovery which their

opponents had made, or that the Keir chieftainship was probably in store
for them.

The

said ghost-like

John was indeed

be a most awkward legal

likely to

bar in the way of the present Keir's representation of his family
ing to the practice of the

House

for accord-

;

of Lords in peerage cases, proof would be

required that John died childless, or else

i

see after-

descendants extinguished,

pedi{?^ee°

before a descendant from Archibald (Keir's ancestor) could prove his claim

subjoined

to such status.^

And

if

John

actually

all his

had

left

male descendants

still

extant.

Exposition.

Drumpellier, the heir of the true Robert Stirling of Bankeir, tliough then
obliged to yield up the representation of Cadder at

common

law,

would

still

have been the Cadder heir-male, whereas the fate of Keir would have been
far worse, for
tion, and,

he would have been deprived altogether of family representa-

moreover, he would have had the mortification to see an opponent

declared not only female representative of Cadder, but chief of Keir by

both of
right
CD
It

as to

male and female descent.

may now be incumbent

to go

somewhat

{2)ar parentkese) into details who

11
the status and history of the said John — a remarkable person in the case,
-iTi

and peculiarly demanding our attention
planations,
Jr

—

as

and a substantiation of certain

it

may

facts

disclose, too, further ex- "f Wester

and conclusions which have

either already been premised or will afterv/ards be stated.

There never was any proper or

legal marriage

between James

It suits the authors of the said

work

^oimportant, espe-

"^^^
Stirling of

Keir and Janet of Cadder, notwithstanding the assertions of the Keir Performance.

preoisely was
this John
of Bankeli'

to give a fine colouring to

*"
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this indeed exceptionable transaction in order to favour tlie heart's desire

of the

present proprietor, or rather perhaps of his partisans, whose great

aim seems to be to conjoin the
establish a claim for

would be

difficult to

him

tAvo families of

Keir and Cadder, and to

to tlie representation of the latter, than

See

No.

p. 59,

3.

^

See decree
in Keir
Perform-

ance, p.
374.

compulsory and pretended

January 1541

it

imagine a more preposterous and unfounded pretension.

Janet, from the beginning, held her supposed marriage with
1

which

—

^^

in

other words

illegal

— and

James

on the

to be

of

last

was annulled by the Consistorial Court, on the ground of

it

their being related within the forbidden fom'th degrees of consanguinity

;

^

the

sentence expressly adjudicating that " pretensum matrimonium et sponsalia

per verba de futuro, carnali copula subsecuta, inter prefatos Jacobum et Jone-

tam contractum
'

Ibid.

et

solemnizatum in

facie ec'clesie

nee viribus subsistere posse dejure."^

Although there

much aware

is

A

A principio non temiisse,

curious specialty

is

next observable.

good reason to believe that James was from the

of the ground of nullity as Janet was

— indeed,

it is

first

as

difficult to

believe that he, in the peculiar circumstances in which they were placed at the

was ignorant on a point where

time,

she, a

yet he did profess such ignorance.

seems to point at some

this

when

mere woman, was well informed

And

sinister object

the conclusion to be drawn from

which he must have liad

in

view

he procured the insertion of the following clause in the decree of divorce

of the forbidden relationship {" consanguinitatis" being) "iGisroTE BiBiJacobo

tempore contractus

et solemnizationis pretensi matrimonii."

Owing

to this

ignorance of one of the parties, specially by the consistorial law of Scotland,

and indeed of every other European country, except perhaps England, the
legitimacy of the offspring of such putative marriage was fully recognised,*
*

The ignorance

of either party alone, as re-

question, together with nearly all material of

gards any impediment to a marriage which has

our Scotch code of marriage and legitimacy, we
borrowed from the Canon Law, which inculcates that "sufficit quoad hoc (the object of
the legitimacy of the offspring in the text, and

been

contracted,

certainly before,

and even

in Scotland after, the Reformation in 1560, if

not also at present, as from a noted modern
Brymer,
in 1811.

case,"'

makes the

issue lawful, although it does

in special reference thereto) alterum conjugu-

not save the marriage from being rescinded,

gum

and declared void and null from the beginning.
In proof of what is thus stated, the writer

of the

ing the one affecting James Stirling of Keir,

may

and Janet, Lady Cadder.

his

perhaps take the

own

torial

libei-ty to refer to

one of

works, entitled " Peerage and Consis-

Law," where the point in question is
(Pp. 446-

fuisse

ignoraniem, et bonce Jidei," that is,
to lawful marriage, includ-

impediment

{See Struvius in jus
canonicum, pp. 323-4.)
Apropos to a point in our consistorial law

was with surprise that we

believed to be pretty well settled.

generally,

476-527, 530.)

read the following passage by the Editor of the

The important doctrine and

e.xception

in

it

certainly

Keir Performance

:

—

j.

face, p. xiv.
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although the union was at the same time nullified and declared to be Toid

from the beginning, just
admitted

It is

as if

in the

Wester Bankcir, was the

it

had never been.

Keir Performance that John
sole issue

Stirling, afterwards of

of the above putative union

;

and there-

Ti.e pre-

John lawful> by a

throuoh
pretended, he was undoubted
whether real or f
" James's ignorance,
O
although,
lawful male heir of his father's house,
at the same time, no legal
"

specialty in
Scotch consistonai
law,

marriage
and
a fact which will be still further corroborated
»
n had taken place
r
indisputably fixed by subsequent evidence.
John's fortunes were singular.

^^°^^s^
there was

fore,

'

>

'a

;
'

His father, who had been apparently anxious at the time of the divorce to

""Jrllge
parents'!'^'^

secure his status and legitimacy, afterwards, from some caprice, in a great

measure neglected him, and indeed almost ignored
depriving

him

his existence, ultimately

of his undoubted right of succession, both to Keir

and Cadder,

Performance, pp.

through the instrumentality of two royal charters in 1579,^ whereby both
properties were

nominatim vested

in

Archibald

(his

younger

son,""'

39,40,45.

by a

subsequent marriage with Jean Chisholm, natural daughter of William, Bishop
of Dimblane),

who

clearly

is

prietor of Keir.

And

it

born

way,

it

in this cruel

upon him the stigma of
Afi-(irdiiig to

fivquent'

proved to be the ancestor of the present pro-

is^cven probable that, besides disinheriting his first-

was James,

in the main, himself,

illegitimacy which

" The decree by the Bishop of Dunblane in

1539

is

we

find

who

afterwards fixed

him bearing

in legal trans-

not ivithout w(/!(e in reference to the

land before the Reformation and even Craig,
our most obvious and hackneyed authority in
;

designations as applied to legitimate as distin-

such matters, nses and applies the epithets in

in tli6
te.Yt to the

guished
from illegitimate
children. Two ladies
o
o
are there styled the natural and laivful heirs

had
the same senses." If the Keir Compilers
i

the chart'u-

of their father, while other

two are styled the
natural daughters of the same parent, and are
declared illegitimate." Not without value, in-

besides otliers, their value of the decree they

SrEiiftoi"*''

has nu

lefei--

ent^fi

wurk"'^""'

deed,

as

it is effete,

supplies nothing

it

deserving attention, as

a consistorial

tiro

voces signatce, of

may

new

or

be obvious even to

!
The preceding were mere
which there are myriads of

instances of themselves respectively denoting

legitimacy and illegitimacy
well

cite,

as

peculiarly

;

and we might as

illustrative

of their

previously initiated themselves in that

adduced might have been much lowered.

They

* This

further proved

is

by the testament of

Jame.s' (who deceased at his residence of Cadder
in 1588), in

which he

" sons Archibald"

as.

constitutes, " of

new," his
his " assignay " to all re-

and debts, " as he icere my
and he" surrogatis him in
things, as if he were my {his)

versions, contracts,
eldest Sonne

and

his place in all

air,"

In the early part of the

that identical status to vest in another, which

least, if

not

now

also, in

the Con-

Court of London, a legitimate son and
daughter were styled natural and lawful,
sistorial

while of course, naturalis {tantum) perse, indicated an illegitimate.
countries,

and

it

Such obtained in most

can be fully proved in Scot-

s'lg^'^'"'

are indeed thankful here for small mercies,

verrie lauchfuU air ;" tlius he clearly implies

century at

vide Be

^."311, §j3^'

work

opposite import, the terms lawful and unlaw-

ful as the former.

2

other,

in

the circumstances, could alone

be

John, the disinherited eldest son. No legitimacy is more clearly demonstrated in law and
especially by this admission of a father than

—
—

that of the latter,

3

see Keir
""''

p^'ilj^'.g.
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'

See Keir
Perform-

actions that took place subsequent to his father's death.

ance, p. 41,

that

and what
be
adduced

will

hereafter.

John seems

from

to have derived

The only possession

this unnatural parent

was "Wester

Baukeir/ a property which had previously been held by Robert (Druuipcllier's

and afterwards by

ancestor),

his

younger son, William (who had been desig-

nated thereby), and which was invariably the appanage of the nearest Gadder
heir.
2 Ibid., p.

Sir

James died

and the above John, thus freed from an intolerable

in 1.588,^

40.

John on

all

hands held
lawful.

thraldom, was enabled to attend to and assert his remaining lawful rights

John

serving

Stirling, eldest son of the deceased

Sir James Stirling of

Keir, HEIR of his father in the lands belonging to him in Perthshire

"on 18th April
See

"

ibid.,

and,

;

" on 16th February 1592, a commission was granted under the quarter seal, for

John

1.593,

Stirling

had

;"

and,

sasine of the lands of Auclienbee in

James

Stratherne, on a precept of Chancery, as heir of Sir

his father!'

*

p. 41.

For

we

father to-

wards him
attempted
to be ac-

counted

we

are indebted to the Keir Performance,

when deserving

are the last to withhold,

is

thus completely confirmed

to deprive

him

of.

At

;

and we

natural conduct towards

him

The probable reason of

perty

—

aided

claiming

Sir James's anxiety to legitimise John, in the

him he feared the

artful

intrigues

;

first

possession of the Cadder pro-

the great object of his father's ambition and his

by the

Thomas

* but after

own

having with

and diplomatic address of

—not yet
much

firmly

dexterity,

his confederate,

Bischop,t fully succeeded in stripping Janet of Cadder of her heritage,

he found

lie

had no longer any need of a lawful

* This consideratiou might have occasioned

tic

circles,

son,

and having conceived

and he was made a squire by an
There will hereafter be a

the Koyal confirmation inter alia, even as late

English monarch.

March 28, 1547, of Janet's " rychtis " and
" proctiratom-is made to James Striveling of

undeserving of notice, the wretched doggrel lines

as

Keir," of course including the resignation of

395-C.

it,

are fully corroborated.

secured, might slip from his grasp

Work, pp.

find him, iiSj^onsequence of

the same time our ideas of his father Sir James's un-

instance, was, that without

See Keir

it.

whatever small remnants of property the spoiler had deemed too insignificant

for.

4

whose praise

John's legitimacy, therefore, which seemed quite clear from the beginning,

The
strange
unnatural
conduct
of John's

this information

her estate to him, wliich might not have sufficed alone ^

t The

Keir Performance are extremely meagre, and those of
Janet not so full as might be. The former was
a most remarkable, though unprincipled character.
He began life as a law-agent afterwards
notices of Bischop in the

;

we hear

of

him moving

in the highest diploma-

biographical sketch of this worthy, omitting, as

about him given as a makeweight in the Keir
Performance. In an endeavour apparently to
establish a charge against Bischop

(whom he

most improperly calls Janet's

husband)'

sfconcl

of ill-treatment towards his wife, the
tor adduces these lines

upon the

point, or

;

Keir edibut how they can bear

how he

substantiate this charge,
conceive.

can in any other
it

way

beggara fancy to

5

See Keir

Work,
note

'1.

p. 38,
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an unaccountable aversion to the unfortunate John, he spurned him as un-

worthy of the position he was born to

"John

Bankeir," as he was

Stirling of

Keir properties he

fill.

is

shown

to have

styled,

and other small unentailed
1597, provided by Sir

held, was, in

Archibald, his highly favoured younger brother, with a

with a supply of

he seems

to

by brotherly

coals,

which were delivered at

have resided.^
love,

but was

This

gift,

made on

sum

of money, and also

his lodgings in Glasgow,

where

however, does not seem to be prompted

and

re-

nouncing an annuity of forty merks, which was payable to him out of Cadder.^

tion

—

stripping both the Keir

435-a.

the express and very harsh condition of

his disponing to Sir Archibald, in fee, his lands of "Wester Bankeir,

This measure of fraternal liberality

Perform-

— amounting,

in the main, to a

and Cadder heir of the

landed property, and only allowing him the

ibiJ.

spolia-

last portion of his small

common

a provincial town, where he was doomed to sojourn

new

^

—

necessaries of

life

in

quite in unison with

is

the treatment John had so long been accustomed to meet with at his pareut's

hands.

Another curious piece of information has come to the exponent's knowledge,

The unfortunate John being possessed of
no way
to the

feelings

common

to our nature,

disinclined to a matrimonial connection, proffered his heart

widow of one of

his nearest

Cadder

direct

heir-male of Keir, and

solicit

in marriage the relict of

heii-

at

and hand

common law

male Keir
tive, craves
to be mar-

riedtothe
widow of
wiUiam,
to

In other words, the
of Cadder, deigned
^

Robert of Lettyr's youngest son

and thus

;

younger

^gy^^l^^ tj^^

Drum-

^e^Si^es-

one time stoop to pay court to a mere connection of his ancestor,

accepted'^

did the head of a house, which of late years has endeavoured to slight
pellier, at

and them-'

relatives, viz., to Elizabeth Stewart,

of Wester Bankeir.
second wife of William Stirling
^

john of

The Keir Performance can only

'^

specify John's second marriage to Margaret

Colquhoun, the editor necessarily being quite ignorant of what has just been
stated.

In support of the above

and

at the

same time

fact, viz.,

John's marriage to Elizabeth Stewart,

to prove that the former

was occasionally styled natural

son of Sir James Stirling of Keir, the exponent will here adduce these
pieces of evidence verbatim, that
1.

may

Contract of marriage, January

Bankier,*

Stirling of Glorat,

new

speak for themselves.

2, 1.572,^

between

"

WilHara Stirhng of

and John Stirling of Balquharage

John Stewart of Bowhouse and Elizabeth Stevxui

his daughter,

;

"

and

3

sa^ryRe-

whereby
1

it is

that the said William shall marry the said Elizabeth, and that
agreed
"^
''

.

William

shall iufeft her " in liferent " in the lands of

Glasgow

Wester Bankeir.

sic, it

feeing so
in tlio
original.
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1

2.

Glasgow

Uct of

sary Eecords.

15tli

NoTember*1575,^ specifying " Elizabeth Stewart, re-

umquhUe William

Stirling of Bankeir," and " John Stirling of Lettyr,

Act of Court,

brother-german and nearest
3.

iBm-gh

See Keir

41.

in the

to the effect that "

of^gow."
3

Entry

Records of the burgh of Glasgow, 8th February 1584,'
Joiinne Striveling of Bankeir

description, than the preceding John,^ the lawful

gee No.

ut sapra.

"

(hence no other, by his

Keir and Cadder

heir,

who

was so styled), " and Elizabeth Steivard, his spouse, and Johne Strivehng of

'

Lettir," desired a contract, of the
4

umquhile AVilliam."

laM-ful air-niaill of the said

I.
''

same

date, to be registered

between the said

" Elizaheth Steward, relict of umquhile William Striveling of Bankeir,"

and the said

"

Johnne

now her

Striveling,

*

spous, for his interest," for im-

plementing the preceding contract in 1572, as to infefting the said Ehzabeth
in liferent in the lands of
Acts and
Decreets

s

4.

Tcmi

assigued by the Lords of CouncU and Session, 28th June 1590,^
.

of the

Supreme
of s^o'tia'^d

Wester JBanheir.
_

.

.

to "Johniie Strivelinq,sone
l^iATVUAL to umquhile
Sir
>
i"
K<5ii';

"

tnicht, to exhibit " certain writs called for in

James Strivehng
o of

an action against him by

Robert Striveling of Lettyr, brother sone and air-maill to umquhile Wil-

ham

Strivehng of Bankeir," which belonged to and " Mere in the keeping of

Elizabeth Stewart," his (the said John's)

ivife,

and intromitted with by him,

and shown by another entry to have comprised a grant of the lands of Wes-

Bankeir

ter

to

Lords by John.

William

The

in

1565,

must have survived Ehzabeth),
Bankeir (under No.
B

Ibid.

5.

tliat

was afterwards produced before the

latter, therefore, as

whose

3),

is

the natural son of Sir James (who

thus identified tlirough her with John of

wife, too, she was.

Action before the same court, 16th June 1591,^ at the instance of

"

Robert

Strivehng of Letter, broyer, sone, and air-maill to umquhile William Striveling of Wester Bankeir," against " Sir Archibald Striveling of Keir, kny',

sone and air of umquhile Sir
airis

to be

and

assignees,

maid and

James

ye pretendit

gi-antit,

lettres of reversion

underwritten are allegit

and Johne Striveling, sone natueall

umquhile Sir James, and assignay
teudit reversion," of " all

" forsaidis landis of

Striveling of Keir, kny', to quhom, his

and

alledgit constitute

haill "

(as is further

Wester Bankeir."

by him

to

to ye said

ye said pre-

proved by the entry) the

Nothing more

ti-anspires

from the

record than the above assignation by Sir James Stirling of Keir of the latter
to John, his natural son (as he calls him).

And

it

is

quite clear that the

above reversionary grant of Wester Bankeir by Sir James of Keir to John
constituted the

title to

that j^i'ojyerti/ in his person, which the Keir Perform-

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
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Ill

ance^ states John, Sir James's lawful son and heir, received from him, and iseeKeir

hence identifying the latter with the former, which, indeed,

by the
It

that

under Nos. 3 and

authorities

may

be possible, too, that

4,

his breast,

it

John of Lettyr

at the instance of

" natural son " in the litigations in

John of Bankeir was here styled

1590 and 1591:

ance°p'"4i.

ut supra.

was

it

already done

is

not improbable that a feeling of jealousy existed in

is

inasmuch as

the latter had been out of the way, or illegitimate,

if

he would himself have been heir-at-law as well as male representative of

C adder.
The

writer

much

so

happy

is

in being able to

can his mother be in any
it

may have

do some

way blamed

fault

But

stain.

if

adduced to

Sir James's caprice

—

his

prompted him

cruel

and

?

his extinction

may

r

1

•

1

1

and

survival of heirs

•

and does

who

it

not

and stated of
%

;

by either

but were this

are favourable to the vitabty and

Baneful

quentes to
Keir family
if

their issue, might iudge differently.

•^

male

likely

•

obviously a question
which does not
*
family, in their

is it

to have left surviving issue

even be presumed by Scotch law

a peerage case, the House of Lords,
1

—

unjustifiable spohation of that ill-fated heiress

John StirHng of Bankeir does not seem
and

to act so un-

undoubted eldest lawful son

give colour to the dark suspicions that have been entertained

wife,

whatever

sully Janet's character

that he would be very scrupulous in regard to Janet herself

most

for,

it,

pleased the Keir adherents scandalously to assert, no proper or

feelingly towards his offspring

his

suffered

on his part.; neither

for being the cause of

truly admissible evidence has ever been

with a single

who

justice to one

owing to any known

ill-treatment, not

much

This, however,

affect Drumpellier.

is

With the Keir

-*-

capacity, certainly (besides as the Keir representatives

.Juhn of

Bankeir
f'escend-

ants exist'°^-

—

common law) they being descended but from a younger brother of the
said John, who is thus rather an important person
it is otherwise.
We shall now return to the main deduction of the case. Still alarming
at

—

Resump-

perplexity in his regard haunted the minds of his foi-tiinate younger brother's main
]

J

course,

now

altogether removed, but aggravated, of

by the troublesome Drumpellier contention.

hope here intervened by the discovery of a

A

was removed by,

and hence that the

mentioned had no

«?'•
^^Jjy

distinct family of Stirling of Bal-

last

after

"^a^e,

momentary gleam of

quharage, only afterwards acquired by that of Letter, inducing the idea of
their being the same,

state-

mcntofthe

,

descendants, not perhaps even

case.

But

it

as usual, the full explanation of their opponents, restoring

the gloom that had pervaded the scene, even deepened by the non-arrival and

J°''°-
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momeutarj disappearance

of the Caclder charter -chest that was despatched

from Keir to aid the conclave

in their Drurapellier attacks,

and hence humor-

ously said to be surpi'ised and captured by the Drumpellier guerillas.
Keir

lu the

re-

mcau

time,

the results of their researches tended rather to ad-

all

against

vaucc their adversaries' case than their own, and every fresh fact that was

peiiier

scrved only to increase their apprehensions.
brouglit to light
'^

It has

consultation of the Keir party,
at which
geen that at a general
"
i
^

Mr

unsuocessfui,

and

his

counsel and

Stirling, advocate,
'^^^"hfrnto

been

Samuel

younger of Glorat, was present, the unanimous decision

^^^' ^'^** oppositiou to DrumpelHcr was impracticable,^ and that this decision

the case

tionT°''"

to be reported to

'^'as

Mr

Charles Stirling

also,

;

Mr

that

Dundas, though

^^ old friend and adherent of the Keir family, held the same opinion," and

lusted'^
^

—which

forniCT

afterwards declined to act more in the matter

Glorat,

and

ceedsto

brothcr), contrary to the opinion of his legal advisers,

it

has been further shown that

Mr

needs no comment

;

Charles Stirling (on the part of his

and regardless of the

act accord-

advice of his best friends, obstinately determined, coute qui coute, to carry

ingly,
1

See p.

„

g^g

4u.

_g

,

.

.

on the opposition.
That, however,

it

was now agreed, could not be

effected

by Keir, he not

being able, after every inquiry, to show any interest in the case, and therefore
ostensibly quitted the

field.

for his inimical purposes,
'

See

p. 44.

But Mr Charles

whom

sist

to Glorat

^)

to take

up the gauntlet, and

himself as a party against Drumpellier.

With
a

had recourse

he actually succeeded in persuading (contrary

and intention

to his piior expressed opinion

Stirling

this view,

brief, in

and

legally to qualify

an ex facie

usual form, to be served heir of Cadder.

interest,

It

Glorat took out

was not seriously

to

do battle with Drumpellier, or discuss the merits of the Cadder representation,

which were truly barred

to

him

—

far less to dispute his

male descent

from Robert Stirling of Letter, who died in 1537, which was at length
admitted—

-but merely, all that could

fully

be contemplated in the emergency, to

put a spoke upon Drumpellier's wheel, and actually, what seemed strange
enough, and in the very face of the
reasons, a

A

Cadder discussion by

brief, to

stave

oil,

for very prudential

his adversary.

short account of this notable brief of service, also in 1 8 1 8,

be irrelevant.

The

supposititious

may not

Cadder male descent or pedigree that

here

it

em-

bodied was deduced in the person of Sir John Stirling of Glorat (father of
the preceding

Mr Samuel

ling of Craigbernard,

Stirling),

who was

through a remote ancestor,

Duncan

said to be second son of Sir

John

Stii--

Stirling

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
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who died
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The Glorat

1408.

in

family (now the male Graigbernard representatives) does not owe

Duncan

to a

Stirling

and, indeed, his very existence

;

Addenda

has been fully shown in the

i

see

p. 27,

UQtlBr

with regard

ever been whispered or heard in support of

of evidence has

neither does the Keir Performance itself admit

with one

And

to the first chapter.^

9

satisfied

entirely fabulous, as

No

11.

from the above Sir John Stirling of Gadder, not a

to the alleged descent
particle

is

origin

its

as

brief, but,

were, to

it

make

it,
^

^11

-r>

But Glorat was not

it."

assurance doubly sure, he

also at the same time obtained another, to have himself served " the nearest

See

p-

ibid.,

1--^?.

Giorat

two

pre-

tended

and lawful

heir of line of the said Janet Stirling
^ of Cadder," previously re-

presented as daughter of

year 1522

J

—

Andrew

Stirling of Gadder,

the most visionary
of
J

all

nothing better to

offer or suggest, in

in this the

secret

Drumpellier and Glorat parties being thus

in

in or

and

conceits
visionary
J

Yet

ludicrous in contrast with the result.

who died

about the

ideas,'

long before obtained his brief, repeatedly alluded

and

so

Keir party, having

warmly concurred.
train,

Both the

and the former having
to, his

had

service, that

thus the priority of discussion, came to be broached, on ISth of April 1818,
in the Sheriff'-Gourt of

Edinburgh.

It rather unfortunately

counsel,

sion

;

happened that the

Sheriff-Principal, an eminent

and afterwards Lord Advocate, was unable

and the duty accordingly devolved on

to preside on the occa-

his Substitute,

who, in keeping

with the custom of those days, was merely a writer or solicitor
a change has taken place, and, happily, an advocate

important post.
to

The

common Edinburgh

as services

;

Substitute,

now

;

since

usually

which

fills

the

however respectable, was more accustomed

business than to feudal points of a delicate nature, such

and therefore

it

may

not occasion surprise to hear that (with

the view, clearly, as premised, to bar a Gadder discussion), at the very outset of the proceedings, exception

of form, on the part of Sir
cate,

was taken, simply and exclusively on a point

Samuel

Stirling of Glorat, Bart, {ci-devant advo-

he having lately succeeded Sir John, his father, the expeder of their

in his title

and

estate), to the consideration of that part of the

brief,

Drumpellier

brief or claim which related to the declaration of Janet, heiress of Gadder,
in favour of the children of
herself,
*

"

The

failing heirs of
literal

whose children,

Robert

Stirling, as

being next in succession to

This was the sole point touched in

her body.*

words of the brief here are,
in a judicial pi-ocedure before

the Lords of Council and Session, were expressly declared to be next in succession to

P

briefs as

•'the Cadder,

/-

*" oppose
"o''.

"nJe>-

the secret

anj^back'"sofiveir.

lU
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It is ad-

the discussion, the proof in support of which has already been fully given

lengtii ill
thefii-st

that of the Drumpellier
male descent from Robert Stirlinoi
e of Letter, dead
'

_

AbstradJ'of
isis'^nol'"

^e

;

^^

*^^^°

doubted or challenged

Tho abovG exccption

present

^position.
^^,

—
a moment —

_

_

1537, being admitted, as was premised
for

_

indeed, on

hands, and never

all

imnecessary to allude

it is

to.

rested substantially on the ground that such passage

adjunct was informal and unprecedented, and ought not to have been

authorised by the Director of Chancery, from

whom

the brief emanated, and

hence could not stand, but required to be expunged, and not submitted to
the jury.

however, was peremptorily denied by Drumpellier, who, on the other

Tliis,

hand, maintained that the brief was

be supported by the practice of

particular,

present objector was

rial,

but a "

man

and

could, in this vevi/

Chancery

of straw, set up

and while the

;

by others behind the

purpose of opposing and throwing

tain, for the sole

ants'

j^erfectli/ valid,

difficulties in

cur-

the claim-

way," the power of the Substitute was on this occasion purely ministe-

and

it

was imperative on him

to remit the brief wholly to the inquest.

Indeed, there would seem nothing informal or objectionable in the designation or description of Robert in the brief
able,

and salutary purpose of

It

was

for the express, equit-

designative that he was the identical

fixing

Robert, the heir of Janet of Cadder so circumstanced, and in view, in-espective of

any

other.

No

doubt

would

it

also follow

from thence, on the

jwoof to be adduced, that he was the possessor of such Cadder status, of
which,

certainly,

if

deprived the benefit.
favour, while,

if

possessing, he

On

and

the contrary,

his representatives
it

any one deemed himself

were not to be

behoved to operate and
to

be thereby

tell in their

in the least

wronged

or prejudiced, there was the fullest remedy and redi'ess open to him in law,
of which he rhight at once have availed himself
Sir

Samuel

Stirling's counsel

was

Mr Robert

and experienced lawyer, was the more
tute in

any emergency or

difficulty

he had the address to gain him to his

side,

him

Janet

only daughter and heiress of

Stirling,

Andrew
her own

Stirling of

have weight with the Substi-

he might be placed in

locutor from

in

likely to

Jamieson, who, being an able

favour of his client

Cadder, failing heirs of

body," which adjunct was attached

designative to Eobert of Lettyr in the brief,

and

and, accordingly,

to expiscate a preliminary inter-

— doubtless
at the

;

to his no small gratification,

same time that

Andrew

in

it

the descent of

Stirling of Drumpellier, as claimant,

was articulately deduced from him as
male representative.

his direct

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and probably even
ground,
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We might naturally expect some reason or feasible

surprise.

from law or precedent, to be given to warrant such conduct

eitlicr

was simply to the

but, to our disappointment, the interlocutor

" the Sheriff having considered

minute and answer, finds

tlie

effect that,^

isis.

the claim Dmmpei.

tliat

lier at

to any
other effect than that of serving
the clannant
cannot go
J
" to the Jiury
J^
=>
Stirling,
in the ^year
general to Robert
nearest and lawful heir-male °
D' who died
^

^

^

1537, and remits to the jury to inquire into the heads of the brieve accordiugly."
^ J

was thus quite
oracular
1

It

:

'

by which

mere

it

was arrived

nothing could be more unsatisfactory.

;

sic volo sic jnheo, stet 2^fO ratione voluntas

are not con-

at,

The

was a

finding

— according

and more

which

satisfactory one,

elicits

the legal reasons
^

and motives that

rule

and influence judges
O
•>

in their findings
O

pretent"d

int™the°^

to a careless, t^T'cadder

lukewarm, and much-deprecated practice at the time, happily now exchanged
for a far better

J,'f^'",|,gJS.

the motiA'es wliich led to the above inter- ''^k^^"-^'''.
who ified m

locutor, or the process of reasoning

descended upon

length carrieshis
service unopposed as

and

^

decisions,

tion by a

quirk or
objection
in point of
f?,"" ''y

Glorat.who

^

In the present instance, the inferior judge possibly was incapacitated to act
not being a counsel, or legally very proficient in such feudal

otherwise,

and hence he had recourse

points,

That

it

to such

occasioned no small excitement

indubitable,

and

in

none more than

in

summary
among

off-hand procedure.

the

members of inquest

is

Mr Robert

Hamilton, advocate, the

who had

considerable practice in

learned Sheriff-Principal of Lanarkshire,*

His capacity of a member of inquest j^rcvented

peerage and feudal points.

his addressing the court, but he could not refrain from giving vent to his

indignation, viva voce, reprobating the finding in question.

which

A scene

followed

not easily forgotten.

is

In this way, and at such a juncture, Glorat, and his secret abettor Keir,

momentarily eluded the danger of which they were so apprehensive
of a discussion of

tlie

viz.,

that

merits of the Drumpellier-Cadder claim, on the other

much courted by

hand, so

—

their opponent,

tion of identity, so fully treated

and fixed

and

directly involved in the ques-

in the previous chapter, while

they

succeeded, through the instrumentality of the Substitute, in preventing
*

The

writer,

who

of course

counsel, together with Sir

advocate

(of

attest this.

European

Than

attended

as

William Hamilton,

celebrity),

can

fully

Sir William, he can posi-

had a better opinion of the
and he was too shrewd and

warped, or unduly biassed, on any subject,
On no point was he more clear than on
that in favour of the identity,

hended,

all

Indeed, the writer never heard

present

tioned.

discerning a person to

allow himself to be

as, it is

must be who study

tively add, none
case,

its

it

its

appremerits,

fairly ques-

'll^^f^^
cussion.
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being submitted to the inquest,

—a

fate, therefore, it

this

through a mere objection or quirk

will

be seen, the purpose of an instant.

in j^oint of form,

way

of Lettyi-, his remote ancestor,
course,

and only

— and

serving, as

Nevertheless, the important, indeed,

conclusive service, in the main, of Drunipellier

every exertion, could in no

did not experience,

assail

—

who

died in

—which

his adversaries, after

as direct heir-male of

Robert Stirling

1537, proceeded, as a matter of

and was then duly expede and obtained by him,

in terms of his brief,

under authority even of the Substitute's interlocutor.

Although the question of the identity of the same Robert

Stirling of

Cadder

Lettyr, with Robert Stirling, the nearest collateral heir of Janet of
in

1541, and cardinal groundwork of the Drumpellier-Cadder claim, has,

as observed, been fully estabhshed in the previous chapter,

from what

what obtained

discussion, or

might be waived
it

may be now

will follow,

in relation thereto,

yet, in justification of the

;

may be incumbent

and indeed,

held foreclosed, from whence

to prove also that,

its

too,

further

becomes immaterial, and

Drumpellier procedure in 1818,

by genuine Scotch

legal practice, the

Interlocutor of the

Sheriff-Substitute signally erred in the interlocutor he delivered in that year,

Sheriff-

and

Suhstitute
of Edin-

burgh

in

181S sustaining
Glorat's
objection

not wellfounded.

that,

with no small reason,

On

of Lanarkshire.

commoved

the choler of the Sheriff-Principal

the other hand, so far from there being any such stinted

rule or restriction as he then actually adopted
rity or explanation

—

—

without, however, any autho-

that identical practice authorised and warranted in re-

tours the broadest descriptions and designations generally of individuals served

to in the precise situation of Robert of Lettyr
to

him designative,

as

shown

;

and hence, what was annexed

in the Di'umpellier brief of service (but so

sum-

marily repudiated and discarded by the Substitute), instead of being singular
or unprecedented

common, and

—

as gi-atuitously, too,

quite regular

and admissible.

will next appeal to relevant instances

that follows

—

it

assumed by Glorat

and

In support of

—was abundantly
this,

the exponent

authorities in the Table of

Columns

being only proper to keep in view that Robert's designation

or adjunct in the Drumpellier brief was simply in effect that he was Janet

of Gadder's collateral heir.

WITH DEUMPELLIERS EXPOSITION,

INSTANCES AND AUTHORITIES

selected out of

many

record on the point in question, mostly old, to

1818

Sheriff-Substitute in

Parties Served to by the Expeder of the
subjoined Services or Retours.

1, 1386, of Thoas heir of Margaret
Ogilvie, his mother.

IstRetour, Jiuie

mas Menzies,

to

nr

&c.

upon

similar Services or Eetours

show the

practice

denounced by the

be fully warranted and deep-rooted with

us.

Designations and Descriptions of those served
to in pari ca^ti witii Robert of Lettyr in
1818, ia the aforesaid subjoined Retooi-s.

Elder

sister,

heirs of the late

and one of
Alexander

Ditnie ; a more complicated
and involving more points

Oijilvie of

Inquisitiones Generales, in Her

description,
of relation-

Majesty's General Register-

the three

House, E d

ship than in the Lettyr case.

i

n-

burgh, No. 8363.

2d Retour, July 20, 1599,
James Pohvarth of Caithlaw,
heir of

Dean

of

Mr Andrew Polwarth,

of

of
as

Brother of the late Walter Polwarth,
father of the said James.

lb.

No.

14.

Sub-

Glasgow, his imcle.

3d Retonr, December
John Weir, as heir

31,
of

1605,

James

Weir, the son of his paternal uncle.

4th Retour, February

18,

1605,

Alexander M'Brek, burgess of
the burgh of Perth, as heir of
Robert Mercer of Balleif, his greatof

uncle.

" Mercatoris in oppido de Barrie in
patria de Rie extra mare."
Here a

lb.

No. 220.

lb.

No. 226.

foreign fact, necessary to the identity,
was to be proved, and, though difficidt,
it was not to be excluded, as the Substitute of Edinbiu'gh, in 1818, would certainly have done.

That

is

(sic,

as explained),

brother-

cjerman of the late Bessy Mercer, r/raiidmother, on the side of the father, of
Alexander. This tlirows Robert of Lettyr's description into the shade, through
the more complicated relationships to be
proved.

5th Retour, August 2.3, 1608, of
William Weir, as heir of conquest
of

John Weir,

his brother.

'youngest lawfiU so}i of the late QuintusWeir, melter or founder, and burgess
of Edinburgh : thus a collateral relative,
as Janet of Cadder was of Robert of
Lettyr, with a particular description.

6th Retour, August 7, 1647, of
Helen Keyth, as heir of John Key th,
her cousin on the father's side.

Son lawfid of the late Eobert Keyth,
burgess of Edinburgh, " qui vera Robertusfuit patrvMS dicte Helen."

7th Retour, Jidy
Robert Marshall of

Son of John Marshall of Starrieshow,
" qui abiit e regno Scotie ad Carolinam
in America, A .D. 1684 " a case, again,
like 3d Retour.

as heir of

John

1699, of
Starrieshow,
Marshall, his bro15,

ther-german.

8th Retour, November
of

Margaret Nisbet, as

4, 1700,
heir-por-

tioner of conquest of James Cimingham, merchant in Edinburgh,
the brother of her grandfather.

lb. No. 380.

lb. No. 8645.

lb.

No. 8115.

lb.

No. 8256.

:

Immediate younger brother of Robert
Cuningham, provost of the burtjh of
Irvine, uncle, by the father's side, of
Christian C'uninghani, wife of James
Nisbet, bailie of the burgh of Irvine,
and mother of the said Margaret Nisbet : a complexity, indeed, of collateral
links and relationships
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Hence

approved technical description, with such marked adjuncts,

tlie

of persons served to in retours, and which eUcited due proof, of course,

was of a broad and

if

a fortiori

this teUs

in the

summarily and inadvertently quashing a designation which

stitute erred in so

was simple and

and

;

ISIS, and shows how greatly the Sub-

of Robert of Lettyr in

instance

and

collateral chai'acter

restricted

when compared with such

that have been cited

;

the Sheriff was deserving of 'blame, and here signally erred, so also did

Many more examples and

Glorat.

precedents could be given of the confessed

usage in question, which must duly

The exponent

rule, seeing

consuetudo vim

legis liabet.

not aware of any decision or authority to shake his con-

is

clusion, while the case of Cassehs, in reference to retours, does not here apply.

i-iii

Keiv confcsscdly was not

Keir in the

mean time
keeps in
the background,
"'''

a''°art'

on this occasion

in tlie field

at auv othcr time has he been a party
r
j
•'

the representation of Cadder

—which,

neither

ii-iimakes

and

;
'

:

now nor

his pretensions
to
i

this

as well as his descent from that family,

although so pompously and broadly set forth in the private Keir compilation,

—the more absurd and

never yet been attempted pi'operly to be established-

and'suiv

^'^®

Gioratf

preposterous.

—made

part

And

His too zealous partisans have

him awkwardly

would have been

it

somewhat

far better for

the merits of the question, than to evade
while

it

is

notorious, as

is

is

at the

to

for his jilea against

have joined issue on

who adopt

same

time reprehensible,

—and

;

litigants

a dilatory and futile com-se, espe-

be to aid the secret views and interests of others

sirable results

objections

most natural, that our law views those

with suspicion and discredit
cially if it

him

by mere preliminary

it

his

the guise of a pretender.

in

had there been any ground

with respect to Glorat,

Drumpellicr,

figure

— perhaps inadvertently on

— conduct which

and serves no good purpose, or

elicits

de-

accordingly has been accustomed to subject such parties

But Glorat only momentarily pursued

this course

and

But Gioiat

to expenses.

after the'

the Sapient procedure before the acute and proficient Edinburgh Substitute,
n
i
which ouly arrcstcd Drumpellier, and staved off the question upon
its merits
^

above mo-

mentaiy
success on
a point of

It'o^and
prosecute

;

after

•

"^

^

foi-

an

instant,

^^^ °^^^ ^^^^'

he immediately quitted the

^'^^^^^^

field,

inoreoTcr, which he was bound to prosecute,
briefs of service.

cadd°er

trifle

in two
capacities

been instigated sub rosa, without having any

further in a concern of whicli he

Jili-

if

trustworthy, and,

in terms of his

Like Keir, nevertheless, he now forbore to

brie*fr,°as

suggestions of

strangely for ever abjuring

^^ might so easily have prosecuted,

was heartily
fair

tired,

and

two proclaimed
act, or

in

even to

which he had

or adequate motive, by the

Charles Stirling, that energetic Keir zealot, whose feehngs
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were so excitable.

And

to " the

the Capulets," and allowed to become dead for ever.

tomb of

all

thus the two notable Glorat briefs were consigned

But while such was the
nent, not

main

was

so

and utter prostration of

signal failure

him, through
the zeal
against
°
°

his oppo- And then
7

•

1

After this momentary
coup ae
•'I-

with Drumpellier.
^

it

r

A

and address of that able advocate, Mr

summer vacation
Robert Jamieson, as soon as circumstances admitted (the
^
then intervening), he, in terms of his reservatorj protest

competent to him to prosecute his Cadder claim on a
another shape

in

—brought

fore the Court of the

pedigree,

—a

his case fully

and

is

was

it

still

opportunity and

upon the merits, be-

in matters of

tribunal M'hich may, in the circumstances, be

vant and appropriate than the former, and which

that

viz.

fitting

directly,

Lord Lyon, the judge ordinary

—

arms and

deemed more

Drumjiel-

ner brings

hisCadder
case before
the Lyon
'^'°"'"*' '^'^'}

uiiiipposed
°o^''p°gte
^a";*",'!'

principal

amis with

rele- and repre^

accustomed to decide mat-

formally

awarded to

ers

beyond

Lyon
of,

the " ken

"

And

and perceptions of the aforesaid Leguleius.

Court, after due examination of the case, through the direct

and

identified with, the claim to the chief

arms of the ancient

Cadder, and consequent right to supporters, these going semel

et

the

medium

Stirlings of

simul together

with their descent and representation, which both resolved into each other, and
necessarily required to be discussed
rity,

on 18th August

and proved

in the full exercise of its

Andrew

ensigns armorial pertaining and belonging to
pellier,

—

ISIS, did thereupon " hereby certify

autho-

and declare that the
Drura-

Stirling, Esq. of

seventh in legal descent, and by retour to Chancery, 18th April 1818,

nearest and lawful heir-male of the body of Robert Stirling of Baukeyr and
Lettyr, or Lettyr-Stirling, in the county of Stirling,
in the year 1537,

and

tvJiose children,

death, in presence of the

in

who was

killed in a feud

a judicicd procedure afttr

Lords of Council and

his

Session, ivere expressly

declared, failing issue of her oivn body, which hap)pened accoi-dingly, to
he next in succession to Janet

Stirling, only daughter

And7-etv Stirling of Cadder, the

house of Cadder, or of that

ilk,

and

heiress of

last direct representative of the ancient

which descended from the powerful barons of

the Carse, whose paternal ancestor, WilUelnms fllus Thoraldi, vicecomes de
Strivelyn, possessed the lands of Cadder,'"'
reign of King

Wilbam

the Lion, which

among

commenced

others, as early as the
in the

thus matriculated in the p)uhlic register of arms in the
*

Perttinn."

""7',?:

Note at

^*'"'

II.

«.

auce,' according to

Keir Performa bigoted and absurd pro-

pensity, has

when quoting

-^^g^'^i

'^^

^'"^ place, the

here,

the above,

year 1165, are

Lyon

Office

;

"

and

changed the orthography of "Cadder" into
" Cawder."' Such practice is especially reprehensible in quotations on any occasion.

tim.
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then thej are specially stated to consist of the principal arms of Stirlings of
Cadder, with supporters, as chiefs of the name,

The
by

above, like

crest,

motto, &c.

the acts of Dnmipellier, of course were carefully watched

all

his jealous opponents,

who without doubt

sifted

and scrutinised them.

was a public procedure, before a regular competent

The

world.

Giorat, or

prize contended for

court,

open to

all

It

the

was a high one, and had been the great

any one
conceiving

objcct of both Keir's and Glorat's ambition

entitled,

i^^^o at

and, had they chosen, they might

;

Drumpei-

oucc acccpted
the gauntlet
which, in the tone and spirit
of law and
r
o
jr
chivalry, had been thrown down to all comers.
This, however, they forbore

deringhis

^0 ^^

might haro

'

^"^^ their intelligible

l

and

sufficient reasons for not

doing so are fairly

^eaterand coustrucd iuto a clccp scnsc of their utter inability to meet Drumpellier.
more

^

"

•

j^

^^^ quite cousistcnt with

emptorily eschewed

Cadder

whereby they per-

discussions in whatever savoured of the merits of the

all

representation,-

their usual sagacious conduct,

— a representation which

had now slipped from

their

grasp for ever, and which had been publicly recognised as Drumpellier's right,

the court having in due form awarded to him the principal arms of Cadder

and supporters, inseparable from that high
explicitly, as proved,

The diploma

with the

Lord Lyon, embodying the Drumpellier-Cadder de-

of the

scent, representation,

gentilitial status, together also,

latter.

and

right to the principal

arms and supporters, dated

18th August 1818, was formally recorded and matriculated in the public
" register " of his court.

Such

Acts of
Parlia-

Parliament of 1 672, to be " true

ment,

Avhiie,

1

viii.

195,

vol.

register

is

expressly ordained,

by an Act of

...

and imrepeallahle

" " in all

tyme comeing

morcover, the statute empowers the court to have cognisance

"
;

m matters

pp.

1%.

of pedigree, and to determine whether apphcants to them " be descendants of

any family,

the armes of which familie they bear, and of what brother of the

familie they are descended

;

"

with due attestation or proof " anent the verity

of their having and uscing those armes, and of their descent as aforesaid
also to confer

The term

arms on those who are duly entitled to bear them.
" unrei^ealable," applied

idtimatum of the
cedented.
tions,

court,

is

above to the register recording the

very remarkable, and almost,

it is

believed, unpre-

It has, like other points, given rise to discussions in relative ques-

but never as yet has been fairly gainsaid, or shaken in

meaning and import, by any judgment
titled to

;

found upon

it

;

so that the exponent

its
is

obvious
fully en-

here as a conclusive argument on his behalf

That the Court of the Lord Lyon was authorised and warranted to go into
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supported bj the broad admitted principle The

is

of the law of Scotland, that every tribunal must be vested with powers fully

Lyon

which' possesses judi-

to "extricate

its

own

jurisdiction."

decide almost
Court properly
r

all

•/

1.

If this

seeing that the descent

were not

so,

how could the Lyon

armorial questions
so constantly
before
1
J

determine the right to his pecuhar bearing.

is

and

indispensable, therefore,

It is

And, upon

that they should possess such special cognisance.
there

'

powers,

quite cog°'^l°' '°
such a case.

and family representation of a party must, by the

rules of heraldry, be the direct standard to be followed inevitably to fix

ciple,

it,

ciai

this very prin-

an instance of the Court of Session having even entertained and

discussed a peerage question, to ascertain M'hether one who, at an election,

was objected to as a

peer,

might or might not be duly elected a member of

This was considered to be quite M'ithin the said Court's juris-

Parliament.

and cognisance.*

diction

In virtue, therefore, of the law of Scotland generally, and more particularly
of the
cial

Act

in

1672, as shown, the Lyon Court was competent to have judi-

cognisance in questions of pedigree and descent, conjoined with the

right to grant arms,

—

a power which

peUier-Cadder instance.

would

at once be

And

if

it

did not

fail

to exercise in the

any doubt were entertained on

removed by the precedents

to the

same

Drum-

this head, it

effect

which our

legal practice affords.

Although proving a truism, the exponent,

in corroboration of the

above

conclusion, will adduce the following instance that he has selected.

Sir Charles Forbes of

or petitioned the

New, Baronet,

Lyon Court

in like

manner, in 1833, appUed to

corrobora-

for the princij^al

arms and supporters of the

inier aiia,

when he was immediately

Forbes of

noble family of Pitsligo, in character of heir-male

;

opposed by another respectable party, Sir John Stuart Forbes of

Pitsligo, Forbes

Baronet, who, far from being recreant and passive, like Glorat in the parallel

emergency

in

1818, decidedly objected or opposed, in character of heir-

Pedigree, status, and family representation became

female.

were the groundwork in the matter

;

*

On

involved,

whereupon there ensued a formal

discussion between the litigants before the

judgment, acting for the

all

Lord Lyon,

like

Lyon Depute, who was
any other

in the

and
legal

supreme

jeoted to his continuing on their rolls)to go intoa

peerage question, in order to deterniiue whether

Mey

or not Sir
for if so,

Q

o^g^^f'"'"^'

^nThanfof
,'?''s[r"^°"

civil Tm^""'

2d February 1790, the Court of Session

Earldom of Caithness, allotring the
freeholders of Caithness (who had thereupon ob-

l^^^-

of

•?«-

sitting in Keith Cun-

thus discussed the right of Sir James Sinclair of
to the

'

James was entitled to the dignity
he must be expunged from them.'

;

'

Sue Faeui-

of tllaTdate.
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court,

two counsel being employed and arguing on each

side,

which ended

pronounced in the same year, by the Court, in favour of Sir

in a decision,

who

Charles Forbes,

obtained what he condescended on in his petition,

according to the status and descent set forth there, thus duly and satisfactorily recognised.

We may
it

here give a sample of part of the procedure in this case, evincing

was the same

any other Scottish

as in

and equally capable

judicial court,

of regular argument and discussion, either scrijJto or orally.

On the 24th June

From the
writs and

papers in
the case.

interlocutor or
ivy^itten

"

(for such,

unj further

according to our old form, obtained in litiga-

the event of the objector's "

in

" being desirous of being

Lyon Depute pronounced an

" declines receiving

judgment whereby he there

pleadings

tions), " but,

in the above year (1833), the

(Sir

John Stuart Forbes)

further heard on the subject of this application"

(by Sir Charles Forbes), " directs the Lyon Clerk to arrange with the agents
of the parties a hearing in this case by counsel."

July

2,

And

accordingly, on

1833, the same judge, by another interlocutor, " appoints the parties

to be heai'd

by

their counsel within the

of July current, at twelve o'clock, on

Baronet."

After which followed the

judgment alluded

Lyon
tlie

Office

on Friday, the 12th day

application of Sir Charles Forbes,

full legal discussion,

with the result and

to.

Again, Uke the other tribunals in Scotland, with the exception of the

supreme

civil court,

that of the Lord

of arms or pedigrees

;

and

Lord Lyon was subject
by the supreme

It

is

in

again, precisely like other judges in Scotland, the

1849

This

is

proved by the

""

still

upon advocation,

later corresponding

stated below."'

very remarkable that the leading counsel for Sir John Stuart Forbes,

* Sir Robert Dick Cunynghame of Preston-

Thomas

ordinaries in questions

to a review of his interlocutors,

civil court.

and reported case

Lyon were judge

presented a petition to the

Lyon

Court,

the Cuninghams, after a debate before

him by

the counsel of the respective parties.

ta"haiii

fi^^*^

^h"rf k'^h
Cuniiigham,

P'"^y^°§ permission, in character of heir-male
of the family, to bear the arms of Cuningham

June

of Lambrughton, with the

or Court of Session, who, after due discussion,

°^

reversed the Lyon's interlocutor

13,

Falfiiltv

Eei)orts.

arms and supporters
Dick of Prestonfield but he was opposed
^y Thomas Smith Cuningham, who objected
Thus status
in the character of heir-female.
and family representation again came into play,
The Lord Lyon thereupon pronounced an interlocutor in favour of the petitioner, as " head
and chief in the male line " of this branch of
;

The
to the

case was then advocated by the objector
Lord Ordinary of the supreme civil court,

which judgupon appeal to them, was sustained and confii-med by the Court— of course

ment,

;

finally,

in favour of the objector,

who

thus prevailed.

Hence, upon the whole, the cognisance and
judicial authority of the Lord Lyon, as in any
other

civil

court, in the

first

instance,

and

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
tlie

objector or opposer in the preceding case of Sir Charles Forbes, the Remark-

was no other

petitioner or appHcant,
for Glorat in

The

the

fortunes of

tlian

Mr Jamieson,

war

are mutable, as
'

is

proverbial

who happened

Mr Jamieson

—

to

whom

saving strife and discussion,
ties,

Now

bative in a case which

can

it

met with a

dent

in 1818.

^^^O'

Jamieson, instead
'

And

rererse.

Mr Jamieson,

—with the view

on the part of his
failure, as

when Mr Jamieson was

may have had some show

above stated.

and com-

so strenuous

of plausibility in

its

favour,

be for a moment doubted that he would have recommended the same

course to be adopted by Glorat,
success

1

—would he

if

he had thought there was any prospect of

not have advocated an immediate decided opposition to

Drumpellier's claim in the

Lyon

Court,

if it

had been

cumstances of both cases were exactly the same
advised an opposition

—

in Glorat's case

;

possible

The

1

utterly

—

as one

might

see, too, at

Hence Drumpellier, though

Lyon

a

he did not do

first

glance

his claim M'as

—

cir-

yet in the Forbes case he
so.

The only

relevant

solution of this can be, that Glorat's opposing Cadder's claim on the merits

the

of

per-

client,

was

hopeless and impracticable.

open to the severest scrutiny before

Court, was allowed unopposed to walk the course, and to obtain

the most signal victory in the matter, both over his public pretended oppo-

nent Glorat, and over his secret adversary Keir, that can be imagined.

More than
lenge

forty years have since elapsed,

as little without

any chal-

and hence the Stirling of Cadder representation, conjoined with the

;

finally, if

not advocated or appealed from to

the higher tribunal in the matters in question,

was indisputable, and every way admitted. It
afforded in 1818, under all its phases, full and
ample means, both to Glorat and Keir, of opposing and joining issue with Drumpellier, if so
inclined, on the merits of the

Cadder representation, than which no case could have been
submitted more broadly and comprehensively
to the Lyon, or more relevantly and directly
inviting discussion, without chance of the least
cavil or

and

formal objection thereto that could be

pretended, as previously under its more limited
guise before the Sheriff-Substitute of Edinburgh

same year.
But neither, for a plain
reason^their incapacity legally to oppose him,
as on every other occasion— would either of the

in the

above parties take such step, but allowed, as
premised, Drumpellier to walk the course. So
desperate was their case, that his could only be

attempted to be met or rebutted by the gross
misrepresentations of simple matter of

fact, so

discreditable in the Keir Performance,

imme-

diately to be exposed.

in tiie

ponpborating that of

the ?™™p?''
lier m its

compromise between them,

to back or effect a

fact,

acted

between such respectable knightly par-

on the plea, and the result was a

such being the

Mr

he was thus again opposed

but the attempt proved abortive.
sisted in carrying

same who

to be counsel on the victorious side, can testify

if possible,

was warmly entreated

and

';

i

'

present writer,

the

momentary coup-de-mai7i against Drumpellier

of succeeding,
^ as on the former occasion, here

that

123

&c.
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and supporters, quite

Case now

inseparable right to their principal arms

foreclosed

therewith,

Her^and

^P^Q ^n adequate, indeed

the^Keir

longcst prescription, in favour of Drumpelher.

aro"pe™'''

indeed

deffe'd

new

and

tui-ning

now be held

upon the same hinge,
" unrejjealahle " title,

absolute

—

But even independently of such

to^
^

indefeasible

now

is

identical

hermetically sealed

bj a period exceeding the
Their Cadder status

— and

may

not to be controverted,

irresistible facts, there is

no party who, even

supposing res to be integros, could possibly qualify a Cadder interest against

de-

Kcir has attempted

him.

havearrogated to
him.

irrelevantly enough, through his compilation,

it,

but the effort has been a signal

an item, or the shadow of an item, in
safely challenge

and defy,

as he

for

failure,

its

and

futilely

advanced for him

—from

—

support

and Drumpelher may

;

does, the whole of the

— which they have

in the absence of all evidence,

figured so far back as 1292-3.

and

error,

It

is,

in truth,

both legal and

the greatest hallucination

not to add imposture, that has been introduced into any contro-

indeed, nothing else but to " give to airy nothing

;

so recklessly

a very remote Cadder cadet, " Sir William de Stryvilyne,"

who

versy

has not legally advanced

now peremptorily

Triumvirate to prove the descent of Keir

otherwise

it

a

local hahitation

and a name."

or

Bcfore concludiug here,

Gross misrepresenta-

tionsinthe
Keir Performance
as to the

,

to

—

much

«

regret that the exponent

,

must advert

—

,

for he can use no other term

.

-

in the

_^

,

Keir

\i

go

ig

here,
need hardly
be repeated
l
j
^ that
along was most anxious to have the question of

obvious throughout
that
^

though Drumpelher

all

it

identity of the contemporary Robert of Lettyr with the Robert, Janet of

oasionoT
^e?r?ef-

Cadder's heir,

i8i\"indis-

impediments thrown in

discussed,

°

motives, no doubt

refate, Is

his case
partly.

with

.

Performance that were only summarily noticed in the outset.

proceeding's before
Substitu'tf

it is

two gross misrepresentations

°

of that skilful

— and

he never could succeed
his

way by

in that

the other side

object,

owing to

—from very pnidential

that the Sheriff-Substitute in 1818, at the persuasion

and experienced advocate, Mr Jamieson, would not permit

his

claim so far to be submitted to the jury, before whom, therefore, as has been

shown,

it

never came.

Such being the
1

See

p. 181.

fact,

the exponent, on coming to that part of Keir's work

appropriated to the Stirhngs of Drumpelher,^ was certainly not a
prised at the sight of the following words
in

:

"

Mr

1818, on the occasion of his service) "failed

Sheriff smdi the jury to
Stirling to

whom

whom

his claim

Stirling "
in

(of

little sur-

Drumpelher

estabhshing before the

was submitted,

that the Robert

he was served heir-male was the same Robert Stirling who

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
is

referred to in the declaration

of identity in question

What
pellier

by the
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heiress of Cawder,"

—

clearly the point

!

can be a greater perversion of fact than this

How

?

could

Drum-

be said to have failed to establish his claim here before a Sheriff and

whom he had

a jury to

clearly shown.'

submitted

mised as

;

not been allowed to submit

It is therefore contrary to

on the other hand,

it

was

ever, while the failure in the

aU truth

still

This has been most

it ?

to assert that

open, and as

it

was

so

Perfoi-m179.

much uncompro-

matter (eventually) was wholly on the

other side.

The Keir compilers cannot back out of

this

dilemma;

for,

independently

of the plain unqualified import of the passage, which speaks for
all

itself,

while

ambiguity of expression should have been shunned, the term " claim " above

had been antecedently employed

occurring quite unrestrictedly,

the question of identity, which was thus fairly in view,

Mr

or denoting, so far as words go, that
identity

whom

upon the merits

Stirling

had

— the

to comprise

whole implying

failed in establishing the

in a discussion actually before the Sheriff

the claim in reference thereto

had been submitted, which

it

and jury

to

never was.

But palpably erroneous and exceptionable as the point just discussed

is,

other, even
grosser,

and the true construction being so obvious, what

will

be said of the next

gross
misrepresentation
in the Keir Performance, that has been alluded to
°
^

and complained

DrumpeUier

"

even more glaringly and unrestrictedly so

of,

1818

Sheriff-Substitute in

;

—

viz.,

that

out his protest," which he had taken before the

'S'&yy.r followed

viz.,

"that

it

was

stiU

competent to him to bring

forward the second branch of his claim {the identity) in another shape,"
" or carried his case further

!
!

—When

the direct contrary, again, has been

and when, so far from being recreant and passive, as has
been represented, DrumpeUier, as soon as practicable, " followed out his proso fully proved,

test,"

and did " carry

his case further," precisely in "

another shape," before

a competent tribunal, as was so fully shown, and in a broader and more preferable form,

where he strikingly succeeded, and walked the course unopposed

in any way, even by his former bitter and pertinacious opponents, and had

the question of the identity and

the status as nearest Gadder represen-

tative inter alia formally recognised in his favour,

and recorded, through

the matriculation, in the unrepealable register of the tribunal.

Thus the

Keir Performance, most strangely and unduly, again here inverts the situation of parties

;

for

by

this it is evinced that

DrumpeUier did not cease to

misrepresentations
i°

*i^« k^'""

Perform
^eJe'^^"'^

the same
'^'^^™-
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on the contrary, carried on

act, but,

who did not

Glorat and Keir party
reason

—

could have induced the Keir compiler to have had recourse to such

and conferring a

of assisting his case,

Indeed, his employer would tender

an advantage, even
expense,

it

maybe

nantly reject
case'?

was the

carry their case further for a very sufficient

perversion of facts, to such a false gloss, as the preceding

view

it

being untenable.

it

What

case most actively, while

liis

which

it,

it

if

him small thanks

he had succeeded in

it

with the

employer

his

And

will

do,

—

'i

him

for obtaining for

knowledge of the

arrives at the

be hoped he may soon now

to

Was

1

upon

at so serious a cost

it,

maintained, of truth and justice.

when he
is

benefit

at the

he not indig-

real state of the

and might perchance

have done before he authorised the publication of portions of his book, had
hc bcstowcd somcwhat of that acuteness of mind and that literary talent

and

livion

and shrewdness he has the

siouofthe
Drumpellier

With

family

all

credit of jiossessing

....

submissiou,

it

IS

on old

historical subjects.

apprehended the DrumpeUier family, being

ID XllG tiSXt

of the

legally

werren''*''

proved the nearest heir of Cadder in the sixteenth century

too, their

male representation, at any rate under the

—

including,

alternative

first

—

their

uuder tbe

appropriate place in the history and pedigree of the Stirlings of Cadder, the

headfto a

admitted chiefs of the Jibulati Strivelienses, and where they

promv^ent

cntcrcd and discussed, should have been coeval with, and immediately
the unfortunate and ill-fated Janet of Cadder, the hen-ess of

liotice!^'in

at least,
\rith

'

posc them for a

moment

Janet

of Cadder.

law. Or even

m

Such being the

case,

line.

to be
after,

To

sup-

...

but mere cadets, or treat them as such, either at

•

commou

fell

i

i

the male capacity,

we

will

tled in the Keir Performance.

is

quite out of the question.

next see how the matter

However the

DrumpeUier may have been known

arranged and set-

is

discussion between Glorat

which

to the editor,

it

and

assuredly was, as

well as the important deeds in the Abstract of Evidence adduced in 1818,

and

to

which he had

full

work, though sparingly enough, and only

most impartial writer has made
he would represent
quite a tabula

it,

rasa

when

it

—

it

in his

suited his purpose, the said

his text of his full history of the Stirlings as

and containing incidents of

as to the

thoroughly therefrom

and referring to

access, directly quoting

DrumpeUier

trivial

He

family.

quite ignoring them, just as

if

and

lesser weight,

has expunged them

they had never existed

;

while Keir, in his novel unsupported status, there reigns predominant, precisely as in the case of the

measure,

it

may

be

said, as

usurped Strivelin armorial ensigns
has been shown

—

—

in a great

in the frontispiece of the work.

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and as chief and

How

Cadder.

Stirlings,

principal, forsooth, of all the Stirlings, especially including This

more

to conceive.

it is difficult

demanded

especially

was the imperilled

it
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the editor can explain such procedure, on the ground of being

a fair and candid writer,
If anything

&c.

state

notice in the general history of the

which Auld Keir, the original

to

predominant Keir patrimony, was subjected by Robert of Letter, the
1527, and his heirs being

pellier ancestor, in

of their weighty Cadder claims
Keir, as well as

by

by such a despot too

his representatives.

way, and aifecting Keir as

infeft therein in

much

It

as Letter

as Sir

Drum-

warrandice

the instance of
A"id Keu-,

^^^^^^^^
"(."^j^^gfui,^,

i"t™<i^''<='i-

John StirUng of

was a most striking incident every
;

but that also

is

withheld or sup-

Auld Keir and

pressed, for which the editor has no apology, because both

1

when

Keir,

it

suits his aims,

and give scope

in part

more than a quarto page

form with him a favourite topic of discussion,

what some may

to

He

call platitudes.^

devotes

and not overlooking

i7, is.

Keir-hill, Keir-

various spellings in conformity

its

with his addiction to the edifying subject of petty orthography,

such as

"Keyr, Keyre, Kere, Keer, Keire, and Keir;" and perhaps exceeding
the scale

See Keir

Perfoi-mance, pp.

to secondary minute particulars about them, mostly

on secondary authorities, withal comprising Keirs elsewhere,
brae, Keir-know, &c.,

strik-

monstiat-

But such

more numero, than relevantly mensura.

in

course, it seems,

might by no means be convenient in the preceding aspect and relations of
the term, and therefore should be eluded, because

— namely, the

aforesaid Robert Stirling,

scent
lier

heirs— and have thrown Keir

to the utmost in all extremities

;

would bring forward

it

rather an importunate and perplexing person to the

new Keir-Caddcr

and necessarily

into the shade,

his

de-

Drumpel-

who must be favoured

while the former, vetoed and cashiered,

was not permitted to come between the wind of Keir and the supposititious
In such

ancestry given him.

new

pedigrees,

new

rules

and expedients were

fitting,

and therefore the old hacknied impartial ones adopted by Lord

Ilailes,

Lingward, and the

So much

like,

must

for the text of the book.

at the

same time be ignored.

It must,

however, have been remarked,

that in a kind of supplement or appendix the Drumpellier family suffer no

small degree of wrong or diminution at the hands of the Keir compiler,
resulting,

ignorance,

posed

no doubt,

in him,

from a palpable want of due research, or from

attended by a too free indulgence in bare assumptions, as ex-

elsewhere,

an easy matter.

and

making such a work

To him

also,

as he has attempted indeed

actuated by partial motives,

may be

b'°Itment

peiiieHn a

supplement

attri- »«rk.
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buted the position assigned to the Driimpellier family at the fag-end of the
fihulati Strivilienses (mostly, too, only female representatives), with the last,
I

See Keir

auoe°™n_ents, pr-

"who

or plausibility can be held to be comprised ^vithin such

by any pretence

Category, while the whole, moreover, are classed,
^^ branches of Keir

and abstracting from

Whj', indeed, even viewing the former quite apart,

^

!

their

proved Cadder representation, they

be deemed an

titled, at least, to

old,

by undoubted evidence,

for at least,

and goodly stock of the

—

figuring as they have done,

More

ances at the outset.

could be said on this

and to a juster appreciation of what

may

said,

three huncbed and sixty

as has been fully established, noble

and forming,

Drumpelliers

may be

it

fairly leave

and respectable

head and others

due to them and to their

is

And

may

perhaps they

the

rights,

exacting,

— which, with submission
the matter — imperative and

rendered the present exposition
in

aUi-

to time,

:

such wrongs and insults to be redressed, how-

ever pressing motives and considerations, higher and more

deemed rather clenching

were en-

still

respectable,

fbulati Strivilienses, and accordingly so ranked

years,

seems, as subordinates,

it

may

too,

all

have

be

indispensable.

be pardoned

for having felt

deep sympathy with

Janet of Cadder, on account of her harsh and cruel treatment, and actual
spohation by one no ways her hen-, or
her,

—

could legally claim authority over

but, in fact, truly an intruding stranger.

affection

Not

of the

Cadder

whom

ftimily

but also warm gratitude, owing

in their behalf,

1541, in her

in

last

far as she could,

as
othorgross

to her

direct heir at

kind and affectionate exertions

extreme

'straits

and

—by

dif&culties

—when

securiug to them, so

ground they are peculiarly and indispensably bound

they have done, and protect

it

against these

On

to defend her cause

misrepi'esentations

and

calumuies, originating from a selfish and ungrateful quarter, with which she

On

has been assailed.

*"

work^

natural

a portion of her ancient and bereaved inheritance.

misi-epre-

rentatious

may

that of Drumpellier now repre-

forced to bid adieu to her former rank and status

this

only, too,

and relationship here concur, she having been the

common law
sents,

who

misrepresentations

;

perusing the Keir Performance, there seems no end to

one connected directly with Janet, that has just struck

the writer, besides, too, as will be seen, cruelly and gi-atuitously impeaching

her honour, he cannot refrain from noticing at the close of these remarks.

The

editor coolly takes

upon himself

enhancing the Keir glory and

to assert, with the old view, doubtless, of

fictitious representation,

of Keir, the preceding Cadder spoliator, actually,

that Sir

hij his

James

Stirling

marriage with the

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
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lady in question, " acquired the valuable estate of Gadder,"^ in which, except-

^

ing the last notice of

ance, p. 36.

foundation.

It

is

value, there

its

is

not the slightest particle of truth or

See Keir

needless to repeat what has been so fully proved, that there

never legally was a marriage between the parties, so that nothing earthly,
either

as

to

Gadder or otherwise, could have

in

such

honourable

way

—by which

that

been acquired by Keir.

There was only one way, indeed
arbitrary and cruel acquisition,

— and

really was, effected

while, in the main,

also

he himself states and sets forth

Not

in

any way

above referred

^

what precedes), "-was
married James

through

it

heiress

" Janet Striviling" (of Gadder, from

of her

father in

Stirling " (of

John

marriage was & favourable one

(?) for

1534, and soon
Keir also

after the

^_"^«'

sseeibid

like

But the

parties

seem

to

have been

ill

assorted,

marriage, questions arose in the civil com-t between the

and the father-in-law regarding the ahenation of the estate and at
end of seven years the marriage was annulled, chiefly through the
;

dishonour of the heiress

!"
!

Misrepresentations seem to crowd in upon us
of the book.
heiress,
tion.

m

Bischopiu
s^e keir
Perform-

the Keir family, as

heiress

the

Proved

they acquired the valuable estate of Cawder, which has ever

since been united with Keir.
for soon

'

Stirling, eldest son of Sir

"The

manner).

infeft as

:

2

betweer^

Gadder, as well as for another reason imme-

diately to be seen, shall be here given

ormanoe.

;

Keir Performance."

in the

other mis-

and Ss^irthe

have been known to the editor, from what

to prejudice the editor, the entire passage

as to the acquisition of

to,

kind

different

plain enough to readers, could be,

that the writer will refrain from further denouncing

may

it

— of a very

now

Here

is

almost

on

There cannot be a question

—

annulment of her putative marriage ah
is,

opening

another grossly and gratuitously calumniating the

upon the erroneous footing of her having contracted a

mentioned— that

the

at least, so far as
initio at the "

legal connec-

words go

—that the

end of seven years," as

precisely in 1541, through the decreet of divorce

which cwSlry,

then passed at the instance of James Stirling of Keir against the said Janet,*
the only

way by which

cited in the above

work

it

"

was annulled," and the only evidence

—was

here in view.

riage having been annulled, as thereby

DISHONOUR of

the HEIRESS," there

is

And

we must

yet, so far

infer, "

from the mar-

chiefly through the

not an item in the least savouring of

the imputation \nthin the four corners of the decreet.
solely, as

for the fact

The annuhnent was

thereby articulately proved, owing to the parties being related

375.^'^'*'
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within the fourth degrees of consanguinity, which,
'

soe Koir

aoco, p. 37.

way, did not imply, as

is

indeed admitted in

tlie

it

&c.

may be

observed by the

Keir work, the male descent

or relationship of one of the families from the other,' or vice versa.
casual connection

indeed,

is

nowhere

could in no degree reflect dishonour on Janet,
legally established in her instance.

there might be in the case truly attached to Sir

forced the de facto and

unhappy marriage

John

"

Tlie editor
risked,

it

statements.

is

fact,

putations.

James, his son,

and only accounted

and not only highly injurious

to the

may

bo said, derogatory to the credit and foundation of his

This

is

sufficient to

add upon a subject that has already been

fact,

in the Exposition,

behoved

legal rules, through the

medium

like others

be regularly conducted, upon just and

of undoubted

who

therefore not justified in the opprobrious allegation he has

duly canvassed, and whose discussion,
to

dislionoui-

or putative.

and actual perversion of

lady, but,

lirst,

wliich,

Stirling of Keir,

ujion her with

which she deprecated and abjured from the very
" pretended

Whatever

Such

—

irrespective of crude

and scandalous unsupported im-

CHAPTER
IS

IV.

NOT ROBERT STIRLING OP LETTER, THE DRUMPELLIER ANCESTOR, IDENTICAL WITH ROBERT
STIRLING,
IS

PROVED YOUNGER BROTHER OP WILLIAM STIRLING OF OADDER IN

REQUIRED TO FIX THIS POINT?

SUSPICIOUS MODE OP GIVING THE CADDER WRITS AND EVIDENCE

PILATION

1492?

—WHAT

THE INCONSISTENT, AND, AS MIGHT BE THOUGHT,

THE TRANSCENDANT AND CHIVALROUS CADDER CREST

IN

IN

THE KEIR COM-

THE ABOVE

YEiVR,

NOW UNDULY CONJOINED WITH AN INFERIOR ONE OVER THE KEIR SHIELD OP ARMS REFUTATION AGAIN OP THE ATTACK MADE IN THE SAME WORK UPON THE ORIGINAL AND
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OP THE FISULATI STRIVELIENSES TO THEIR ARMORIAL BUCKLES

— PAL-

PABLE MISREPRESENTATION THERE OF THE ANTIQUITY OF THE KEIR ARMS, NOT YET
PROVED TO HAVE BEEN BORNE PRIOR TO H48 FURTHER REMARKS ON THE SUBJECT OP
THOSE OP THE NORTHERN OAWDORS (INCLUDING ANOTHER MISREPRESENTATION THERe),
WHO, IN RESPECT TO THEIR INCIDENTAL ARMORIAL DEVICE, MAY BE IN PAltl CASU WITH

THE PELHAMS IN ENGLAND

WITH ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS

APPROPRIATE STIRLING OP CADDER AND KEIR BEARINGS

ABLE IN JUST HERALDRY

AND WHAT MAY BE THE

—THAT OP

THE FORMER PREFERTHEIR REPRESENTATIVE WAS STYLED STIRLING " OF

—WHILE

THAT ILK," CONFIRMING THEIR BEING CHIEFS OP THE STIRLINOS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE KEIR PERFORMANCE, AND A STYLE NOW VESTED IN DRUMPELLIER AS THEIR IllSlli.

The

Drumpellier case, far from being exhausted,

bation
fully

still

more

;

for,

is

certainly

perhaps capable of pro-

is

although Robert Stirling of Lettjr has been

proved to have been nearest

has been proved,
sible,

articulate

Cadder

now vested

by means of evidence supplied

in

heir

—a

status which, from

Drumpellier

in the

—

it

may

what

yet be pos-

Keir Performance, to

fix

his

precise link of descent from Cadder.

That work apprises us
of

that,^

"on 7th January 1492, William Strevelyne

Cawder granted a procuratory

to

Robert and Andrew Strevelyne,

brothers, for resigning his lands of Kirkmichael

and Blarnarn

in the

his

hands of

the superior, in favour of William Strevelyne, his son and heir-apparent, and

Elizabeth Buchanan, his wife.

There

is

still " (it

adds) " appended to this

iseoKei.o.nc:oJv-'u.
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the Cadder Procuratory in
1492 otherwise useful
besides
apprising
us of the
old Cadder
Is

crest

procuratorj the seal of the granter, wliich bears, on a bend engrailed, three

The

buckles.

crest

is

a swan's head issuing out of a coronet, being the same

as the original crest of the Earls of Crawford.

David, the

was created Duke of Montrose

it

in

1488, carried

on

fifth earl,

who

An

his ducal seal."

engraving of the seal appears in the Keir Performance, on the margin of the

?

page.

We

are thus supphed with original legal

evidence that, in 1492, there

existed two younger brothers of William Stirling of Cadder, the family representative

—

viz.

Robert and Andrew.

that

we have

it is

incumbent, in the

to deal

;

It

is

with the first-mentioned, Robert,

and, for the purpose in view in the present chapter,
first

place, to ascertain his exact position

;

and

for

we need only revert to Sir William Stirling of Cadder, father of tbe preceding Wilham of Cadder, and the account given of him and his issue in the

this

work already

" Sir

See Keir
Perform-

1

We

referred to.

there find, under that head, as follows

William Striveling

of Cadder and Eegorton (1432-1487).^

" Sir William Strivelyne died on Gth

ance, p. 10.

"

May

He had

1487.

five sons

" 2.

William, his successor (afterwards of Cadder in 1492)
Humplirey, who was procurator for his father in a requisition concerning the lands

"

3.

Robert, .and

"

4.

Andrew,

"

5.

1.

of Easter Cawder, dated at Stirling, 10th
)

WiDiam

of Cadder, on 7th

;

in question

was therefore third son of Sir William

Stirling of Cadder,

who

Cadder

In the next place,

der,

1472.

January 1492
William, the second of the name," &c., &c.
j

The Robert Stirhng

1522,

May

procrtrators for their eldest brother,

1492.

in

it

may

that the -last-mentioned William of Cadder had

William, and of .Cadder,
pp.

12, 13.

who

Cadder, who, dying in 1522,

again was succeeded by an only son,
left

mentioned
See Instrument
in 1487,

Keir Com-

is

"

Humphrey "

but one child, Janet of Cadder.^

or " Umfridus," not a very

tian name, second son of Sir William,

styled " magister,"
as

in

he could have had no lawful

issue.''

Next

stated

named

Andrew

of

This brings

The

common Scotch

first

Chris-

1487, who, from his being

was evidently a churchman, and thus

pilation,
p. 2C2.

who died

it is

but " one son," also

us to the outstanding heirs, as premised in the above pedigree.

3

of

failed.

This appears sufiiciently clear from the Keir compilation, where

2 Ibid..

Wilham

be material to show that, in

the nearer heirs than he, with the sole exception of Janet of Cad-

all

had

died in 1487, and third brother of the

legally extinguished,

in order is Robert, third son of

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
the said Sir William

may he have been ahre
years afterwards
issue in

and

;

in
it
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we have no proof. Not only
1522, when Andrew of Cadder died, but for many

and of

;

&c.

is

his extinction

very remarkable that,

1541 (which may have been the

if

he had

left

surviving

the law, too, presuming in

case,

favour of longevity), they would have come within the exact category of

"bairns of umquhile Robert Striveling," and the nearest collateral heirs of Janet
of Cadder in that year
identified with

inasmuch

as,

and thus he and

;

Robert of Lettyr and

his bairns

would be thoroughly

more

his bairns, while the

heir,

and must very recently have sprung from Cadder, no other

way

of connecting

transpired,

inevitably,

although the latter was undoubtedly Janet's nearest collateral

him

(or indeed

than through this

circumstances,

is

it

any other)

with the main stock has

and concurrent

apposite

apprehended that

.their

articulate

identity

In these

link.

is

made

(and

out

this is

stiU further corroborated by what has, in another place, been ad-

vanced

in

legal

favour of Robert of Lettyr being heir-male

of Cadder), which

presumption can only be refuted by explicit legal proof of the

dis-

identity of Robert of Lettyr with Robert mentioned in 1492, either through

the predecease of the latter, or by some other equally cogent and irresistible

argument.

exponent has been unable to recover evidence to

jifter every research, the

His present
alternative.

that effect,

and the only remaining source which presents

may be

from whence information
eclaircisscment,

is

due examination,

derived wliich possibly

itself to his

may

here lead to an

the Cadder charter-chest in Keir's possession

;

and

if,

it

must be discarded, and Robert of

Lettyr's stiU indisputable status as nearest

otherwise accounted for

;

but

if,

Cadder representative must be

on the other hand, no such proof be discovered,

then the presumption must stand, and the identity must be admitted.
examination of

upon

be found to contain conclusive legal proof against the

it

presumption in question, then of course

this

mind

tlie

ing a matter of fact,

is

Cadder

How

writs, for the jiurpose of fixing or corroborat-

to be accomplished, of course the exponent cannot

take upon himself to say.

It could only

be through the medium and by the

authority of their proprietor, the honourable
consistently with the liberality

possibly be inclined to sanction

Member

for Perthshire,

who,

professed in the Keir Performance, might
it.'

be vouchsafed to this suggestion, and

If,

on the contrary, however, no notice

if

taciturnity be preserved, then, after

a reasonable interval has elapsed, the exponent will be emboldened to con-

face! p! xv.
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elude that, as

is

ordinarily

presumed on such

occasions, silence

may be

im-

plied to give consent in his favour, and that no evidence in point exists

and

to

conclusion, directly in

this

behalf of DrumpeUier, the honourable

Member for Perthshire may be necessarily held to assent.
At the same time it may be added, that due attention and
will

consideration

always be paid by the exponent to evidence of an adverse nature

fully relevant

and

legal

—

that

may

—

if

bodily be tendered and submitted to him,

should such course be adopted or resolved on.

Why

The exceptionable method pursued by the Keir Performance

not

dceds iu evidence has already been complained

ongumi

of,

and a

adducing

in

striking instance of

Proeura-

toryini492 it
regular

i[iq

discussion
1

gee Chap- is

by Keir

in the case of a grant

to Bischop iu 1541,

'

II.

'

The

actually suppressed.^

question

may

subject of the present chapter requires that

naturally be asked.

and brief an account of
portant as
grafting

it is,

from

them on

tlie

Why

legally fixing the status of

its

to the parent stem of Gadder,

disclosing the fine chivalrous old

and whether

supplied,

is,

is

and

quite alien at once to legal

the more remarkable

Gadder

summary

given.

in

and

also

—

so im-

from the appeu-

Not a word

Scotch

1

Robert and Andrew, by

of Gadder, thus for the

crest.

be in Latin or

it

from the meagre account that

it

WiUiam

and the

;

does the Keir editor give so

preceding Gadder procuratory in 1492

sion of the seal of their brother

is

where

given, and the derivation of the document
words of the Original
are not o
o

attention should again be called to this most reprehensible conduct

umier'
No.

was poiutcd to

is

most

to antiquarian discussions

;

time

of the original

is difficult

This practice

first

to be inferred
irregular,

and

and what makes

that in cases whei'e the writs are less material, and

sometimes where they are not even connected with the Stirhngs, either full
copies or excerpts from the originals are entered in the chartulary appended
to the Stirling liistory,

One of

this class of

and reference

is

made

by Bertram, the son of Henry de Ulvestoun
after a litigation
Perform-'

lu^'

^

Eytou,

—

facsimile

!

document the editor

What

the subject at large,
least

them on

to "

—

suitable occasions.

viz.

a notable grant

Waldevo Kokes,"

his cousin,

between them about two bovates of land in the territory of

of which
^

to

documents may be here instanced

this high
is difficult

mention of any

Stirlings,

family of that name.
isolatedly introduced,

It

and

is

at

pains to give an engraved

dignified family of Kokes have to

to conceive.

nor has

it

do with

The grant does not contain the
the sUghtest connection witli any

embodies quite a commonplace transaction,

is

and does not contain an item of information worthy of

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
notice, neither in reference
self

make any

made

to

in the text,

it

observations about

&c.
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nor does the editor himanother

It resolves, therefore, into

it.

absolute make-weight.

Another

irrelevant document,

which

prominently brought forward in

is

facsimile, while the more material are withheld,

a precept of sasiue by

is

perform-"^
'''

Walter Halyburton, 21st October 1437, to AVilliam Strivelyne, the Cadder^

212/

ancestor in the tennandry of Regorton, with his seal appended (but poorly
executed),^

and

far inferior every

way

ance or value to the work, rendering

to that of Gadder, while of no import-

its

more

addition the

p. 221!

irrelevant, if not

unaccountable.

There may be greater reason for giving a facsimile of a procuratory of
resignation

by Lucas de Strivelyne

Bouchquhumgre

lands of

that of Keii'), to which

we have

instance

(a designation well

appended a

is

seal

Leslie in

1448, of the

exchanged by

his family for

and

;

this is the

conveyed

is

•'

both

seal,

new and

frst proved

A facsimile

of the Keir family bearing arms.

given both of the procuratory and of the

information

Lord

to George,

and very properly
but

interesting,
^

here

is

strange
sistent

way

as the evidence

so,

in

also renders Perform-

it

anoe.

_

more

striking the non-adduction in the text of the

1492.

It

would almost seem as though the

had been brought forward merely

it

may

seal in the latter

in

instance

to afford Keir an opportunity of con-

joining the Gadder crest with his own,^
indefensible than

Gadder procuratory

—a

more

and

irregular

be hazardous and dangerous from wliat

may

be

afterwards stated.

Moreover, in the Keir Performance, the Gadder writs and investitures, ab
initio

—

besides corroborative ones of other properties to the

some quite foreign
viz.

—from

down

to

—

1505

same

effect,

with

are fully given in the said chartulary from an early period,

the demise of Sir

John

Stirling,

inclusive, in the persons of

William of Gadder, his grandson

;

"Domini de Gaddare,"
William of Gadder,

in

his son

1408,
;

Sir

William of Gadder, his great-grandson

;

and William of Gadder, his great-great-grandson, who respectively and successively

whom

were proved Sir John's heirs

succeeded in 1505.

and representatives, the

;

of

Andrew

Stirling of Gadder,

the last-mentioned William in the family property and repre-

sentation, was, in his turn, succeeded

common law

last

After this date, the eligible practice of adducing

a continuous chain of evidence strikingly ceases.

who succeeded

ti'spLra to
'

step not

by Janet,

his only child

but in neither of these cases are the

titles

and heiress at

and

investitures

foi4
rmance.
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produced, as had always been done antecedently in the most precise and

main Gadder descent and pedigree

regular way, and the

way

in the following

«

See Keir
Perform»

"On

ance, pp.
'

'

is

merely

set forth

:

ANDREW Striveling

of

Cawder (1517-1522).^

25 April 1517 he obtained a precept of dare constat from the said Sir William

Menteith

(of

West Kerse,

him

iweviouslij mentioned), for infefting

as heir of his father

iii

the lands of Ochiltree.
" He married Marjory Cunyngham, who survived her husband, and died shortly before
16tb February 1524.^" Ancbew died before 25th September 1522, leading an only daughter,

" Jaxet Striveling, Heiress of Cawder (1522).
"

She succeeded her

in

it,

Andrew

Striveling, in 1522, in the estate of Cawder."

Andrew and Janet

In this way

which

father,

fact is undeniable

are described as proprietors of Gadder,

yet they are not here sho-mi to liave been infefted

;

nor explicitly proved to be heirs of

it.

How

totally unlike this

is

to the

practice pursued with regard to their ancestry, as has already been premised

Regarding Andrew,
alone

is

summarily

in the first place, the precept of

noticed, to prove the material fact of

being heir to his father
in the case of the
itself is given,

—

in

her case,

nor

;

Gadder procuratory
is it

in

—a

constat in

Andrew

1517

of Gadder

whUe, in the exceptionable manner already exposed
in

1492, not a scrap of the document

any other place referred

if possible, still less

preferable place

dare

evidence

is

Secondly, as to Janet,

to.

given

:

there

is

not here

—the

single vestige of proof of her filiation, or of her being

heir to her father.t

And

thus, so directly at variance with the practice in

the previous links of descent, there

is

no reference to the chartulary or to any

authority for the substantiation of the above facts.

What
reticence

explanation can be assigned for so strange a deviation, and for such
%

.The Gadder papers appear to have been AveU preserved at a very

early period ex ahundanti, so that there

by

is

no lack of evidence

articulate writs in extenso

and every

from the year 1408

single link

is

downwards

until about the beginning of the following century,

established

;

when we

find

that they either disappear altogether, or are given in garbled extracts, or
* In proof of Marjory liaving survived her
husband, reference

is

made

to a single deed

contained in the subjoined chartulary
evidence whatever

is

adduced to

the other facts here stated.

;

pi'ove

but no

any of

t The insertion of the gi'ant of ward and
marriage of Janet afterwards, does not come

within this category,

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
merely summarily referred
been

to

Is

have

likely that these later papers can

it

while the earlier have been so successfully preseiTed

lost or defaced,

Or, on the contrary,

to.
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&c.

is it

?

not more natural to suppose that the facts relating

Andrew and Janet should be more capable

of being fully established than

those of their forefathers, though so remote, by means of documents more

abundant and

a more perfect state

in

How,

1

it

may be

asked, does this

suppression quadrate with the eulogium bestowed upon the Keir proprietor at
the outset of the Performance,^

and

liberality,"

the editor speaks of his " enlightened

when

his liaving, so " far from locking

up

his family

muniments from

the light of day," actually disclosed and " opened them " to others
ticence in question

—

the above, and makes

it

appear as

—

really looks rather like a burlesque

re-

on

the praise had been bestowed in irony

if

what had been so

frustrates, in fact,

The

?

the so strangely withholding the articulate evidence for

substantiating the later Cadder links

it

face, p. xv,

conceded

liberally

in principle,

;

and

and contents of the Keir

conceals, instead of fairly disclosing, the purport

and Cadder muniments.

The exponent
all

indeed from intending any undue reflection

but, with

inference

munimenta

be drawn
from such

apprehensive that, in the minds of some, such pecuUar con-

reticence.

is

far

submission, while he legally admits that

contra

se,

he

is

duct, otherwise seemingly unaccountable,
in

1492 and subsequently, there

nemo

may

interests

and favour

induce the suspicion that, both

existed in the

which expediency demanded to be withheld,

tenetur edere

Cadder charter-chest that

lest it

sliould

compromise Keir

This might very well be

their opponents.

;

so,

though

the deeds thus shortly noticed, in groBmio, incidentally, or by their testing or

other clauses, &c.

epoch

—

viz.

And

it

very remarkably happens that that

from 1492 to 1527 inclusive

—where

is

the very

additional and corroborative

evidence might well be expected, most indubitably,

it

is

conceived, in favour

of Drumpellier.
It

may, not improbably, have been some such evidence which prudentially

induced

Mr James Dundas

investigation of the

up

—the

able

and devoted Keir

agent^

—

in

1818, after

Cadder charter-chest, suddenly and extraordinarily to throw

his agency in the case,

and

to dissuade

and adjure as hopeless further

proceedings against Drumpellier.

The exponent has been prompted

to offer the preceding statement

may have

influence on matters in question

comments, as possibly they
this gi'ound

they

may be

pardoned.
s

and
;

on
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On

See

1

p. 11.

Keir Performance, to the notice of the procuratory of

1492, we there

find,

a beautiful

appended by the granter, William

seal,

upon the margin of the page, an engrnYed facsimile of

the arms which that family then bore.^

Fine old
chivalrous

referring, in the

us,

and very remarkable

—

the crest

viz.

One

feature of these arms

new

is

to

a white swan's head and neck,

it is

;

Stirling of Cadder, disclosing

Gadder

with expanded wings, issuing out of a coronet placed upon a helmet, with the

crest in
1492.

ornaments above the shield of arms.

lateral heraldic

and dignity of the

quite in keeping with the rank

This

Stirlings of Cadder,

Mathew

Westm.,
p. 454.

old,

by

its

was a

The swan, of

high and peculiarly chivalrous armorial imprese or device.
^

being

crest, besides

formal intervention, sanctioned and consecrated the most solemn

observances and vows.^

was before " duo cygni

It

vel olores* allati

—

pom-

in

patica gloria ante regem, phalerati retibus aureis veljihidis de auratisf de-

Edward

siderabile spectaculum intuentibus," that

in

I.,

1306, at a royal

feast,

took a solemn vow of vengeance and retribution against Robert Bruce for his

murder of Comyn, and
'

Aspilogio,

insult offered thereby to

Spelman maintains^ that

glorice

God and

the Church.

studium ex eodem hoc symholo\ indicari

p. 132.

History

"

multi assemnt," while Ashmole observes* that

Edward

III.

had these

of the

Garter,

words wrought upon

and

his surcoat

provided to be used at a tourna-

shield,

cap. 5,
sec. 2, p.

ment,"

viz.

:

185.

" Hay, Hay, the

By
^

Annals

of Sootland, edit.
1797, vol.
ii.

pp.

4, 5.

According to Lord

whom we

retain

it.

am

swan

;

§

thy man."

—from whose Annals the above

'

taken,

is

and

to

are indebted for this information, as also in sundry other antiqua-

rian matters

—

this

shows " that a ichite swan was the imprese

and perhaps," he adds, "it was

III.,
Diiimpellier family
naturally
desirous to

Hailes'''

v;ijflie

God's soul, I

by

also used

\\

his grandfather,

of

Edward

Edward

I."

being thus in every view a high, kingly, and even a sacred emblem, no

It

wonder the Drumpellier,
right to the white
as their crest

;

Cadder

as

swan and

heirs,

should be anxious to vindicate their

accompanying coronet, with the due blazonry,

its

and they have just cause of complaint when the representa-

tive of another family, if he has

done them a service by discovering to them

what

was

their original crest really

letting

them have a peep

into

—a

heraldic pre-eminence of the Stirling buckles,

making

tion

;

this

a more suitable

which only consisted

in his

what may be considered the depositaries of

* Both classically denoting swans.
t i.e. Golden buckles, thus enhancing the

and

service

illustra-

and, no doubt, their swan would occi-

sionally be

most appropriately so decked and

adorned.

X

A swan.
swan.
" emblem or device,"

§ white
II

An

in Italian.
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own

their

himself,

archives

—

own

with his

it
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same time, appropriated the said

has, at the

and conjoined

&c.

and thus

;

crest to But

whose partisans have,

he,

in

an-

spoliation

here

accused the
the Keir Performance, so unjustly
>
^

OTantino;
»

in

*=

•>

Cadder arms

Court
Lyon
J

although
he
to Drumpelher,
1
o
'

by
Keir or his

had made o
good

his

to,

and without

(as

him) going through the legal process of submitting

•'"ivisers,

after the

undisputed claim to them, has himself had no scruple in gratuitously assuming
a crest which he can show no right

at-

tempted
of want of scruple
i

was imperative upon

[''ig'!^'°°j,g'
*'"'"*•

Lord

his claim to the

Ljon, and obtaining his formal sanction and approbation.

The Keir

crest, "

a savage head couped " (or a negro's head, as

it

is

some-

....
times represented), "having a ribbon gules or wreath about his head,"* is, in the
.

.

.

Keir Performance,' only

proved to have been borne

first

1C62, on the

in

knighting of Sir George Stirling of Keir, while no instance of
ously has been there adduced.

It

may hence

arms, carefully adduced

time they bore such

— down

in

the work, from 1448

;

49, 5U.

and, indeed,

—the

earUest
_

to

t°\^yg?,''

use previ-

be inferred that, quite unlike

Cadder, not very long before that year, the Keirs had no crest
their seals of

its

Keir crest
has not
^"5™

_

1666, in the person of a cadet, exhibit

2

See

ibid.,

p- sse, 557.

none."

The Germans

are the great multipliers of crests, the princes having often

seven, including that of the

the practice, two are

main stem

now adopted

in the centre

in this

country

some other way, but not

Cadder

What

crest.

and

—the

with

Reduplica-

as in the Keir

tion of
crests with

in conformity

first,

and the other of the female,

instance, in right of the paternal representation,

or in

;

visionary, as in the Keir assumption of the

with crests and redundant quarterings, the

are unmatched, including

"arms

oi ijvetension ;" in which

way

German

coats

the Queen of

Spain takes also those of Portugal, to indicate her conceived right by descent to

The Duke of Modena, whom

that kingdom.

it is

.

public prmts,

is

...

here well entitled to praise,
on account of his moderation,
'
_

for

the fashion to abuse in the

though the undoubted heir at

common law

(bating just opposing Acts of

Parliament) to the kingdoms of England, Scotland, and Ireland, as well as of
the House of Stuart, he has never taken

by analogous

practice,

tended footing.

Not

is

arms, which, in heraldry and

he might have done a fortiori, on the above pre-

Such claim

is

in

him

as elder Sardinian representative.

the least curious and remarkable of the errors in the Keir Perform-

ance are
It

thcii*

tlie

clearly

shadowy speculations about the derivation of the
proved that
* See,

.as

this family bore the buckles as far

to this, the

remarks on the Keir

Stirling buckles.

back as 1292

iirms, afterwards.

— an

interesting
case of
Duke of

Modena.
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early date in the history of Scotch heraldiy

—which

Absurd
and unsup-

preference over every other Scotch bearers of the buckle

ported

this,

derivations
of the

the Keir partisans,

notwithstanding

and

occasions support the claims

aspi-

manner, and whose zeal
rations of their principal in the most gratuitous
^

^Yns chivalrous

and

-^

amount almost

^irdour frequently

the Keir"
work.

yet,

;

_

-^

Stirling

who on most

them the |9as and

gives

emblem can

to bigotry,

seem to think

it

impossible that

and conse-

really be indigenous to the Stirlings,

may have

quently feel themselves bound to discover from whence the exotic

been transported.

It has already

been shown how

futile

was the attempt to

bring forward the Cawdors of the north as competitors for the honour of

having

borne the buckles

iirst

and now,

;

we propose

seek support from his other equally hollow theory,

and to deal with
1

its

merits.

back and

fall

examine

to

Tlirougli intermarriage, the

bucklcs.'

those buckles with their
Stirlings

who

own

settled in the

arms.

it,

The passage runs thus
bend three

" Buukle, of that Ilk, an old family in Berwickshire, carried on a

See Keir

ance, p. 14.

according to

it

should

lest the editor

Darnley or Lennox Stuarts quartered
It is possible that

Border counties

may

one of the early

have intermarried with

the Bunkles, and thus acquired the buckles in the same manner as the
Stewarts.''
It is believed that this
.

limited compass

more hallucination and

space, or gi-eater, in

we may

page in the Keir Performance contains within
error than

1,

and afterwards with a chevron hehveen*

evidence.

bear the buckles

it
;

must be proved that the

this,

and reprehensible

And

marry with

thirdly, the

tlie

entirely fabulous.

they carried them of old 2

;

as

is

proved by the subjoined

latter

had the prior
its

right to

usual care-

condescend to do, but gratuitously
all,

gives the Bonkills the pre-

Darnley or Lennox Stuarts never did either inter-

Bunkles or quarter their arms

;

the editor's statement

These Stuarts may be held to be sprung

assertions of our older genealogists— from Sir

"

paragi-aph just quoted

however, the Keir work, according to

practice, does not

and de piano, upon no discoverable ground at
ference.

same

Secondly, before we can admit that the Stirlings derived their arms

from this family,

less

in the

Bunkles (rather Boukills) did not

bear the buckles on a hend, as the Stirlings did

and

comprised

To the

any other work of the kind.

reply, in the first place, that the

is

its

* And in an original index, autograph of
Robert Porteous Snaddon, herald, Septem-

ber 1661," to the then existing Lyon Eecords,

— contrary

Alan Stuart,

first

subsequently burnt, the arms of
thus given

:

" argent,

three buckles azure."

a

is

to the

acquirer of
"

Bonkill " are

chiflfron vert,

betwixt

WITH DRUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION,
Darnley

whose

whom

(in

that title originated), early in the fourteenth century,

direct representative, in

instance,

which

is

it is

fell

at the siege of Orleans.

believed, of the family arms,

appended

by Andrew Stuart

deed

to a
in

and

1429, was the gallant Sir John Stuart of Darn-

who, with his brother William,

ley,

141

&c.

in the

is

Tresor

supplied

cles

by

The

earliest

his seal in

Chartres at

Paris,

1426,

engraved

Genealogical History of the Stuarts,^ and which

his

exclusively exhibits, as his bearing, a fess cheque of four tracts or lines (for
Stuart),

and even a princely mark of cadency

distinguislied

Bourbons formerly took
French fleur-de-lis

tlae

The

surmounted by a simple uncharged Lend dexter.

—being

precisely

in their chai'acter of royal cadets,

—

latter

was a

what

tlae

and placed over

while the additional tract or line in the Stuart

arms, as borne in the Darnley coat in 1426 (they ordinarily consisting but of

may

three),
is

serve as another difference.

But neither there nor antecedently

there a trace of the Stuarts of Darnley having in any shape used the Bon-

kill insignia.

It

was subsequent

to this,

though

adopted the buckles, though not quarterly
Keir Performance

—but

in the

—

same century, that they

as erroneously asserted in the

placed, eight in number, on a border round their

This was proved by their family shield, tastefully sculptured, with due

arms.

Gothic accompaniments,* on the front of their old mansion in the " Rotten-

row

" of

Glasgow, on the eminence leading eastward to the Cathedral, t

This introduction of the buckles into the arms of Darnley or Lennox
Stuart was not owing

was merely

Bonkills, but

cadets from Sir

any intermarriage between

to

this family

and the

to indicate the original descent of the former as

John Stuart of

Bonkill, younger brother of James,

High

Steward of Scotland (ancestor of the house of Stuart), who figured both
before and after 1300.

Other Stuarts, said to be similarly descended, placed the buckles upon
their

hend of

had nothing

difference jiecidiar to themselves, but with
to do.

There

is

no proof that the

latter,

which the Bonkills

when

subsisting as a

separate and detached family, took the bend.

But, independently of the above, what have the Stirlings to do with the
*

Of which, long

ago, the writer took an

etching.

—

t The above "Rottenrow" corresponding
with that in London is a corruption of Route

—

de Roi (and strangely Latinised with us, via

raitonum

— street

of rats, as it

may

literally

have been at one time), and was then the principal street of the city.
Now, however, the
mansion in question no longer exists, it having
recently been razed to the ground in accord-

ance with the prevalent and mucli-lamented
disregard of old structures.

i

i„tiie

caTTabl?
there.
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Bonkills, or the Bonkills with the StirUngs

and

....
alliances

The two

1

nor, as things stand, can

See Keir
Perform-

tinct, alien in interests

ance, p. 14,

they evcr had an j connection either by marriage or

1

,

,

,

sent Ex-

more,

position,
p. 21, note,

-vvere

it

;

families are quite dis-

be presumed

it

any other way

in

nay

;

cannot properly be shown that any of the Fihulati Strivelienses

The Keir

ever settled in the Border counties.

editor,^ after his sapient

upon

speculation on this head, has produced a repetition of the same twaddle

the subject of the Cawdors of the north, which has been sufficiently spoken to

and exposed.

It is really quite inconsistent

many

discussion to indulge in so
It

remarkable

is

heraldic matters, as

The
1

how

may

wild possibihties and perchances.

—

It is impossible

Luke

Keir

ignorant the

Stirling

at least,

it

;

has not yet been achieved

coat-of-arms of himself or his ancestors.
observes here,^ that

^^^'

—

Yet the same work

coolly, forsooth,

by Lukas
•'

had been by his ancestor, William

Striveling in the 15th century, as they

^6 Strivcliug, in the 13th, with this change, that they were borne by both the

Cadder and Keir
representation

What

on a bend instead of a chief"

families

^.

to

Edward

— however
'

in

is

to produce an older

.

.

.

I.,

a gross mis^

.

.

This William de StriveHng was obviously no such Keir

!

who swore

ancestor, but the distinct eminent Guilielmus de Striveling

p. 14.

armorial and

" the buckles thus continued to be carried

3 Ibid.,

p- 17.

all

they are placed on a bend, as subsequently.

misrepresentation
by the

of*the'Keir

in

is

being borne by the Keir family

other gross

fsioThe''

editor

further yet be shown.

earliest instance of the buckles

448, on a seal of

with the dignity due to such a

and whose

alien

seal of arms,

and irrelevant there

fealty

with the buckles so placed on a chief

—with another even

still

more

so,

are

engraved in the Keir work.^
In this emergency, the Keir family are not entitled to found upon or draw

any precedent whatever through
or rather Sir William,

proof
4

See Keir

anoe,p. 15.

is

adduced

in the

who

is

his

arms or otherwise, from

wholly jus

teriii to

Keir work to show that he

them.
is

fact is

only "presumed"^

unduly used, as there
as

much

Edward
ter,

is

—

a

word which, even

Not a

vestige of

their ancestor,

above SO boldly and directly asserted, and inconsistently,

where the

this William,

though

too, seeing that else-

in this instance,

is

most

He was

not the slightest ground for presumption.

their ancestor as the celebrated Scoto- Anglo knight in the reign of
III.,

the English baron,

who

also, as will

be proved

in

another chap-

bore the preceding identical arms of three buckles on a chief

again, serves to

remind us

(as before noticed) of the fictions of the

Douglas and the English Guthrie.

This,

denounced

Whilst reading the Keir Performance, we

WITH DRUMPELLIERS EXPOSITION,

14-3

&c.

when

think vfe discern some resemblance to Churchill's portrait of the latter,

he says he
"

AH

While, in the vain attempt to

affiliate

Can

call

and conquer

opposites to proof,

all."

the Keir family on Sir William Stirling,

the editor
" Calls forth living waters from the rock."
" Calls forth children from the barren stock."

We

must turn our attention once more

^

,

„

J

.

.

.

—

partly to supply a deficiency
'

p

—

to

.

the Lawders or the north, such extreme favourites of the Keir compiler, and

a word
more as

to

absurd
lilinl<(.r

whom,

as has been shown, they so strangely

paramount, in striking respects, to
nevertheless, they

all

and gratuitously seek to make

There existed, and probably

may

whom, ^p^"^^

the Fihulati Strivelienses, with

had no earthly connection or
still

relation.

of'th™''

Cawdor

exist, at

conceit,

Castle (belonging ^2^a^Z

to the Earl of Cawdor, a female descendant) an original procuratory of re- Formerly

Campbell (Campbell

signation, dated at

a noted Argyle residence, her noS"'^

Castle,

husband being of that house), 17th February 1511, by
Ti

1

ijodem

TT

/I

•

(his

T

1

1

•

Lordship

" Muriella

Calder de happened™

.

'

s

ancestrix,

and the

Cawdor

direct

heir), styled, "

Sponsa

to be no
™"in for

more.

Johannes Campbell Mihtis," of the lands of Clmies and Boithe,
within the county of Forres.

by Hugh Ross of Kylravaik

It is witnessed

(representative of an ancient respectable family)
seal,

and her husband's,

in Nairn,

and

in her right, separately are

others, to

which her

appended, without being

impaled, as by the modern fashion, which did not then hold

;

and that of

the lady (as by a copy taken by the writer) contains her arms as

representative— viz. a hart's or
above

stag's head,

Cawdor

with but one small buckle placed

it.

From

the prominent charge of the head and antlers that engross the shield,
with but the shght accessory of the buckle between the antlers, the
former
obviously constituted alone the family arms,— confirmed, too, by the
Calders,

as

was shown, having ever subsequently discarded

the case of the male Calders at present.*

The

alien thereto,

and may be othenvise accounted

practice.

may

in

It

pari casu

be inferred,

in

its

it,

which also obtains

buckle, tlierefore,

for

is

in

properly

by heraldic precedent and

technical import, to be analogous

to.

or TbePeiuan,

with, the noted corresponding device of the single buckle also

* Such as the old knightV family of Calder of Muirtawn, the most
distinguished, according to the ordinary authorities.

buckle
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So stated

taken hj the English family of Pelham, quite distinct from their

ai-ms, alter-

Itl SiLl 1(116

I'e^igi'ees

wh^have
peatedty

natelj on each side of the shield, or as their crest (the position here being
immaterial), to

commemorate the capture by an ancestor of John, King of

Fi'aucc, at the battle of Poitiers in

ennobled.

Under the

circumstances,

it

and good heraldic imprese or
northern Calders

in

is

1356.

submitted, the buckle, always a chivalrous

may

device,

likewise have been adopted

commemoration of an ancestral

though certainly of lesser importance

;

—

by the

feat or achievement,

a conclusion very natural, and not to

then- disparagement, but the contrary.

—while
therefrom—

Abstracting from the special explanation of the Pelham buckle
to be kept in view that the

is

would be just as

Pelham arms

are quite distinct

its

great

it

an argument, that the former originated the buckles

fair

borne by other English families, as that of Gadder those of Stirhng
In

it

what truth or foundation

it

need not be added.

—with

Conscious of the weakness

straits,

Keir work

of

its

driven to a
gross heraldic misrepresenta-

argument
here as
"

it

stands, the Keir Performance

« ]3oi(Jiy to call invention to

may be

said

•'

its aid,"

tion.
;

See

p. 14,

reference 3
in the note.

and repreheusibly,
Caddcr

" (in
\

in support of its assertion that " the ancient family of

the uorth)' " carried buckles,"

order to give some plausibility to what

dence with the Stirling bearing,

2

No.

len.

^]^Q

fact, to

is

it

^

— thus

in the plural
^

forced to refer, as

its

a Gadder seal of arms in 1431, engraved

But, instead of
seal of arms,

another gross

this, it

number

—

in

maintains, from a visionary coincisole authority

Laing's

in

foi-

Seals.'

only displays one single hucJcle, precisely as the Galder

adduced by the

writer, in

misrepresentation, and

1511, and no more.

Here, then,

is

a plui'ality of buckles, gi'atuitously

invented, or at least carelessly assumed, in the face of certain proof to the

contrary before the author at the time, to eke out a miserable pretence or
conceit,

which already,

it

is

submitted, has been sufficiently exposed and

refuted.

The exponent,

too,

could further obviate or rebut any inimical inference

that could be cbawn from the single buckle formerly in the northern Galder
shield.

In old vaHd representations of the arms of Mackenzie, there

the incidental device of a man's hand (that
for) to their exclusive gentilitial
*

hearing of a

Independently of other concurring authothe index to or contents of the original

rities, in

may

is

also

extraneously be accounted
caboshed.'""

Can

register of ai-ms fc the

Lyon Court

(subse-

quently consumed by

autograph of Robert

stag's

head

fire)

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
any one pretend that

it

properly comes within such category, or really sub-

stantively constitutes their
in those of

Cadder

;

arms

And

?

may

and, what

yet

equally might as the buckle

it

be another illustration or rejoinder in

point, this very accessory of the man's

hand has

likewise long been disused

Not only

and ceased to be borne by the clan Mackenzie.
the parallel single

their representative (raised to that dignity in

hand

;

—

MS. account of

all

which evinces

so,

but likewise

between the antlers of the

actually placed, too,

star,

equally caboshed Mackenzie stag's head, which Oolin, the

creditable
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&c.

1623),

first
is

Earl of Seaforth,

proved again, by a

Scottish arms, to have substituted in his for the
that, in a gentilitial view, such casual

—whether
—were

ments, however originating
single hand, or single star

After the preceding, we

in

utterly inept

may

accompani-

the shape of a single buckle,

and

a

insignificant.

next advert to another notable dogma,

ex cathedra, of the Keir Performance,^ that " the origin of the buckles

which

important
in the Keir

have for so long a period been the chief Stirhng arms has not been ascer-

anoe.

tained," though not quite in keeping with recent

'

But no wonder,

contrary exposed.

not unfrequeut bearing

;

and when

account for innumerable others of

bold speculations to the

certainly, in the case of so
it

would be

much

^^

p- ^'•

minute and

also impossible to explain or

later adoption (always, however,

excepting honourable armorial augmentations), as must be obvious to

all

who

have sifted the subject, and know the deficiency of the requisite vouchers

and

To attempt

authorities.

it

positively and aiticulately in such a micro-

scopic instance as the Stirhng buckles, which date at least from 1292, would

be like seeking for a needle in a bundle of straw, and as
tain as the origin of the Nile

;

difiicult to ascer-

indeed, that might be easier, from what has

been lately wafted from Africa.
"We might only here land ourselves in fable and absurdities, and be obliged
to repeat the twaddle of Douglas

strawberry leaves,

or

and such

writers,'

who

derive the "frases"

in the r raser arms, as well as the surname,

from a

Fabulous
some"of
lies.

grant
of an outlandish French king,
period, to " Juhus de see Peerc
o' at a most remote r
age, first
Berry," a supposititious ancestor, for " fine strawberries " (in keeping with his ^j" P'
"'

'

.

Porteous Suaddoun, herald, dated September

or golden

1661, those of Maclcenze of Kintail (that

MSS., the hand in question is represented as a
man's hand, the " buk " or buck's head being

of

Machnzie,

given

—

viz.

chief of

is,

the family) are thus

" azure, a

horned, argent,

im/t

buk heid caboshed or
a hand of the 2" — the

second colour mentioned, and necessarily " or "

;

while, in old illuminated heraldic

of course a stag's or deer's head, as elsewhere

given to Mackenzie,
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1

See

ibid.,

p. 247,

name), " fully ripened before the ordinary time," that, with " other delicacies,"

and

^e gave him

Hector

at

an entertainment

caii'ed°the^

Lfes'^&c*

or do what

may be tantamount

by the above) the three

(as again notoriously

iiig

^
;

to convert-

shields in the ancient

^^^^ ^^ ^^® Norman and baronial Hays of Errol,* the future hereditary
Constables of Scotland, into heraldic and historical representations of the three
fabulous rustics, from one of
forsooth,

voM.'^p""''
1*)°'

°°

^

by

^

they are

made

to be descended,

and who,

their ox-yokes or plough-gear, retrieved the fortunes of the battle

In reference to which and the exploit, Chalmers most

of Luncarty in 980.
justly says

whom

that " tradition has here also transmitted what Scottish history

Hay, who,

has assumed as her own, the story of the peasant

with his two

sons and the yokes of his oxen, ralUed the flying Scots, aud regained the
I believe the ivhole story is

EspeciaUy

desperate battle.

one of

pect the surname of

hereditary

came

of Scot^
land, and

of oxen were not then in use."

to™hetr
supporters

into Scotland

Hay

during

The Hays only

correct.

"^l^ich is as far

quity, as

the tivelfth century.

first

back as any

wiU be

an egregious fable.

I sus-

did not exist in that age, and the family of
I conjecture

Hay

that such yokes

Chalmers, in his latter remark,

is

asain
°

figure in genuine Scottisli writs in that century,

famihes can well go, and an anti-

other; Scottish

seen, futilely aspired to for Keir

by

his jjartisans.

theless, for a considerable period, the noble house of Errol, in

Never-

commemoration

of the apocryphal Luncarty feat of an imaginary ancestor, have taken as

supporters two

men

country habits, or

in

rustics,

holding the oxen-yokes of

a plough over their shoulders, to the utter exclusion of their original far preferable

—a
*
^'

chest.

—

viz.

two falcons proper, armed and

and nobles, and selected by Sir Walter Scott

Their original cliarter by William the Lion,'

who

reigned from 1165 to 1214, grants the

fief

of EiTol to Willielmo de Haia and his heirs, to
be held of the Crown " sicuti alii Barones
mei liberius et quietius, &c., feuda sua de me

Hence

a fair instance of one of

Instance of

tenent."

baron'id atjt
the outset,

our most ancient baronial families, being so
^j initio, and long before that of Keir, which

was

this

is

not, as will be seen, until 1473.

t Proved by MS. accounts of Scotch families
and their arms in the British Museum, towards the latter part of the sixteenth century.
.

The

orf

belled,

bird famed and prized in chivahy and heraldry, armorially befitting

princes

3 Errol

aud appropriate ones

as the dignified bear-

If the writer is not mistaken, too, there
at Slains Castle

— which he

was

visited during the

minority of the last Earl of Errol, when, by the
kind permission of his guardians, he had full
access tP the fine family charter-chest there

old stone preserved, on which the Errol

—

an
arms

were sculptured, with the original supporters
stated in the text.

Dr

Beattie's noted lines on the ExtoI family,

stating

(among just encomiums) that

A

thousand years have seen

.

it

shine,

^^^j^ unabated flame "-

rustic supporters only fully figure at the

bewinuiiic of the next.

of course have kept alive the Luncarty delusion.

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
ing of the noble Marmion, in his noted poem.^

&c.
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With every

submission, this

an unprecedented instance of a noble, constabular family withal

is

may use the term

—undidy rusticating themselves

making an ancestor or founder

at its outset,

if

we

and erroneously

figure en j^ciysan, or as a parvenu, instead

of retaining the exalted and chivah-ous rank inherent in him.

where a Scottish boast not to know the j^rs^ mean man

On

—

It

was

else-

in a family.

the attempted corresponding origin of the Porbeses and the Guthries,
_

&c., sufficiently puerile

and

_

_

ludicrous,

we might

especially

expand

—on

the

alleged ancestor of the former, from another imposing feat in slaying a
"

mighty hear," having

into " Forbes
version,

"

been named

;

and where Lord

from " Phorhas," a Greek, observes,

results,' in

the dearth of evidence,
'

we might
&

arrive,' if

the ^womising subject above started in the Keir work
are

Scotland,

jan^o^uf"

;

;

a confusion here of hoars and hears I will not attempt to imravel."

To such

"-

For beast"

from despatching " a monstrous wild-boar," &c. &c.

is

see his
Annals of

subsequently corrupted ^n^Js in
" and hence, too, the bears in their arms
or, by a diiFerent ]^l~l vom.'
first

Hailes,^ while noticing their descent, too,

" there

See Marmion, edit.
isos, pp.
'

many more

such edifying illustrations

;

—including the

we broached

See
Lodge'a
Peerage of
Ireland in
i/^*- "":

*

(ler article

and no doubt there
supposed origin of

the crest and motto of the Hamiltons in the fourteenth century

note.T^"

—

in Scottish

fn",^^^^
strabane,"
137,

'note.'

history and genealogy.^

Arms,

from the necessity of

in the main, originated with the Crusades,

by congruent marks and

distinguishing

therefore, both then,

and indeed

the parties who, from

dififerences

various quarters, participated in them.

Every military sign and emblem,

afterNvards, in a chivalrous

and feudal

age,

woidd be preferred, and, when adopted, be transmitted to descendants
proud to take them in commemoration of their ancestors' valour

—and

thus

form and constitute their family bearing.

Of

course,

buckles,

so

prominent and important

in

adjusting the coat

armour, would especially come within such category, and be of very frequent

which

use,
said,

is

the utmost

we can

safely say, or,

it

is

chief in the shield, as in the proved instance in

feudal chieftain or leader

status of superiority

acceptation,
*

As from

John

it

and command.

—the
And

was gi'anted by Napoleon

the original seal of arms of Sir

Strivelin of Carse,

appended

to his

deed

origin.

conceived, ever can be

Their position originally, on a

as to their origin with the Stklings.

befitting a

Buckles of

I.

same

1292,* was pecuUarly

in heraldry indicating a

curiously,

—who

of fealty to

had

Edward

Westminster.

under that technical

I.

his

in tlie

eye on

—

all

Chapter-house in

i.'s heraldic knowledge.
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Curiously
Napoleon,
in public

documents,
called the

English
Lions Leo-

pards to
their prejudice, but
quite ac-

charged with

of his marshals

with the

*

chief, it

onlj one instance, at an ancient epoch, of the easy solution or

is

explanation of old armorial bearings, through an ecclesiastical

Essay on
first instance, of
Armories,
Edinburgh, tical case of the
1718,
pp. 159,
160, et seg.)

which the writer

It

is

is

aware

;

and

it

medium

in the

so happens in the iden-

great episcopal and archiepiscopal see of Glasgow, the supe-

baronial

riors of the

proved.
Almost the
only instance of

being but the military shoulder-belt under another appel-

lation.

There

—

;

arms

while the bend dexter, again, charged with buckles, in

*

those of the Stirlings of Gadder, was quite in keeping, in a warlike view,

cording
to Nisbet's
doctrine.
(See his

as an honourable distinctive augmentation to the

stars,

of the Stirlings of Gadder, as

fief

supplied to us by this accurate

it

modern

be afterwards

will

description in Latin

of the original seal (then extant) of Robert, Bishop of Glasgow (installed in

1272), appended to a grant by him of the lands of Hauchiltree to Melrose,

a due explanation

a copy of which, as well as of writs connected with the

the Scottish

see, in

of an

ancient
arms.

Gollege at Paris, was forwarded last century to the University of Glasgow, at
their request, with

" Huic cartse

casula indutum

whom

they

appensum

cum

still

are

est sigillum

:

....

ex una parte Episcopum veteri

baculo, et mitra hinc inde pisceni et

altera vero parte, triplici distincta segmine, in superiore,
et

quemdam

....

avem

ex

Episcopum sedentem,

cum annulo in ore manu
Regem stantem gladium strictum dextra tenentem,
Reginam coronatam dextra annulum tenentem. In inferiore

coram eo

genufiexum pisciculum

tenentem, medio segmine

a

sinistris

segmine Episcopum genufleximi supplicantem, et habitu
inscriptum in cu'cumferentia

OEAT," which

implores

we may render in Enghsh

and

beseeches

tigern) prays, the gold

We

;

and

h^ec plorat, patet aurum,
:

"

The King storms — she

while the holy

man

is

{the

Mungo

(Saint

w golden ring appears or

dum sacee
Queen)

or Ken-

recovered."

have here graphically represented and explained the miracle which

originated and
1

Rex furit,

indutum,

pontificali

constituted the

arms of the archiepiscopal

and next

see,

Heraldry,

first edit,,

vol.

365.

i.

of the city of Glasgow, which in a great measure stepped into its shoes, and

—

p.

which Nisbet
(that

is,

thus,^ in the main, gives as

of the shield), " a salmon

fish,

borne by the latter

with a ring in

its

" in base "

viz.

mouth,

all

proper, to

perpetuate the story of a miracle said to be wrought by St Mungo, that
* See that rather rare

work now, the Armo-

General de l^Empire Franqais, by Simon,
published at Paris in ISl;"?, during the first

>-ial

Empire,
12 and

vol.

13.

i.,

plates 5

and

6,

and especially
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town's patron saint, in recovering

by a salmon,

in its
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&c.

mouth, the ring of a

lady out of the "water of Clyde, where she accidentally dropt

it,

which being

prevented the jealousie of her husband."

got,

But the preceding most ancient and more authentic version of the matter,
exalts the parties thus miraculously

and good

of Saint

offices

Mungo

them the more remarkable and
their names.

The miracle

'^^

or perpetuated in a

accommodated and reconciled by the pious

actually into a king

historical,

and queen, hence making

though as yet we

may be

of the Saint would in consequence be enhanced

more exalted

As

guise.

for the

accompanying charges

of the hird in the seal of Bishop Robert (as described), and

part of the arms of the city of Glasgow,

We may
with what

conclude this chapter, so

may

ignorant of

it

still

forming a

seems not so easily explained.

much devoted

to heraldic

insignia.

—the due

ascertain-

be deemed more immediately interesting

Precise

bearings of

ing what must be held the just and appropriate bearings respectively of the ungsof
l_'£LClQ6r 3.11(1

Stirlings
^ of

The

Gadder and of Keir.

Kei.- an,i

waich pre-

regukms

relevant and legal gi'oundwork here, or the regula

matter, must obviously,

it is

in the

apprehended, be the original register or record

|n°jjfriUdrv?
o'Ltid'^

of Scottish arms or matriculation-book of Sir David Lindsay of the Mount, oM

who

a distinguished and accomplished person for his period,-f- and

discharged the important pubUc duties, both at

Lyon and

home and

principal herald of Scotland in the reign of

actually IhT^^uia

abroad, of Lord

rate,

m

the service of James IV. and his Queen

in

question,

well authenticated, +

is

priate

*

;

but, at

and

to

with the

and fortunately preserved.

1;his

new and

preferable royal

specific concomitants,

form an-

other eligible
decoration of a window, accordius;
°
o
!

method adopted in the cathedral
church of Glasgow. The curious and eloquent
seal in question, under the above description,
seems unique, there being no notice or account
of it elsewhere, even in Laiug's Heals, though
the latter excellent work contains other interesting ones of the see and chapter of Glasgow.

to the laudable

whom

he

which we must here confine ourselves,

legal voucher of the kind,

It might, in

aspect,

any

to the preceding high office.

This register

'

see

pp.

he was in that of James V., who succeeded in 1513, and by

was appointed

the matter.

James V.

Chalmers, in his well-known edition of Lindsay's works,' believes he was

born in 1490, and

It

and executed with
t He, accordingly,

the only appro-

is

taste

is

and

care,

—

the

thus apostrophised in

these noted lines of Scott

u
"

ol.^^
it.
^tiii IS thy

^nd

still

register

name

7-i account,
m hir/h

thy verse

4.

iias

charms,

David Lindesay of the llount,
Lord Lyon King at Arms."

Sir

Maniuon,

edit. 1808, p. 193.

J It belonged, of course, virtute officii, to Sir
James Balfour of Kinnaird, Lord Lyon to
Charles I., as is proved by this entry of his

vol.

3. 4,

andii.

i.
ti,
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arms entered, including those of successive Scottish monarchs and their connections, being finely painted or illuminated, for the pubhcation of which,
Tprising facsimiles, too, of the

many

indebted,

same, iu

due tinctures and

theii'

colours,

com-

we were

years ago, to David Laing, Esq., the able and intelligent Secre-

tary of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries, and

who has done

so

much by

his

pubhcations to advance the cause of Scottish history, besides illustrating other
Scottish subjects of interest.
See Keir
Perform-

1

ance, fol-

And

therein,

might be expected, together with the bearings of the

as

and other barons, the coats respectively of the StirUngs of Cadder

nobility

lowing
p. 12,

where
there is a
coloured
engraving
of both
aims, just
as in the

and Keir are entered and recorded
bend

lias

that of Cadder being argent,

charged with three buckles or

sable,

hand,

—

a plain

while that of Keir, on the other

;

the bend ingrailed vert, the accompaniments being the same as

the other.'

original.

There can be no reasonable doubt of their being accurately and correctly
represented, having necessarily
sion, scrutiny,

met the

eye,

revi-

and approbation, of the preceding able and accomplished Lord

Lyon, the best conceivable authority in the

and prefer

and been subjected to the

to the exclusion of all others,

case,

and which we must admit

whatever pre\'ious contrary notions

or apprehensions, either in public or private, the presumed result of inadvert-

ence or carelessness,
Authorities

may

be entertained in the matter.

In the preceding matriculations there

and precedents in
exact keeping and
observance

with Sir
David's
register in
respect to

the Cadder
and Keir

the shape and figure of the bend
grailed

mean

—

which attention

to

is

obviously a material chfference in

is

—Cadder

's

being plain, while Keir's

in-

is

In the

invited as the subject of after discussion.

time, that they so far, in that cardinal point, were manifestly observed

and adopted

The

as the regula

writer

may

first

regulans in practice, will next be established.

here adduce a long extended parchment

preserved in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, entitled, "

name aud

title,

autograph of Sir James, at the

gister

Ye

roll

of arms,

cotts of

was approvin be the Lordes

267

of

his

majesties most honorable Privee Counsal at

beginning
"1630.
" Jacobus BaUourius, Kynardie, Miles Leo

Armorum

Halirud House, 9 December 1630." Such formal attestation brings the register still more

home

Eex."

to

Sir

David as

his

proper

official

MS.

handiwork, besides showing that it was approved of, and had the regular sanction of,

near the end has the following attestation,

that high body, the Privy Council of Scot-

And what

is

more important

still,

the

autograph of Sir James, expressly and
decidedly in its behalf
" This booke and
also

:

—

arms done by Schir David Lindsay
(Mount), Lyone King of Armes
regni Jac. 5, conteines 106 leaves, which reregistre of

of the

Month

land.

It only remains to be added, that the

Cadder and Keir matriculations are included
in the MS., within its 1 06 leaves mentioned,
and thus foim a valid and authentic portion of
the record.

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
....

Knights,*

Lady

Marie, by the grace of God, Queine of

Scotland and Dowager of France, by Schir f

Lyon
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landed gentlemen of je Kingdome of Scotland as they ver

(were) presented to our Soverane

in a7i7io 1562."

Arms,

&c.

to Charles

I.,

It proves to

.

.

.

.

Forman, Lyone King of

be a copy by Sir James Balfour, Lord

formerly mentioned, from the original, that must have

been made out under the auspices of Sir Robert Forman of Luthrie, the

Lord Lyon,

as stated,t the above year,

and

as will afterwards be proved.

The

arms of the respective parties are distinctly delineated with a pen on separate
with their names and

shields,

latter being indicated

by

titles

above, the colours of the charges on the

initial letters

:

and those of

are represented as argent, a plain bend " black "
three buckles or
argent, a

title),

while those of " Streveling " (a

;

bend

ingi'ailed vert (or green),

Hence, the Cadder coat

is

register, as also the last

or sable, charged with

blank here following in the

charged with three buckles

Keir matriculation there.
itself,

and representatives

the latter only anonymously.

certainly, then,

therefore their arms (in other words, those of Cadder)
list,

We
later

came within the
roll,

and

would be included

in

as they will also be proved to be in others to be adduced.

have, therefore, the additional recognition

(and

also, as

could be proved) noted Lord

bend being the indisputable right of the

ard in the case

;

and corroboration by another

Lyon

it

while, on the other hand, the

in 1562, of the plain

—

precisely as

to be the rule

and stand-

Stirlings of

entered in Sir David Lindsay's register, showing

Keir's,

or.

But here the

category of landed gentlemen or proprietors comprised in the

the

"

mentioned, wliich could be no other than that of

former directly and distinctly presents
heirs

Cadder

thus precisely as depicted in Sir David Lindsay's

Keir, from its identity M'ith the

The male Cadder

" Striveling of

Cadder

bend iugrailed

as clearlv

under an anonymous guise.

All writers agi-ee that Queen Mary, then Dowager of France, returned to
Scotland, after the death of her royal spouse, in August 1561, though the precise

It

day be uncertain.
was but natural, from every motive, that the

ing those in

and greet
''

Forman the Lyon's

their sovereign

on her

roll,

There is a blank here, fi-om a small part
parchment being torn away.

t

A dimness intervenes here, owing to a stain

of Scotland, embrac-

would be anxious to be presented

arrival, after so

of the

elite

to

prolonged an absence from

on the parchment, or

its age,

precluding the

deciphering of this blank,

J It

is

among

his

MSS.

of a similai- kind in

the public repository mentioned.

%
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since her

it,

foes, to

She was admitted

very infancy.

have been

PEEFORMANCE,

ItEIE

heightened, by inherent

meridian of a beauty

in the

graces and endowments, beyond

the

the time, even by her

at

power of a French education,

—

to

such extent, to use the words of Buchanan, afterwards a bitter enemy, that

her respect) " natura rudis, ars videatur inops

(in

of a

kind disposition, when

not

"

;

warped

politically

and being naturally
(and even then she

could politely dissemble), coidd not but on this occasion be graciously dis-

posed to receive the former.

And how

could the reception be more ade-

quately and formally adjusted than by the above-mentioned Sir Robert For-

man, the Lord Lyon (who certainly held that high and courtly

and 1563, hence including 1562"), and by
the Queen, through the
so

much

prized

by

roll,

played before her on public

and that were

festivals

and

announcement

to

names {bating Keir's) and arms,

of their respective

their owners,

warmly patronised.

his preliminary

1561

office in

in part afterwards to be dis-

at tournaments,

which she gaily and

Pressing business, doubtless, and the perplexing cabals

of the austere clergy, might have delayed the reception immediately upon

her arrival in 1561

more

;

therefore 1562, the very next year, might have been

suitable, and, accordingly,

was that of the presentment of the

roll.

In perfect keeping, moreover, with the accounts of the Cadder and Keir

arms

in the

register,

Forman

roll,

as also, in the main, with Sir

as far back as James V.'s

both coats

reign,

David Lindsay's
manner,

are, in like

represented in an old illuminated MS. of Scottish blazons and arms, also in

the reign of Queen Mary, preserved in the Advocates' Library, to be more
particularly adduced in the sequel, as

important
, ,.
l'-

,

.

43

St^emiit iu
irao, p. 4.

P. 77.

another

will likewise corroborate

fact.

* Chalmers, in his notices of Sir David Lindand edition of his wcrl^s,^ quotes a Commission by Queen Mary, upon record, 3 6th

proces of our Soverane Ladie's

April 1561 (thus before her arrival in Scot-

liohert

land), to " our lovit Schii-

Robert Forman of
Luthrie, Lyon King of Armes ;" and on March
10, 1561 (that is, at the end of the year, it then
beginning on the 25th of March), " ISIi- Eobert
,Knycht,L//oim Kin<:/oi Arms,""
Formaujof

King

protested against the cognisance of the Supreme

that paved the

between him and
their maoers. And, lastly, we may here adduce
this passage from the Pollock Diurnal of
U rents : " Upon the xxii. of September" (1563,

Queen with Darnley.
Sir Robert Forman
must thus also have been Lord Lyon in the
intervening year of 1562 and what might be
more material about him could be adduced if

say,

Civil Court in a question

:i

it

from what

precedes),' " Matho,

sumtyme Erie

of Levinax, wes, be oppin proclamatioun at the

Mercat Croce of Edinburgh, relaxit

and

Foirman

home

fra the

be Schir

of Luthrie, Knycht, Lyoiin

of Ai-mes, and all the officiaris of armes,

deliverit the

of Athole,

wha

Erlis name."

of the

wand

of peas to

ressavit the

Johne

Ei-le

in the said

This veas the noted restoration

Lennox

family, after their forfeiture,

way

to the marriage of the

;

requLi'ed.

samyn

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Not only
liar

but even in England too, as

in Scotland,

Gadder and Keir armorial bearings, as above,

evincing

them

to be fixed

and

remarkable, the pecu-

is

familiar

'svere

In the British

certain.
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and admitted,

Museum

there

is

an

old manuscript, in 1580, entitled "Irish, Scottish, and Yorkshire coates, with Even

other outlandish armes," where, under the head of " Scottish coates of theu*
"

gentilitie

—

that

is,

obviously, of the gentility

Kedae "

" Streveling of

(clearly

Gadder)

three buckles or," and " Strevyling of

is

and upper classes of Scotland

stated to bear " argent on a [bend]

Kert

of any notice of

it

and the bend

both cases

MS.

in

in the other,

exclusively indicated

is

—while

obviously Keir), " argent (a

" (as

Here the material

bend) ingrailed three fermcdes"* (buckles).
of the ingrailing in the Keir instance

distinction

cal distinc-

tion beg'j!'*^''^^'*

^^^^^^^'/^

*gntary!

the plain bend, from the absence

must be presumed

—

as evident as ever

is

above put within brackets, because

by a

—

in

the tecbni-

it is

in the

slanting Une, quite equivalent to the heraldic

bend dexter in both the arms.

And

again,

we may

cite

another MS. account

still,

in

1585, of the arms of

the Scottish nobility and commoners, by the English Joseph Holland, in the

same highly-prized and
" Sterling of

or;" and

who

prolific repository,

Kert {Keir),

to " Sterling of

argent, a

Cadder,

quite corroboratively assigns to

bend ingrailed

argent, a

bend 2ylain

blue,

with three buckles

blue, three buckles or."t

Seldom, indeed, can such close uniformity in the main, with a cardinal standard
Work-

*

like Sir

David Lindsay's Register,

in the present instance,

be detected in re

man's
authority

turn antiqua, removing any doubt on the point
fiu'ther appeal, so far as regards the

illuminated

MS. book

;

and,

Gadder arms,

to

if

required,

we might

Workman, the

herald's,

of the "Bearings of the Nobility and Barons," and

higher landed proprietors of Scotland, in the reign of James VI., frequently
referred to

by

Nisbet,^

where the former, displaying the plain bend

sable,

* The same evidently as "Fermail," which is
rendered a " houcle, attache, fibula" in supplement to Du Cange, suh voce Fermalium.

"is to me," indicating, seemingly, that

Though the main features of the

and taken along with the orb
by the earls in question, was similar to the motto of the Bourbons,
" Esperance^^ assumed when cadets, and indicating the hope of succeeding also to the
French crown, eventually realised. Want of
room here alone prevents the writer explaining what he believes to have been the gi'oundwork of the above striking Lennox device.

respective

arms

it

be preserved in the preceding and subsequent
colours.

t There is a curious armorial device of the
Earla of Lennox, after the middle of the same
century, in these heraldic
fai'

MSS. — nowhere

no-

knows — of the royal
"The," and before the words

as the writer

orb delineated after

was

styled,

occasionally as their crest

instances, there are occasional variations of the

ticed, so

it

or

the crown was in "me," or their noble representative, or hoped to be so.
This " poesy," as

U

insuppok
Je^^bend'
i

see his

firsredR.',
p.lii.
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charged

witli

although

so

it

buckles

or,

happens that

tlie

tlii'ee

while, singularly, there
1

Heraldry,

p. 410.

'

LTroWa-

Wc

names and

titles

ucxt come, in further illustration in regard to Keir, to Nisbet's con-

gruent intimation,^ that " on the house of Falahall, where the arms of

many

of the barons of Scotland were illuminate in the year 1604," " are these of

what
pp.

of the parties are omitted,

no mention of the Keir arms.

is

t^milT^ Stirling of Keir, argent, on a hend ingrailed

49,' 50.

proper place,

are clearly included in the

is

better

still,

and indeed

.June 2, 1662,^ that Sir

knighted, had

hend ingrailed

best, to that expressly of the

;

"

and

Keir Performance,

George Sterling of Keir, on the occasion of

" gott his

by Thomas Drysdale"

sable, three buckles or

his being

armes extracted furth of the register on parchment

(a herald previously mentioned), "quhilk was, argent, a

sable, three buckles or

;

and

on a wreath, ane

for his crest, set

savage head couped, having a ribbon, gules, or wreath about his head " (that

has been partly already spoken

from the Register of Arms

to).

in the

that of Sir David Lindsay's,

its

The

Lyon

extract necessarily must have been

proper authority,

bend being represented sable instead of vert as there
of com'se, been recently added.

—proved

with what was shown

But, at any rate,
conclusively,

To be

referred to.

necessary to add, that such charge in

;

it is

1700

is

;

so

much

time

it is

Lindsay's, the

that

it is

hardly

by Father
?'ec/

Las so

many hues

!

is

fixed

;

while,

on

as clear that the Stirlings of Cadder, uniformly since the

we can adequately and

bend (with the

— coupled

gules withal, or

cardinal point in question, therefore, as to Keir,

the other hand,

crest has,

unfortunate Keir bend
" CttmeZeojj-like, that

The

so,

likewise ascribed

—though

Tliis

which the

now thereby

Hay,^ a uotcd antiquary, to the Keir family
in its colour.

the specialty of the

witli

to

in keeping with

and ex abundanti, that the bend

ingrailed was the true distinctive Keir bearing
3

main

Of&ce,* in the

decisively pronounce

buckles, of course) quite plain, as

on the
is

subject, bore their

represented in Sir David

Lord Lyon, Register, the ultimate authority, and

clearly regula

regidans in the matter.

To the

last

moment

of their existence in statu quo,

seen, long afterwards, the

the former

;

and that the

same arms have been ascribed
fact,

heraldic writs

many
so much

witli

and vouchers,

to,

and admitted

in,

never proj^erly gainsaid or refuted subsequently,

* It was subsequently burned by a noted
in Edinburgh, together

and even, as we have

valuable

which we had afterwards what was styled the "jit'ij;" Register of

to be re-

Arms

fire

gretted, in consequence of

in the

Lyon

Office.
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has not the copious illustration of the differenced ingrailed Keir bend,

accounted for by their ceasing so to

means of the

direct

but for which

Now, to

figure,

well

and the comparatively reduced

Cadder male representatives

we may

is

—a

sore deprivation certainly,

leave the Keir family to answer.

eUcit the necessary conclusion

from the above,

it is

heraldically fixed

that the simplest and plainest charges in coats-of-arms are the best and most

pre-eminent, while any modification or alteration of them bespeaks the bearer to

be of a subordinate distinct stock or race, though bearing the same surname.
Nisbet in eifect inculcates this in principle,
i^
r

when he

remarks,^ that " the

'

more the bordures
foriiis,

(in

arms) are varied

and charged with

23lc(,in

they show the bearers to

figures,

from the principal house

from

by accidental

ones,

\)Q further

removed

indeed, he might have added, distinct from

;"

it

:

Heraldry,
second
'

?^^^'-^q^'

™fddiFigures in
^"^^

thus, e converso, clearly giving the preference to such as are plain, as peculiarly indicating

and denoting

its

representation.

" Bordures," or borders,

in heraldry, are here in pc«'^ casit with the chief " chevron "

these

all

technically

and equally

fix

and

'^'

and bend

and

;

illustrate the present point.

Their modifications and differences consist, inter alia, in their being represented, instead of simply

and

plainly, peculiar, as premised, to the chiefs of a

surname, on the other hand, embattled or covnter-emhaiiled
battled after a vandyke fashion, or ingrailed.
select the following instances

—

that

In support of which

em-

is,

we may

:

The ancient and noble family

of Keith, Earl Marischal, head of the Keiths, FuUy corroborated,

bore a plain
Craig,^

chief, gules,

charged with three pallets or

who, whatever some of our genealogists

may

;

"

and the Keiths of

affirm,

cannot connect

too,

bypre-

^°fgg^"*^°'

themselves by proper or admissible evidence with that house, though, like

s

Keir in respect to Cadder, of the same surname, took the above

aidry, first

but

chief,

See nis-

edit., vol.1.

With the difterence of

its

being embattled, besides a border.

The noble family of Sandilands,* Lords Torphichen,
plain bend, precisely like that
sable.

who

And Mr James

p- 7o.

bear, for Sandilands, a

of Stirhng of Cadder, but azure instead of

Sandilands of Craibston, a Sandilands subordinate,

neither could connect

by proper proof with the

former, took the bend,

as Nisbet informs us,^ " counter-embattled the paternal coat of Sandilands
(as) differenced

from the chief bearing."

Here he

and

directly represents

admits the modification or alteration of the simple bend through the counterembattling

p.'^ys.''^"^''

'^s«| '^^^'

— corresponding

precisely with its being ingrailed in heraldiy

—

be a difference applicable and suitable to an inferior of the same surname.

to

''

p. 95.'

'
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The knightly family of Riddell
befsHCT-

formly borne "argent, a chevron, gules (quite plain), between three ears of

edit^oLi. rye, slipped
375.

'

of Riddell, chiefs of the name, hare uni-

mates

^

and bladed, vert;" and Walter Riddell of Minto,

New

in the "

Register of

" (in the

Arms

Lyon

as Nisbet inti-

Court), bore, " argent,

a chevron, ingrailed gules (instead of plain, ut supra), betwixt thi-ee ears of
rye, slipped

and bladed,

exclusively differenced

did the bend

Here the

latter,

like the Stirlings of Keir,

by ingrailing the charge of the chevron, as the former

and yet

;

vert."

Riddells of Minto were quite unconnected with

tlie

Riddell of Riddell, nor in any degi'ee could prove a descent from them.*
=

See

Law

ibid.,

of Lawbridgc in Galloway, according to Nisbet again," "

cip>al family of the

cock in chief, gules

name," and
;

"

while

" carried, argent, a

Edward Law,

hend

is

the pri7i-

(quite ^^?a^«),

and

the present Earl of EUenborough,

though quite a stranger, and unconnected with the former, yet bears corresponding arms

—

viz.

two cocks and a bend, but ingrailed.

again, just as contended,

To
Original

in ChapterHouse of
stev-

comes appositely and directly into play.

close with a higher

and more distinguished precedent,

John Stewart,

Sir

in point.
3

Here the bend

at least equally

ordinarily styled of Bonkill, younger brother of

James, High Steward of Scotland, direct male ancestor of the royal house of
Stewart, bore, as proved by his seal of arms appended to his bond of fealty

Edward L

to

distinctive

in

1236, over the

arms of

his

fess cheque,^ for Stewart,

and

as the peciJiar

branch or house (of which they were male descendants),

a simple plain bend, precisely like Stirhng of Cadder.

From

Sir John,

any one who now claims to be male representative of the

Stewarts must deduce his descent,

all

previous heirs-male having failed

;

so

that both he and his arms, as a paramount terminus a quo, have been especial
objects of care

and

attention.

None

as yet have accomplished the task.

The noble house of the Stewarts of

Garlees, Earls of Galloway, towards

the close of last century, indirectly unsuccessfully attempted

*

The writer can speak

confidently on this

with Sir WQliam Stewart of Jedworth,

tion),

stem, and well versed, he believes, in the pedi-

the Galloway ancestor,

grees and descents of all of the name.

a.

publicly figured as

who was

proved (which the writer can further corroborate) to have died long antecedently, having

William Stewart, a simple

been unjustly executed by the English either
in 1402 or 1403.

titious identity of

who

with his elder brother, Sir
John Stewart of Darnley, at the siege of Orecuyer,

who

knight as far back as 138^, and

was certainly a most impracticable
exclusively turning upon the supposi-

It

effort,

and though

leans in 1429 (here the Bonkill link of connec-

head, being a cadet of the preceding knightly

+

it,t

fell

It was, indeed,

though strangely, keenly and
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they established their male pedigree from Sir William Stewart of Jedworth,

who

—

end of the fourteenth century, and died

figured towards the

most remote ancestor (precisely

their

Keir,

whom

1338), beyond

John de

like

they could not go

;

Strivelin in that of

and though distinguished

and highly connected, they yet, in reference to Sir John of Bonkill
Keir, as

Caddei*

conceived, to

is

They

term, but abstract subordinates.

family

again,

—must

deemed,

be

1404

in

if

we may
4

—

like

use the
Their ai-ms,

•'

have, as appropriately, and like his

and indicative of the same genealogical rank

and

status,

too. ^i-e so

g^^f^

p°*;

uniformly taken their corresponding bend, based upon Sir John's simple one ^°i\yon,

we may

(the Stirling of Gadder,

hold, in their instance), over their fess cheque

No

for Stewart, with the exact difference of its being ingrailed.

two cases

can be conceived more parallel, or better exemplifying the bend in

its

two

[n'isiyy'"^
referred^ to,

alo.^rsi.

phases.

Applying, therefore, the above relevant tests and precedents to the arms. From
as

...

proved, of the Stirlings of Gadder and StirUngs of Ken*, those of the

m
.

former must designate

name (indeed

.

unmodified bend

preferable

their

and

legally authorised plain

doctrine

and pre-

heraldry the chief and principal family of the

as concurrently represented in the Stirling pedigi-ee in the Keir

Performance), through

the

liGftilclic

and

cedents
plain

bend

^^'q^^^^

while that of the latter, being, on the other hand, modified th^m'thT''
or ingrailed, a subordinate one
not connected either with the other.
famUyt and
;

—

And this finally receives

direct confirmation

from an old original illuminated thfstir-

book of blazons or arms of the nobility and barons of Scotland
part alluded to

—

in the

azure

argent
or,

(instead,
;

on a

time of Queen Mary, preserved in the Advocates'

us),

of vert),

here,

charged with three buckles

and another with a plain bend

The

field argent.

last,

sable, also

James

V.,

—

parallel of the kind

or,

on a

field

charged with three buckles

evidently, are the arms of Stirling of Gadder,

just as represented in that decisive authority. Sir

the reign of

'°°'*"

in

Under the category of the barons there (in the sense
we find a coat-of-arms exhibiting a bend ingrailed

Library, Edinburgh.

commonly used by

—formerly

David Lindsay's Register,

and hence alone evincing them

—

in

there being no other

to be theirs.

•

publicly agitated at the time, between John,

Stirling of Letter with Eobert, Janet of Cad-

then Earl of Galloway, and the celebrated Andrew Stuart of Torrance and Caatelmilk, his

der's heir, in

opponent,

who

diflferent case

stood on other ground

— a very

of identity from that of Eobert

1541.

The above leading and

decisive facts will be obvious

perusal of the controversy,

enough on a

close
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But

wliile the first-mentioned coat, that

may

be

qxiite familiar

and

inteUi-

gible to us (though with the difference of the colour of the bend), has the

appropriate

corrobora-

and affording further

title

—

that

—the

other,

par

his apposite heraldic differ-

excellence, has actually, with the

and transcendent one of " Skirmiling o/'yat

significant

clearly of " Stirling of that Ilk," for

is

—

orthography throughout not being

many

thus disclosing the owner

was observed, of

proof, as

ence of the ingrailed bend

same view, the more
Ilk,"

Keyr"

of " Stirling of the

Further

it

could be nothing else (the

as indeed the Keir

work informs us

such old instances, uniform or correct), and which, to

all

—

in

acquainted

with Scottish language and epithets, inevitably proves the holder of the anns
to be chief of the family and surname of Stirling, at the same time, from the

with Stirling of Gadder.

latter, identified

was clearly on

It

ground that Gadder, relevantly and conclusively, had

this

the plain bend allowed him, and duly recorded in Sir David Lindsay's Register,

while Keir only that ingrailed and subordinate,

ing, as

was explained,

their respective status

—

the difference bespeak-

The

and condition.

writer

is

Indeed, the
Keir Per-

thus happy in for once agreeing with the Keir Performance, and supplying a

formance
admits

Confirmation, inter aha, of their uniform recognition

cadderto

plainly inculcated there

.

actually, a

un^ ^*OT
ikig* o^'^that

^"'^

-,

.

new

Perfomi-

—whereunto, mirabile
—with which

sixty-four instances

triusic

may

now,

is

and principal of the

tcntly, together with supporters as a

or of Cad-

by the Lyon Gourt,

and

exprcss
footiug
'd
l

Urumpel^'^'-

3

See

tion.

p.

9

and benefi-

in

Stirlings.

They were most

justly

and compe-

due concomitant, formally confirmed

1818, to Andrew Stirhng of Drumpellier, upon the

inter alia,

>

much more

articulately
j

and bi'oadly
j

set forth

and

stated than in his antecedent brief before the Sheriff-Substitute, that has

been alluded

Perform-"^
ance, p.

successfully

abundantly obvious what constituted the arms of Gadder,

ch'iefofthe

vested in

even further contri-

perchance object to their mensiira or in-

chief

trievably

so

may

felicitous list of

Weight and importance.'^

Sticli

irre-

as so

favourcd the public, teUing pow^erfully, at least mimero, however some

cially

It hence,

CaddCT^'

—

Gadder, besides,

add to the

dictu, he

the editor has

audacious and rash cavillers

The same

such chieftainship being in

spelling of Stirling, as above, to

bute in the sequel

ance, p.
548.

— of

and admission

_

to, in

—

that year

of his being the nearest Gadder heir and repre-

scutativc,

and who thereby alone would be

^^

work malignantly and most

Y^eir

entitled to them, notwithstanding

irrelevantly affects

to scowl at the

procedure,^ under favour of a gi-oss misrepresentation exposed,'^ and on the
futility that

the above court, duly vested with

its

own

2Jeculiar inherent
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cognisance in such matters, were de "piano forsooth to be barred and tram- vast

«?--

surdity of

melled by the crude unauthorised finding, as proved and protested against,
of an inferior leguleius and officiary, not possessing

it,

and

in a case, too, of

a different form and compass,
It would, of

—though most

this neither

when

legal steps

met and manfully
right,

were taken by that of DrumpeUier to vindicate their just

They could only bark

in secret, or

and impotently enough,

unrUs"'^'^

CllssGn. nP"
fore the

to

whom
was

in-

^|J}'jP''j^"^

attempt to move, as amuSer

in a private character, Sf„^''

favoiu* of the preceding,

The Keir family

it,

"it

•'

for the first time, lamely

under

fairly

he nor they ever ventured to do on one single occasion,

gentUitial rights.

now

—then

he conceived himself to have had a preferable

if

stitute's"''

for his family in such hicubrations competent

and preposterously

gratuitously

opposed Drumpellier,

But

now adventured

is

^""''i

ctuH^by a

a truth, have been far better had the Keir of that day, in

accordance with what

t^e Keir

arifitHo,

latterly contrived, last century, in the face of Sir

David

TOntroi

Lindsay's Register, to have their bend vert ingraUed, exalted then to a plain

one azure, in wliich guise Nisbet, after noticing
house of Falahall in 1604, informs us
of the

Lyon

In

Court.

this,

it

its

being ingrailed on the

was entered in the "

however (though

it

New

Register

"

has evoked the criticism of

•''•'

Mylne,
no secondary antiquary, and a great collector of old MSS., in one of
^
his

MS.

in the Advocates' Library

concern, nor are at

all

solicitous

*),

to

the Drumpellier family feel but

know

own

which irrevocably or

little

the ground of the alteration, to

them welcome.

which, on the contrary, they heartily bid
content with their

They

are quite

regular unexceptionable matriculation adduced in 1818,

literally

"unrepealahly" secures to them what they hum-

bly apprehend to be the far preferable distinctive charge in the Cadder arms,
or those necessarily as

shown of chief of the

.,

.

sable (instead of azure), just precisely as

is

—

*

James
When

V., together Avith the

new

in the reign

The

that, properly

its origin at

the Crusades, as well as

than Nisbet in his Heraldry, of

terial

its

any right to supporters), and where,

after notic-

is

and

sable,

in keeping with
its

ma-

bent and purport subsequently, heraldry

to difference, not assimilate

— the result of this

ing the antecedent ingrailing of the Keir bend,

complete identity of the two arms in question,

he objects against its new form, that " if" thus
it be borne plain and azure, it's ye same wyt
ye arms of Leslie." This is no doubt true, and
a relevant objection, for it should always lie

and

"

would render it
measure nugatory and a dead letter,

that, if broadly admitted,

in a great

immaterial
peiUCT,°he
"

prindpai

Lindsay's

remembered

no more
conveying

one'azire

recorded in the authentic

due concomitant of supporters.

matricula-

f^jj-g^'t^

terms of
Sir David

viz.

tion (which he gives without mention,

actually stating this

'^st eentiiry to
t^ave their

the plain bend

Stirlings

..

it

ruUng Register of Sir David Lindsay, the celebrated Lord Lyon
of

Keir famUy
contrived

Happily the Cadder, now Drumpellier, plain
bend sable is not obnoxious to the charge.
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may

they

perhaps be permitted to say, here transcends the azure.

They

oHone bear such bend, with the super-imposition of the Stirling buckles, to

which they are thus exclusively

entitled,

—
they
— and guerre a qui

honestly maintain, as

a right

they ever will do, in the face of the world,

Thcrc

Careless-

want

Is, it

may

touche.

be observed, another piece of carelessness and negligence

which the Keir

in the way, partly, in

of

le

Keir Perform-

arras are given in the

precision
in giving

auce, at the conclusion of the Keir pedigree/

pnrts 01
the Keir
arms in the

that the " crest
dcntlv of
the arwis (using
/
o the term here in a strict sense),
\
" *

^oors head

in profile,"

unheraldic really, and unbefitting a true antiquary

souroes*of

meutiou of their

tion™^

be "pi'oper"

See p, 82.

—

that

is,

—whether

in their natural guise,

And

!—there

See

See Her-

p. 50.

aldry, first

'
^'^4io'°'"

being here no

yet the editor had, in respect to the crest, data to

On

which he has completely overlooked.

the occasion of the
it is

mentioned in the

work,^ as was premised, that he then got for his crest {inter alia), by the
extract " furth of the register,"
havincr
head couped,
on a wreath, " ane savage
&
to
&
I
'
'

'

^ ribbon gides (red) or wreath about his head

from the Keir matriculation
ferred to, represents

as " a Moor's

it

defined, yet without the editor, as
self of the information.

not SO easily settled

;

New

in the "

cut and position of the head, with

159, note,

How

or otherwise depicted, as so

knighting of Sir George Stirling of Keir, June 2, 1662,
=

"

the above should

important in heraldry

colours, so

often obtaius there.
direct him,

3

stated, indepen-

and the " supporters two greyhounds."

possSsing

1

merely

./

^^

foi-mfno'e

It is

for

As

;

" while Nisbet,^ quoting

Register " in the

Lyon Court

are pointedly

its colour,

was imperative, in the

re-

Here both the

head couped proper."

and technically

least availing

him-

for the colour of the sup>porters, that is a point

judging by Mylne's

*

and Nisbet's accounts of the

matriculation (quite differently from the Drumpellier in 1818), none, so far
as

we can

see,

were thereby granted

had heen in use
might,

it

is

;

and Nisbet only adds, that " the family

two greyhounds

for supporters.

But the editor

thought, and ought to have been, apprised by

them how they

to carry

should be depicted, and stated

and regularity

\vas to

it

in the Performance, if the

be adopted, as

is

notoriously elsewhere, and to which, in

a work of such professed grandeur and
exception.

scale, there

Whether supporters thus assumed, but

certain (and of course they are not in Sir

should not have been an
at

what date seems un-

David Lindsay's matriculation),

were actually otherwise granted, the writer cannot

which the Drumpellier family

common method

say, nor

is

it

a point in

feel pecidiarly interested.

But, on the head of the Keir arms, the work strangely exhibits a re-
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duplication of carelessness and negligence, though not by any means there
unprecedented.

It professes to give

them

" engraved on the back of the title-page."

^

at the place cited as they

But

this is quite erroneous.

were

On

that portion of the same peccant page at the outset, which, with the other,

has been the subject of pointed comment, the arms have besides the addition
of

i\\e fillet,

wanting

in the

above to the Keir Moor's head, independently of

the denounced interpolated old, and,
in

1492,

—

perhaps, after

later occasion.

which

is

But

still

here disregarded.

all,

it

is

conceived, usurped Cadder crest

prudently or compunctiously omitted on the

there should be accuracy in plain mattei's of

fact,

Perfonn-"'
p.

82.'

CHAPTER

V.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS, AND EXPOSITION OF UNDUE ASSUMPTION OF THE STIRLING AND UADDER
STATUS, AS CHIEF OF

THE NAME, BY KEIR

KEIR PERFORMANCE

—WITH GROSS MISREPRESENTATIONS,

THE

ETC., IN

INCLUDING USURPATION THERE OF THE OLD CADDER CREST, THROUGH

WHICH A FINE AND ESCHEAT OF THE WORK TO THE CROWN

IS

INCURRED BY AN ACT OF PAR-

THE KEIR ORIGIN AND DESCENT, THOUGH IMMATERIAL TO THE DRUMPELLIER

LIAMENT

FAMILY, WHOSE CADDER STATUS HAS BEEN FIXED AND RECOGNISED, NEVERTHELESS NEXT

THE SAME UNCERTAIN

GONE INTO
SIONS, AS IN

NO CLUB THERETO SUPPLIED BY THEIR FIRST POSSES-

THE CADDER AND DRUMPELLIER INSTANCES

STYLED (and NEVER OP RATHORAN) IN

1338,

JOHN DE STRIWELYNE, SO SIMPLY

THEIR PRESUMED ANCESTOR

AGED, AND SOLELY INDEBTED TO HIS WIFE, A LADY OF FAMILY, FOR
LANDS, RATHER STRANGELY SETTLED EXCLUSIVELY UPON

—QUITE UNAPPAN-

AN INTEREST

HER AND HER HEIRS

MENT INCIDENTALLY AFFORDS THE ONLY GLIMPSE OF JOHN, OP WHOSE FAMILY,
TRANSPIRES

—A

COMPLETE BLANK INTERVENES FROM THENCE DOWN TO

ANY

IN

THE SETTLETOO,

1414

NOTHING

AND

1423

REFUTATION OF ERRONEOUS REPRESENTATIONS AND BARE ASSUMPTIONS TO THE CONTRARY
IN

THE KEIR WORK

WITH IMPRESSIONS AND INFERENCES AS TO THE KEIR ORIGIN AND

DESCENT IN HOC STATU

LUKE STIRLING OF WESTER RATHEENE

(a

SMALL PROPERTY,

HOW

ACQUIRED uncertain) AN ARMIGER OR SQUIRE, AND AETIFEX SVJE FORTVN.E, PROPERXY

THE KEIR FOUNDER, A MAN OF TALENT AND RESPECTABILITY, FROM WHOM THE KEIR
DESCENT DOWNWARDS

MOOTED AGAINST
OF JAMES

v.,

SIR

IS

PLAIN

—THE

KEIR FAMILY FIRST BARONIAL IN

1473

— CHARGE

WILLIAM STIRLING OF KEIR OF BEING PARTICIPANT IN THE MURDER

WITH SOME NEW EVIDENCE

UPON THE WHOLE, NO PROPER PROOF YET OF A

KEIR-CADDER DESCENT, FAR LESS REPRESENTATION, THAT OUGHT NEVER TO HAVE BEEN
STARTED

KEIR ORIGIN STILL UNASCERTAINED, ANT) DEMANDING INVESTIGATION

NEW

EVIDENCE MEANWHILE BY THE WRITER OF THE PRECEDING LUKE STIRLING OF RATHERNE IN
1414,

AND A PROPERTY HELD BY HIM, FAVOURABLE TO HIS BANK AND CHARACTER.

The exponent might

here stop, and bid adieu to his readers, apologising for

that tediousness and repetition of which he
is

may have been

but too prevalent in antiquarian discussions,

so far as he can see, being fully

forty years, without

tlie

least

—

compassed and attained.

demur

guilty,

and -which

the object of the exposition,

For more than

or challenge, the Drumpelliers, under

proper authority, have held the proud status of representatives of the family

DEUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION,
of Cadder,

and

who

Cadder

by that of Keir, to be the principal stock

are admitted, even

chiefs of the Stirhngs,

—
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while the latter aspu-e only to be but chstant The Drum-

on
Indeed, the Drumpelliers
never have had a competitor
^
^

cadets.

_

the merits of the question

intention of advancing his claims, he quickly withdrew
if

scared by his

legal ground,

own

and

it

mth

Keir once came forward

for although

;

and

left

the

the

field,

as

DrumpeUier thus standing on impregnable

footsteps.

being evident, by his pedigree or descent,

when

justly

cadder
right being

jfgf^y

^^

Supersedes

s^y

of°^^

™°™'

viewed, that Keir, independently of other striking objections, has no interest
or concern in the matter,

may

it

be asked by some,

even go into the present discussion
the Keir Performance,

it is

^olus

—no more

in his

empty

—

the former should

its

and

is

so far in its

groundworks, too, being but petitiones

and valued than the mere blusterings of

to be feared
hall,

?

quite without the pale of law,

unauthorised and irregular shape

principii

why

For whatever the bent and import of

or the vague and wild ruminations of one in his

private study.

Nevertheless,

still

holding to the ascertained position of DrumpeUier, and

Nevertheless,

to lire- though the
^
Keir origin

the inviolability of his legally foreclosed status, the wiiter, in order
°
elude the manifest
of the Keir Performance ex «/facie from
misrepresentations
•^
jL
•'

,

,

misleading, or any

,

,

.

way comjiromising and injuring

the exponent's interests, as

^^"^

?•

f be
scent
J^°aterM

which urges him to justify his views of certain

^o^r^shaii

portions of the work, and finally to exhaust the whole of an antiquarian sub-

can^asset[,

also with that love of fairness

ject, will

again direct attention to the said Performance, especiaUy to that

it

1.
which contains what

—

viz.

/^.i.-i

part or

chapter
^

And

p

.

,pTthe

..-,

1

to lorm the principal topic oi

is

,

.

-..

.

present

.

the pedigree and descent of the Stirlings
& of Keir.
^
^
he will first commence with the subject of the asserted Keir-Cadder
_

_

_

reftiteVoss
injurious
misrepresentations
that ex
/«cjc might
mislead.

origin.

The gradations

assumptions of the Keir Performance, in this

in the varied

instance, are indeed notable

and

curious.

the editor^ (gratuitously of course) that Sir
putative ancestor), repeatedly alluded

and who

is

Wilham

who

only

"presumed" by
remote

Stirling (a very

figured before

and

after

Perform7,

8.'

1300,

represented there as third and youngest son of John Stirhng of

Ochiltrie (and third

was

to,

It is first

and youngest brother of Alexander

" ancestor of the

Keir

line."

actual outset of " the Keir line " and pedigree,^

William as the

first,

and at

before was only presumed.

its

Stirling of Cadder),

But gathering courage, he

next, at the

by boldly placing the said Sir

head, announces as an undoubted fact what

This

is

pretty well for a beginning

!

And

p- i^.
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Besides

moreover, under the " Contents,"

the knight

^

is

inserted as the connecting

gratui-

tously

link,

assumed
Cadder
descent for

as one of the " generations "

and

between the subsequent Keir

line

and

the antecedent pedigi'ee stated, through John, his father, from Sir Alex-

Keir there,
one even

ander, father of the latter again (in 1180-1245), and a motley anterior class

as old as
1130, and

up

even

still

more

preposterous, is arrogated to

Keir Per-

formance,
Contents,

downward

;

^

and the present Keir

2

See Con-

iv. v.

first

Walter

is

lished ordinarily

way made

in this

the twentieth by lineal

—not some even

Such a pedigree, not

of far less compass

—

What

us as a reality, though resting on mere assumption and fable.

can there be for

it,

Utter

fal-

being

Mam, before and

—

after

them mutually the same arms, to the

gi"^ing

common

origin,

See Keir
Perform-

former, which clenches the matter to his

See again
ibid.. Con-

—

the family of Keir,

as a corollary to the whole

tents, pp.

competitor

Preface,
p. X.;

and under
" Origin of
the Stirlings," p.
3,

&c.

Speeches

—

but of

all

—

and not only

other Stirliugs,

identification of their

seems, being directly descended of the

own

satisfaction.

castle-building, for finally,

quite ignoring Drumpellier

Keir, in virtue of the above,

tihtial heights,

work

in the

is

made

to be

and every other

to soar to the

made

heir

and

utmost gen-

chief of Cadder,

even from the most remote and distant period.*

We

are here insensibly reminded of Bunbrny's caricature of the progress of error

(which

"See

it

But we have not yet reached the climax of such

*

iv. V.

styles the preceding Sir Wil-

1300, "ancestor" of Luke Stirling of Ratherne in

1448,^

ance, p. 17.

1

and unscrupulously holds and

cestor.
3

he thinks for

if

of a piece and in keeping with this pleasing delusion so set forth, he

as gratuitously

Keir's an-

apology

considering the readers the editor has to deal with, and

a moment they can thereby be deceived

And

easily estab-

yet gravely given to

is

whose judgment and intelHgence he must estimate very lowly,

sity as to
Sir William
Keir, before and
after 1300,

numbered,

Stirling, the alleged original ancestor repre-

sented to have figured in the above year.

p. iv.

tents, pp.

entire generations in question are seWaiwji

as if actually obtaining through father and son from that very distant epoch

descent from the

him.
1

The

1130!

to

we would

kindly substitute for the mendacious term), or more per-

and Ai-gu-

tinently remark, in reference to such vain editorial attempts, that "

ments, &c.
of the
Lords of

but a presumjition in one page was in the next ])ositive evidence, and then

Session in

rose to a

the Douglas Cause,
by a Barrister;

Lon-

don, 1767;
p. 182.

demonstration "

—

to use tlie actual

words of Lord Alemore

celebrated Douglas Cause in 1767.

So

far as to the Keir descent
;

from a putative ancestor in the shape of a

but what shall we say, again, to these palpable

Preface,

p. X.

in his

exposure of auother faulty argument so constructed, in his speech in the

most remote Cadder cadet
6

^

what was

untruths and misrepresentations which the Performance
" the

Cawder

risks ?^

—

viz. (1.)

That

estate in the sixteenth century descended to an heii-ess " (Janet,

WITH DRUMPELLIEHS EXPOSITION,
of Gadder), "

who married her kinsman.
Keir

the Ccaoder and

families

Sir

James

became united

;

'
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&c.

Stirling of Keir,

and

(2.)'

and thus

" Sir

That

James

StriveHng
° married the heiress of Cawder in 1534, and thus united the
families of Keir and Caivder ;" while, after discussing the same Janet, it

announces that

it

had " now traced the main

TION with the Keir branch,"
be shown

;

or

the descent of which

Cawder

line

its

till

junc-

branch, it adds, " will

Gross misrepresentationsin
Keir work
^s to Keir
represent-

'"gladder.

fon^ancer

next

""oHgin'^of

" which accordingly follows, under the title of " the Keir line," with

ungs," p.s.

^

Sir William Stirling, their supposititious ancestor, as

The above

bad and

is

fashion,

must soar

Cawder

line " terminated

still

favdty enough,

higher in error

m

an

patriarch

yet the editor,

who was married

to

See

"
!

according to his Two

and, moreover, asserts (1.) That the

;

heiress,

its

James

Stirling of

p. 13.

even

aggerated
posterous
untruths.

_

Keir, and thus again united both families;"^ and

Strivcling married the heiress of
families of Keir

and Cawder,"

doubling, such putative union

Cawder

—hence

in

(2.)

That

" Sir

James

1534, and thus RE-united the

preposterously exaggerating, and even

a^pg^tHis
g^Siings,'^^

contents,
'^'

^'
!

^o

o\^

Noiegai
AVith respect
to the above marrying, or rather u
giving
L
u in marriage (by the marriage

editor),
J'

has Jyet been shown that there was no marriage
at
o

it

all

between

the above parties^that de facto celebrated against Janet of Gadder's will
having, "by the decreet of divorce in 1541, been declared null and void
further bearing that the
sistere

posse de jure."

union, as

is

same

"

Such

a principio non
illegal

tenuisse,

is

" reunited,"

nee viribus sub-

thus asserted, nor could the before-mentioned

implied by the most reprehensible words

— the

it

tween
^rdJeJ"^
4

see Ex-

p°6V°"'

connection could never constitute a

assumed and

visionary descent from Sir William Stirling tie the present Keirs to the
family, as

*
;

J^ere be-

Gadder

" again united "

and

supposititious results of both fictions in the passages cited.

There was no union, reunion, nor proper junction betM'een the
There never had been, there was not then, and has not been

families.

still^

—how-

ever certainly a peculiar legal specialty operates, as was shown, in favour
of the legitimacy of the issue of Janet of Gadder by Keir,' but within ^seehere

which category the present family of Keir do not come.

The preceding
° pas-^

tot

sages
are not the less obviously calculated to lead casual readers into slarins
°
•'

error.

They convey

Cadder

in both the

contrary to truth.

the impression that the present Keir

male and female

The

lines,

may

represent

than which notliing can be more

fact of his possessing the property of

Gadder proves

nothing, because the original cardinal right merely through a singular title

by which he holds

it, is

well known.

The

representation of a family, of a

t^e Exposition, in-

eluding the
note, ibid.
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Keh-'s
right to

Cadder

tmth, does not go with the property into the hands of a purchaser, the for-

mer being here exactly

in

Of a

pari casu.

piece, again, with the foregoing,

estate only

through
a singTilar
title as late

is

the following account, which certainly
"

The

is

out-heroding Herod

:

meaning the Keirs from the context) "

Stirlings " (evidently

first

as 1541,

not by any
relationship.

appear as owners of land in the twelfth century.

After possessing lands in

different counties, they acquired, in the reign of

William the Lion, the estate

of Cawder, which has continued in the family without interruption to the
Keir Performance,
'

Few

present time, a period of nearly seven centm-ies.

families can boast an

Preface,

inheritance which has descended through so long a line of ancestors."^

p. X.

This embodies glaring errors.

There

of Stirlings.

—

same stock
2 See, for

this,

viz.

is

It

assumes that there was only one family

no doubt of the

fact that a family of the

name and

the Vicecomites de Strivelin, and their descendants

—were

downwards

possessors of lands in several counties from the twelfth century

;

next

chapter.

also that they acquired, inter alia,

with them and their heirs
heiress,

;

Cadder and

and that Janet

and proprietrix of both, and of other

which reniained

Uchiltrie,^

Striveling, the
estates,

was

admitted Cadder

m

1.541 (as

was

shown), cruelly and dexterously, deprived of her entire possessions by James
Stirhng of Keir, by

whom

or his family previously, contrary to

sented in the passage cited, they were never held.
plete variance with

There thus,

was a marked interruption

it,

whom

from

We
3

See pp.

128, 129.

descendants

exist,

is

repre-

too, 'at

com-

in the lawful succession

formerly alone vested in the Stirlings of Cadder, chiefs of the
the exclusion of the Keirs, whatever futilely

what

may

name

—

quite to

be now pretended, and

though deprived of the ancient patrimony.

need not here recur to the other gross misrepresentation, though

not to be overlooked, that the Keir family acquired

than which nothing can be more reprehensible,

it

Cadder by

marriage,'''

having been already dis-

cussed.
Keir-

What

Cadder
spoliation,

both ancient and
modern, in
the Keir
Perform-

closed,

a strange attempted spoliation of antecedent status has been dis-

and cool appropriation in the Keir Performance (including gross mis-

representations) in behalf of

its

at least not to him, though, it

spoliation

and self-appropriation,

the Drumpelliers, of the estates

make

the honourable

such arrogations, walk

may

cherislied client, of

may

Member

be

said,

what belongs

also to the prejudice of

by
for

Sir

to others

not so cruel and flagrant as the

James of

Perthshire,

Keir.

Cadder

But why

who perhaps

in the shoes of the latter

1

And

is

there

heirs

and

in the least

unaware of
is

besides,

it

be added, the rehearsal of such acts in both their phases in the case of the
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old Gadder crest (not alluding to other armorial assumptions), as was for-

merly shown, to which we must once more advert.

At an

early stage of the Exposition, the writer maintained that

its

was "beyond

its

tion for Keir " proprio arhitrio"

by

his partisans

usurpa-

Dangerous

utmost wMeh

Koir
DGGH
exposed
by assump-

litis

stretch,"

have been at "

and may

" hazardous

and dangerous."^
"

some

It

risk

may be
•'

and

therefore requisite
for
•

The

lojiii?

Parliament in 1672 that has been already

"

armorial rights and procedure,

all

all

iDrove

^

been thus quite irregularly appropriated,

crest has

And

without the countenance of law or authority.

of

him to

_

_

these allegations.
^

afterwards

peril," further stiU,

cited,^ the

Act of

the important

admitted basis or rule

by an antecedent Act

(the penalty also

statutes, that "

other armes

Lyon

whosoever

Register,

pounds money
Maiestie

—which

of
is

way

"

;

while

it

after its passing) " use

any

—

" shaU pay one hundi'ed

Lyon, and shall likeivayes escheat to his

moveable goods and geir upon which the

engraven or otherwise represented."

It

saids

armes are

cannot be denied that the Keir

Performance, printed under the auspices and authority of the honoiu'able

Member

for Perthshire,

and

his

own

property, he having been,

distributor, falls within the category of his "

hence, as

practice, includes crests) engi-aven

denounced subjects

still is, its

moveable goods and geir

in the Act,

and

upon
is

;

"

and

it,

comes within the very

class of

thus not only subject to the penalty of a

but actually to be escheated in toto to

fine,

and

has imwarrantable and unmatricidated arms (which, by Exchequer

it

Her Majesty.

This certainly

follows ex terminis of the Act, that has not yet been superseded, on the

contrary,

The

tion on an
to view,

way

at least is

it

still

in part enforced.

writer will forbear adding

assumed

and which he

in his power,

it

more on such grievous

right, that the
is

visitation

and

inflic-

exponent cannot be supposed favourably

legally entitled to object to,

and question

in

any

not being, as above, duly sanctioned or authorised.

We may

perhaps have dwelt rather long upon the preceding ungrateful

To

complete, however, the present investigation, although clearly not

topics.

descended fi-om Sir William

—no

Stirling, the

doubt a very convenient and

insignia

m

pgrf^m.
cUuiing

Gadder cadet, before and

eligible

ft

toThe°

specially

than in virtue of a matriculation in the

previously enforced

toties guoties to the

all the

1592)

in

day

shall " (one year or

any manner

?™oiiai.

expressly ordains the escheating of amiactuaf

such goods and geir as shall haye iimvarrantaUe armes ingraven on

them"

tion of
certain

after

1300

person for a complimentary and

unrestrained genealogist to pitch upon as an ancestor to a visionary pedigree

and see
„

gg^ ^^^^

ment,' toi.

gs"^!^'"

'
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Fully to
refute

any

Keir claim
to a Cadder
descent,
inquiry

next

mooted
into the

in behalf of a

favoured

party— it may

still

be asked,

is

there any other

way

or

means, even by hook or crook, to connect the Keir family with the Stirlings
Properly to answer this, it may necessarily be incumbent to
of Cadder ?

go into the question of the Keir pedigree or descent, and fully to broach
and sift it Avhich accordingly we will now endeavour to do, subsequently
;

ti-ue A'ci/'

origin

and

ilesoent.

drawing from the investigation requisite and relevant results and conclusions.
In this

way

especially, to use the

nullity of Janet of Gadder's
it

"

a

No

words partly

maniage

iu the decreet of the original

in 1541,

we may be

lirincipio tenuisse" et " viribus snhsistere posse

able to see

de jure."

small uncertainty prevails as to the origin of the Keir family, which

involved in obscurity, nor have any fair or authorised attempts been yet
to fix

it

to

an individual

uncertain.

is

made

The Keir Performance has been
the endeavour to make them remote

Strivilin stem.

shown to be completely unsuccessful in
cadets of the admitted chief and principal Cadder stock
Quite

how

;

and even Father

Hay, who figured before and after 1700, an eminent antiquary
and a great collector of family gleanings, writs, and muniments,

in his day,
is

here at

and, iu absence of aught else, is driven to infer that the Stirhngs of
Keir are descended from " Henry, third son of the Earl of Huntingdon,"—
And the difficulty is rendered manifest by
notion apparently untenable.*

fault,

the deep unavaihng researches which were instituted by the Keirs in the hope
* The former, too, was the -well-knowii author of an essay on the origin of the royal
family of Stuart, and of a Vindication of
Elizabeth Mure from the Imputation of being
a Concubine, published respectively in 1722 and

and in a volume of MS. and genealogical
by the said Mr Eichard Aug. Hay,
of Saint Genovefs of Paris,
Regular
Canon
Prior of the Pieremont, which was his full
style and description, we have as follows, under
1723

;

collections

cause borne there."

Then he

worth noticing in the accounts or traditions of
the Keir origin. The Keir editor is here so

be-

Sir James,

and empty possibilities)'
^'
pe7'ha2>s" of Sir
to have recourse to a mere

anee, p.

James Dalrymple, who

named Brechin,

for this re

fereuce to
see Keir

three buckles or" (indisputably, as was seen, the
Keir arms). " In some heralds' books the bend

borne in the toune of Strivelyne, as another of

J,^S^ej;^r^^2i,

far pressed as to be obliged (in his usual pre-

dilection forperchances

the same Earle's sones was

and adds, that

Henry, third sone to the Earle of
Huntingdone, descend the Stirlings of Glenesk,
who failed in ane heir female " (dii-ectly certainly), "married upon the Lindsay and the
Sterlings of Keir." There is nothing further
of "this

date 1700 (in the matter in question), that
" Stirling beareth, argent, on a bend ingrailed,

is CTiiles" (this is an instance moreover of the
beudbeingofasANGLiiNAET tint, the family being
here truly of the cameleon kind). Then he adds
" The first that had this name is said to have
been Henry, sone to David, Earle of Huntingdone, brother to King William, because he was

explicitly gives his

authorities for the latter facts,

Perfonn4.

figured as late as last

century, that a Walter de Striveling in the
reign of David I. "was the predecessor of Stirlim/ of Keir," which unsupported idea, as it
truly is, even if well founded, would not con-

nect the latter with Cadder.

As

to Nisbet's

concurrent notion, the former also quotes," probably derived from Sir James, as above, it is

but of a

little

moment, and he was more

herald than genealogist.

of a

2

See

iWd
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of discovering even an interest in the question sufficient to enable

them

to

oppose DrumpeUier in 1818.
All

we here

work

find material in the Keir

at the earliest date, resolves The

into one abstract writ or grant in 1338,' that introduces us to a
cf

J

7

'

jy

'

"Johannis

1

de btriiveLyne, simply

so styled,

and therein proved the husband of Mary,

aunt of " Johannes de Ergadia, Dominus de Lome," whereby he conveys the
lands of Rathorane and others, in
suis,"* strangely without

iso-

;iestriveHn
^^ 1338,
t^e pre-

p^ ''"

exclusively to her, " et heredibus
Y^°^^^^'

Lome,

any mention of her husband

as a party, or in the least on?"

of his heirs, he figuring but as an appendage to the lady.

The Keir compiler

'^

b^In**

chooses to omit, in his account of the grant, in this certainly the appropriate gSnt o£
place, the destination of the

be seen, to the Ms

lands, so important, as will

subsequent pedigree, and necessarily to his

He

client.

assumes merely that

the gi-ant was to her, " on the occasion of her marriage " but as she

wife,

nonJ!"""^

;

styled there the ivife (" uxori

"),

" .Johannis de Strivelyne," she

been pre^dously married to him, perhaps long before
in

such settlements there

tion, as their basis,

ing

—

is

or, in

;

while, as

is

must have
is

per/or^!'"
193"'

^

notorious,

always allusion to the actual matrimonial connecother words, the occasion of them

or mention of the dos, or dowry.

—

here want-

This holds in the present day, and

antecedently in the same century, in 1363-4, David IL (as superior) confirms the grant

and concession which

Sir

Roger de Mortimer made to Mar-

garet de Mcneteth, " sjioiise sue " (not uxori, as in the prior instance, and

here denoting his betrothed), of the lands of Fouhs, Perthshire, " in liberam

dotem, antequam matrimonium inter eosdem

in facie ecclesie

Something of the kind, though certainly not

fuerat."^

to such excess, for the

credit of the Stirlings, might be thought to have intervened

John, on the occasion of his maiTiage to Mary, the Lorn lady

whence
seen,

it

it

might beggar fancy to imagine.

deserved,
* This

or the dos could come, as things stand,

is

was the homage of
indisputable.

Eathorane

is first,

in

Marie

Qt

heredibus suis," while the

clause of warrandice, that so far exhausts the
grant, is still '' sihi" {undouUedly Mary alone

by the

context) " et heredibus smw."
John
nowhere appears, but incidentally on one occasion as a sequence to Mary, as her husband,

on the part of
although from

;

as will immediately be

All he could

his heart, or " starh love

the dispositive clause, given unrestrictedly to
Mary, " et heredibus suis," and in the Tmewlas,
"dicte

and

celebratum

offer to her, as she

and kmdness," as was

in the dispositive clause.

This would seem
husband being, in our law at least,
ordinarily held no secondary, but rather a pro-'
minent party— indeed, there accounted "c£i(?singular, the

nior j^rsona,"' and requiring

full and explicit
copy in all essentials
of this rather unique charter, both to modern
and antiquarian apprehension, with some fur-

mention.

But

for a full

ther remai-ks, see

Addenda,

p. 187, (fcc.

No.

I.

Da-ridu.,
p. 33,
No. 80.

—
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long ago grajihically tendered bj another male party of old, precisely in

The aunt

situation contemplated.

of the

Lord of Lorn,*

as

tlie

we may conclude,

not a chicken in 1338, and her admirer might have been but poor when they
married, especially the latter, so that the subsequent kind grant by the head of

may have been

her house

affections are

sometimes

the meridian of

fickle

was as

life, it

and as men's

in part to supply the deficiency;

and changeable, added to Mary not being

well,

in

under the peculiar circumstances, that he

should secure her independently in the property conveyed.

original
Keir pedigree, from

abovc information we must content ourselves for a long space,

AVitli tlio

Complete

bcuig uotlung morc about this John Stirling, while there

tlicrc

From 1338,

as to his issue.

is

utter silence

the date of the above soUtary grant,
"^

previous

down

to

_

??oo'°,
133o, down

1414,

it

but a tabula rasa, and an extraordinary blank in the descent.

is

•'

John thus prcscnts

*8

as far
records
are con
corned.

himself, both in regard to the past

and

future, as a

naked

Like Adam, legally he has

rock springing up in the middle of the ocean.

neither father or mother, nor, indeed, any connection save his wife, to whose

he

side

owing

is tied,

his

though no blood

name and

relative.

He

we may

existence alone,

in law stands quite isolatedly,
say, incidentally to

her grant,

without the designation gi-atuitously given hira in the Keir Performance, and

more preposterously

still,

empty superincumhence of a

fictitious

ancestry with

which he has been there saddled.
Tlic cxpcdicnt of the Keir editor in this

Desperate
expedient
in the Keir

bc expcctcd from him.

supply the

gomc

i

degi'ce
to
°

deficiency,

bypoaciimo: upon

and more

•

t

i

In order to

compensate
'

for

it,

n^^
fill

emergency

is

quite

what might

up such a palpable vacuum, or

in

....

and make the Keir family tree

less

naked

he has recourse to his old petitiones principii and

efflorescent,

•'

Bccausc a Joliu dc StnA'clin

See Keir

anco°™.'i5,
rit'ies

i

J.

J.

gratuitous assumptions.

fanimes
I

p

"

—who

at the

same time

is

contradictorily

represented as "Jocus de Sherlynghong"^ (a strange designation seemingly,
indeed, a jocose

hit,

alien to Strivelin, so

making the party

stated, in a historical account, to

have been taken

and perhaps quite

quoted
tiiere.

thoroughly different),

is

prisoner at IlaUdon in 1333, tlius antecedent to 1338,

and only genuine notice of the John

first

latter

*

She

soror

is

— that

gadia,

Stirling in question, therefore the

must be presumed to have been the former, and
c&Wed Amita of John de Ergadia,

in 1338, a classical term, explained as Patris
is,

who had

here, sister of

Alexander de Er-

considerably predeceased

John

when we have the

entitled to his military

de Ergadia, his son and heir, figuring, as proved

by the
See

liotuli Scoiie, as far

ibid., vol.

i.

p.

101, &c.

back as 1311.
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and aggrandisement of the Keir pedigree

valour, for the illustration

support of which borrowing of foreign plumage, there

proof

and the editor

;

is still

touslj here styling another
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&c.

more reprehensible

John

not a shadow of

is

in unqualifiedly

Strivelin, stated to

and

gi-atui-

fallen in the

have

In

!

same

battle, "his cousin."

Moreover,

it

being historically transmitted that, in 1339, a John de Strive-

a vahant squire,

lin,

at the siege of Perth, the editor, with his usual assur-

fell

him with the husband of the lady of Rathorane

ance, immediately identifies

y*

and

also,

without the

least vestige of proof, says,'

in the order of succession of the Keir ancestry.

7

"he was/amer

He

75

i?

1

i
;

next

ot the

see Keir
Perform-

ance, p. is.

here again

" Calls forth living waters from the rock,

He

calls forth children

'

See

p. 3.

denounced by Churchill.

after the fashion of Guthrie so

But notwitlistanding these

from the barren stock,'"

shifts

and desperate

resources, to

which he has

been reduced in order to add decoration and efflorescence then to the untractable Keir stem,
It should

be borne in mind that the Strivelins were a numerous race, even

before 1300, and
Christian

much more

place, there
II.,

afterwards, and that in the 14th century the

name of John was held in especial favour

families of the name,

David

a branchless trunk, bare and naked as ever.

it is still

the Fihulati, and, the Stellulati.

i. e.,

was Sir John de Strivelin, a military character

who, espousing

two principal

in the

Baliol's cause

became an English knight and baron

;

(^. e.,

of

In the

first

in the reign of

turning renegado), eventually

whom more

hereafter.

Then

there

was a John Strivelin, who obtained the lands of Kinnedy from Robert Bruce.^

And Lord

Ilailes,^

being at the battle of Halidon in 1333, one of
other
"

made

prisoner.

Then

whom was

there was a great knight, Sir

Dominus de Glenesk,"* who cannot be proved dead
upon Catherine,

his chief succession devolved

it

is

believed,

had

collateral

noticed " Johannes de Strivelyn,

male

till

relatives.

first

Strivelins

killed,

and the

John de Strivelin,
and

heiress,

and

Earl of Crawford, he

Dominus de Kader," head

^^It^J^^

^92"'

criuford
chest,

of the great

of
uniformity
by the peculiar
and import
L
>
J

de Strivelin), who,

in

original

their cumber-

•'

possessions inherited from the Vicecomites

Lord
*J'<^.^

And, moreover, may be

house of Cadder, admitted by the Keir Performance to be chief of the
Stu-lings (and distinguished

i», No. 97.

1357; and though sAsby

his daughter

Alexander Lindsay, her husband, father of David
yet,

John

quoting from Knighton, apprises us of two

bortson°s

1368, under

nauld Charter-chest,

—
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that description Avitnessed an obligation by Malcolm Fleming, "

Dominus de

Biger," as tutor to bis son Patrick, in favour of Robert Erskine of Erskine, in
reference to the lands of Dalnoter.

And

Quite
futile

may be

such being the case (while these

and

would be

far

from being the only

and preposterous to hold that the

irrelevent

instances of the kind),

the attempt.

preceding John Stirlings, for the glory of Keir, resolved into, and lost their
identity, but in

must be tributary and

latter

is

whom,

—namely,

subservient,

as would

stated and concluded

Stirlings, including

the Keir ancestor, rather an

like the queen-bee, in status

a

while, on the other hand,

;

idle

one John Stirling

abstract personage, to

adopted what

it

him of the

obtain, in

and importance,

no small degree,

by the Keir editor

if

all

we

in regard to the

some of the j^receding John

fortiori,

more famous and

Stellulati tribe, far

influen-

tial,

might better claim the same as a cadet or subordinate, and require

him

to follow in their

wake

they then holding, by the way, the very status,

as has been shown, most lamely

and impotently, arrogated by the

editor to

the Keir family, as supreme over the other Stirlings.
Misrepresentation
here of
Keir work.

William
Stirling,
infeft in

Eathoran,

who

is re-

trospectively
proved to

The Keir Performance next expUcitly

who never is proved so styled, and thi-ough his wife alone had
an interest in any lands, he being otherwise unprovided, " was father of

Rathoran,"

William of Strivelyn of Rathoran."

This

no evidence of such

only proved, retrospectively, by a docu-

ment

as late as

nave died
in 1393,

died, infeft, in

filiation.

It

is

is

truly unauthorised, there being

"WilHam

1423, to be shortly adduced, that a
1393, in the lands of Rathoran

may be
presumed

that John Strivelin^ " of

states

destination in the original Rathoran gi-ant in

;

had

Stirling"

which, coupled with the

1338 (and we now

see

its

im-

heir of

John de

jjortance,

though so strangely at

first

omitted or disregarded by the Keir

Strivelin

(never
otherwise
so described) in
1338, but

whether
as son or

grandson
is

editor) to the heirs-general of

lin"

—
—may

while there appears to have been no other intervening title-deed or

right

See Keir
Perform1

ance, pp.

induce the legal presumption that he, William, was her heir.

as the doctrine,

uncer-

tain.

Mary, the disponee, wife of " John de Strive-

sarily, at

As thenas much

pater

est

And

quern miptice demonstrant, will here apply neces-

the same time, his also, but in what degree

it

is

impossible to say.

marriage had been at least in 1338, or even earher, he
their grandson as son.

may have been

Indeed, as Rathoran was granted to

Mary's

15, 16.

heirs-general, quite irrespective of John,
heir, of

it

might have been taken by a different

a subsequent marriage by her with another StirUng.

mitted that this

is

an unlikely

probable and to be presumed

alternative,

But

and the antecedent one

—only the Keir

is

it is

far

ad-

more

editor should not, after his occa-
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is

On 11th January 1423, Luke
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assumed the

sional careless fashion, witliout evidence, have explicitly
in question, for precision

&c.

filiation

in genealogy.

Stirling (to give

him properly

his English Luke

Stir-

ling of

or Scottish name, he being affectedly stj'led LuJcas in

tlae

Keir Perfor- Ratheme
1414

(in

mance^),''

was by a retour served heir of the above William Stirhng,

in the preceding lands of Rathorane,

which supplies the

and

existence of William, merely retrospective,

all

that

his father, and

sole evidence of the
is

known of him,

as

the next or second link in the Keir pedigree.^

So
yet

Keir origin and early descent

far the fact in part stands as to the

known

has not a

By

—

—

as

Valuable
infonuation

about the

names
Lnlce and
Peter.

1

favour.

16, 17.

the alliance of John de Strivelin, their presumed patriarch, with Mary,

admitted, was the hen- of a northern princely house, at least not inferior

* The Keir editor also is
at pains to show^
that " the Christian name of Luke is of great
antiquity in the earldom of Stratherne," where

first figures.

This

insignificant matter, like others

See Keir
Pertonn-

lays stress

ance,
p. 16, note.

is

rather an

on which he

— not ovei-looking his edifying

topic

I).

4,

mero,"
is

&c., "Peter de Strevelyne," &c., actually
a witness, with the valuable information of

its

chest

Matthew is a kind of heir-loom in the great
house of Montmorency iu France, and was also
used by that of Lennox in Scotland; while
Mark was cherished by the Ker family on the
Borders. And into this category we may, de

Lovat," &c., " to Peter de Strevelyne and John
his eldest son " in 1407, and so on, &c. &c. 'Tis

admit Luke, without being obliged to
resort, like the Keir editor, to the cumbersome
and inferior instance he quotes, of "Lvlce,

special contents,

being

still

extant in the Southesk charter-

— though strangely the date, however not

unprecedentedly in the work, be withheld.
But this is not all we further learn there
was another charter by " Hugh Eraser, Lord of
;

a pity, indeed, the editor had not been as express and communicative in his other authorities,

at least as imjiortanf, in respect to

seen,

he

man

said,

is

whose
and even custody, we have

so capriciously mute.

" He swore by St Peter
To maie out the metre;

The Lish-

"

Inchafiray,

and similarly we might hold the former strives
with his Peter for a make-weight to his work

point.

though, alas less effectually, and, it may be said,
without rhyme or reason. The better or more

which he seems sapiently to cite as
a recondite and decisive one in so critical a
Ibid.,

the Stirlings," for " in a charter by Hugh de
Eraser, Lord of Kynnell, to William de Ca-

The Chrisnames of the Evangelists were in great
request from the earliest times, and appropriated by families generally throughout Europe.
Thus John predominates everywhere
and

son of Theobald, son of William, the son of
Clement, Lord of Pethlandy, in the middle of
the 13th century," from the Chartulary of

ineluding
note 6.

comes the mirabile dictu, that "Peter
to be used by the Angus branch of

contmued

of redundant petty orthographies.

2}lcmo,

•>

note,

tian

;

h

Again, the rare and unknomi
peculiarly requires illustration

name

;*

and

of Peter
first,

a

" Peter,

son of Walter de Strevelyne," circa
prominently introduced as the second
Keir ancestor, though iu reality as much so
1160,

See Keir

ance, pp.

little in its

he of Eatherne

3

gree.

but, in another view, necessary fairly to complete the subject, it Perform-

aunt of John, Lord of Lome, before 1338 (certainly at a remote epoch), who,
it is

1423).

the son and
heir of the
previous
William,
the next
link in the
Keir pedi-

is

as of the present writer ;

and then, in a copious

I

adequately to illustrate the vocable in question,
we might have suggested Peter the Great of
Russia, Patrick the Irish saint, or, grander still,
St Peter at Rome, whose beloved sons (putting
aside the

Angus

Peters) are so known, and daily

vociferating in the

Cowgate of Edinburgh,

See ibid..
Chartu-

2

lary, p.

209.

—
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to the Lords of the Isles (and not improbably their head),

him
See Addenda of
this Chap1

been a man of rank and condition

to have

male

line of the ancient

Keir

is

though the Keir

;

II,

Lords of Lome," as

their nearer descendant,

de Strivelin,
of
Keir pedi-

how
may be

still

editor, as

in styling the above potentate the " last of the

mark

usual, overshoots the

we may conclude

it

were to make

which

contrary to

is

appear that

it

ter, p. 189,

&c., No.

—

And

fact.^

William

whether sou or grandson, must have been a person

Jolin's heir,

higher rank, in right of his ancestrix Mary,

have been a daughter of Lorn.

And

whom we may

the exponent can also prove

hold to

—by new

gree,
it

evidence, which

not in the Keir Performance, but which will here be intro-

is

in luK statu.

duced

in tlie sequel

—

that

Luke de

Strivelin, in

1393, who, as son and heir of

William, will come next in the succession, was explicitly styled, in 1425,
" noble," with other creditable epithets, from

through good and

eligible alhances,

whom

the main descent of Keir,

can be legally traced down to the present

moment.
Hence, in the

Circum-

first

place,

he

may

indulge in the proud vaunt

stances in
its favour.

it is

impossible to prove the

actually existed, as

which

—

to all

who

means of probation

must be evident,

There

is,

of his race,

And, secondly, that

it is

searches, which are

—

it is

who

are not a

and a reasonable hope
still

unsuccessful,

five centuries

;

and narrowed

proud of their

little

that,

by future

demanded, they may succeed

we may yet complimentarily admit

pedigi-ee.

good terminus a
.?'(?con tinned

re-

in attaching themselves,

And

even

if

in their instance

" Certa retro series gentis, sed ciijus origo,
Ut foils oceani latet "

Luke

Stirling, originally slender in his

certain.

having been

not so easy to establish, even in the case of some of

at a remote period, to a dignified appropriate Sthling stem.

Batheme,
though
when un-

which

ancient, having

more than

for considerably

therefore, in the case of the Keir Stirlings, a

to start from,

it

are acquainted with the state of our records

our noble and historical famihes,

quo

mean man

first

well allied and noble at the outset.

quired

at

some of our great famihes aim, and on which they even plume themselves
that

means,
niay then
have had
no lands,
but afterwards ac-

—

!

Luke

Stirling,

been slender

on the death of William his father

in his

means

—

in fact, to

in

have had no lands

1393, appears to have

—

for neither

he or

his

descendants are proved actually to have possessed Rathorane, or drawn the
rents,
is

whatever then- right

;

he not

till

only stated in the Keir Performance,

1423

—

at least

if

even then

;

and he

which must have had access to the best

information, to have " acquired " Ratherne or Wester Ratherne

;

but this

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
may

not liave been

adduced
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evidence either

happens

above work.

in the

property that Luke was

first

It

was by

alternations not

Stirhng was,

fortune,

it

may

condition,

uncommon

we may
be

in ure

—

nation, a regrant of the lands of

m

Luke

the world.

of spirit and address, aHifex suce

founder of the Keir family

an heir worthy of any.

styled.

—by those mischances and

to have retrograded

man

conclude, a

said,

this comparatively small

known, and always afterwards

In such circumstances, the family would seem

;

and, being also of rank

In 1414 he obtained,^ upon his resig-

Wester Ratherue, howsoever acquired, from

Euphemia, Countess of Stratherne, the superior, with limitation to
"
styled " delecto arniigero nostra
and the heirs-male of his body ;

—

;

by

him

—

Luke

in tho

fex/ortmice
snce, and,
properly,
t*'®.^®''"

i

g^g ggj^

clartu-

ioijm.

whom

"Willielmo de Strevelyne Domino de Cadare" with remainder to

failing, to

his

is

in support of this assertion, far less of the date of the acquisition,

as so often

and

No

considerably after 1393.

till

&c.

reason,

it is

said, of

an

entail to

be made between them, which will

elicit future comment.
The Keir editor, according to his fashion, represents
these parties here as "cousins "
an interpolation for which there is no excuse.

—

There

is

no proof either here or elsewhere of their being respectively so

or of such relationship between them, the

known import

of a "

Scotch cousin," and

Coimtess Eupheinia

and

may

,

,

,

Scotland,
voi.'i. p.

U3.

literally de-

proved by these instances
In Lord Hailes' Annals there is the follow-

alia, is

:

ing passage

:

—

Hume,

p. 197.

in his

of

Henry

Her &grandI.

Hence,

Mr

Criminal Laic, notices a case in

the process he was a bastard.^

The above a fortiori supports the remark
;

this respect) it

in

the more striking.

was applied

to

Even by

commoners not
Thus, in

4

Regjst

a pension by David II. of five ^"o^'i''
merks sterling,* " Eoberto de Anandia con- 203.
is

sangiiineo nostro ; "

and another by the same

prince
of the fee of the Thauedoms of Kincarr
5 Ibid.
dine and others, " dilecto consanguineo nostro n, No.

,

^

Waltero de Lesley militi."
If there had been an actual relationship between the pai-ties, the settlement by Luke de
Strivelin of "Wester Eatheme, in 1414, might
have been first to himself and the heii-s-male of
his body,

nostro

and, owing to this broad application

is

in a near degree of relationship.

1340, there

1621, where a pursuer declares he " is cousincjgerman " to a party, though it transpires from

the text

deed vice versa,

tess'of°"°

absence in

the sovereign (who would have more reserve in

was styled the cousin of Henry II."
Even comparatively in modern times,

I

all blood-relatives, its

illegitimate as well as legitimate, which, inter

according to the language of those times, she

ir

of " cousin" to

to Euphe-

Robert inTjil™"

the ease of Keir in reference to Cadder, or in-

mother was a bastard

w

She was daughter

noted 6?ooc?-relatives, so broad was its import
as occasionally to comprise such as were even

Bichard,' Viscount of Beaumont.

ii'Naugh-

being rather lavishly bestowed.*

heiress of David, Earl of Stratherne, eldest son of the marriage of

In the year 1186, "William the Lion, of
Scotland, " maiTied Ei-mengarde, daughter of

3

more remarkable, owing to the He was

especially attract our regard.

* Wtile " cousin " always and

J,

its

styled,

whom

(i. e.,

Domino de
body.

failing,

" dilecto consanguineo

Luke's) Willielmo de Strevelyne,

Cadare," and the heirs-male of his

p.
ivi.
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II.

with Euphemia Rose, hence lawful from

from the issue of that prince by his

owing to a speciality or demur

Ws very birth. He

first

connection with Ehzabeth Mure,

in their case, according to

gether grounded upon the naked question

common

marriage), and on such footing, at

express entail of the Crown, by

may be viewed

some (not

alto-

of legitimation by subsequent
law, might have been preferred

This, however,

to the latter in the royal succession.

distinguished

is

Act of Parhament

in

Luke

as a princess of the blood,

was precluded by the

1373

but as Euphemia

;

many

Stirhng, like

of as

high rank in om- day, might also well attend upon her as above, especially
1 See here,
p. 185.

.

But how

striking
difference
at this

.

.

in a feudal age, in the capacity of

an " armiger

,,

Strikingly are the vicissitudes of life

and of Luke her

spectively of the Countess,

,

.

or squire.

exemphfied in the heirs

re-

Her

squire, at the present day.

moment

and standing

between

dircct heiT of line,

Euphe-

Earl David, her father, in reference to the Earldom of Stratherne, was

mia 9

heirs

sentatives
and Luke's.

in her shoes exactly as she did in those of

'

'

Barclay Allardice of Urie (through his AUardice descent), so
-^ certain circles,

and recently deceased, who

Earldom of Stratherne,

identical

Page

111.

his

work

" It

entitled

descended, and that, too, in om*

of

Mr

words of Sir Bernard Burke

indelicate to

own

But

day.

make mention

of

it,

it is

name

may

ing what

in

known

to

that the only daughter and heir

However lamentable

of Ritchie.

man

of low degi-ee

this degradation of ancient

marriage has the singular advantage of possess-

be, the heir of this

is

;

and even royally

a fact too well

Barclay Allardice united herself in marriage with a

of the

blood

it

and Airth

Vicissitudes of Families :^

painful to allude to a mescdliance of one nobly

is

render

in the

known

in such character claimed the

as well as those of Menteith

and what followed we may narrate
2

w^ell

Mr

believed to be a well-founded claim to one of the oldest and

gi'eatest of the

earldoms of Scotland, and to the honour of being represent-

atire of one of the princes of the blood-royal of that country."

Such

is

now

tlie

direct heir of

Euphemia, Countess Palatine of Stratherne,

Luke's superior and mistress in 1414
able

Member

for Perthshire,

;

while his representative

Laird of Keu-.

A

is

the honour-

prior Stratherne or Allardice

heir here might cast the

same anxious melancholy glance upon the

as the captive prince did

upon the revolving wheel of the car of

which he was bound, so
Luke, progressing in
Keir, from

Norman

incident,

Sesostris to

figurative of the revolutions of fortune.
hfe,

came

to acquire, in 1 433, a wadset of the half of

Leslie of Rothes, while he

had held lauds

in the

barony

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
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at length, in 1448,
"^
,

m
,

an absolute and

full right to

year his seal of arms

is

To one

the former.-^

of the transactions

appended, being the same as

on a bend dexter, also corresponding with the

met by

ance, p. 17.

Leslie's, three buckles

This, as formerly

Stirlings'."

stated, is the Jirst instance of the armorial insignia of Keir.

earUer, that can be only

that

see Keir
Performi

There

none

is

a gross misrepresentation^ (of which there

may

^ ibia.

3

see here

1I2.

be too many) of the Keir editor, already exposed, of Luke having inherited

them

— and

his family having thus a prior right thereto

—from that

bear and visionary ancestor. Sir William Stirling in 1292
the buckles on a chief, and, as

of any j^cirvenu as of Keir.

unquestionable,

is

It

may

really surprising

is

;

who, however, bore

be as

how

true bug-

much

the ancestor

the editor can, as he

cooUy does, descend to such vain misrepresentations and mere assumptions.

Luke does not appear

armiger or

to have attained a higher dignity than

Luke only
an armiger

squire
(being
so far unlike Sir John, the Cadder representative in the "pre^
^
_

vious century,

who then held

the superior

title

of knight), of which an addi-

According to the Keir Performance,

tional notice will be given in the sequel.

squm,
and never

or

knight; a

^^^^^l.

he "died" between 10th December 1449 and 13th April 1452,* and was sue- ""f^ef in
ceeded by his eldest son and heir. Sir William Stirling, the first knight of the centm-y.'

and Keir,° he having acquired the other half of

family, styled of Ratherne

and hence consolidated the whole of that property
^

Keir,

^

again was succeeded

who

by

stated in the Keir

is

uniting and

and

son

his

work

heir.

"^

in his 'person

a

•

.

the barony of the Keire."

This,

.

it is

.

.

believed,

.

barony, and extunc the family

may be

...
—

is

.

the

styled baronial

first

that

mention of such

is,

obviously, as of

the lesser barons, and not of the greater or hereditary barons, or lords of Parlia-

ment, as they were designated.

No

family.

may be

The

with, such, of

of their

editor calls that of Keir an old baronial

so viewed, especially in contrast with

earlier,

fiefs

Ibid,, p.

-'^*-

first

into a

barony (a
lesser one)
in 1473.
^

i^;^

{^.yfpp
*''

^^^'

doubt, as being so since 1473, nearly four centuries ago, they

they cannot be classed with those

much

•>

to have obtained a royal letter in 1473, Keir

annexing all his lands into " a barony," to be " calht perpetually
r

ibid., p.

who

;

William Stirling of Keir,

Sir

•>

who had

many

of a later date

;

but

their lands erected into baronies

See the
Errol
instance in
the pre-

and have transmitted the honour to existing descendants, or ™"s
which we have instances, who obtained grants from the monarch ^J^t^
as far back as the twelfth century, to be held " sicut unus haro-

niim meormn."

Unduly

to eke out the Keir family to that epoch,

thus exaggerate the importance of

Keii",

and

has been reserved for the notable

Keir Performance, and secondary or subordinate writers.

—
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Sir

The most remarkable

William

feature in

tTie

having been of the party opposed to his sovereign James

charged

his

murder of
James III.

even been charged
with his murder.
^
has been against

Ex

See

liim, it

may

it

'

" which provides,

be the

'25.

and he has
./

its

Ferrerius,

who has

cheval de guerre, to " exculpate

*^^ Laird of Keir of any part in the assassination of James TIL," an
Parliament, which

See Keir

;

be said mainly to rest on historical authority.

already been spoken to^) brings forward as

pos^ition,

work

III.

'

life, is

However ogeneral the clamosa fama

The Keir Performance (throwing out of the question

His exhere in the

1

preceding Sir William of Keir's

Act of

"almost cotemporary with the event,"

asserts to be

command and

^

and

advertisement of om- sovereign lord

X)
'

'

the King,' that

'

eschewing and ceasing of the heavy murmurs and

for the

noise of the people of the deid

....

lord's father

his person,
'

(death)

'

and slaughter of our sovereign

that the person or persons that put violent hands on

and slew him, are nocht punished,' a reward should be given to

any who should make known those that were the overthrowers of the

King with

their hands,'

James IV. being

known and punished

tors be
'

'

'

maist desirous

'

that the

after their demerits,' calling the

'

perpetra-

murder an

odious and cruel deed,' and a reward of one hundred merks' worth of land

is

offered for the discovery."

This

is all

it

literally gives or says of

or where

Acts of

add

ment', vol.

trary again to the

its date,

at the Very

it

may be

mode adopted

We

the deficiency.

find that

the Act, without condescending to

entered in the Acts of Parliament
in all regular discussion

—

so

we must supply

actually passed February 20,

it

—con-

1491-2

—

Lfndsay's'^

thrund-

while the assassination of James III. occrn'red as far back as the 9th of

p^Ye™'"'

1488.^

It

the event,"

hence

is

it

was certainly more than three years and a half

wrong

flagrantly

in the assertion

elsewhere, are disagi-eeably forced to subject
inculpating,

ence

;

or,

—

first,

may be

served better by the
fact,

the passage quoted, however, just as

its

and we here

grand argument

date" (thus

curiously,

" of this Act,

again, as

to the alternatives,* each self-

of either being guilty of extreme carelessness or inadvert-

death of the monarch, than, as was the

From

it

;

secondly, of undue concealment of dates for

argument, which

draws

June

Thus, instead of the Act being, as the work asserts, "almost cotem-

porary with
after.

that

end of 1491, the year then beginning on the 2.5th of March

is,

p. 101.

late

in

the matter,

tlie

purposes of the

Act being immediately on the

long subsequently.
it

stands, the Keir Performance

and contends that "if at the

though erroneously, founded upon, though not given)

and previous

to

it,

rumour had pointed to the Laird of Keir

as
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the guilty person, the King would have been obliged to take cognisance of

murmurs and

him, to satisfy the heavy

"

noise of the people

ergo, the

Laird was innocent.

James

such attempted

actually was assassinated, and there were perpetrators of the crime,

excuipa-

This
III.

as

indeed a

is

little,

Is it not obvious that while

plea or defence.

futile

were criminal prosecutions instituted against such or

in consequence,

aiti indeci-

indeed any; or "the King .... obliged to take cognisance of them," as urged?

There was a golden bridge thus made

for the guilty as for the

whicli equally, in the discussion, favours the former as the latter.

the argument

tell,

accused

To have made

there should have been a specification of accused parties in

the Act, with silence observed as to Sir William Stirling, from which an exception might be construed to his advantage

—

contrasted with the others

-as

But the Act

the object of the Keir Performance in some degree attained.
inculpates none nominatim.,

attempt (as

was deemed)

it

and

it

just i-esolves into such a case as the recent

by the Pope of those concerned

Bidl of Excommunication

—and

to deprive

in the unnatural

him of the Romagna., which has been

likened to firing a " blank cartridge."

"

Nobody," to quote the words of an

able cotemporary print,* which equally apply in the present instance, "

is

The document may be held

as

no person

in

there

named, and therefore nobody need

care.

referring to the northern Itahans generally
particular,

nobody

will say that

he

is

but as

;

it

refers to

one of the persons meant, and nobody,

lay or clerical, can offer practically to apply

it

more than

to any person

another."

And

of course both being identical, the

As

occasion as on the other.

20th February 1491.

They

prosecuted.

all

remained
air,

quiet

say

the

Act proved thus harmless and "

may be

was not so

:

and unconcerned by

there was a solitary exception.
scaithless," there

said to have taken guilt to himself

interval of

more than three years and a

crime, he,

it

;

half,

the

very

we might

lares.

and public

2,

All

!

did

attention, after the

being thereby recalled to the
if

not

absconded from Scotland.

* The Scotsman, April

native

Notwithstanding

its

conclude, on his special account,

next year

their

was one individual who

would appear, as the most guilty party,

petrator, dreading, as

procedure,

parricides were never criminally

under protection of their

we

it

on the one

result obtained

premised, nothing followed on the Scottish Act,

The suspected royal

hearths, inhaling their native
no,

same

I860.

actual per-

more

direct

He was

no

'

,
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See here
Lord Lind-

other, tliougli this fact hitherto

say's Lives
of the Lindsays, vol. i.

ling of Keir in question.

Rome

p. 166,

—

found the means then to betake himself to
" the

head of the Church,

to the

where it is
styled, " and
proved that
the Pope
ence of the
had con-

He

be unknown, than the Sir William Stir-

common

parent," as

protector of Christendom ;" the very place where,

Holy Father,

parties were

—

pardoned

was then

it

by the indulg-

for atrocious crimes,

and

demned the
absolution granted
which, it may be inferred, was the object of his journey.
murder of
James in.
The fact is stated by
George Crauford historiographer of Scotland, author
and acted

—

Mr

accordingly, June
27, 1491.

and of Renfrewshire," the "Peerage of Scot-

of the "History of the Stewarts,

land," with other antiquarian works,

who

figured before

and

Striking

and new
incident in

the matter
stated by
Crauford,
an ap-

proved
authority
of tlie

Keir

work.
See ibid.,
pp. 5, 8, 9.
1

approved and material authority of the Keir Performance,'
gree or account

—

James

II. inclusive,

he next comes to his

" Sir William, the gentleman " (he affirms) "

the horrid murder of

1700, and an

MS. pedi-

in an

of the Stirlings of Keii', preserved in a private charter-

After deducing the descent down to Sir William of

chest.

of

by him

after

King James

heir, in

the reign

Keii-, in

whom we

are interested,

branded with being accessory

to

expiate which" (he adds), "I suppose,

III., to

he went mpilgrima.ge to Rome in 1492, as from his license for that effect."

Such
rate,

is

the natural inference or conclusion drawn by Crauford

we have

gone to

seems

the

Rome

difficult

new striking

at a critical

nowhere

fact,

moment, which,

is

but, at

William having

in the peculiar circumstances,

a blank as to the knight from.

1492

to

May

that after the murder of

it

is

an exaggeration, as usual, on

is

rather

its part,

— who, however, was the head of
— " conferred upon him
Sir William was attached

James

the same party to which

it

18, 1495,

nothing there being disclosed about him during that interval, which
confirmative of the above, while

any

It is singular, too, that in the Keir Per-

otherwise to explain.

formance there

else stated, of Sir

;

III., liis

son

repeated favours," &c.

The

writer does not intend to scan the knight's case too rigorously.

may make

We

allowance for the age in which he lived, and his deep feelings of ran-

cour for the destruction of his fortalice and devastation of his property, ante-

cedent to James
instigated
lies

him

III.'s

no real

would seem rather to prefer a

historical ancestry,

their acts, to one passive or recreant,
It
it

may be

—which,
exculpation — and some

murder, by the royal forces

thereto, although

whom they

may have

Scottish fami-

though questionable in

would deem ignavum pecus.

unnecessary to carry the Keir descent from this epoch downward,

being so notorious and well documented.

of Sir

if guilty,

John of

Keir, that severe

The above

Sir William

was father

and despotic character, who has figured so
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be given in another chapter.

It
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further striking traits

and charac-

would not be edifying to rehearse

again here the episode of Janet of Cadder, or Sir James of Keir's treatment

of her, and

who found

more unnatural and

still

cruel treatment of John, his eldest son,

his principal comfort in his alliance with the family of Lettyr or

widow of a younger member.

Drumpellier, through marriage with the
this,

and much more indeed, we may bid adieu

Having progressed so
and conclusions

for

far,

which

we now come

this

To

for the present.

to the

main point

—

viz.

the results

statement and inquiry were undertaken.

In the first 'place, in what has been submitted, and after every inquiry, no
there

is

not the least trace of relationship between the houses of Cadder and

Keir, not the least tangible connection

;

no proof even of their having been

styled cousins, notwithstancUng the Keir editor's gratuitous assumptions

though

it is

it.

And

this is the

more

striking, as

houses of

Cadder

both famihes

were noted and distinguished, and figured on many occasions

in a

manner

how

so that, if they

;

reiation-

tweeu the

a term of rather loose acceptation with us, and not withheld where

there was any pretence for

transpire in

—

proper

had been

some shape or

been ignored by the Keirs

related, it

other.

—while

On

the contrary,

;

to see

may be

it

by the Gadders

equally

present day sported such a notion

is chflBcult

and even now

it is

prominent
it

— who never

Again,

if

have

tUl the

only done by the Keir

Performance (that wholesale dealer in gratuitous assumptions), which
valent to nothing.

did not

said to

is

equi-

Keir had been, what his work decidedly assumes,

a cadet of Cadder, a junior branch of a family which the editor admits to be
chief of all the Stirlings, then

we might have expected

some Cadder property, given them
tice at the time,

to find him holding

in appanage, according to the usual prac-

and so well exemplified

in the case of

Robert of BanJceir

(afterwards of Lettyr), the Drumpellier ancestor, thus actually portioner of

Cadder ; but

there

is

not a vestige of

it.

John

Strivelin, the first

presumed

Keir ancestor in 1338, stands quite isolated and without property

what

is

wife,

and to which her heir (through the cardinal

;

and,

very remarkable, only shariug what he might have by favour of his
title in

that year^) alone

succeeded, while aU the property of the descendants were " conquest " in

them, and

How

first

acquired under a singidar

title

by

their efforts

opposite the case of the Stirlings of Cadder,

and address.

who uniformly

held

Cadder and Uchiltree, which were both traced to the great Vicecomites de

—the

Strivelin^

chiefs of all the Fihulati Strivelienses

—

as far back as the time

Perform^"

is^ie^^'
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The Stirlings of

of William the Lion, wlio reigned from 1165.

Caclder

the old exclusive patrimony of the

hero
stand in
the shoes of
tho ancient
Vlcccom iks

de

Strive-

liii,

the

chief

Indeed, these estates formed

Vicccomites

;

main inheritance,

the

though accompanied by latter accessories or acquisitions, vrhich yet did not,
as in the Keir instance, constitute their chief property.
agaui, of the Keu* family having taken as their

and

main stock. in

arms

Secondly, the

tliree

fact,

buckles on a bend

1448, about the time when they held of the great and paramount house of

who had

Leslie,

the same bearing, might be accounted for

whereby an

practice

inferior tribe or vassal

peculiar

was accustomed to carry what,

belonged only to the superior.

strictly speaking,

by the

Indeed, as

we have

seen,

the identity of the Keir arms with those of Leslie forcibly struck !Milne the

Of the

antiquary.

few
The

will

The

fact

now be

practice in question,

we have many

examples, of which a

given.

ancient and once numerous house of Innes in

Moray did not

scruple to

of the
Stirlings
of Kcir, in

take as their arms the stars of the paramount Morays or de Moravia there, as

the cu'cum-

they were then called

stances,

bearing
the buclde,

Again,

indecisive,

and

and immaterial.
1

Vol.

many of

cinqucfoils of tlic old Earls of

ii.,

great

Strivelins of the north, as

we have

seen.

the families in Stirlingshire and Dunbartonshire took the saltier

many shires
men had been

that " in

second
under "Mar-

and the

;

Lennox, while on

this

head Nisbet remarks,^

of our kingdom, where our ancient earls, lords,

we

patrons and superiors, there

and

find their armorial

edit.,

figures

more frequent than others

in tlie bearings of

many

of the present

shalling

Arms,
p.

nobility

and gentry, which show their progeniture to have been

vassals to them."

and

In support of which he instances the families of Murrays,

Johnstoncs, Jardanes, Kilpatricks, and others in Annandale,
different tinctures, the saltier

the district
the Hon

;

and he

and

chief,

lOl),

it

bear, M'ith

the noted arms of the Bruces, lords of

M'Duffs

Avas the armorial figure of

Independently, too,

Soo pp.

who

adds that, " in Fifeshire, lions are carried

together with other precedents of the
'

clients

.58.

earls

and

upon account

over-lords of Fife,"

liind.

has been proved that families of the same surname,^

157.

though of distinct lineage and unconnected, took the arms of what was
deenied the principal house, with a mark of difference, ingrailing the chief
heraldic charge, precisely as in the Keir case.
is

Hence, coupling this with what

premised, the Keir arms can supply no satisfactory proof of a Cadder de-

scent.

Leslies,

They may have been taken
or subordinates to the

either as vassals

head and principal stock of the Fibulati

Strivelienses, through merely having the

blood.

and dependants of the

same name, while

aliens

from them in

But, even supposing the Keirs to be inherently Strivcliu, that could
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not benefit them, for they would then only be in the same situation as the
Stirlings of Cragbarnet, Glorat, Ballaga,

buckles, although evidence

&c.,

who

bore the

likewise

them

as yet wanting to prove

is

Indeed, the Keir Performance

with Cadder.
*'

Law,

to be connected

at pains to inculcate that

is

no evidence has been found of the exact relationship of the

127.

Stirling of

first

Craigbernard to the house of Cawder."

Thirdly and
1414, where

it

lastly, as little

may be

good can result to Keir from the

Luke

inferred that

entail in The Ra-

Stirling of Ratherne, his ancestor, grantor
entail in

was to take (though

Cadder

be not explicitly proved) as a substitute of the

this

succession, in the event of the faihu'e of the

male

issue of William,

Laird of Cadder, and where nothing transpires of their being cousins or relatives,

An
sion.

which would bear out the gratuitous assumption of the Keir
entail notoriously implies a deviation

And

editor.

from the regular order of succes-

there was in Scotland, according to a pecuhar bent or usage, a pre-

ference often given on these occasions as substitutes, to parties
to be of the

same surname, though not blood

was somewhat akin to clannish

relations

and

;

who happened
this,

no doubt,

whiqh in these early times existed so

feelings,

strongly in the breasts of our countrymen, or rather, perhaps, to the law of

Thanistry that also ruled in Scotland
states

—and which, without

not always being hereditary

—

as

must

it

in all

rude and turbulent

reference to lawful family representation

—

—

talents

preferred, in the succession, the stronger or

most

powerful of the name, to the weaker.

Such was most probably the case
proof of relationship exists

;

in the

Cadder and Keir

and, from the same

marked

entail, since

predilection, if

no

any

one now ventured to question or derogate from Keir's rights or literary
merits, the exponent

is

persuaded there

is

not a single Drumpellier but

would be ready to exclaim with Chm-chill, nearly
"

The

praise be Stirling's, freely let

The

"wreath

Foe

as I

him

words

:

bear

which genius wove and planted there

am, should envy tear

Myself would

The word

in his

who

it

down,

laboiu- to replace the

" foe " must be here taken

one opposed in an antiquarian discussion

crown

cum grano

!"

salis,

like the present

;

and only to denote
while, on

any other

point than the mere Cadder representation, the Drumpelliers would be happy
that the cause of the honourable

Member

should succeed, and should be

i4i4aiso
*'^"'>''-
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elevated to even higher rank and pre-eminence than what he at present either
possesses or aims

at.

All that has been above said might also hold, a fortiori, with regard to
Luke, whose acuteness, abihty, provident propensity, and, above

the fact of

be proved), combined to render him a very

his being styled "nobill" (as will

desirable collateral taker in the

all,

Gadder

entail in

1414,

failing the direct law-

ful heirs.

Of such pecuHar family arrangements or

Entails
often for-

merly in
favour of
parties not

Indeed, antecedently to 19 th January 1512-13, there
"^

"^

_
_

ig

an entail of the Hamilton estates bv James, Earl of Arran,^ and the heirs•'

laOTul
latives'^^
1

by no means wanting.

settlements, apposite instances are

Great
^^'^

tlr.

male of

his body,

straugcrs at

whom

common

faihng, even to certain spurious offspring (quite

law), including Sir

James Hamilton of Finnart,
This

natural son, to the exclusion of several lawful heirs-male.

may

his

not im-

probably have been owing to the talents and energy of Sir James, so well

known
2

Ibid.

Bastard

in history as the

June 1,1677," the old barony of

Then

of Arran.

Sinclair

was

As

also to

clairs oi

Herdmanston and

cieut desccut

to the former
as Keir

But

:

however, they might just as

Rosses in

tlie

latter,

though of an-

may

of the

Sinclairs

same race

go in proving relationship.

also,

preme citu SOU of the

as their noble namesake.

After a corre-

David Ross of Balnagowan, the head of the ancient

north, heirs-male of the original Earls of Ross, in

tailed his large estates

Lord Ross

upon a General Ross, and

after

distiuct family, being of the

in the case,

in a

Baluagowau process
of Balnagowan, to

the sound of a surname."

in

Norman

was of quite a

Rosses, while they most truly are stated.

1760, to have been

whom
And

1711 en-

him upon a younger

in Renfrewshire, although his lordship

Minutes of
Evidence

famUy

and yet the

upon certain Sin-

further do these cases resemble one another, for the Sinclairs of

sponding fashion,

Before

Sinclair,

much be deemed

so far at least as entails

Herdmanstou bore the same arms

3

;

Lord

and the same surname, were of quite a different stock of

and Gadder,

still

their heirs-male

patent,

settled or entailed, with the origi-

nal precedence, after the direct ispue of John,

by delcent.

by a royal

again,

all

"utter strangers to the

they have no manner of

affinity otlier

than

to give one other instance, of an older date,

supplied to us througli the regulating Errol grants, in the discussion before

the House of Lords in 1797, upon the question of the right to the Errol
dignity.

The

hereditary

ancient earldom of Errol, with the high and transcendent

office

of Gonstable of Scotland, and the estate, was duly settled

and entailed by powers obtained* from the crown, the 16th February 1674,
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failing certain

immediate

heirs-male of his body.
collateral heirs-male
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upon William Hay of Drumelzier, and the

heirs,

Some would hence suppose

that the latter "were Errol

The Hays

but no such thing.

;

&c.

of Drumelzier were only

cadets of the Tweeddale family, who, although from an old and baronial stock,

and bearing the same arms and surname (the arms having the adchtion of

way shown connected with Errol.
showing how it frequently happened

female quarterings), are as yet in no

The above

instances are given, as

that

descent was postponed to other considerations, such as name, favour, or

may have happened in the Gadder and Keir entail in 1414,
which hence need not further demand any attention in the present question.
Were it necessary, numerous other illustrations in point might be adduced
talents

;

and

this

from our settlements and entails of landed

There

is

now
may hence be viewed

hardly any more

descent of the Keir family

estates.

to be offered on this head.

The

original Upon the

as unascertained, yet afford-

original

descent of
the Keir
family iin-

ing scope for the talents and research of the Keir Triumvirate, in whose hands

**'*
may

the question

happy

to

At

at present rest.

the same time the exponent
will be
^

communicate to the proper party, with the same

that has invariably influenced the Drumpelliers, what
or occur to

him

in elucidation of the Keir pedigree

spirit of liberality

may

further ti'anspire

and descent at that

ascertained,
and requir-

|°fes[f a'^''
*'°°'

dis-

tant period.

In the meanwhile, the writer has lighted upon some

p-r>i
Luke otirlmg of Rathcrne,
.

•

•

1

new evidence touching

T-

1

in a private charter-chest.

an instrument,

17th April 1425, exemplifying a decreet of perambulation on a disputed
right of property,

where "p/'oy{(iMS

et

discretus vir Lucas

Ratherne," also therein described as " ane nobill ivorthy
or " armiger," as he
nobility, chivalry,

" aue

had been styled

and nearly

all

in

human

1414

^

and whereby the inquest adjudged "yat ye laudis yat were

as

its

rationem decidendi

wyt ye land of Camlyn

—

quhy 1 "
" yat ye

pertinent), " for

man and

on the one

worthy man, Johne ye Bruse of Gyrsraeston," on the

those described) " suld remain

Stekvylyn* de

(thus combining in

excellence),

"

in

Lilkest'ir-

side,

and

lun'der,

bytTe
'
See Keir
Perform-

^oe, 207.

said Lucas allegit yat he held ye saidis landis

list

of sixty-

.

casting others into

four instances with which the editor has so sue-

2 A

and

is

^

as the decreet graphically asks, to elicit the

eessfully

wi-iter),

him rank,

{Lucas' property,

contributed by the

.

f""^f}}^'^'.

squea?-," l^^^^l f^e

debat" (between

the shade, to add to the felicitous

.

tte following new

other, are litigants

* This is indeed a discovery, being a new
orthography of Stirling (besides a previou.s one
-

in the
time,

mean

•

It is

beneficially favoured the public."

See Keir
Perfunn-

-

ance, r^'^^'

—

—
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Camlyn

of ye

charteris,

and yair upon he schowit

Here then
its

of ye Kiiig William, and so was fimdin of before

is

a

new

lay,

as

is

and quite unknown

cannot but confess he

Luke

possession of

adjuncts or pertinents,

spectable one,

fair evidentis selyt in

felt

an

to the Keir Performance,

interest in

From

it.

—

Clackmannan.

stated, in

his

ye court."

Camlyn

the

i. e.

tyme be

which, with
It is a re-

and the writer

the notice above, that

Lucas held the above lands of King William (who succeeded in 1165), by
his evidents, which,

by some

inferred

—

That Luke,

(1),

might import that he stood

latitude of expression,

in the shoes of a predecessor,

who

them

held

superior merely, as in right of certain other estates

might connect him with a long

remote a period,

at so

was here a crown

so far,

it

was

vassal, instead of a subject

;

and

line of ancestry, as

(2),

That the evidence

owners of Camlyn up to

the time of King William, and enhancing the antiquity of his descent far

beyond

his present state, besides fixing

more evidence was discovered
baffling these

in 1330, that

perty,

and who,

medico

it

it.

But unfortunately

in a certain

measure

being found by an earlier judicial

one John de Fethellis was then proprietor of the pro-

in proof of his

ibidem demonstravit

illustrating

same quarter,

in the

hopes and expectations,

award

and

videlicit

et heredibus suis.

" duas cartas

title

unam

regis

Et aliam cartam

tione terrarum de Camelinge alano
Fythellis hereditarie successit."

filio

cum una

confirmatione

Willielmi Ubere donationis
dicti

Walteri

Here, then,

fihi

Thome

Thome

medici de resigna-

Sioyni cui idem Johannes

we have the

succession to

Cam-

lyn minutely traced through Thomas, probably the King's physician, the

owner, and John Fythellis, his heir,

some time
whether

after

first

which only the

be

Stirlings

to

1330

—

first

rather an old date

must have acquired

it,

though

only in the person of Luke, or by him as heir of a prede-

cessor, is uncertain.

may

down

left to

But

this perhaps,

as material to the Keir genealogy,

I

the Triumvirate to investigate.

1
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&c.

Father's Sister, or paternal Aunt, of Lands of

of Lorn, to ]\Iary, his

Eathoeane,

&c., in 1338.

(Eeferred to at Page 169.)

"

Onmibus has Uteras

salutem in domino.
cessesse, et

visuris vel andituris

Universitati vestre

Johannes de Ergadia, Doniinus de Lome,

notum faccimus per

presentes, nos dedisse, con-

hac *presenti carte nostra confirmasse Marie amite nostre uxoRi Johannis de

Striwelijne, et heredibus suis,

que vocatur Garwpennynge

quinque deniaratas terre de Eathorane

^

et

unam denariatam

[and a few others of but small valuation, one only a haKpenny-

land, &c.], m.Lorne, constitutas, Tenendas et habendas predictas terras, a nobis et heredibus

heredibus

nostris dicte JVL^rie et
plenarie,

amiuatim

cum omnibus

unum

suis,

per omnes suas rectas metas antiquas, libere et

suis pertenentiis Ubertatibus

et aysiamentis.

Reddendo nobis

par calcarium ad festum Pentecostes vel valorem ipsorun

venalia non poterint pro

omni

servitio et

demanda.

Quas quidem

si

reperiri

terras nos et heredes

Mart] et heredibus suis contra omnes viros et mulieres warantiz abimus
Datum apud Perth ia nativitate Sancte Marie, anno Domini miUesimo

nostri sibi [elearhj
et defendeuius.

In cujus

ccc" tricesimo octavo.
rario Scocie,

multis

Domino Miohaele

rei,

&o.

His testibus Domino Malcolmo Kenedy Came-

Scote Milite, Michaele Fisser, constabulario de Perth, et

aliis."

Independently of the husband being accounted dignior jpersona in law, owing to the
admission of females into
century and afterwards,

it

fiefs

(previously only descendible to male heirs) in the thirteenth

became incumbent, with the view of obviating the inconve-

niences and difficulties that might arise therefrom, and
intact in the main, to vest those duties that a svife,

still

when an

preserve the feudal system
heii'ess,

could not discharge,

who was quite adequate for the purpose. On this ground, too, as can be
when she was a Countess in her own right, he sat in Parhament as an Earl,

in the husband,
fully proved,

just precisely as if he

had been personally vested in the

dignity, besides discharging

on

her behalf feudal semces and duties.
All this could not but raise the husband to a greater position than before in 1338, the

j.„^ fy,]

^P-rtularv
*« K^i""

work, p.
198, No.

2.

"
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&c.

date of the preceding Lorn charter, and makes the palpable disregard— nay, almost ignoring

—

John StriveHu, the husband

of

more strange and nn-

of Mary, the grantee there, the

accountable.
1

With

See Char-

tulary to
Keii-

work,

pp. 198,

John de

submission, according to regular practice,

weU

Strivelin, as

as his heirs,

actually should have been included, instead of quite omitted, in the tenendas

quent

mth Mary

clause,

199.

is

1357

—thus

in the

Menteith (and so
"

and

hers, in virtue of theu'

common

evinced by the very next grant in the Keir Chartulary,i

TENENDAS

et

same reign

—

hahendas,"

Strivelin,

and union.

tie

Indeed, this

being a royal confirmation in

proved

of Jolin de

too,

tcife,

Mary's shoes), the noted Carse heiress, of her

far standing in

" Johanni

&c.,

(the former the husband, again,

Marjory de

to

it

and subse-

de Menteith

and standing so

Marjorie

et

spouse sue

John de

far in the place of

estates,

Strivelin)

" et heredibus unter ipsos legitime X'rocrentis seu procreandiis quibus forte deficientibus,
herethbus dicte Mariorie legitime."

.

.

.

" Faciendo inde anuuatim nobis et here-

.

dibus nostris predicti Joannes et Marioria sponsa sua et heredes sui ac ipsius heredibus
deficientibus, heredes ipsius Mariorie predicte servitia de predictis terris,"

&c.,

"debita

et

consueta."

What
placed

—

a contrast between this case and the former, though between parties similarly
^both the females being the

heirs in the properties (though that of Eathorane,

consisting only of penny and halfpenny lands, was but secondary indeed compared to the
amjsle

and rich lands of Carse), and the husbands so

last instance,

most prominently

previous one be absolutely

How

nil.

is

this to be solved

In the mean time, we may add one or two more

WiUiam, Earl of

Eoss, having

no male

Great
Seal Re-

Lesly

gister.

said" '^Waltero de Lesley militi et

;

and though she exclusively was

et

Euphamia sponsa sua
Here

et

•

cases.

1370 obtained a regrant of

Euphemia, who was married

heiress to this noble

Euphamie spouse

sue, ac

eorum
.

to Sir

Walter

was conceived

fief, it

to the

alteri diutius viventi, et
.

.

.

et ipsis

Waltero

heredibus de ipsa Euphamia legitime proereandis fortasse

then "Joanna jimior

Sir Walter, the

though he in the

?

heredibus de ipsa Euphamia legitime procreatis seu proereandis

deficientibus,"

yet the husband, in the

;

as the heir,

issue natiu-ally, in

his Comitatus de Eoss to his eldest daughter,
"

far strangers

manner

figures just in a

filia dicti

comitis, et heredes sui,"

were then to succeed.

husband, precisely in the same situation again with the pre-

ceding John de Strivelin and John de Menteith, and equally a stranger to the family,

is

yet mentioned and introduced repeatedly in a pointed and prominent way, while he after-

wards took the

One

title

of Earl in right of his wife.

instance more,

if

that

be requisite, showing, too, that husbands, so far from

being ignored, Uke Jolm de Strivelin, were in a great measure well remembered, and

even explicitly mentioned, after their deaths, in deeds.
'

Regist.

David II.,
No. )32;
and for
another

in-

stance, see
p. 197,

note.

Mariot Chene, an heiress in her own right, in 1364-5, in half of the barony of Strabrock

and others in Caithness, obtained a royal confirmation of them ' "
inter

ipsam

et

Johannem de Douglas

dicte Mariote et heredibus

procreatis masculis seu femellis " (of

whom

she

is

previously styled " sponse quondam," thus proving he had jjredeceased) " quibus forte deficientibus heredibus predicte Mariote legitimis quibuscunque."

1

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Upon the -whole,
it

be othenvise accounted

at issue,

the writer can only attempt to explain

as

it

of Mary,

Meanwhile

text.

IT.

refuting the Statement in the Keir Performance

Nephew

How

unique.

remains to be seen.

for,

he has done in the

No.
Proof

deemed anomalous and

the Lorn charter in 1338 must be

may, in the point

189

&c.

^

that John,

Wife of John de Strivelin, was " the

Lord of Lorn,

in 1338,

male

line of the

to 1370), "vnthout date, " to

John Lorn

last of the

i

ggg

p_ ig

ancient Lords of Lorn."

(Eefeered to at Page
Charter by David

1.

II.

^

(who reigned from 1329

174).

The

2.

charter in 1338,' adduced

of Eathorane

and

by " Johannes de Ergadia, Dominus de Lorn," of lands

others in Lorn, " Marie amite nostre uxori Johannas de Striwelyne, that

has been sufficiently spoken

in 1353,

and had married an Esquire, Thomas

eldest of

whom

was married

Ro^ert-

No.

2.

^

See p.

<

Scottish

to.

Statement by Fordun,^ that Matilda de Bruce,

3.

„

^°°'? '"'

of all his lands in Lorn, quhilks were Alexander of Lorns, within Lorn."

"

nobih

sister of

by

Isaac,

et potenti viro

David

whom

II.,

died at Aberdeen

she had two daughters, the

"^rrr^iTSs'

Johanni de Lorn, domino ejusdem qui ™l-

"• P-

348.

procreavit ex ea,fiUos et

filias."

Antecedent entry in an Exchequer

4.

EoU

of David

Formartin was in the hands " Comitis de Sotherland,
Isaac

:

"

11.,"

et

that in 1328 the

Thanedom of
Thome

Matilde de Bruce, spouse

5

j„ jjgj.
Majesty's
Register-

thus confirming Fordun's account of the marriage.

House.
5.

Other entry in an Exchequer

EoH

domini nostri regis de mandato."

nej)te

David

of

II.,'

bearing payment " Johanne de

This evidently was the

ivife

Lome

of the preceding

^

John, Lord of Lorn (in the Keir Performance), daughter of Matilda de Bruce by Thomas
Isaac,
6.

and necessarily niece of the monarcL
Winton, one of our most authentic historians or

of the fourteenth centiu-y, and

who

chroniclers,

figured towards the close,

born about the middle

and thereafter gives

account of the descendants of Alexander of Argyle or Lorn (see under No.

Comyn's daughter, who figured before and
"

after

1300

:

—

I.)

this

by Eed

7

ggg y^^,

^Jj'j'^''"

f

"• P- ^''

The thryd douchter of Eed Comyn,
Alexander of Aj-gayl [lU sup.^ syne

Tuk and weddyt til his
And on her he gat intil

wyfe,

„

his lyf

script of

John of Lorn [see No. 2], ye quhilk gat
EwTN of Lorn after that."
7.

Attestation,^ 14th of October 1371,

by
the Eector
^

of

KeUcn, that the widow

denteTnthe
Advocates'
Library,

araongsunof dry others

Eugenius Macyvar "impignoravit" part of her lands in the barony of Glasbrack "Johanni

of authentic writs.

—— —
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Alani Domino de Lorn,"

—

the son of Alan (possibly 'here a casual mis-

^that is, to Jolin,

take for Ewyn), Lord of Lorn.

From

the preceding authorities, then, the Lorn pedigree, witliin the period stated, may-

stand as follows

I.

:

Alexander of Arqtle

daughter of the Red Comyn,
II.

in

or Lorn,

Had a sister, Mary,

by a

had—

proved, in 1338, wife of

John de

Strivelin.

John de Ergadia, Dominus de Lorn,

1338.

He

married Johanna, daughter of

Thomas Isaac by Matilda,
by whom he had

sister of

David

II.,

III. Ewtne of Lorn, who possibly may have
been the same with Alan, proved father of
John, " Lord of Lorn " in 1371 (see No. 7),

and who thus had

issue

IV. John, Lord of Lorn, then

—in

1371

—

existing.

Thus, quite in refutation of the Keir Performance, John de Ergadia, Lord of Lorn
(under No.

(mth

2),

was

not, as it asserts, the last heir-male of the house,

he having had issue

other sons and daughters, see under No. 3) Ewyne, besides the presumed continua-

tion of the male line,

down

at least

till

1372

(see-

under No.

7),

backed

mth

the striking

circumstance of the new dynasty of the Stewarts, Lords of Lorn, not appearing upon Eecord tin the next century.

There

is

often no small intricacy and disceptation in respect even to the higher Highland

pedigrees, that certainly are the better of scrutiny,
duhio.

In the mean time the writer

offers

point in the Keir Performance, aU that he
settle as contended.

and not unfrequently more or

what may be

is

essential

iii

at present interested in,

less in

regard to the above

and which

it

may

CHAPTER

VI.

FUTILE ATTEMPTS AGAIN OF THE KEIR PERFORMANCE, THROUGH THEIR VISIONARY ANCESTOR,
SIR

WILLIAM STIRLING, BEFORE AND AFTER 1300

WHO, THOUGH A BROKEN REED,

IS

UNSUCCESSFULLY RESORTED TO BY THE FORMER IN EVERY EMERGENCY TO CONNECT THE
KEIRS WITH THE GREAT VICECOMITES BE STRIFELIN TRUE DEDUCTION OF THE ORIGINAL

—

ANCESTRY AND DESCENT OP THE LATTER, THE FOUNDERS OF THE FIBULATI STRIVELIENSES
THEIR ANCIENT PATRIMONIES, UCHILTRIE AND CADDER, SO LONG IN THEIR LINE
REFUTATION OP THE PREPOSTEROUS EFFORTS LIKEWISE OF THE KEIR WORK TO CASTRATE
OR IGNORE AS ANCESTORS THE EARLIEST OF THE ABOVE VICECOMITES BE STRIVELIN, AND
TO PLANT IN THEIR ROOM CERTAIN MOTLEY NONDESCRIPT STIRLINGS, AND FURTHER STILL,
TO MAKE THE KEIRS, STILL THROUGH THEIR VISIONARY ANCESTOR, SIR

WILLUM

STIRLING,

THEIR DESCENDANTS AND REPRESENTATIVES, BY A FABULOUS PEDIGREE, EKED BACK TO
1130,

THE MORE TO REDOUND TO THE KEIR ANTIQUITY AND GLORY

CHURCH TENURE

OP SERIOUS DISCUSSION

LOOM OP THE FIBULATI

ALL LITTLE WORTHY

THE FIEF OP CADDER, SO LONG THE HEIR-

SINGULARLY A BARONY HELD OF A BISHOP AND
ARCHBISHOP, VESTED WITH THE HIGH POWERS OF A REGALITY OR PALATINATE, OF WHICH
STRIVELIEX.SE.%

THERE ARE A FEW PARALLEL INSTANCES IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
SIR JOHN DE
STRIVELIN, THE SCOTTISH RENEGADO AND ENGLISH KNIGHT AND BARON, WHO FIGURED
BEFORE THE MIDDLE OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY AND AFTERWARDS CRUDE AND ABSURD
NOTION, IF INTELLIGIBLE, OF HIS ORIGIN IN THE KEIR

WORK

WITH GENERAL REMARKS

AND CONCLUSION.

Although

quite jus tertii to Keir,

polation, as

many
before

it

may

be styled,

and a

signal or rather outrageous inter-

the Keir pedigi-ee,

in

accounts the Keir Performance strives to

and

after 1300, in consequence of

tiu-n

it

is

the Sir

singular to

Wilham

how

Stirling

which he has been so often need-

lessly

brought upon the carpet, and the exponent thus forced to notice and

drive

away

And now
isolated

this "

wiU of the wisp."

especially
^

John

whole interest

it

Stirling,

TheuWquiseems he must be made a bridge
o to connect the tous oir

the

first

in land consisted in

presumed Keir ancestor

what

in

1338 (whose

St"

i..

his wife exclusively possessed in the

Itiniylt-"'

shape of Rathoran), with the great Vicecomites de Strivelin, the chiefs and

th^Keh-''^'
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bytheKeir principals of the Jibulati Strivelienses

made

the

link of con-

tween°Keir
^vicSomites
of Stirling.

is

impassable, and no

John

Stirling'

must

^ scarccrow in the mist, and genealogically in his prior state of single

I'^^^ii^

Gadder or from the Vice-

exclusiveuess, irrespective either of a descent from

But

Original

duced
through
theCadder.

but the bridge

roiind has as jyet been discovered,' so that the said
^^ay
J

(,Q^^^f^g

the,fibuiati
Striveltenses de-

;

(-Iq

Strivelin, or indeed

from any

Stirliugs.

to preclude farther attempts at such invasion of Gadder and

pellier rights,

maj

it

be proper here, as far as

is

Dnim-

practicable, to give a full
,

statement of the original and early ancestry of the fibidati Strivelienses in
the persons of the ancient and

Vicecomites de Strivelin,'

distinguished
o

-t^

,

from -whom

(like

the Stewarts) the former derived their descent and their

surname.

And

See his
"Gene.'do-

1

gicai His-

L^o^iXn^'"
I^'I'^'IJP'' "''*

plan
in doing so, the eligible
b
1
^

and method of the celebrated Andrew

'

Stuart,* in adducing the proofs of the

by

Stewarts, shall be here adopted,
tions seriatim
tive in like

I.

under

manner

—ToEALDUs

or

early

ancestry and descent of the

stating the respective links

distinct heads, with the evidence

and genera-

and conclusions

rela-

and

con-

in their behalf

Thoraldus, Vicecomes

ceived ancestor,

from

(the first generation),

whaUivill transpire, of the Steivelins in

question.

PROOFS.
! chfuH^vi-

Kelso.

Charter by David
iQ the

which

Abbey
is

Episcopo

(without date), but

I. "

who

reigned from 1125 to 1153,

of Kelso, of a saltpit in Garsaak, dated " apud Strivelin,"

witnessed " Roberto, Sancti Andree Episcopo
;

Edwardo, Cancellario

ToRALDO, ViCECOMiTE

;

;

Duncano, comiti

;

;

Johaune, Glasguensi

Ilerberto, Camerario

Alwino MacArchile, Uctredo

filio

Fergusii."

;

All

the above witnesses were persons of the highest rank and consideration,

holding great public

oifices

;

and, besides the two

the Ghancellor, and Chamberlain, there
Archile, held

is

Uctred son of Fergiis, the Lord of Galloway.
-with various

David L, during what Chalmers
into Scotland to colonise

and

styles the

civilise

Bishops of the kingdom,

Duncan, Earl of

by antiquaries to be ancestor of

a Saxon chief or leader, whom,

first

tlie

Fife,

Alwin Mac-

Earls of Lennox,

Thoraldus

is

and

held to have been

Saxons, Normans, and strangers,

Scoto-Saxon period, imported

it.

From the date of the above charter at Stirling, taken with wliat will folwe may conclude that the Sheriffdom he undoubtedly held was that of

low,
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This charter must have been signed in or before 1147, that being
when,
according to the " Chronicles of Mekose and Holjrood," John,
the year
Stirling.

Bishop of Glasgo^y, a

II.

—AViLLiELMus,

-witness thereto, died/'''

and

FiLius Thoealdi, Vicecomes de Strivelyn, son

heir of the preceding Thoraldus.

PSOOFS.
Charter by William the Lion (without date, but

1.

who

reigned from 1165

cbartulfl.rv

1214) to the Abbey of Arbroath, of a salina or saltpit in the Kars,

to

which

is

of

Arbroath.

witnessed by " Andrea, Episcopo Cathanensi," and, inter alios, by

" WiLLIELMO, FILIO ThoRALDI."

He

also attests other charters of the time.

Charter (without date) by the same King "William to the

2.

fermline, of Gillandreas

by

"

of Scotland)
3.

Macfatheu and his children (actual

"Waltero de Bedun, Cancellario
;

and by

" AVillielmo,

Thoraldi

of

to the

filio," dated

Church of Saint Mary of

Stirling

apud Strivelyn.

and Abbot thereof

(the same as of Cambuskenneth), of the Church of Kirkintulloch,

dimidia carrucata terre pro anima

and which

is

witnessed "

Alano

mea

et animis patris

mei

May

1195, including the

Bynnyn, ex concessione

nn^""'*^""

gi-ant of a carrucate of

which

is

witnessed by " Herberto, Ca-

merario," and "Thoro, filio Sioani^''
it is

aldo.

— "Thoro,"

concluded, being a contraction for TliorIt is very likely

— these Christian names

being then exotics in Scotland, shared at least
by very few there, while Saxon, too that the

—

preceding
1

P. 420.

2.\isointiie

Ui'md

'i

is

the Thoraldus in the text.

And

David Dalrymple, in his Collections,^ noVices a, confh-ma.tioii-hy " Thoraldus {sic) filius
Swani " to the Abbey of Holyroodhouse of the
claim he had to the church of Travernent.
Sir

"cum

Rome

land "in

on the
villa

de

et confirmatione Jocelyni, Episcopi Glasguensis, et

* There is a grant by David I. to the Abbey
of Dunfermling " de rectitudine Navhiin de Inveresc,"

Camb.isKG mi G til

filio ejus," and others.

kenneth, confirming several grants in their favour, dated at
Ides of

chartu-

et matris mee,"

Papal buU by Pope Celestine, addressed to Nicolas, Abbot of Cambus-

4.

chartu-

High Steivard

Charter (without date), by " Willielmus, filius Thoraldi, Vicecomes

DE Strivelyn,"

chartiUaiy

Dun-

slaves), witnessed Dunferm-

Waltero,Jilio Alani " {the

;

Abbey

Admitting the identity, we would have, then,
an older ancestor still, and, as may be inferred,
of repute and condition, to the Vicecomites de
the person of Swane, making the
pedigree even more ancient than the visionary
Keir one, while more distinguished. But in
Sti-iveline, in

any doubts, and the writer inclinino' to
and correct genealogy, and certainly not
desirous to imitate the extreme laxity and gratuitous assumptions of the Keir Performance
case of
a,

strict

in such

respects, has preferred giving the
above here in a kind of suspense state, rather
than formally and unqualifiedly in the text.

2 B

ibid.

—

—
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WiLLiELMi

Thoraldi,

FiLii

tuUocli

p.'tsT'

antecedent charter.

Charter-

Mortification

5.

had been granted by William's

dimiclia carrucata terre," that

cum

klft'b's

Cumber-

ex regia confirmatione ecclesie de Kirkin-

et

Jocelin was Bishop of Glasgow in

1174/

by David Fleming, Lord of Biggar,

to the Chm-ch of

Kirkintulloch, in the reign of Robert III., 1399, in which he confirms the

former grants to the said church by his predecessors, and wherein

con-

is

" Willielmus, films
tained a literal transcript of the original donation by
Thoraldi, Vicecomes de Strivelyn" as specified above, together with a con-

firmation of the same

by

forfeiture in the reign of

whose

Cummins, Earls of Buchan, upon

his successors, the

David

II.

(who succeeded

in

1329) the

barony of Kirkintulloch was granted to the Flemings.
This WUhelmus filius Thoraldi, Vicecomes de Strivelyn, had issue

Thoraldi," and

styled

his successor,

Alexander,

1.

Willielmi

filius

filii

Thoraldi

"

latter,

(see

4).

3.

He

filius

:

Willielmi

filii

Vicecomes de Strivelyn."

under his description of " Alexander

next generation, No. 2)

" Alexander,
his later style simply of

No.

Alexander

afterwards simply " Alexander,

JoHX, proved brother of the

2.

"

;

as also

Vicecomes de Strivelyn

under

" (see ibid.,

eventually succeeded the said Alexander his brother.

Alan, who, as son of the preceding Willielmus

filius

Thoraldi, Vice-

comes de Strivelyn, witnessed his grant of the church of Kirkintulloch to the
The seniority of John
Abbey of Cambuskenneth (see previously, No. 3).
to

Alan may be held from what

III.

Alexander

will follow,

though not precisely proved.

filius Willielmi filii Thoraldi, or simply, as he came

to be styled, "

Alexander, Vicecomes de Strivelyn," and Jus-

ticiary of Lothian, son and heir of the preceding AVilliam
Sheriff of Stirling,

;

also

and proprietor both of Ochiltree and Cadder,

the original patrimonies of the fibulati Strivelienses,

down

to

1541.
PB00F8.
chartu-

Dmifemiline

1.

Charter of

WilUam

the Lion (without date, but

to 1214), Confirming a grant

who

reigned from 1165

by Malcom, Earl of Athol, of the Church of

Molin to the Abbey of Dumfermling, which

is

witnessed by "

Alexandro

FiLio Willielmi filii Thoraldi."
" Alexander ^/wts Willielmi filii Thorcddi" (without date),
2. Charter by
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Church of St Michael of Linhthgow of two carrucates " in

mea
by "Johanne

de Okiltree ;" there particularly described, and witnessed

FEATEE Alexcmdri

" (that is clearly

villa

of the grantor), Okaltrie, or Uchiltree,

of which important Strivelyn possession

we have thus the

first

chartuPriory of

^rews.

intimation,

appears to be fully as old a Stirling patrimony as that of Gadder.

Formal agreement and convention (without date) between the Church

3.

of Linlithgow and " Alexandrum filium Willielmi

ibi<i.

Thoraldi," to the TUsand

filii

previous

effect that

Alexander, by permission of the Church of Linlithgow, " habebit number

capellam
suum et familie
et cantariam in curia sua de Okiltree et ad onus
^
^

domus

sue,

hospitum suorum, salvo jure matris

et

oblationibus, &c.,

ibidem

per ecclesiam eligatur, et

serviet,

Alexander " de
mercede."

ad ecclesiam perteneutibus

suis

And

;

ita

ecclesie,

et decimis et

tamen, quod capellanus qui
capelano

instituetur, in

flrstpossession ot
^'^tj^g'"®®
J^s'^^thmi'gh

(while) totho™

sumptibus inveniet necessaria in victu et vestitu et laboris

in return, too,

Alexander

is

to give to the

Church of Lin-

lithgow " duas bovatas terre in perpetuam elymosiuam in villa sua de sua

Ochiltree, et

unum toftum

"Alexander
ecclesiastical

filius

ibidem, et

Willielmi

document,

is

decimam Molendini

Thoraldi,"

filii

by

sui."

this interesting feudal

proved to have lived in baronial state

of Ochiltree, having his court and separate chaplain,

above church, for behoof of his family and guests

;

in his

nor

is

the mill of Ochil-

and accompaniment.
Cadder (per-

Ochiltree thus appears to have been as considerable a property as
so),

while both remained paj'i passu with the Stirlings

What

of Cadder until the denounced 1541, quite irrespective of Keir.

we

domain

by agreement with the

tree to be overlooked, always a high feudal perquisite

haps then even more

and

shall

think of the research of the Keir Performance, which does not contain a

particle of the

back,

—nor the

4.

above valuable information as to Uchiltree,
least glimpse of

Alexander having had an

—

certainly so far

interest in

.

Church of Bowerden (without
^

witnessed "
date),
'

here appears in his

now

Willielmi

filii

Thoraldi,"

too (see under No. 2), and who,
5.

Register
of the

Prforyofst
Andrews.

Alexander

exclusive style of Sheriff of Stirhng, while his having

thus had a brother John, identifies him,
filius

.

Alexandro, Vicecomite de

Strivelyn" and " Johanne fratre Vicecomitis de Strivelin."

ander

it ?

Charter by AVilliam de Lambcrton to the Priory of St Andrews, of the

it

who

if
is

that were requisite, with " Alexexplicitly

proved to have had such

will be seen, succeeded to Uchiltree.

Quit claim by Simon de Preston (witliout date), "

coram Alexandro,

Vicecomite de Strivelin, et Waltero de Lyndsay, Vicecomite de Berwick, tunc

chartn-

Newbottie.
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Justiciariis de Laudonia," of

tlie

lands of Lenots in Berwick to the

Abbey

of Newbattle, bearing to hare their seals appended.
Records

Inspeximus by Henry

6.

III. of

England, dated 20th September 1260, of

in the

Tower

a confirmation by William the Lion,

of

London.

who

reigned from 1166 to 1214, of an

agreement between Maurice, Earl of Maneth (Menteith), and Maurice the
younger, his brother, in regard to the right to the earldom of Menteith, which
last is witnessed, "

Alexandro

filio

meo, Comite Malcolmo de

Fife,

Willielmo

de Boscho, CauceUario, Comite Gilberto de Stradherne, Philippo de Mubray,

Rogero de Mortemer, Alexandro, Vicecomite de Strivehjn, "Waltero de

men

Lindeseia, Harvcio de Kinros, Ilarveio Marescallo," all

The agreement

consideration in Scotland.
in 1213, so that probably
7.

Original

may

is

latter.

Charter by "Alexander, Vicecomes, domini Regis de Strivelin," whereby

—^et

Chartulary
of Glasgow,

when

he

and bears to be dated

extant,

be the date of the

of high rank and

"pro anima Regis Willielmi domini mei

gi'ants

pro salute Regis

in the

late Bishop

Alexandri domini mei et successorum," to the See of Glasgow, " tres marcas

Cameron's
hands.

annuatim

in

pura

et

perpetua elemosina de Molendino meo de Cadder."

This charter, thus proving the family then possessors of Cadder, as they
already have been of Ucliiltree,

through the medium of the

was dominant over the

fief in

rest of

a

mill,

was confirmed by Walter, Bishop of Glasgow, who figured from 1207
See

•

ibid.,

The Keir Performance

p. 6.

8.

Chartulary of

Colding-

hj
Chartulary
of Glasgow,

when in
hands

Charter by iVlexander

it

II.,

may have been

eighth year of his reign (1221-2), to the
is

witnessed

" Alexandro, Vicecoinite de Strivelin."
9.

Charter by the same monarch, ninth year of his reign (1223), confirming

an agreement between Walter, Bishop of Glasgow, and Jordan de Carrockis,

the

of

to 1232.

about 1221.^

Priory of Coldingham, of an exemption " ab omni teloneo,^' which

bam.

Original

thinks

which

the person of the same Alexander,

in relation to the lands of Stobo, M'hich is witnessed

by " Alexandro, Vice-

the late

Bishop
Cameron.
This Alexander, a

high magnate, simply styled
Vicecomes

de Strive-

comite de Strivelyn."
This Alexander

may be

family, being evidently
style, since disusing

styled the great Vicecomes

among

the

par

excellence in the

magnates of the country.

His invariable

the patronymical (after the practice, as will be seen, that

obtained also in the case of the Stewarts), was simply " Alexander, Vicecomes

lyn.

de Strivelyn

;"

and under

exclusively known,

and

this description, without

figures

on numerous public occasions

charters, with courtiers, dignified churchmen,
2

See

p. 6.

what transpires

any adjunct, he thereby was

in the Keir Compilation,"

officers

—

testing royal

of state, &c.

From

owing to the insertion of a Sir

Alexander de StriveUn, Constable of Rokesburgh

in

1241, under the head
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of the Vicecoines, one might infer (although not directly stated there) that
these were identical

but this could not be, both on account of his distinct

;

and the

designation, in toto, from that of the Vicecomes,

we may

latter, as

presume, having then predeceased.

The Vicecomites

of Stirling had not yet, in the time of Alexander, adopted The

the surname of Strivelin, which they came afterwards to take, just like the

cotemporary Stewarts, from the high

they so uniformly held.

office

In illustration and in support of this

last

concurring

fact,

family

^{1^"^*'''''™

striveUn

we may next

afterwlrds

duly established by evidence, the specific designations and styles of the asThr'^

give,

heads and leading members of the Stewarts
the period in question

— and, further

still,

— every way a parallel case during

embracing that

didthefrs.

when they had

also,

relinquished their original coinciding patronymics, and assumed their well-

known surname

—

"Waltekus

I.

quite ex-afficio

filius

from their high

II.

—

1177

of Stewart.

Alani Dapifer Regis Scotia"

callus at the period), founder of the
solely

—

He

office.

House

of Stewart,

(the

who

same

witli

Steward or Senes-

eventually took that surname

figured principally from 11G5 to 1177.

StuaH's
History

I

"

Alanus

filius Walter i Dapiferi" the sou and heir of the preceding, figured from stuarts,

to 1204.=
.

III.

styled "

He

"Waltekus

filius

Dapifer Regis

Alant Senescallus," the son and heir of the preceding,

hence further proving these two terms to be synonymous.

Scotie,"

l^^^
^'''

also

§,

'

9.'

3 ibid.,

pp.

10, 11,' 12.

figured from 1204 to 1246.3

IV.

For legal
GVIQGIICG or
this, see
'

"Alexander Senescallus Scotie,"

jwoyecZ son

Fitz-Alan, and so designated in 1256-60, and thereafter.

and

heir of the preceding Walter

Hence, precisely

like

^

ibid., p.

"Alexander, and

also

Vicecomes de Strivelin," in 1221 and 1223, &c., instead of patronymicaUy, as had before Y(Bder&
™'I'Pobtained in both families.^
';
000, 715,

and

vol.

ii.

p. 1082.

But subsequently

it is

established

by a Chamberlain Roll

two sons of

this last "

successor,"'

and John of Bonkill, as he has been

in 1289,* that the

Alexander, Steward of Scotland," James, his eldest and

in Her
Majesty's

"

General
Register-

'

called,' were,' respectively,
./
i
'

merely styled " Jacobus Senescallus,"
hereditary

office

* As every

valid

now, per
evidence

se,

and

"

J??."l®'

Johannes Senescallus," the high

constituting the family surname, while an exact

regarding the

Stewarts, whose connections and alliances have

by no

inferior person,

Richard de Burgh, Earl

been ofttn mi.staken and misrepresented, are

granting
of Ulster and Lord of Connaught
" Domiuo Jacobo Senescedlo Scotie" {meutioned

valuable to antiquaries,

above in the

tlie writer has ventured to adduce here a charter from the English
Patent Rolls, confirmed by Edwaid I. in 1296,

;

truni

meum

text), " et

del

Egidie sorori

Eos, et

Burgum

mee Casat

totum

dominium pertinens ad dictum castrum," with

,.

Edinburgh.

in the
London'.

—

—
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Cases of
the Stewarts and

parallelisin

-will

be proved in the Vicecomites we are discussing in the next

link of connection.

Strivelins

In these circumstances what must we again think (and

mutually

it

really gives us

illustrative.

much

too

to think about) of the precision

and accuracy of the Keir Per-

upon

itself

misrepresent the preceding Alexander the Vicecomes as

"Sir

formance, which, in the face of these undoubted
literallj to
See p.

1

6.

Alexander de Striveling of Cawder"'

facts,

takes

it

-perchance for a purpose

—though

with the adjunct, " Sheriff of Stirling," he never figuring as in the

and

stance,

to the suppression of his true established description.

Alexander the Vicecomes does not appear to have married or
Certainly there
is

is

no trace of either

fact;

to be presumed in the circumstances,

proved, to

whom we

And

next come.

brother) of the above Vicecomes,
See

p.

In the precise words

left issue.

and he evidently was succeeded, as

by John

his

younger brother, so

fully

here again, too, the Keir Performance

John

flagrantly errs, as usual, in gratuitously representing

'

first in-

and continuing the

as the son {not

line accordingly.

of Cliurchill's philippic against Guthrie,"

by the former

giving a putative son to the unprolific Alexander, he also
" Calls forth

waters from the rock;

livinr/

"

nay,
" Calls forth children from the barren stock

"
;

thus identifying itself with such writers, not overlooking, either, the
culate Douglas, in whose footsteps

IV.

it

thus follows.

hnma^

,

Johannes de Strivelyn, afterwards Dominus Johannes de SteiveLYN, proprietor of the family property of Ochiltree, and also

Vicecomes of Strivelyn, younger brother and

heii-

of the preced-

ing Alexander the great Vicecomes.

PROOFS.
Chartu
lary of
Soitray.

This is another instance at
variance
the Rathoran grant

1.

Charter by Johannes de Stryvelin to the House of the Holy Trinity

of Soltra (Soltray), of a toft and croft " in villa

mea

de Oucheltree,

et

cum

et

mino Waltero de Lindeseye," and " Domino
Nkhalaio de Chamhell" which last notice is
interesting.
The writer can nowhere find a

heredibus meis et eoruni heredibus de cor-

trace of this marriage, or Irish connection, in

poribus eorum procreatis."

any pedigree or history of the Stewarts, even

services of his English vassals, to be held

by the

said James, " et Egidia uxorl sua in liberum

maritagium

et in liberam

Baroniam de me

—

R'itli

in 1338, see
187.
r>.

inter alios,

It

is

"Domino Johanne de

wituessed,

Soules,

Do-

Andrew

Stuart's.

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
communi pastura eiusdem
dict! fratres (the religious

ville,"

" Volo preterea

&c.

exist-

australi aque de Forth in autumno."

his

added), ut pre-

hominum meorum ubicunque

entium ex

may

is

unam

singulis carrucis

"Domino

but witnessed bj

(it
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house of Soltra as above), habeant annuatira

tronam bladi de
2}cirte

&c.

meis et

Capellano"

Gilberto,

It

is

without date,

(the family chaplain, as

be presumed by the antecedent evidence as to Uchiltree in regard to
brother

Alexander

Vicecomes),^ and by " Galfrido

the

preposito de

iss,

no.

3.

Ouchiltrie."

He was

Vicecome^, in

thus, like his elder brother the

Ochiltree, besides, as here intimated, other possessions

full

possession of

on the south side of

the Forth, and coupling this grant with what will follow, the family (precisely

must now have taken the surname

as in the Stewart instance), in his person,

of Stirling.
2.

Charter by Nicholas de Soules, Pincerna (Butler) Domini Regis Scotie,

ctartulary of

Abbey

to the

of Newbottle, of a saltpit in the Carse of Kalender " se-

cundum recognitionem factam
ex precepto Domini Regis."
3.

2:>er

Johannem Vicecomitem de

— (Without

Confirmation by Alexander

Strivelyn,

date.)

the See of Glasgow,

to

II.

Newbottie.

of certain ChaHulary of

lands specified in a perambulation taken the 28th year of the King's reign

(1242)

—namely, Conclud and

others,

COMITE de Strivelyn," who thus had
sheriffdom that he

in that

is

which
fully

is

witnessed, "

Glasgow.

Johanne, Vice-

succeeded Alexander his brother

proved to have held

also

by the previous

authority.
4.

Charter by Maldowen, Earl of Lennox, to Stephen of Balautyre, of
T-

.

.

half a cari'ucate " terre de Kynerine," which

.

is

.

witnessed "

Chartulary of Len-

.

Domino Waltero,

nox, edited

by James

Seuescallo Scotie,

Domino Johanne tunc Vicecomite de

Johanne de Vallibus."

It has

no date

:

'

Earl Maldowen succeeded in 1225, and

1270,
5.

it

may have been between

^

date),
'

Domino

but as the learned editor shows that
is

supposed to have lived

oennistoun, Esq.,

till

^'^''2?^*^;

pp. 35, 3b.

about

those years.

Grant of the lands of Dunipace by

Cambuskenneth (without

Striveliin,
•^

which

Adam
is

Norham to the Abbey of
witnessed " Domino Daniel de
de

ciiartuof

]ai"y

cambuskenneth.

Graham, Domino Johanne de Strivelyn."
6.

Grant by

Adam

Newbottle, which
It has

ander

is

Norham of the mill of Stonehouse to the Abbey of
witnessed " Domino Johanne, Vicecomite de Strivelyn."
de

no date, but immediately following there
II. to

confirm

it,

which

is

is

a supplication to Alex-

done, accordingly, under the

titles

thereof

chartulary of

Newbottie.
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" Confirmatio Alexandri Regis," dated thirtj-second year of his reigu- -Tiz.,

1246, about which time, therefore, the preceding must have passed.

In the above way the original ancestry and descent of the fibulati Stri-

Original
ancestry
of the
Fibulati

velienses hare been deduced, through their representatives the Vicecomites of

Strivetieiises

much

Strivelyn (then as

the capital of Scotland as Edinburgh), which high

thus established.

office

was

manner hereditary

in a

With

their surname.

and Cadder,
It

Unnecessary, from

what

further

down than
the above
John, the
Vkecotnes

;

those

now

to be

domains

^aifS. fiefs.

down than

who

the preceding Sir John de Strivelyn, the

first

of

took the surname, proprietor, inter alia, of Ochiltree, and Sheriff

filiation

is

—both

admitted by the Keir Performance
to have been heir

—however

and successor of Alexander

the great Vicecomes, and ancestor of the subsequent chief and paramount
of the Stirlings of Cadder, whose direct descendant

Janet of Cadder in 1541

The preceding

the room
of the prefalls

besides, as elsewhere transpires, other valuable

mistaken in his

ent original line

ceding,

they conjoined their noted patrimonies of Ochiltree

it

of Stirling, especially as he

differ-

ancestry,
interpolated in

and from which they derived

unnecessary for jiresent purposes to carry their descent and represen-

tation further

is

admitted in
the Keir
work, to
deduce it

but

is

in the family,

may

—

in

whom

and representative was

admits that status.

it

Sir William Stirling (namely, of 1292), so often mentioned,

be accounted a cadet, or younger male descendant, of the preceding Sir

Jolin the Vicecomes, though not in the

way represented

in the above work,

refuted.

and certainly

But there

not, at
still

comment and
upon

itself

any

refutation.

de facto

admitted into

cestry, as

in their

proved

room

its

The same notable Performance has

to suppress or ignore the line of the

pedigree), deprived

as such certain

because
Keir must

and representative.

first

so fond as to give

is

him and

— of whom not unlikely

styled, quite foreign to the

Editor

actually taken

Vicecomites of

Alexander the Vicecomes mentioned (who nevertheless

New

pedigree here
untenable,

Keir ancestor.

remains what the exponent cannot permit to pass without

Strivelyn anterior to
is

rate, as the

it

his successors of their true an-

might be ignorant

new and nondescript

—and

Stirlings, as

Cadder pedigree, but yet of

them

interpolated

they

whom

may

be

the Keir

Keir, moreover, as their direct descendant

con-

nect himself with it,
again,

through his
v'tsionavy

ancestor,
Sir Wil-

This

is

obviously an utter absurdity, because with this view he

own showing,

forced

first

again to connect

comes, through that ever insurmountable

1292

—whom

liam

William

1292.

fabricates into a descendant of the

Stirling, in

Stirling, in

is,

by

his

him with Alexander the Vicebarrier the

so

further, in his exigencies,

often

cited

Sir

he preposterously

same Vicecomes, though he died without

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
issue

—and

hence, on

&c.
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hands, the indisputable bridge of communication

all

being thus broken down between

Keir and these

the mattei-

j9a?'ver(??s,

might be at once safely dismissed without the least additional comment.
as the

exponent must be jealous of any such attempt, how-

But, further

still,

ever

to deprive the Vicecomes, or his family, of their true ancestry

—

futile,

wherein he also has an interest

—he

next pi'oceed to show

will

its

innate

and hence the impossibility of attaching them to any other stem

nullity,

than that which has been established.

As

already observed, Alexander the Viceco'mes was a high magnate

—an

—

per- New ancestry with

and leading public character, whom the

haps more so than any of

his race

who

and attested various public grants of importance

figured about Court,

official

Keir work
hashonourGet

under his fixed Vicecomital

when

as

"Jilius

and never otherwise, except

title,

Willielmi

filii

Thoraldi," he

Cadder patrimony of Uchiltree, where he had
Keeping

this in view,

tion^)

by Alexander

upon

in the

is

at the outset,

proved proprietor of the

and

his chapel

gtriveun

court.

to a " charter " (it should be a confinna-

we come

Al6X3,n-

'^H^^^yf^^

i

Namely,

the Hospital of Soltre, in 1225, pointedly founded by Duncan

II. to

de Swayn-

Keir Performance

without giving
noticed in an

its

import

Addenda,

"

(but carelessly and imperfectly as usual),

which, too, the grammatical error formerly

(in

p. 27, was perpetrated), whose testing clause

I.

the original, though not in the work,

in

bus

Thoma de

is

precisely as follows

Strivelyng, Archidiacono Glasguensi

Gilberto de Strivelyn, clerico

—

" Testi-

Roberto, capellcuio

;

Waltero, et WiUielmo Beset

;

:

and

Jilio Patricii de Strivelyn" {the last mentioned,

;

loith

stone to

^J'®.''^™.
.'i"«"'»o-

ibia., p. 5.

;

Alexandro,

ivhom

the

clause ends).

Now, can any one suppose

a moment, after reading the preceding The

for

clause with attention, that the Keir Performance could have assumed

and

firsts

ousiyand
futilely

concluded that this

last

Alexander, son of Patrick de Strivelin, thus so humbly
•^

at the close of the
figuring
b

list,

tr>

who was

was

so differently designated

which alone disproves the

—

actually
Alexander, the great
Vicecomes, "^^'i T',"'
o
J
'a humble
'

—while

identity.

—

de^ton°of

and

£"1225'^

never surnamed de Strivelyn

work does

Nevertheless, the

so,

founds upon this witness, so ajypearing with his patronymic, as the connect- "trang™
ing link to his anterior denounced pedigree,
scm'C person,

who cannot be

with those of unkuo^ii

origin,

when he

is

but an isolated ob-

affixed to a Stirling stem,

not

is

attempted
to be iden-

uncommon

and must be classed

at the time.

In the parallel question of the origin of the Stewarts, especially discussed
early last century, in furtlier exposition of the present

2 c

subject, a putative

—

"

Fallacy ex-
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ancestor in like

manner was

started

posed by a
similar mis-

conception
at the outset of the

Stewart
pedigree,
here again
illustrative.

—one

whose Christian name, with the usual

" Alden, or

liberty

transmuted into Alan Stewart, and, with a

Aldan Dapifer

"

of former genealogists, was

more fancy and imagina-

little

tion, into no less than the Stewart of Scotland, son of an asserted Walter

Stewart in the reign of Malcolm

was deemed by some

con'oborate, as

This was obviously to enhance and

III.

(after the fashion of the

Keir Perform-

ance), the antiquity of the Stewarts, as Stewarts of Scotland.
"

The same

Aldan Dapifer,"

like

figures in tlie testing clauses of

two

and Waldeve, Earl of March,
are always
" charter
^ See liis
Essay on
the Origin

of the

House

of

happy

of Dolphin
;

who suppUes

of

from Lord Hailes, as we

To

the particulars in question).

says) there are eight witnesses

the

— Andrew,
'

Adam, his brother Nigel, the chaplain Ketel, the son
Ernold
Alden the Stewart (Dapifer) Adan, the son of

;

;

;

;

;

;

Adan, the son of Gospatrick."

Stewart,

Annals

by Earl Gospatrick

charters, respectively

his son (here quoting

by Earl Gospatrick (he

the archdeacon

Alden

to do,

Alexander, son of Patrick de Strivelyn,

Earl Waldeve, there are nine witnesses

;

And " to the charter
A Men Dapifer is the

granted by
seventh in

Scotland,
edit. 1797,
vol.

There are only three among them (he adds) who seem to have been

order.

iii.

pp. 55, 66.

landed gentlemen

Now, upon

the

the three are placed hefoi'e Alden Dapifer."^

all

;

first

of these two charters

Lord Hailes remarks

—

" Is

it

possible for credulity itself to believe that the Alden, placed so low in such

company, was the High Stewai'd of Scotland, a man
Gospatrick himself
" I

at least as honourable as

?

have no doubt (he concludes) that the witnesses to this charter were

the dependants or household servants of Earl Gospatrick, and that
interpret Nigellus Capellanns to be Nigel, the Earl's chaplain,
interpret Alclenus or
" I
a

Aldanus Dapifer

if

to be Alden, the Eaii's steward."

persuade myself that Alden Dapifer, and Alan the father of Walter,

Ibid.,

p. 57.

we

we must

Steward of Scotland
AVith
respects,

all

Malcolm

IV., were different persons."

submission, then, applying this precedent, which tells in

and

ask, if not

in the reign of

a

is

so mainly illustrative,

fortioin,

is

it

to

our

we may

question,

(like

Alden)

in

the

many

equally

possible for credulity itself to believe that the

previous " Alexander, the son of Patrick de Strivehn," not

but also a

^

testing clause

quoted,

common churchman, and two

merely following

an archdeacon, and chaplain,

obscure and nondescript Besets,

while even the individual last mentioned there

—

that a

man

so differently

described, and so postponed to such inferior people, could have been the high

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Alexander, Vicecomes de Strivelin

On

1

&c.
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the contrary, as he thus figures,

he can only be held a humble individual or retainer, and upon parallel
grounds

—

if

—independently

of what otherwise

as shown, fixes the point

Alden Dapifer was not High Steward of Scotland, no more can the
Alexander be deemed the great

said

se,

^:)e7'

The

Vicecomes.

rank

contrast, has always the precedence befitting his manifest

surnamed
occasions

Stirling
;

—

besides publicly

and therefore we may

who

son of Patrick de Strivelin,

and

officially figuring

—while never

on the most exalted

humble Alexander, the

safely consign this
is

striking

in

last,

equally a stranger with his son, so pre-

adduced by the Keir Performance, to that obscm-ity and oblivion

jjosterously

from which he shoidd not have been dragged.

But even

this is not

The Keir Performance,^

all.

after

some

irrelevant other

iu-

ci dental

remarks touching "

Thomas de

Strivelyn,

Archdeacon of Glasgow,"

_

''^

who

so and
_

_

precedes this secondary and unknown Alexander in the foregoing

much

testing clause in 1225,

actually styles him, without the least ground for

Keir work.
See pp.

'

such inference, "the supposed brother" of that very individual, after he had

pre-

posterous
anomalies

5.

6.

been metamoqihosed into the great Vicecomes, that he might be made as
dignified as possible, while

adds that another equally,

it

" Gilbert de Strivehng," also mentioned there, "

is

loose ruminations.
suchlike, in

not a thing thus casually or carelessly to rest upon such
"

May

have beens," perchances, empty suppositions, and

which the Keir Performance indulges, are repudiated, and excluded

from regular discussion and argument.
rejoined by an antiquary,

when

it

And

it

was said one,

been either brother or cousin of a party, that

which may relevantly here apply.

—

have been a brother or

Alexander and Thomas."

other relative of (the above)

True genealogy

may

In quitting

after such fashion,
in

We

really, it is to

be regretted, are con-

stantly stumbling upon some piece of careless-

ness and unprecision in the Keir

— that

nature of
genealogy.

truth he was

may

have

" neither "

this, after all, insignificant

is,

Appre-

was long ago sagaciously

though intended to be of high consequence to Keir

*

in truth, obscure

—we must

topic

advert to

from the coutext, of the humble, di-

scure Alexander, last in the testing clause iu

1225

— when,

without the least reference to the page. Hence
we are necessitated to find it out ourselves

on the other hand, he had quite
in view, whom he directly
specifies,
viz., "Alexander Strivelyn, ?«!7fs
a tms proves
donator to the Abbacy of Arbroath pro anima }j!,^'^.^t''
Emerqerda' filioe ReqisScotice'" henceaA/w'tf/ti, misiepreseiitation
J
quite distinct and of far greater note and im- in the Keir

while he states the fact so as to lead one to be-

portance.

ance.^

It gives us a full excerpt

Peiiorm-

from Craw-

Lives of tJie Officers of State relative to
the above Thomas's family and history, but
ford's

lieve that

Thomas

"

Crawford actually had said that
was a younger brother of Alexander "

a different Alexander

—

—

.,.,.„
— (See

—

Crawford's Lives,

•

who

quotes

here from the Chartulary of Cambuskenneth,
p. 12.)

'^^

'

—
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See pp.

1

another reprehensible omission of the Performance.^

adduces the

tt twice

1225,* simply as

TheKeir

preceding Gilbert de StriveUng in the testing clause in

equally

a laick, to

gias, represents Gilbert, a

brothcr, the too favoured Alexander, transmuted into the pseudo Vtcecornes,

in the 1.3th
century, as

clearly fixing
o him,

acJ^andise
a family.

-when he

make him apparently more
explicitly described

is

'

•'

company

for his imaginary

and defined there by the adjunct

on the contrary,
to be only
a humble monk or
j
j
^

^^^ which material adjuiict

it

same prank

(for

we can

clerico,

ecclesiastic,'

chooses twice to withhold and suppress

j^^^ repeating or playing off the

.j.j^jg

fitting

not

Is

!

use no other term)

with Douglas, already exposed curiously in reference to another Gilbert in
the same century
2, 3,

notet.

him

to

viz.,

of "

—a

Christian

name

that seems subject to strange liberties

Hameldon,"' who, though

as a clericus in a

deed in 1272,

is

likewise identically testing a clause

made

yet

too a laich

by the former, and

the actual ancestor and foimder of the house of Hamilton.

may be

expected from the Keir editor, when so closely tracing the footsteps

of such a bright exemplar and pattern

The Keir Performance, yet

subjcct.
•'

traneousor

!

ludici'ous cuough, but, seriously speaking, profitless, to follow out the

It is

But next
again, the
above ex-

Much, indeed,

holding, against all truth and hkelihood,
.

.

,

unknown

that Patrick, father of Alexander de Strivelin, in the Soltray testing clause,

father of

jy

Alexander,

1225, was hkcwiso so of Alexander the Vicecomes, further to extend
'

basclcss auccstry, represents him, without the shghtest proof of such

^vtcecomfJ'

'^^**

ly mete*''""

identity, to be Patrick Strivelyn of

into^Par

last

C'«mLiand

deacon of Glasgow

again into
the alieti
Peter of

relativcs together,

harroiij

.

and

absurdit'*
heaped

see^eir

'

^^'
r,°5.

work

'

^^'5

ibid.f pp.

while

;

in Stirlingshire

which

;

these nondescripts and before unknown
....
ihe supposition
just as tenable as the above identity

thus stringing

all

_,.

,

.

,

it

,

is

;

>^

t

scems about this irrelevant Peter of CamhiisbaiTon and his property
J^
J-

•'.

minute and, of course, useless researches have been made.^

But uow comcs the grand finale and crowning conclusion
scendcut antiquity of the Keir family
the

Keir editor's fairy wand

alone

no

:

—

less

than cruelly

transplanting

the

for the tran-

—by means

said

of

the

Peter,

ci-devant father of Alexander the Vicecomes, and, as erroneously, the

ci-

devant of Cambusbarron, far from his domestic hearth and household gods,

and

fixing him, in the utter dearth, as usual, of testimony, in the alien district

'

'

Cambusbaeeon,

hc supposcs again to have been father of the preceding Thomas, Arch-

Edingham,
in the
south,

this

'

of Teviotdale

he

is

!

What preceded

being

now

disregarded and fairly out of view,

converted into Peter Stirhng, possessor of

* For a

full

and accurate copy of

it

from

the Ghartulary of Soltray, Advocates' Library,

see

Edinham

there

;

present Exposition, p. 201, where

given.

and,
it

is

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
moreover, no doubt to his vast surprise had he learned
terus de Striveling, having an interest in the

1150, and

is

To such

it,
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Wal-

eldest son of

same quarter, who

figures about

one of the witnesses to a charter of confinnation to the church

by Henry, Prince of Scotland,. son of David

of Kelso,

&c.

from

great results,

skilful artificers

little,

and partisans

void causes,

or rather
It

arrive.

I.

was thought

fitting

indeed,

can

*

by the Keir

compilers that Keir should be the representative of as old a family as any
in Scotland, while,

and divergences of

however extraordinary and grotesque these unstable
alleged ancestry, they

his

flights

nevertheless behoved to be

carried out, in order that at the outset of the Keir pedigi-ee there might be

something peculiarly grandiose and ancient.
"
"

I.

Walter de Steiuelying,"

their

And

accordingly

we have there

announced patriarch or ancestor in

1130-1160,"^ to catch the eye of casual and ex facie readers, who, con-

i

see Keir

anoe, p.

3.

tented with what they see on the surface, might be disinclined to penetrate

and mysteries of the

further into the details

and shadowy when

The Keir
is

editor might be

not yet

would

satisfied,

say, to

subject, which,

now thought

and more

throw dust

strikingly

to have gone far enough, but

ad captanduin

and however,

together,

Strivelings

still

all

in

he

vidgus (and, as some

in their eyes), he, at the beginning of his

under the special head of the " Contents,"^ strings
nondescript

though flimsy

yet might be to them uninviting and abstruse.

sifted,

work,

the foregoing motley,

the leading

members,

mostly unconnected, and strangers to each other, gravely metamorphoses them

By

seriatim into father and son.
pedigi'ee

collectively is

made

successive " generations "

—

form no

to

numerically

all

and coherent, commencing,

this notable device the entire putative

as

the

first,

less

than twenty articulate and

specified,

as if

This

Member for Perthshire
may be said, is

last,

with the

!

really, it

i

" impouere

even as

fixed

with the " Walter de Striuehng,"

already mentioned, in 1130, and ending, as the twentieth and

honourable

actually

difiicult, if

not more

would have gone doM'n

and other

so,

PeUo Ossani

"
;

and boldly attempting a thing that hardly

last century,

Einjoirics, such strange

when, through the auspices of Douglas

were taken

and unaccountable

liberties

recollect, too, over

and above, that the

with pedigree and genealogy.
But, seriously speaking,

when we

a

see Con-

pp. iv.'v.'"'

;
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Summa-

"John de

proof of the cardinal link connecting

1338, who

StriTel}Ti," in

tion in said

secondary

and

may

be styled, as things stand, both " lack-land

and

lack-'pa,vent,"

ri-

diculous
matter.

only admissible Keir ancestor, with John and Alexander,

Vicecomites de Strivelin, before and after 1266

remembered, has been shown
ing

and

;

it

would be a

be shown too

coiild

—

quite

the

—

resiDCCtive

whom, be

the latter of
issue,

first

it

utterly want-

is

in the least assisted as so futilely

Strivelin,

1292, who

in

here

is

intervening links, also interpolated, are

wliile

;

it

William de

Sii*

;

have died without

jest to hold

pretended, by means of

an absolute stranger

to

—the

unauthenticated, and

incoherent

—the

—

as

entire

superficies of the preceding supposititious Keir-Cadder descent, as well as of

the putative southern, in
ice, at-

We
See Keir
Perform-

1

ance, Preface, p. X.,

and work,
p. 3.

coolly

the

all its

phases,

cannot but be amazed that such an unprecedented pedigree should be

palmed

off upon the public, that the

" few famiUes^

(it is

same time announced) can boast of an inherit-

at the

ant Keir

way shown by

The

by the work)

Stii'liugs (of Keir,

and

will it

Cadder, which the Keirs only
a singular

first

1541

title in

misrepresent the case, the precise words of the original
"

"

so long a line of ancestors

this actually alludes to

acquired in the peculiar

Triumph-

Keir family, tlirough such a medium,

should be maintained to have flom-ished for more than seven centuries, while

be believed that

Ibid.

at once collapse, and, brittle as

touch of inquiry be shivered into atoms.

first

ance which has descended through

3

must

may

first

Not

?

to

be here given.^

apjsear as owners of land in the

twelfth century.

After jjossessing lands in different counties, they acquired,

however,
arrogated
by the Keir

in the reign of

William the Lyon (who reigned from 1166 to 1214) the

editor to

estate of

results,

Cawder, which has continued

in the family without interruption

the Keir
familv.

And

to the present time, a period of nearly seven centuries."

what has

just been quoted, the whole semel et simul, inculcating that from

the reign of the above prince

down

such manifest refutation

to

when

it

!

—the

to Keir, the present possessor,

What

invariably continued in his family.

centuries,

a perversion of

more than

fact,

it

had

and capable of

family, forsooth, to have flourished for seven

only dates from the isolated and unattached (that

any other stock at present) John de Strivelin

ever,

then follows

five centuries back,

with which,

in

it is

1338

—a

is

to say,

descent,

apprehended,

if

how-

the Keir

family could have been content, they would have stood on far higher gi'ound,
tb.an

by grasping

at that to

which they can properly establish no

right.

Having discussed the ancient possessors of Cadder, a subject of such high
ambition, and,

it

is

beheved,

all

new material on that head, we may

next.

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
perhaps, be excused for giving some account of the
able,

and

fief

in a certain respect deserving our attention.

copal, subsequently the

&c.

that
It
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may be remark-

held of the Epis-

Metropolitan See of Glasgow, when

became an

it

Archbishopric, and such tenui-e was next highest to that immediately under

the Crown, and even a more favoured one, because exempt fi'om the oppress-

drawbacks of minority and non-entry,

ive

&c.,

on a

civil superior, while also

pressing upon the vassal, and detracting from the profits and emoluments

dominium

of the

utile.

Chalmers justly remarks that
very mild, and very

liberal, as

" the tenure of lands

(he adds)

we may

and, moreover, refers " to the custom of St
bishopric of Glasgow, whereby

was

entitled, while she

" the

remained

under the Church was

Mungo
'^

(the patron
samt)J
r

'

These tenants were a

their lands might be considered absolute

proprietors and leading lairds in the

,,,,.

hold her husband's lands for

sort of copyholders,
'
1
;

and

it is

and held portions of

we must

include

their property

the

(it

life."

incontestable that

1

whose favour the above

Addenda,* was the party

in the

legal plea or exception

'Caledonia,

such

Avithin

title

-^

it

p'''=e°"-

*p'-

Alan Heriot, whose widow was Marion Fleming of Boghall,

by the regular account of

^^l^l^^^,.

™'-

the subsequent
wife of Robert Stirling
of Letter in 1533,^ and which lady
^
'^
actually, as

with curlous custom

many

1-1 — among whom

under such a

tenure,

should he?doT^

whose right
to
o

Barony of Glasgow came

.

category,

m

bishop's rental

This custom was sustained by the Court of Session as late as 1633^

have been 1533).

a favourable

"^

widow of a tenant on the

single, to

Fiefof Cad-

learn from the chartularies ;"^ under

'^

p^-^

^^^ under
Addenda,

°

sgeegx p
^^'
-t

See again

in Addenda,

was so sustained by the Court

^"-p^"-

of Session.

But what may be

still

more remarkable and

striking at first sight even

under such mild dispensation, the Stirlings of Gadder held their ancient
a barony of the great See and Regality of Glasgow, as was legally

fief as

maintained and proved before the Supreme Civil Court by their successors
in

1552, 1576", and 1586, by evidence adduced

The

lient practice

5

see Ad"'

in the

Addenda.*^

ii."

and prepossessions of the Church were pretty much the

same over Europe before the Reformation, and that of England quite quadrates with the fact or notion then of such a barony within such a See.

were,

it

There

seems, of old, in the sister kingdom, two kinds of baronies, the

jores and minores; the owners of the

first

^aj'ones;"" to distinguish them he adds,

tuum Abbatum,"' and (which last also
ing those with whom we are concerned.

of which Spelman styles

ma-

"Regios suiv^'

"a Baronibus Episcoporum Comimay be kept in view) thus includ-

Baronia.
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And

Instances
at home

Cruise,' the best

and

on dignities in England, concur-

latest writer

and abroad rently states that " the great lords, particularly those
of other
such baronies held
of sees,

and even of
abbacies.
Edit.
1823, p. 17.

who were

Durham had

Earls of Chester and the Bishops of

earls

pala-

Thus (he adds) the

tine, called their immediate tenants or vassals harons.

their barons."-

With respect

had the high

rights

palatinate, or jura regalia, according to Hutchinson,

which

to the Bishopric of

Durham, that See,

it

well known,

is

1

See his
History of
Dui'ham,

and privileges of a

-

vol.

ii.

p.

were identical with the former, or a regality

;

so that the bishop, being thus a

kind of independent potentate or prince, could on principle both claim and

12.

exercise the privilege of including barons

nating them and their

fiefs

Archbishop of Glasgow
^

Chartu-

and desig-

his higher vassals,

And if

accordingly.

too, as

paramount of an extended

among

so, certainly

the Bishop or

he must have done, who not only was lord

district

with large

fiefs,

but whose See likewise

laiy of
Gla,sg'ow.

had been constituted

Nor

is

into a regality

by a

Cadder the only instance of a Scotch

archbishopric in such circumstances.

James

special grant of

The

fief

II. in

1450.^

holding as a barony of an

distinguished family of

Dunbar of

Kilconquhar, direct heirs of the ancient though forfeited Earls of March, held

and valuable

their large

fief

of Kilconquhar as a barony of the Metropolitan

See or Archbishopric of Saint Andrews,* which had been duly invested with
a regahty, while certain abbacies even with us, also possessing a regaUty, ex-

tended the same privilege to their

Hay

of Yester held their fief

vassals,

who duly enjoyed

of Athcotmore

as

Arbroath,t and the old family of Edmonstone their
•See Glossary, ut

Abbot

««»/«, p.
207.

in

England

as stated
still

several points

Supreme

Ci\il Court.

of

Edmonstone+ of the

upon which the writer might

* The family ended in heirs portioner, when,
February 5, 1568, a grant passed the Privy Seal
to Aj-thur Wod, of the non-entry and mails of
the fourth part of the '^Barony of Kinkewchar
(the noted corruption of Kilconquhar), in the
Regality oi Saint Andrews, of which barony the
Archbishop of Saint Andrews is there stated
to be superior," and of whom, of course, it held
as a baronial

the

fief

by Spelman.''

nected with the discussion, from which he

Acts and
Decreets of

The Lords

of Dunfermling, thus quite in unison again with the identical practice

There are

Pri\7 Seal
Register.

it.

a barony of the Abbot of

fief.

Supplication in 1542 by John Lord Hay
-f
of Yester, stating " he had ye landis of Aithcat-

mure (in Lanarkshire) in heritage, halden be
him immediatelee of ye abbot and convent of

is

at present barred

Arbroath," while

it is

dilate, con-

by want of

proved by their chartu-

lary in the Advocates' Library, that the latter

were invested with a regality.
Sumraondes again in 1550 by William Hay of
Yester against certain tenants, stating that he
has " ye landis and harronie of Atheatmure wyt
ye pertinentis."
t Proved by authentic Edmondstone documents which the writer has seen, while the
Chartulary of Dunfermline also establishes
that that religious house had the rights and
privileges of a regality.

IWii.
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the view of conckiding in the main

the subject of ihe/lhulati Strivelienses, a remaining and outstanding party of
that class, sufficiently -warlike and distinguished in his day, but flourishing at
a distracted

and turbulent

when

period,

there was no small vacillation and

uncertainty in the political horizon.
lie

is

the noted

much

no other than Sir John de
Scotch renegado —

Strivelin, styled also "

in history during the reign of

own

his
sided against
n

Edward

./

'

monarch, who largely requited his services, and by
to Parliament, from

He

1342

to

1370

with

III.,

—who

whom

commands and

country, holding
o high
o

Baron Strivelyn,"

was styled

" Scoto- Anglo," as he

whom

he hostilely

offices

under that

he was summoned

inclusive.^

strangely has been confounded with Sir

sir John de

figured Baron

stri-

England,
^'^i? i"®"^-

gado, or
^l°l[^

^^j^^

John

Stirling of the Carse

who adds that he "was
favour of Edward Baliol, and is

by

fg^^^py

our Scotch writers, including Crawford,

a mighty

Barona<re

great compiler with the English in

the same

143.

John

Stirling

whom

Sir William Dugdale mentions was a peer of England,

"'^^

J^fmarks

and called by a writ of summons to the Parliament there,"^ thus unquestion-

r" ^^an

ably the preceding, though here mistaken for him of Carse.

bet's Her-

Nimmo, who was

the subject of special

editor, retail the

same

The

distinct.

last

error,

comment

The immaculate

at the outset,

and

but the two knights in question are entirely

mentioned, Edward BaHol's and Edward

subsequently, as might be expected,

made England

marriage with Barbara, eldest daughter of Sir

Roii,
see too

being con-

Addenda,

and by

Mistaken

Swynburn, Lord

oTcarse.

his domicile,

Swynburn, he

On

left

only female descendants

Adam

who continued

;

Scotland, and was succeeded in his large Scotch estates by
Marjory,
J
J
J'
.

.

his only child

and

heiress,

who married John de

Menteitli,

"

his hne.

the contrary, Sir John Stirling of Carse stiU remained, hke his ances-

tors, in

And'asto

adherent, man

III.'s

spicuously engaged in their warhke expeditions against Scotland
his

his later edit.fvoL

by whom she was

see partly

work,
Chartulan-,
p- las-aoo".

the ancestrix of the distinguished family of the Menteiths of Carse or Kerse,
wlio

still

flourished in the reign of Charles

I.

These Menteiths were therefore the heirs-general, or of
Strivelins of Carse
Stirling of Keir,

;

and

dead

in

it is

1539

line,

of the ancient

remarkable that the bold and ambitious
(so well

known to

Sii'

John

us), with the object, doubtless,

of engrossing in his family the entirety of Stirling interests and representations,

both directly and indirectly, obtained from the crown, March 16, 1524^

(not long after one of his

Cadder

the tenandries and baronies of

grants), that of the

West Carse and
2 D

ward and marriage of

Alvetli unto

(it

is

added)

3

Prfvy

gister.

—
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the " lauclifiiU age of twenty-one years of William Menteith of

West

Carse."

Pie probably destined William for one of his daughters, but fate (perhaps for-

tunately) ordered

otherwise,

it

and he did not succeed here

in his

objects,

whatever they were.

As

anything materially

to

John

Stirhng, of his origin or status,

was but

it

the Keir Performance, nor certainly are

What
be gleaned
about the

we

origin

and

sets out with

remarking that "

it is

descent
there unintelligible,

and a
verbal

jumble of
the oddest

make

English

See Keir
Perfonnance, p.

—a

side,"

fact, as will

and

"among
this to

be seen, even

Next he

starts

he vainly

estabhshed, which

if

strives

fealty to

de Strivelin and Johannes de Strivelin."

do with the subject

1

The

it

is

—here

not
of the

away with the abrupt intimation that

who swore

the bm-gesses of Berwick

Adam

whom

to another of his gratuitous assumptions

purest insignificance.

were

result.

Keir ancestors) had crossed the border and settled on the

the

and thus amounting

kind.

by the

prohahle that branches of those

early Stii-lings (in the south formerly noticed,
to

be expected from

little to

here undeceived

Knight in
the Keir
work. His

Sir

the editor has attempted on this head will be next given.

He

Notbing to

Scoto- Anglo knight.

illustrative of the

act of fealty

by

Edward

But what,

these isolated

in

I.

1291,

again, has

and obscure

195.

Stirling bm-gesses,

were to suppose

which no one denies,

—and

it

is

Berwick was confirmatory

all

is

quite a

we can make

of

it

non sequitur, unless we

—that

their residence at

of the preceding assumption of the early Stirhngs

(among

whom

" settled

on the English side," in which event, however, there woidd be a

they are to be comprised) having crossed the border, and

and altogether

piece of ignorance, for Berwick properly continued to be Scotch,

Scotland,

till

the reign of Robert Bruce inclusive,* and even later, so that the

bui-gesses in question could never

remained on their own
before.

And,

lastly,

soil at

have made an English "

flitting,"

but just

Berwick, following out their occupations as

coming apparently to the point (which exhausts

all

about the origin of the Scoto-Anglo knight in the Keir Performance), the
editor thereupon states that " this Sir
v>'ith

the county of Northumberland.

John de Steiveling was connected

He

rose to great importance

ing to the English side during the disturbed reign of

introducing and discussing the knight.
burgess," was,

must thus

* Though as notoriously,

David

like

by adher-

—here

clearly

ci-devant "Johannes, the

follow from the context, he being the

diately before mentioned,

held by the English.

What the

11."

John imme-

and hence must have been identical with him,
some other Scotch towns,

in part occasionally seized

and

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and quitted

shop and toga for armour,

his

— much,

our and exaltation of his chii^alrous counterpart

genealogy

in

kind *

It

!

Neither

!
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doubtless, to the hon-

Such a raffacciamento

!

seems an anomalous and unintelligible jumble of the oddest
the English knight proved to have been originally settled

is

The contrary must be

in Northumberland.

what

inferred from

be

will

stated;^ adventitious circumstances alone connected with his interests and
professions,

way we

it

can,

must be concluded, had fixed him

and

to

which hd, as above, may be amenable,

by holding that he had the English knight exclusively

is

The only

in that quarter.

Keir editor from the absurdity

in part merely, rescue the

(letting the other fallacies alone)

page.

in

view

the

in

passage quoted, beginning with the words, "this Sir John de Strivehng ;" but
order to

in

make such excuse

we

available,

backwards beyond an intervening detached paragraph to the very

travel

of the article, announcing " Notices of Sir

moned

Parhament of England,"

to the

rules of correct writing,

an

are forced, rather awkwardly, to

historian, within

John de

&c.,

Striveling,

which

is

title

who was sum-

at variance with the

and that perspicuity and precision indispensable

which category, doubtless, the Keir editor would

to

like to

be included.
It is obvious

from what Fordun, in 1335, and others, state about the Sir

Edit.

Good-

ali, vol,

John de Strivelyn

was a renegado Scotsman, who had

in question, that he

adopted the English party and

interests.

ii.

r- sis.

In that year, he informs us that

there came to the siege of Lochleven " dominus Johannes de Strivelyn,

m iles

'

Regis Anglice, cum magna multitudine tam Angiicorum quam Scoto-Angli-

corum,

inter quos erant Michael de Arnot," &c.,

pacem Regis
them,

as,

Anglice conversis."

forfeited in Scotland

David

precisely in the reign of

including 1335, there
*

That

justice be

is

in the

done to the Keir

talents,

any inten-uption,

II.,

editor,

as iu the text.

earliest notice of the Stirlings is in

the reign of David

I.,

on the Borders; and

it is

as proprietors of lands

pi'obable that branches

of these early Stirlings had crossed the Border,

aud

settled

on the English

side.

ad

in

consequence

;

and

which was from 1329 to 1370, thus

index of missing charters, by that monarch,

the article, shall be here fully and collectively

"The

aliis pluribus

he did upon other occasions.

must have followed

the passages discussed, forming the outset of
given, without

cum

Sir John, in the above capacity, lieading

from his admitted military

That he was

"

Among

the

burgesses of Berwick

who swore

fealty to

Ed-

ward I., in 1291, were Adam de Striveliii and
Johannes de Strivelin.
"This Sir John de Striveling (hence the
latter!) was connected with the county of
Northumberland.

by adhering

He

rose to great importance

to the English side

turbed reign of David

II.

In

1.335

during the dishe directed the

siege of Lochleven, in the service of Balio]."'-&c.

- Keii-

p,

190

Pev'
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See that
work, p.
4.5, No. 26.
Sir

published by Robertson, Deputy Clerk Register, one entered to "

Ereskine of Barrowchan, of the forfaultrie of

which seems a striking coincidence, and points pretty distinctly at the pre-

gado we

may

con-

gin,

and

not any

way

who

ceding,

clude of
Scotch ori-

thus must have been a Scotch proprietor, probably of substance

important fact with his being included (as

this

may

armorial bearing, he could not, in refutation of the Keir work, have been

Northumbrian, but of pure Scotch growth.

originally a
Though not

It is

the knight
of Carse,

repeatedly

may

be
held of his
family.

See Baron-

age, vol.

so

especially established

summoned

happens that

by Dugdale, that Sir John the knight was

to Parhament,^

in a fine

copy of

and figured

as an English baron

;

and

it

Baronage, in the library of Caius College,

liis

Cambridge, in which the arms of the old barons

there are

accurately

ii.

delineated in their proper colours, those of StriveljTi are specially included,

p. 143.

As proved that could be

by the

CoupUng

and condition.

be held) by Fordun with Scoto- Anglican!, and the next argument from his

of

English.

=

Adam

general,"

John

the rene-

1

John Striveling in

ori-

ginal seal
in 1292 of

" Johan
Desirevbj
"
del Oaks

no other than the

came within such category, and
round buckles

three

knight's,

he being the only Strivelin who

are described" as " argent on a chief gules,

which being as clearly the pecidiar armorial

or,"

in the

chai'ges of the Strivelyns of Carse," obviously so far as such arguments from

Chapterhouse of

arms may

go,

would indicate him to have been of that distinguished

stock,

Westminster,

and necessarily a Scotsman, though

See Collins on

not, as premised. Sir

John of Carse.

3

No

burgess, at that feudal and chivalrous epoch, could have aspired to or

Baronies,

Appendix,

sported a coat of arms, so the Keir editor's hallucination ex facie of the

p. a94,

from sevepapers
there collected from
the Bod-

Berwick burgess having been the knight

ral

leian
Librai-y,
&c., relat-

ing to
baronies.

as

may

The same

Sir

John

AbbrcviRotu-

atio

lorum
Original-

ium de

Anno Regis
Edwardi

is

refuted.

Strivelyn, the baronial knight,

ried " Barbara, the eldest daughter " of Sir

Lord

of their blood or family,

or, forsooth,

follow from the language he uses

SwynbiU'ne, " who, in her right,

But by the following new
^

—
—

Adam

is

stated to have mar-

of Swynburne, Knight,

was Lord of Swynburne."^

evidence

it

may be proved

that he had formed

another matrimonial alliance, there being an authentic precept by
III.

in

1364, to the "Eschjetori Regis

in

Edward

Comitatu Northumbrie," as to

taking the fealty,

"Johannis de Strivelyn, chivaler qui

Jacobam tertiam

filiarum Ricardi de

diixit in

uxorem

Emeldouu, defimcti de proparte sua

Tertii,
p. 281.

manerii de Jermuth, qui de rege tenet in capite, per servitium militare."*

Hence, apparently, a good and suitable match.
the same record, obtained in
others

in

Northumberland,

5

Ibid.,
p. 292.

Devonii defuncti."

^

Upon

"

1366

He

besides, as

" custocUam manerii de

que fuerunt Isabelle que

the whole, Sir

John appears

fuit

proved by

Camboys"and
uxor AVilHelmi

to have

been a great

WITH DRUMPELLIEE'S EXPOSITION,
Edward

favourite of

"
styled
•^

is

III.'s

I.,^

it

Adam

and by whom,

lias

by
a well-known and eminent writer
J

Baron

de Swinborne

of another important

what

served,

that run into the Esk, states, "that in

belonged to John,

and co-heir of

If

lie faithfully

fief

Strivelyn,

" (see
p.

1

who married

212).

Camden,

p- 1027.

Edward

the daughter

Thus he was the possessor

or property.

now been adduced may

matter, the writer,

in

who, in reference to Bewcastle, in the vicinity of the

Led and Leven,

reign

"

Baron Strivelyn
J

the reign of James
rivers of

at least

was largely and honoiu-ably remunerated.

in return, he

He

whom

III.,

213

&c.

who can supply

lead to

more of importance

nothing additionally at present,

the

in

will,

of

course, be well pleased.

Upon

another point mooted in a previous chapter^ the writer has one more

observation to make, to elude the chance of any doubt or misconception.

Though he had apprehended

2

see pp.

29, 30.

Qualifica-

or inferred there a settlement or entail also th^^riler*

of Gadder upon direct heirs-male in 1414, from the intimation at the outset aSiiTthe

of the Ratherne regrant in that year, and scope or bent of the procedure, caddCT
especially as to Ratherne,

still

he has not due means of establishing the

Indeed, the entire withholding of the Gadder writs
requisite information

—by the Keir

—the

may
Upon

latter,

ininutice.

silence

Drumpelliers,

conduct was always pm'sued

so constantly maintained, while the opposite

by the

marked

the

to

in 1414 to

natural som'ce of

family, coupled with their

and abstinence from explanation on such occasions

fact,

bar apposite probation both here and in certain Gadder
perhaps, they

this account,

some indulgence and forbearance

in

what they

may

offer

claim from the public

on such

Independently, however, of such Gadder settlement or

points.

entail, as well as

of

Ratherne, as would seem to have been intended from the outset of the regrant
in

1414

—and

to the arguments based on

which the writer

holds^

still

—the con-

ceived status of Robert Stirling of Bankeir, the DrumpelHer ancestor, entitling

him

to have been served tutor to Janet of

Gadder during her minority, with

great family weight as next Gadder heir in a feudal age, could not but

him of weight and importance.
action between

may be

him and

Sir

It alone

John

might have

his

make

elicited the striking trans-

Stirling of Keir in

1527

for renouncing, it

concluded, and not insisting upon, such gentilitial rights and autho-

rity in favour- of the Knight, the

Gadder wardator,

to

whom

their non-claim

3o®|i^^'

—
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or relinquishment was advantageous

and

;

-who, therefore, so far as

he could,

compensated Robert and his heirs in retm-n in parts of Gadder, under the
This transaction, unless upon

remarkable warranty of his old Keir patrimony.

—

a gentihtial footing

sive for Drumpellier,

agent

in

not unUkely including claims upon Gadder

seems impossible to explain.

it

1818 could

offer

admitted he could not disprove the

1414

respectable Keir

arguments and conclusions on the

otherwise so forcibly obtains for Drumpellier
entail in

so deci-

no different solution, while he so distinctly

opposite side that were specially submitted to him.

any Gadder

The

—

—more

— even

And

taken with what

bating the import of

especially the fact proved of the

Robert of Bankeir and Letter and his heirs being next

same

collateral heirs of

Janet of Gadder, while backed with the remaining concurrent features and
incidents of the Drumpellier case

—

ancient and

modern

—

it

may

be held to

be fully substantiated.

The

i^receding

is

by the exponent from mere motives of openness

stated

and candour, though

strictly

not required, the general or material question

confessedly being, as shown, long legally foreclosed in his favour.

Having now brought

to a conclusion, without

any recapitulation, which

indeed would be supererogatory, and perhaps annoying to the reader, a case
requiring exposition,

it

may

be admitted, on the other hand, that a status

and descent have been unduly arrogated

for the first time

by the Keir Per-

—nothing of the
being condescended upon—
the mani-

formance to the Keir family without a vestige of evidence
kind, independently of its refutation,
fest prejudice

tihtial rights

duct ofThe lier

andpre-

now

.

.

,

whose claims and gen-

long undenied and formally recognised Drumpel-

status cannot be pleaded in excuse

able colUsion between

tensions.

force of

has been unduly ignored and misrepresented.

Iguorance of the

Remarks

to

and injury of a party, the true

.

them and the

by

late

their opponents, after the remark-

Keir in 1818, with the determined

,

opposition then tlireatened and attempted, but afterwards so inconsistently

abandoned by him and

his partisans.

The memory of these

events, they

having been of so singular a character, with the mutual correspondence
already given in the Exposition

—must

naturally be presumed to be in the

Keir charter-chest, as well as the printed abstract of evidence for Drumpellier
in

1818, quoted partially

in the

Keir work to serve a purpose, but when

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,

Besides ignorance in law, even though

iuimical no doubt prudently withheld.
it
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&c.

could be pleaded, nemine'm excused, and due previous investigation, that

neither obtained in the present instance,

The

case

now

for

Keir in

to have been carelessly

Member for

recent irregular or subaltern shape

its

—not

legal,

and inadequately managed; and had the honourable

Perthshire, instead of being controlled

suggestions, as

mind

always expected of an assailant.

Drumpellier in 1818, as would have been far preferable— seems

like that of

and

is

is

by the imprudent counsels

apprehended, of his partisans, directed his well-stored

to bear upon the subject, he might perhaps have piloted his crew so

as to have saved

them from

and rocks upon which they may have

shoals

lamentably struck.
writer has been informed that proof-sheets of articles in the Keir a moie

The

.

Performance were

sent

parties

to

their

for

^

_

prior to

same

its

eligible

owing

distribution

;

and

if so,

why,

it

may be

Common

1

in

delicacy,
in

1818,

ingenuous minds, so that no unfair

undue advantage, as might have inadvertently happened, should be taken,

or

owing to former enmities, by the

first

one over the latter

—

at least, that

those points might be mutually understood and kept open upon which they
disagreed.

This,

and

society,

if

it is

beheved,

is

the conduct of fair disputants even in ordinary

adopted on the present occasion, through the explanations

that had ensued, might have precluded untoward consequences, not only to
Keir, but to Drumpellier, in being thus unavoidably compelled, as he so
regrets, to

and

But
his

appear in print pi'o aris

et focis,

interests against manifest invasion

own

accord, as he has done,

and

and defend

de piano,

aU the

his family rights

for the Keir editor, of

for the Jirst time,

roundly to inculcate

that Keir was not only descended of Gadder, but, moreover,
representative, as well as of

much

and misrepresentations.

at once recklessly, without caution,

its

chief

and

direct

Stirlings, as if a fact quite certata

and

undoubted, only tends to make the inevitable contrast, when tested, as
has been, by truth, to

its

utter

abnegation, through

the

it

printed corre-

spondence, unfolding the prostration of the late Keir, with his forced aban-

donment openly of such

pretensions, after so arrogantly advancing them, as

well as his opposition to Drumpellier in 1818, the
ing.

of

asked, was not the ™^8^*

between Keir and Drumpellier

might properly have prompted the step

eligible

_

revision mode

procedure

plan observed in respect to Drumpellier

to the remarkable collision

_

and

consideration

Independently of their refutation by other

more ludicrous and
irresistible

strik-

evidence to the

^'^""^

'^'i^p^'^'-

—
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same purport, the absurdity of the attempt
glaring colours, to the undoubted prejudice

Member
Necessary
ongin of
the present
Exposition
j^?

March

is

thus shown in

most

the

and injury of the honourable

for Perthshire.

After a protracted interval (more than forty years since 1818, the date of
_

" summoned to
legal
the hxst Drumpellicr
occurrences),
/' the writer was again
&
to
r
arms" by the present worthy Drumpellier representative in March 1859.

He had

the honour then of being requested to undertake the duties of his

upon the former remote

counsel, as

upon another by the Keir Performance.
long laid himself out for

much

and to defend

occasion,

Cadder representation,

rights, including the

so

unduly

arms aside

—

after being

tainly of no small account

practice, and,

engaged

—

^lie

in

somewhat

for

like Horace's gladiator,

had rather put

analogous antiquarian combats, cer-

yet, in the peculiar circiimstances of the case,

and out of regard to old estimable

clients,

coidd not resist the appeal,

and has accordingly complied therewith, though considerably

may

and bestowed

Although the writer has not

unwilling again to encounter legal turmoil and contention,
his

his gentihtial

assailed,

off the ii'ons, as

be apparent by the Exposition, for which he duly apologises.

He

hence bent his attention to the subject with renewed care and inves-

and he

is

case was Ib 1818,

it

tigations

;

happy to

state that,

good and valid as the Drumpelher

has thereby, in his mind, been strengthened and corro-

borated, through further material facts and conclusions (independently of

what may even transpire and

result

from those

in the

Keir Performance), and

which correct impressions on some secondary points he had entertained, but

now

At

recalls.

the same time, they can be backed, he conceives, by legal

doctrine and apposite

and relevant

humbly submitted

of Drumpellier, and

Other considerations,
the writer.

If he

illustrations

may

too,

—the whole

to the advantage

in the Exposition.

and impressions, naturally present themselves to

be pardoned for alluding to private incidents

—

to use

Buchanan's words,
" Si inihi private fas indulgere dolori "

he cannot but recur, as not wholly foreign either to the case, but rather
irradiating

it,

to

the

happy days he formerly spent

talented individuals so intimately connected, and
interested in
selves.

its

in

the

society of

who were then more

or less

phases and progress, as the facts gradually developed them-

These were

Mr WUHam

Stirling,

younger of Drumpellier (who has

well figured in the controversy). Sir William Hamilton, and

John Gibson

WITH DEUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
Lockhart

—

the dramatis personce in

wliole of

common
The

long since gone and departed

all

including, too,

;

who must

writer,

wreck amidst the

also soon

loss of

it is

1818, Sir Samuel

intimate, though on the opposite side,
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&c.

believed, the

another

Stirling,

among the number.

follow, thus

remains a forlorn secondary

He was

such remarkable genius and talent*

occupied in these melancholy though pleasurable reflections this very day, 18th

when

of April 1818,

once

all at

it

it

so

happened he had finished

this Exposition,

occurred to him, though not thought of before, that

Andrew

anniversary also of that on which

was the

DrumpelUer

of

Esq.

Stirling,

it

when

(father of the present Drumpellier), obtained his signal victory over the

united fofces of Glorat and Keir
not,

determined

but his

service,

enemy

—the
in

first

secret

actually in the field, the other

—by

successfully

carrying

his

notwithstanding every possible opposition by them, as heir-male of

Robert Stirling of Bankeir and Letter, who died in 1537.

main hinge and pivot

in the case, while almost

'

This was the

immediately thereafter, as a

necessary sequence, he had his status formally and strikingly recognised and
admitted, without even the least challenge of the preceding, who, utterly discomfited,

had

the

left

field,

or of

any remaining party, as nearest heir and

presentative of the ancient Stirlings of Cadder.

opposed to him were

Mr

— and who could leave no

sjseakiug for itself

Mr James

opponent,' and

any

it is

—a

added that those

name

at our bar

stone unturned legally to

foil

an

it

too, of his legal

body

must be admitted, without disparagement

others, that Drumpellier successfully passed the severest ordeal in his

case that can possibly be figured.

Edinburgh,

*

To

18//(

these also

April 1860.

may

be

added the

late

estimable Lord Anderson, snatched

penchant of the

latter, as in

the instance of the

away still
more prematurely and with respect to whom,

leading merits of the Drumpellier claim, to

an incident,

a

;

also in re antiqua, affecting him,

the writer, and

the Keir editor withal, in

analagous keeping,

it

may

i

see Expo'''

Dundas, W.S., at the head,

(both likewise long ago deceased),
to

When

Robert Jameson, Advocate

re-

ignore true leading facts, and third parties in
ease, will

No. IV.

be said, with the

2 E

be found in the Addenda, under

i22°3.'
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ADDENDA

CHAPTER

TO
No.

VI.

I.

(Referred to at Page 207.)

1

C'aledo-

p. 755,

note

(p).

Clialniers,> in

support of his allegation of "

custom of St Mungo," in the diocese of

tlie

Glasgow, having been sustained by the Court of Session as late as 1633, quotes
Bisset's

Rollment of Cmirts, Balfour's Practique,

have been to

p.

205,

:

— " Gif any man be

siounis,

and

hir lifetime,

we

rentallit

privelege of St

Alane Heriot, contra
This, abstracting

Mr

must have been evidently in

find the following, that

him

alane in St Muugo's rental in ony lands and posses-

decessis thairefter, his wife sail bruik

by

MS.

his last reference here should

at least according to the edition of these Practiques published

ib.,

in Edinburgh in 1756, where

view

But

44.

c.

Moungo's widow.

Robert Heriot,

I'- c.

and

—

joise the

1st

samin

March 1532,

for all the dayis of

Relict of

from the curious specialty of Saint Mungo's widow (perhaps

out of respect to Gentena, his mother, whose

umquMle

416."

name

is

still

originally

perpetuated in the neighbour-

implies ordinary copyhold tenure, through entry in the Bishop's rental-books, of

Decreetsof

lio°*i)i

^°"^i'

which the writer years ago saw the

sion.

a noted

Roman CathoUc Bishop

originals, in the possession of the late Bishoj)

record, still extant, of the
Bisset's

title

payment

or grassuin

was

at the

in the rentaller or copyholder.

same

But the

above process, quoted by Balfour in 1532 (not in 1633, as in

of Court, ut mqy:), singularly renews oiu: acquaintance with parties

Rollment

who have

A

in Edinburgh."

time exacted on entry, constituting a vaHd

Cameron,

deeply attracted our attention.

It bears to be an action of reduction before the

Court of Session by " Marion Fleming, ye
" Archibald

Dunbar

others, being

on the

relict of

umquhUe Alan

Heriot," against

of Blackcraig, bailie of ye barony and lordsliip of Glasgow,

assize

Gilbert Heriot, breyer" (brothers), "against ye said Merion, tuiching the lands of

home, Medoflat, &c."

and

and inquest in ye action movit by Maister Robert Heriot and

(in the

barony

foresaid,

and yet known

there), "

Rams-

quhilk sulde pertene

to hir as %oeclo of the said umquhile Alan " (the inquest having repelled her just defence
and decerned), " ye said Maister Robert Heriot to bruik the said lands." But the " Lordis

of Counsale cassis
allegit that

and annulis ye

said rollment

her husband was rentalit

Mm

and decreet

" thereupon, " because

Merion

alane in the rental-buik of Glasgow," being

" caUit and answerit for these landis, and be yat ryt scho suld bruik ye samin, be privilege
of Sanct Mungo's wedo."
3

Ibid.

And

it

transpires,

by another process before the same Court, March

parties interested were "

Dame

IsabeU Levingstoun, Lady Rosling

;

18, 1533,' that the

James Levingstoun,

"WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
hir bruyer

on tbe one

;

;
and Gilbert Heriot, bruyer to umquMle Alan Heriot,"
and " AVilUam Fleming of Bogliall ; and Marion Fleming, relict of um-

Maister Eobert Heriot

side,

quhile Alan Heriot

and
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&c.

Strivelin, now her spouse, for his interes," on the other
had been a compromise between them, in respect of Alan's " gudis

and Robert

;

further, that there

;

movabil of airship," then in Marion's hands, whereby, on their dehvery to Master Eobert
Heriot, his heir, the

her behoof

Here

sum

in liferent,

again,

of one himdred and sixty merks was to be invested in lands for

and to

Mr

Eobert in

fee.

suddenly and curiously, reappear Eobert Stirling of Letter, and his wife

i

See

p. 58,

where

Marion Fleming, daughter of William Fleming of Boghall, both mentioned,

at the

end of

the dis-

She must

f^^the'lr"

have been a good match, not only in point of family, but also as widow of a respect-

".^g"!^**'

the year of their marriage, iu 1533 (which began on the 25th of March).'

able proprietor of land

—obviously

well connected, too

—in

the barony of Glasgow (that fHl®

comprised Gadder), of which, in law, she had been Uferenter
trate a grave

and interesting

legal point,

comment by Chalmers in

V-i
xOoOf IS
fully given,

mooted by Sir James Balfour, Lord President

of the Court of Session, in his PraeticJcs of the
special

while both parties Ulus-

;

Law

of Scotland, and thought worthy of

his Caledonice.

No.

II.

The See of Glasgow a Eegality or Eegal Barony, and Cadder holding of
AS A Barony, proved by what follows.

it,

(Eeferred to at Page 207.)
Charter by James

II.,

20th of April 1450, in favour of

WUUam,

constituting " civitatem Glasguensem

Barom'am de Glasgu,

Bisohope forrest in liberam, puram et

meram Eegalitatem

by the simple reddendo of a red rose "

si petatur,"

Bishop of Glasgow,
vulgariter vocatas

et terras
"
;

—thus

further, to be held blench,

devoid

of,

and abstracting

from, aU feudal service.'

On

the 15th of

" the

Stirling

"of ye Keir"

" baiUie of the baronie of Glasgow,

the latter had pursued

him

same Johne, tenant

to

an action against

and John Johnston,"

" before the baUlie of ye baronie

him

raised

'

rj?

n

[free]

and

and his deputis," to receive CmrCourt
howbeit ye said baiUie 4 ^^^^_
;

his saidis landis are of
•

baronie be

itself of

service of three suittis at there

1

.

rr

Cadder, haldin

be

n

ye Metrojpolotine and Seit [See] of Glasgow,* for

heid courtis in ye year allanerUe, havand jaarticular

jimsdietion as barroune yairfoir upon all ye boundis of ye samin, tenentis, inhabitantis,
cottaris [cottars] yairof."

Acts and

of a mailing in Cadder Culter

dwellis nor remains ivytin ye said baronie,

m fre

3

stating that of the

and his deputis are nawayis competent to ye said James be resoune he nulder [neither]

him

Chart-.i-

Glasgow.

November 1552, James

Andrew Hammilton,

-

Moreover, Keir urges that his predecessors (certainly the Stir-

lings of Cadder) were " infeft of auld

—of

his

fredome and privilege of bareonie and haldin

of coMrfe, as his infeftment shewin before the Lordis of Counsall projiortis ;" and complains, too, that if the adverse plea or j)rocedure of

Johnston, as above, be sustained, then,

bishopric
o''

Metro-

politan
See.

—

—
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instead of a frie harroune, as he was,

hevy dampnage and

tlrrow, to his

"

(it)

be continued, without apparently any result or

Mm

mak

sail

The

sJcayt " {injuri/).

ane thrall (slave) tenent

yair-

process bears on the record to

decision, the evidence

above thus formally

submitted to the Court being probably held conclusive, and deterring the opposite party

from taking further steps in the matter.
There were also the two following legal processes, to the same

same conclusion, by Keir against his tenants in 1576 and 1586
1

Records

of the

Court,

same
nt

purjjort,

and

eliciting the

;

Action before the Supreme Civil Court in January 1576 by James Stirling of Keir,
.

_

Knight,'' against the tenants of

where

it

is

Achwan, adjacent

to the "landis

stated that he and his predecessors

and BAHRONiE-of

Cadcler,"

had right to the barony of Cadder,

" lyand in ya regalitie of Glasgow."
-Ibid.

Action

also,

25th N"ovember 1586,^ by the said Sir James StirUng, "lawful heretor of

ye laadis of ye barronie of Caulder, wyt tour, fortaUce, and manerplace of ye samyn,
lyand wytin ye barronie of Glasgmo" " aganis certain tenants, to remove from the Kirk-

toun of Cadder

" it

;

being requisite in a legal process thus to set forth the

pursuer as proprietor of the haromj.

with what precedes, proves that the
lation of the fief

While no

right,

—

and the undenied

were just and appropriate

;

full title of the

objection was taken thereto, this, coupled
in fact, acknowledged

—appel-

and Sir James, by thus maintaining Cadder,

the ancient heirloom of the SttrHngs of Ochiltree, &c., or of that Ilk, to be a barony ia the

barony and regality of Glasgow

much

an imjyerhim

in

imperio

—did

the sole thing (among

detriment), in the course of his existence, seemingly respectful

and agreeable to

the former, as defending high rights and privileges once inherent in them, in virtue of a
venerable

iief

and

jDossession,

though (however otherwise the Keu' Performance has repre-

sented the matter) he clearly so far had but a legal right under a singiUar

may

infer,

weighed more

-with liim

title,

that,

we

than any such consideration.

No.

III.

(Referred to at Page 209.)

The Ragman Roll

in

1292 and 1296 would be an admirable and interesting medium

through wliich, as a kind of nucleus or pivot, to convey more minute and valuable

mation about our families
the attention of

;

and

it is

therefore, in

so greatly increased,

and made

whUe we have

when our

records and writs of all kinds are

accessible to the public, affording

tunities for the purpose, nothing of the

kind properly or

to its

only a meagre publication of the

good means and oppor-

fuU compass has yet been

RoU

in question, under the

auspices of one of our antiquarian clubs, without desirable or appropriate
trations

by the

infor-

view, with submission, suggested tu

oiu' antiquaries.

TJnfortimately now, in so advanced an age,

attempted,

tliis

editor,

who was

little

comments

of a genealogist, and thus in the main,

it

or iUiLS-

may be

said,

•
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That peculiar

unfitted for the imdertakiiig.

gentilitial
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knowledge, iachiding acquaintance

and designations of our

with the interests, connections, names,

&c.

families,

which

often mistaken and misrepresented in the EoU, otherwise so valuable, owing to

superintendence, or perhaps concoction, in a certain measure,

last are

its

EngUsh

must ever be indispensable

requisites for the purpos»i

No. IV.
Singular instance of the Keir Editor

also in eifect ignoring the

Writer and

others on

the occasion of the AVinton Service in 1840, precisely as the leading features and

DrumpeUier

merits of the

case in the Keir Performance.

(Eeperred to at Page 217.)

The indeed very premature death

of the late

Lord Anderson, a most amiable person, and

coUahorateur with the writer in a high legal antiquarian case, which they, as the sole
counsel, brought to a goodly end,

and who then, though not greatly advanced in

had attained the utmost eminence in

more distinguished, the
stated, in a recent

-writer

number

or

cannot refrain

of Notes

and

Queries,^ that his "

who knew him, and

source of deep regret to those

more upright lawyer never

sat

on the bench."

representation by the present Earl of

whom

writer exclusively

had the honour of oriqinatinq
u
J

of the Earl

its

title

(who were unaware of the

his curators

lawyer.

such a

;

and upon

its

December

a serious loss to Scotland

The

;

P- '^^^•

for a better

case in question involved the male True

state-

of Seton origin and

which the the^etTnt
was then with Wmton

of nobility flows in both kingdoms, and

right) that

as far

back as 1825.

It

claim and

he communicated during the miaority

service in

at the

bar (after one also by the writer), he decidedly advised

This was the true groundwork of the su.bsequent procedure, which the

\vriter, as sole counsel,

when he was

i

being submitted for his opinion to that able and accomplished

Lord Corehouse, when

prosecution.

unexpected demise was a

EgUnton of the ancient and noble house

and Winton, from
•'

years,

with the promise of being even stiU second
from adverting to. And most justly it is ^or'viii

his profession,

in

its

various stages, directed and superintended

hajspily conjoined, as his junior,

till

a later period,

with the preceding Lord Anderson

when

;

they finally had the honoiu-, December 22, 1840, of addressing one of the most dignified

and

intelligent inquests

after a full statement

'^

who,

it

cated, served the Earl in the status

From

is

beHeved, ever met on such an occasion, and who,

and adduction of the evidence, which was rather long and complihe claimed, identified with the Winton honours.

the strange partial way, however, which the editor of the Memorials of the Mont-

(/omeries,

Earls of Er/linton,' privately printed in July 1859 (and of which time precludes

further notice at present), the same with the editor of the Keir Performance, who has been the
subject of so

much comment,
*

has there chosen to state the occurrence of the

Several of their names

wiU transpire

in tie sequel.

Winton

service

-

See

rol.

i.

—

;
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in 1840, one woiild be led to think that the late Lord Eutherford was

named

conductor, no other counsel being

He
This case
of Park""
too, did
not FO 13.16

^^^

-vvas

capable, in

aU

and

been ours ever since the Union,

appearance in the matter

The ghmpse of him thus

did no more.

—was quite passager.

Lord Euther-

in private

—

for

is

the

he made no public

Like a shadow he came, and so departed

...

imtil the end, rested exclusively in the writer

\vise,'

and Lord Anderson, who ahke, by

whonisoever suggested (of which they remained ignorant), did not descry the necessity of

Lord Eutherford's casual

effect

he does not pretend to
gase legally 7iU as

iji |,jjg

son,

is

who

say,

and

account, though

it

feared

is

work alluded

—and indeed

Winton

certain

While

1840 was

means

rather

and

egotistical,

to,

from his peculiar

to

be there introduced,

But

subsequently

which every

for

those,

on the contrary, did not

on the other hand, who

who

and exclusively, without the

so

preferred by the Keir and Montgomerie

* For greater

Winton

fairness, the following

and did

and propriety in

editor

it,

account

work alluded

little

or

no-

and took the labouring oar

may

be deemed gorne-

it,

in

siich

or aid

from

very capacity,

and import of the Drumpellier claim in the

justice

writer, without deigning to accomit for

most obvious

represented as the ruling

communing with Lord Eutherford,

least

is

is

originated the case (which

are thus ignored just as the leading merits

Wliether there

ought to have been in

it

figure,

liad the lead,

him, superintended, conducted, and successfully terminated

Keii' Performance.

more notice

situation, far

evident, in the face of

it is

of probation, that one only noininatim

in fact, including the writer,

thlng),

much

to himself.

service in

authoritative counsel, who,
thing.

by which neither were they enlightened

but at any rate his Lordsliip was as

correct way, adapted to the occasion.

full,

—

opinion,

made, the writer has been induced to state in common justice to Lord Ander-

Since the

fact,

summary

he had been before.

deserved, in the

than the former

a

or

Indeed, the Avriter partly demurred thereupon to the agent, with what

influenced.

01'

apology

Vol. i. pp.
133,139.

this.

'^^^^ the entire uncontrolled management of the case as counsel, both in ova and other-

The preceding

1

Than

fuller illustration.

then of course at the bar (whose merits in other legal departments the writer

mainly in

hi

forfeiture has

phases, of much riper

its

in 183«

more

law of

'^^^ 1754, which, as the English

last to question),

pomt.

maiaspring and

merely chanced, as a chamber-counsel, to give an opinion upon a point of forfeiture

ford,

was strong-

its

this is palpably erroneous.

the case, iipon the strength of the old familiar precedent of Gordon of Park in 1750

to honours,

and^th""'
ease of
Somerset,
unnoticed
in the
opinion

But

as employed.

—

to

this

—

or

why

such conduct

what might be more

will leave the

pubhc

to decide.'^

eligible,

It

of Winton, Lord Seton and Tranent.

the

may

be

This

to,^

service took place before the Sheriff of Edin-

that has elicited the above remarks, shall be

burgh and a distinguished jury, including Lords
Gillies, Moncrieff, and other Judges of the
Court of Session, Mr Thomas Thomson, Advocate, and other gentlemen well qualified for
legal and genealogical investigation
Previous to this service, Lord Eglinton had
been advised by eminent counsel of his right to
the Winton and Seton honours. Mr (afterwards Lord) Eutherford gave an opinion in

of the

service in the

here literally given
"

:

The representation of

the Seton or

Winton

family having vested in Lord Eglinton, his

Lordship was, on 22d December 1840, served
nearest and lawful heir-male general, and also
nearest and lawful heir-male of

"

was in reference to the cardinal grant of
Winton honours), " to George, fourth Earl

(this

the

provision

i
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only added, for otherwise

the agent, in the

Winton

it

Mr

would be miknown, that

service,
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&c.

Derapster, the chief clerk of

well acquitted himself by his zeal and industry.

the Keir editor, a clerk then in the

As

to

same establishment, he can here speak for himself, as

done in the Preface to the Memorials of the Montgomeries.

he has in

fact

1836, that

Lord Eglinton has right to the hon-

ours of Winton, Seton, and Tranent, notwith-

at a

much

earlier period (in 1825),

and Lord

Andei-son, must be included, for there were

Earl of

no other counsel, excepting Lord Rutherford,

Winton. The case, adjudged in the House of
Lords, tempore Lord Hardwick, is still of unquestioned authority, and must rule every case
I see no ground of
in the same circumstances.
distinction between it and the present case.
After expeding this service. Lord Eglinton assumed the additional titles of Earl of Winton,
Lord Seton," &c.
No doubt, under the above description of
" eminent counsel," the late Lord Corehouse
than whom a more accomplished geutleraan and
lawyer never sat upon the bench together with
the writer (if he may add), who originally advised the Winton procedure, as was shown,

who was but a momentary chamber one in 1836.

standing the attainder of George,

.

—

fifth

But that

avails nothing as to them,

from the

complete omission and strange withholding of
their

names, notwithstanding their especial

situation, while so different a course is adopted

in regard

to his Lordship,

who

is

pointedly

named, and in effect as the sole legal oracle in
the case, which tells by marked contrast to the
prejudice of the former.
As to the importance
of publicly naming and specifying parties too,
that they might be known and fairly defined,
that has been already shown in a previous portion of the Exposition.^

'

See

p. 179.

—

CHAPTER

VII.

BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL SKETCHES AND NOTICES OP THE PRECEDING SIR JOHN STIRLING OP KEIR AND THOMAS BISCHOP,

WHO ACTED SUCH IMPORTANT PARTS

IN

REFERENCE

TO THE CADDER FAMILY AND OTHERWISE, BOTH PUBLICLY AND PRIVATELY.

Sir John Stieling of Keir (1503-1539).

I.

The

subject-matter of the case being exhausted, and in fact brought to a

conchision, in the previous chapter,
sort of

it

may

only

now remain

for us to

add a

supplementary one, for the purpose of laying before the public a few

biographical sketches and curious historical notices connected

with the

of those two extraordinary men, Sir

lives

Knight, and
parts in that

Thomas Bischop, who
drama

—

acted, as has

John

more or

less

Stirling of Keir,

been shown, such conspicuous

especially the latter, in concert, too, with Sir James, the

son and heir of the former

—

in the course of

which the chief patrimonies of

the ancient family of Gadder passed out of their hands by a sort of legerde-

main

We

process, if

will begin

As

we may

use the expression, into those of the family of Keir.

with what

is

known

of the Knight.

has been shown in a previous chapter (V.), the Stirlings of Keir have

"John de

their origin in a

Strivelyn,"

who appears

for the first

and only

time in a deed in 1338 as the husband of Mary, the aunt of John, then Lord of
Lorn,

who by the

said

deed grants to her and her

heirs alone the comparatively

secondary property of Rathoran in Lorn or Argyleshire.
nothing seems to be known of this John de Strivelyn,

At

this

epoch

possessing no pro-

for,

we have no means of tracing him thereby, nor
connection with any known family.
This alliance,

perty, so far as yet transpires,

indeed in any way in

however, with the Lords of Lome, and his wife's property,

a certain degree of consequence to himself and his

heirs.

may have imparted
But the family do

not seem to have progressed until the time of Luke, their representative in
the next century,

who acquired Wester Ratherne,

together with other lands.
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&c.

and hence may be held the founder of Keir.

He,

with acquisitiveness, appears to have evinced considerable talent and activity,
not also ambition, which qualities did not rest witli Lucas, but were in-

if

The

of these was Sir William of Ratherne,

For this

who, inter alia, acquired the other half of Keir, and thus completed the pos-

see Keir

herited

by

his successors.

first

Perfomi-

He

sessiou of that property.

died in 1471, and was succeeded by Sir

ance.

William, his son, in whose time, in 1 4 73, Keir was erected into a barony.

But

making the Keir

this favour of

quieted his restless

movement,

in the course of

devastated,

by the King

estate baronial does not appear to have

turbulence led him into an insurrectionary

spirit, for his

which the tower of Keir was burnt, and

or his adherents

whereupon,

;

was accessory

transmitted, he. Sir WiUiara,

to, if

in feudal

his estate

revenge,

it is

not a main participator

in,

the slaughter of James III. in 1488, as detailed in a previous chapter.^

i78-8o.'

This Sir William Stirling of Keir died in 1503, and was succeeded by his

1T1

•

many

and, like

^

•

^

•

^

own sphere

within his

He,

memoir.

son. Sir .John, the subject of this

too,

^

*

in that age,

was a remarkable person,
was

i*ii*
embroiled m

every private or public turmoil, hostile feud, and jarring affray,

and even
ordinary

in rebellious intrigues, while curiously
J
^
'

for parties,

whose

interests,

nearly

character,

combining
the discharge
of
IS
t>

'y'?"'®"''

and advocate

however, for the most part, were nearly his own.*

name

strongly developed in him, he

and the

characteristics of his family being

was eager to

avail himself of every opportunity

;

of aggrandising his family, and, inter alia,

and

influence oi

i\iQ fibulati

by adding

to

it

the whole power

Strivelienses.

Hence, the infant Janet (the only child of

Andrew

Stirling, the last direct

male heir of Gadder), the heiress of Gadder, and representative of the direct
line of the Stirlings of

what ground,

is

Gadder, from

whom

Sir John, as

was shown, and upon

deduced by the Keir compiler, but as a remote cadet, became

an object to him of especial concern and

interest,

and he immediately formed

the design of uniting her family possessions, including the ancient

fiefs

of

Uchiltree and Gadder, that are traced back to the remote and distinguished
Acts aud

Siiraeme°'
Civil Court.

*

An

instance

oi-

two may be given here

Summondis or action, 1530, at the
Andrew Striveling and Elizabeth

:

instance of

Galbraith,

against John Logan of Gartconnel, &c.,

John

as

an

advocate) for

Andrew and

Elizabeth

;

manner he appeared in another
1532-33, by Marion Fleming
against Archibald Dunbar of Blakcraig.
and

in like

litigation

Striveling of Keir " compeirand " (thus quite

2 F

in

Keir, are-

markable

His power of ubiquity was surprising, and fully attested by various records of
the time teeming with his

sir John
Stirling of

political,

business with occasionally acting as procurator

civil

m

i

while
J^''"'er''
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Vicecoviites

de Strivelyn

in the reign of

William the Lyon, through a prospec-

tive marriage of the said lady, Janet, -with his eldest son,

Accordingly Sir John made every
large sum, for which he
See Keii'
Performance, Chartulury, p.
3-.'0,

No.

107.

wardship of the

effort,

mortgaged parts of

Ibid.,
p. 332,
No. 119.

by the advance of a

property, to purchase the

his

of Gadder from the superior, which, however, notwith-

fief

standing intervening grants in his favour, he did not succeed in fully accom-

pHshing

till

16th February 1524, shortly before which time Janet's mother,

Margaret Cuninghame, had deceased, who,
1

especially

James, then a pupil.

it

been a stumbling-block in his way.

As

OM^ng to some obstacles, secure

1529.^

Having been

it till

may naturally be

to Janet's

supposed,

had

maritagium, he did

not,

Janet and

pro-

thus far successful in his designs against

lier

perty, the Knight, quick in his movements, immediately turned his attention

to another party, with the view of performing a similar act there
2

;

for in the

ensuing month, March 16th, 1524, he obtained, as was formerly proved,

Privy

Seal Register.

another grant under the Privy Seal of the ward and marriage,^ until the age of

twenty-one years, of William Menteith, younger pronevoy (great-grandson) to

Wilham Menteith

of Kerse or Carse, with the tenandries and baronies of

West Ker and Alveth, both

ancient Strivelin heritages.

His ward, William Menteith, doubtless designed for one of Sir John's
daughters, was

much

in ijari casu with Janet of Gadder, being lineally de-

scended from Marjory
heiress,
See Keir
Perform-

Stirling, wife of

John de Menteith, another

daughter of Sir John de Strivelin, the

Stirling

last direct

male descendant

Stirlings of the Garse

and Alveth, who

3

ance, Chartulary, p.
198-200.

Keir-s
plans pre-

vented by
an intervening forfeiture.

and heir of the great family of the
was dead

in 1357.^

But the best-devised plans are not always crowned with
Knight was doomed to
feverish

Acts of

Parlia-

ment,
ii.

vol.

p. 311.

a time, the cup dashed from his

ambition and ardent temperament rendered

could be passive in public
sedition jjresented

*

see, for

itself,

affairs,

it

and the

impossible that he

and he experienced the usual penalties
its

His

lips.

or keep himself out of temptation

cameleon course of treason, then so changeable in
sequence, he was forfeited

success,

when

for the

hues, for which, in con-

by Act of Parhament, November 19th, 1526

;*

and immediately on the 25th of the same month, there passed another Act
confirming to George Douglas the " eschet of
pertenit to Joline Striveling, Knyt,
6

Ibid.,
p. 316.

mariage.of ye air of Gadder."®

The

sumtyme

all

landis

and

heritagis quhilkis

of ye Keir, wyt ye

marriage, however,

incuriam, for Sir John did not properly get a grant of

is

ward and

here inserted

it till

the

per

22d of July

J
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"11
I'll
might have experienced a

Janet thus slipped from his hands, and temporarily

1529.^

a Douglas, where she

But
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fell

into those of

r»

better rate.

afterwards the political surges rolled back again, and Sir

sliortly

John and
cent,

&c.

his party proving the strongest,

and

therefore, of course, quite inno-

were restored against their forfeiture by Act,

May

lOth, 1527, to their

lands and possessions.

seeKeir

i

Pei"formance, chartuluiy, p.
^32, No.
a

Acts of

meat,'
3i9, 320.

Having now got well

from

free

all

the public difficulties and perplexities But

ob-

staclc re-

he had involved himself

and being once more a

no

moved, he

time in prosecuting and expediting his Gadder objects, which for a time had

again per^j^ted in

in,

necessarily been suspended.

on the 10th

May

John entered

Sir

ticulars

free agent,

he

lost

His restoration or rehabilitation was, as stated,

1.527; and actually on the 28th of that same month.
into that solemn weighty contract with Robert, the par-

of which

have been fully discussed and

argued

in

second

the

See

chapter of this Exposition.^

Having by
to his designs

T-)T5«

31, 32, 33.

his success in this contract with

Robert removed every obstacle

upon Janet of Gadder and her property, Sir John,^

See ut
supra.

4

1529, at

in

length secured the grant of her maritaqiiivi, and on coming of age in 1534, sseeKeir

she was infeft in her various

fiefs,'

and thereafter married by Sir John
•'

to his

_

But

son James.^
parties

seem

as

to have

is

justly
J

o

been

remarked so

his son, especially of tlie hard, rigorous,

former,

and with such frankness to the

was " pretendit," and hence from the

'

and not suited;

"ill assorted,""

1535, the lady complained to the Supreme Givil

and

Keir compilation,
the
1

far in the

Sir

John

all

Stirling having

now succeeded

and unwarranted conduct of the

of him as respects them.

engaged after

this

fiefs

so fully

in

But the Knight was not

idle, for

more

own
is

heard

at length

by David Shaw

(of

camet'a"

difficulties ™pected,
end.

he met his match, and

on the Bridge of Stirling, according to Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,

poem

see this

son,

he was actively

time in other unwarrantable acts attended with

in his delectable

7

handing over Janet of Gadder

to the Keir family, nothing

ssme unfortunate Buchanans of Leny, when
slain

Ibid.

pp. 59, en.'

in which he was involved, through his cruelty and oppression exercised towards

was

*"'''"•*'

•*

marriage

was afterwards

illegal (as

her possessions to her hard and unscrupulous husband, his

and thus secured the Gadder

agaui witb-

on July 8th, theS'?^
Gourt both of the Knight thecu"-

decided in law), and against her will.^

and

3g

text, but
stra,ngeiy

for

latter as to state that tlieir

first

f^nce, p.

of " Squire Meldruin," previous to

November

Cambusmoor) and George Dreghorn, who both

g^^ ^^^^,_

5th, 1539, 23T-'Keir'

in

1541 had

a respitt " for the slauchter of umquhile Johnue StriueHng of ye Kere, Knicht."

35°^"^;^^

00^''°^'

'''

-
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new

This respite (besides what will be adduced as
sequel)

before

repetition

its

new

in

upon the

tlie

respite,

add

1

ceding case, thus

ance^ p. 35,

though vice versd

See Keir
Perform

1818,

yet nothing

lias

event.

Strangely, indeed, again, in the emergency,

and the

in

the

in

Keir Performance, which strangely, though pos-

one would think, the best sources of information,

to offer

matter

appeared long ago in the printed Di'umpellier case

first

sessing, as

in the

as follows, for

availing

itself

otherwise

^
:

of
"

which
it,

can only, after Keir's murder

it

is

it

solely indebted to the pre-

when imagined

There was a

to serve a purpose,

with

feud

2^^^<^v{ous

the

Campbells of Auchinhowie, in which Allan Hamilton of Bardowie, Andrew
Striueling of Bankeir,

with
Irrelevant

its

and Robert Striuelyng

in

Cawder, were

usual carelessness and striking want of precision,

though exphcitly given in the

case.

slain ;"

it

and

here,

omits the date,

But what earthly connection had

this

makeweights

Ijrivate

feud between these alien parties, so far as can be proved, the Campbells

and anomalies in
the Keir

of Auchinhowie

Work.

into exact juxtaposition with

and the

latter,

The temi

it

with the Keir catastrophe, though thus brought
?

Nothing at

"previous"
here care-

view by the Drumpelliers

—

lessly used.

other feud in Scotland

and the same

a piece with others,
in the

sition, p.
54, note J.

It

Sir

is

in a

fit

Puny and
unfounded
attack by
the Keir

work

insertion

is

non sequitur of

quite a

in the

same page

!

in

1818, that

was mm'dered by Shaw of Cambusmore near

Buchanan of Leny, whose

also stript of a great part of their estate.

by the widow of Leny, who by

The Keir

feud, but the

Stir-

of compunction for having been the unworthy instrument of

duced to the lowest

35.

adduced with such

The above neither was a previous

Stirhng of Keir "

instigated

See Keir
work, p.

it

there might as well have been here instanced any

and identical with that premised

Keir in assassinating

had

nor was

mentioned, too, in the DrumpeUier Abstract of Evidence

John

ling,

;

certain notable make-weights, that have been exposed

Keir Performance.

sole one,
See Expo-

;

and

all

To

daughters, coheiresses, he

he (Shaw) was

this act

Keir's machinations

had been

re-

distress."'

compiler, after quoting the above, with the exception of the last

sentence, forsooth exclaims

—

"Tliis appears to be a very p)co'tial account of

the slaughter of Sir John Stirling."

In the DrumpeUier Abstract

it is

simply

introduced as a striking fact that had been transmitted, without bias or prejudice.

But the compilation, while omitting,

after its usual fashion, the last

agaiust

Drum-

sentence in the quotation, though important as stating the cause of the

pellier.

assassination,

though perhaps making against

itself,

does not hesitate here to

charge the Drumpelliers with giving a " very partial account
tion,

though not very

intelligibly or conceivably

"

of the transac-

—recourse being

had, as usual,

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
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affair,
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For the better comprehension

however, as well as vindication of the Drurapelliers from the charge

of any partiality in their statements,
rities

&c.

on which the present one

wUl be acquitted of

it

may be

,.,..

gi-ounded, after which,

is

partiality or injustice in

adduce the autho-

jjroper to

it is

.,
conceived,

iHiiiy

refuted.

they

drawing the character, or giving

the incident as they have done, of Sir John Stirling, striking and remarkable

enough

The

in this part of the

proof to be submitted, curiously enough, comes from the Keir

first

repositaries,
assailant,

where the puny charge of implied unfairness

who

here refuted by his

is

known, supplying

full

oppression and ruin
first

memoir.

recoils

upon the

own document, which he ought

evidence of the material fact of Keir's cruelty

of,

to have
to,

and

the Buchanans of Leny, which, together with Schaw's

crime, as premised at Keir's instance, justifies the

Drumpelher statement

in 1818.
It is entitled "

Account of the Family of Leny of Leny," and Buchanan of

Leny, sent by Robert Buchanan of Leny to the Laird of Keir, circa 1.560."^
"

The Laird of Keir

(the t/cHnes in

1541) regards nocht

my kindnes,

quhowbeit the hous and leving (of Leny) he brokin, at the
his

father^ and himself being the instkuments."

....

plesoiu- of

Patrick Buchanan,

God,
it

is

i

gee Keir

ance/c^ai-4i3, No.

^

^^^

.jo^^lfr"^

added, one of the house, " mareit the Laird of Buchquhananes doctir; scho ^el"^
buir him ane sone and Iway doctiris. This sons was ane gud lyk man, callit sir James
of IvGir

Walter, and wes slane be ane sudden misfortounet be David Schaiv, ajtir

son of the
latter, ac-

thai

had been

at

ane curss

of huntinq
strive for ane ra" (roe
deer). compUce,
•^
^
'

Patrick Buchquhanane

"had

four doctiris, tway be the

first

wyfe Sempill

the quhilk tway doctiris the Laird of Keir gat their richts,

be the quhilk rychtis he has his
words, in the same
stri^Jt

way

to the lands of

Lany

;

"

in other

as Janet of Gadder, the family of Keir, here

had

these two other unfortunate females of their title-deeds and lands.

And

further

still,

the Keir Performance,

intrusion of the topic

means of
guilty,

tytill

this

and

attack, has

still

by

its

imprudent and reckless

more inculpated the

latter

by

document, which proves James the son to have been equally

and an accomplice with

Sii*

John

* They were certainly ancient, and claimed

his father in the ruin of the

Buchanans.

the distinction of having originally held their

^who were thus well descended and connected,
But what availed this to Keir, mainly here hent

lands by a peculiar tenure before the era of

on pecuniary or landed aggrandisement

A

younger son of Buchanan of
that Ilk came to represent them by marrying
the heiress, and hence the Buchanans of Leny,
infeftmenta.

?

t This is of course a delicate way of stating
the murder.
{See afterwards.)

too,

with

^j\[g*j."n
"^^'^^

Buchanans.

<
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The puny

attack,

upon the DrumpeUier statement, has evoked

too,

another authority in rinclication of the same, in

by Buchanan of Auchmar.

the corroboration of

barton antiquary and collector of old writs, but, what

Buchanans, of

chief of the
cadets,

those of

and of course well versant

may

he

whom

is

more important,

Leny were near
and

in their history

be held an apt embodier and transmitter of

and

relations

traditions,

all

it

Dum-

This gentleman was not only a known

so that

and

striking facts

incidents affecting them, Hke the present, which was not the least memorable,

and must have

left

deep impressions.

In

fact, too,

he wrote an " Historical

and Genealogical Essay upon the Family and Surname of Buchanan," which,
although certainly not legal evidence, yet, from the preceding exceptional

may neither here be classed
may have weight in the

reasons,
logists,
See originaledition,

published
in

Glasgow

'g°i723,p.

special matter in question.

or

•

J

>

•'

"reaped no advantage thereby, Lenny retaining possession of

method, which

Camsmore, an intimate comrade
goes, by Keu-, either to apprehend or

as the story

Shaw, judging the
\iq

first

wJiile at the

behind his back aud Ulling him.

Lenny's

estate,

him with her husband's

The comincitement

the fact,
ti07i

in a

last

After which Keir obtained possession of
;

for

Shaw, meeting Lenny's

\erjmean condition, and the lady uphraidhis influence, as put

Lenny s murder by

sionally near Stirling ;"

Lenny.

m.urder, he was possesset with szich Jwrrour of

and detestation of Keir

Of expiatvng

kill

hunting with Lenny, by stabbing him

but which he did not enjoy long

lady and children upon a time
ing

of Lenny's,

somewhat impracticable, resolved upon the

perforvied

by

his estate

in the end, one Shcttv in

till,

was influenced,

mm-der

Scotch genea-

In that work the author, after noticing the purchase, as he conceived, by
J
.
jr
c ^
^r
Keir, ot the Iitereut escheat of the Laird of Leny, adds that the former

force,

to

in the ordinary category of

but

him upon the resolu-

that of Keir, as he

and which he accordingly performed.

very aifecting story, and not

ill

adapted

for

met him occa(Altogether a

a Scotch tragedy, which

is

to

conclude the previous one here.)

Taken with the preceding authority
borative, in re antiqua, of the

—
— does

particular

1560, what can be more corro-

DrumpeUier statement

in every tittle

and

quite in keeping, too, with the bent and conduct of Keir, and

seeing the Keir Performance
practice

in

unfair, while

—

in its

wretched fashion, contrary to

all

regular

not condescend on a vestige of endence in support of

undefined and

ill-devised

garded and treated with contempt and

charge,

it

at

indifference.

its

once must be disreIt

can never, after
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what has been unfolded, be said the DrumpelUers gave a
any way endeavoiu-ed

in
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partial account, or

to aggi-avate the circumstances of the sad tragical

affair in question.

It has already

been mentioned

that, in

1541, David Schaw and George

" respitt " " for the slauchter of umquliile

Dreghorn obtained a
_

Johnne Strive-

_

ling
a of Jye Kere,' Knicht."

It will

be

well,' therefore,' to bring to light
o
o

a

new

p.

The Gov-

emment
viewed

document connected with and confirmatory of the same untoward fen"™"^'
In 1.543, before the "Lordis of Counseil," " compereit Johne Tncfnof*'

curious
event.

Murray of Polmaise," and produced a writing subscribed by the Governor
{Chatelheraidt) to the Chancellor and Lords, bearing "yat ye said John

Murray of Polmaise became sourete and laubm-rowis

for

and

scatles of

him under ye pane {penalty) of

vi°

merkis

and ye said

;

John, as souerte aforesaid, incurrit ye said pane through ye slauchter of ye

penalty
i D 01 X VYO, d
by the
party who
^^"^ '^een

^^^j''^^

David, and was adjudged to Kei^"^
But James V. (who died in 1542), it is added, had i Acts and

said umquhile Johne, committet

pay the same."

by ye

dOT^athe
Ctre-"^"^^'

David Schaw of

Cambusmore, yat umquliile Johne Striveling of ye Keir, Knyt, suld be harmless

see
227

^

said

remitted the above sum or penalty to the party, provided the remission was ofthr^
registered in the books of Council

and

Session.

civii court.

So Murray here experienced the leniency of the Crown, as well as the
murderers, evincing the crime not to have been very heinous, and possessing

extenuating circumstances, probably owing to previous incentives or provocations, resolving into

a modern case of manslaughter

recognisances at the time in which

Murray was bound

;

while the heavy

for

Shaw, 600 merks

(then no small sum), bespeaks Keir's well-founded di-ead and guilty appre-

hension of the catastrophe.

The

Saint Andrews, that

between Shaw

is

new

and

too,

in reference to

some old transaction

tool

of the latter in the Leny

atrocity, while

avenger against the alleged contriver—to have been not long

On 24th

of

Oilcial of

and Keir, fixes the death of the former wretched individual

—the criminal hut repentant
its

Act or Diet-book of the

following entry in the original

March

germani, Jacobi Sterling de Keir, et
.

after.

1546, Young, procurator, " Williehni Sterhng,' fratris Death of
.

\

Thome

.

.

.

Leii'month, executorum dativonim
..

.

quodam actum confectum
per QUONDAM David Schaw de Kammismur, dicto quondam Joanni Sterquondam Johannis

ling

de Keir

militi

Sterling de Keir, mihtis petiit

de et supra

presentis, auditorii registratum,

summam
anno

xxi^''

et 35°,

vii''-

monete Scotie

cum omnibus

years befo™. 2«h

?t,H^^-^

in libris

juste secutis et

1535?

—

;

;
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sequendis in Alexandrum Schaw, tanquam heredi, dicti
passive, transferri

;

had died two years
tion of

Schaw

"

from which

The

before.

1535

to Keir in

Cruelty and tyranny,

it

at the

same time, transpires that David

object here has been to transfer the obliga-

(that no doubt, if preserved,

and make him

into the person of his heir,
The mark-

it,

may be

quondam David

said,

had been

curious)

liable.

without mercy, were ingrained in Sir

ed features
in Sir John
of Keir's
character.

John, and his leading characteristics, which he exercised with no hesitation in
prosecution of his

own pecuUar

His cotemporary. Sir David

selfish objects.

See also the

poem

of " Squire Meldrimi "

well-knowu
account of

Lindsay, in his interesting and graphic

the affair

the Knight waylaid and assaulted by overpowering numbers, with

by

to

the five of the former, displaying as httle gallantry as true valour on the
occasion), indeed,
light,

See Chal-

mers's
Poetical

Works of
Sir

David

Lindsay,

under

" Squire
Meldrum,"
vol.

ii. pp.
291-293,
297.

2

fifty

Pitts-

cottie.

>

(whom

Also

no more than any one

else,

represents

him

in a different

while he singularly never omits the epithet cruel in his regard.

He brands him

as " ane cruell knicht," a " cruel

\mdvifull of invy" {envy)

talks again of the " crueltie of the knicht," of " this cruell tyranne " (tyrant),

"that in his hart

lies

na

mercie,"^ which words he puts into the

Lady Gleneagles, and despatches him, and
by David Shaw

ibid.,

mm-der

of Cambusmoi'e at Stirling, in the same strains as follows

"

pp. 303,
304.

mouth of

his final exit through his

Bot efterward,

On

:"

as I hard say,

Striviling brig

upon ane day,

This knicht was slane with crueltie.

And
3

Meldnim.

that day gat na mair mercie

Nor he

gaif to the

I say na mair

For

let

young

men, ye may well

cruell

They end oftimes with
For Christ
'

Quha

Tliat

He

see.

crueltie.

to Peter said this word,

ever straikis with ane sword.

That man

That sayng is tnie.

squirefi

hiin ly thare

saw

sal

be with ane sivord

is suith,''

I tell

menis quhu strakis

slane.'

you plane

;

cruellie,

Agains the law without mercie."

Keir, in consequence of this atrocious

and unwarrantable

assault

on Squire

1517, had been apprehended, and confined in Dunbar Castle, by

by^Sif'^*^'^

Meldrum

Lhidsay

the Upright

wHters.^'^

Scotlaud, but in consequence of whose lamented and premature catastrophe^

in

De

la Bastie, a foreigner

who was then deputy-governor

of

liii
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shortly afterwards he

was

liberated,

and enabled to re-enact

that turbulent period, chiefly during the minority of

Another distinguishing
his ancestry,

man
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his usual part at

James V.

feature, too, in Sir John's character, inherited

was a strong

desire for acquisition

and

;

if it

from

be a virtue

in

a

to aggrandise his family at whatever cost, then surely his descendants

owe a deep debt of gratitude
son, of

fortunate heiress of that house.
acquisitions

closely in his footsteps,

more exceptionably by the

still

the years

states that

spoliation of the un-

1517 and

How

1.535.

It

been by pm-chase, for he was

to,^

i

see p. 31.

"this laird (the saone Sir John of

Then

some of them of considerable

the reader's imagination.

family-

If authority be required as to the extent of

Keir) added largely to the family estates."
thirty properties,

the Knight

and further

by the former, the Keir Performance may be referred

which somewhat boastingly

Acquisi-

to him, not overlooking either Sir James, his

Gadder notoriety, who followed so

aggrandised them even

tlie

&c.

follows a long

list

of nearly

added by him between

value,

he had accompHshed

this,

must be

does not appear probable that

it

left

to

could have

but slender in his means, having had

e-iidently

borrow the money on wadset or mortgage to pay for the wardship of the
Gadder estates and even Auld Keir, it is proved, his ancient family patri-

to

;

mony, was thus held
rations, dating

in warrandice

from 1527.

by the Drumpellier ancestors

The Knight

of Keir

for three gene-

was well hackneyed

in the

— more than impressed with the higher sentiments of
and chivahy — and not very scrupulous
example,
the
at the time

so

(for

instance) in the

He

as in

means adopted when he wished to carry a

left several sons,

of

whom

one, "

Mr

David,"

is

law

gallantry

striking

Leny

point.

quite

unknown

to the

Keir Performance, though having access to the best means of information.

On

the 26th of July 1547, in the court of the Official of St Andrews, "Magister

David

Striveling," " styled films legitimns " of the late Sir

John

original
oi'et'^Book

afWuced^

Stirling of \^f''^

"*

Keir, claimed to be his executor dative, which that judge decerned accordunfoiam
ingly in his behalf, " tanquam propinqitiorem de sanguine." What>.his presprin°g^of
cise legal standing or seniority

been niade

clear.

this description "

On

among

his brothers was, has not otherwise

a hteral interpretation at least of the finding, through

propinquiorem de sanguine," he might be held nearer than

any, and hence the eldest son and heir at

common law, in which event there
must have been another disinheritance, to his prejudice, as in the case of
John of Wester Bankeir, eldest lawful son of his brother James. Mr David,
at any rate, by this procedure, made up titles to the executry.
2 G

^^"'

.

—
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HaA'ing thus discussed Sir John of Keir

him

stating
about
-fc

—we now come

to

account for the introduction of this person in a work maiulj concerning

the Stirhngs and their representation,

though no doubt to a

it

onlj necessary to bear in mind,

is

by marriage with

together with his connection

and

we have nothing
more worth
to

Thomas Bischop, "Armiger."

II.

To

for

the very important,

tliem,

degree blamable part he played at an eventfid

gi'eat

period of the Gadder history, added thereto the erroneous im-

critical

pressions of his character and position in society likely to be conveyed
brief, as

usual unauthenticated,

Performance

The

—from whence

editor,

cluded,

and

as to
See

p. s.

1.541

make

—

for

and

p. 38.

him

which he

" tailor,

(which after
""'^

2.

sense.^

And

Keir

may

it

be con-

is

he driven in this respect,

iuterrajDts the course of his Preface.^

him meagre, they

his accounts of

as will

he hkewise

is

for instance, the editor

;

and cannot even

"^

we may

—just

as if he

would imply Bischop

on one occasion

was a

tailor

infer,

calls

by profession

the term " servant " in the modern

gratuitously charged in effect with

adduced

probably but

modern

of

upon the

ill

treating his

for the first of these facts being
origin,

wretched

which are no evidence at

in the least be twisted as to

charge, which rests

also

be seen, would not prejudice his rank at the time),

using, as

wife, the only evidence

doggerels,

and so hard

and a servant of Keir
all,

and a low menial,
'

in the

a signal merit in giving his seal and aiitograjih subscription in

to be almost beneath notice
See

him

to be gathered.

—supplying no genuine information about

original status;

But not only are

2

notices of
is

act otherwise, says as little as possible about this

inability to

his parentage

main

from his marked want of ordiuary research,

and extraordinary individual

gifted

1

and disparaging

so little in the

by the

all,

have reference to the latter

editor's sole assertion.

Indeed,

it is

remarkable

that none of the charges prejudicial to Janet of Gadder, including that of her
4

See pp.

129, 130.

" disliouour,"* so coolly

and

I'ccklessly

made

against her in the Keir work, and

that has been so fully exposed, can be established by proper evidence, or

what may even approach

to

it

;

for the writer cannot here

admit within such

category the clandestine, most suspicious, and strange transaction in 1541,

which neither can the above

fairly

own, and has also been commented upon, in

the obvious default of which the Keir family and their adherents have been
di-iveu to stoop to

low scandal, and to loose and unfounded fabrications.
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Perhaps, therefore, in reference to Bischop, the best method to disabuse the

mind on

public
faiiij

known

this

will

be to giye an account of

if

is

justly
it

is

and
but

the Ken* editor carried his researches no fiu'ther back

than the Drumpellier printed abstract of evidence in
in

that

all

At the same time,

to the exponent concerning him.

admit that

fair to

head

some measure excused

1818, he

in forming his present opinion of Bischop.

may be
At that

time the DrumpelUer family had no object in prosecuting minute researches
into his career, but they have since

done

and have found good reason

so,

in

a considerable degree to qualify or alter their opinion as to the man, as

wUl be seen

him

But that of Keir,

in the sequel.

in gratitude to the

memory

of

whose assistance and co-operation and address they are exclusively

to

(having no claims by relationship) for "the valuable estate of

indebted^

Cadder"

(as the

Keir Performance styles

it^),

Cadder inheritances, which they chose

Stirling of

besides other also valuable

i

see Ex-

No.'
p.'

9.'

36.

to ahenate, might, in grati-

tude to his memory, have been at more pains to trace out his career.

Thomas

Bischop, originallv of ilid-Lothian, and having at

first

FuUy
nothin<r
^ to

prov-

ed by a

do with Cadder and the west, was son of Robert Bischop,
*
(as so styled), a burgess of

" alias Iluntrodes "

Edinburgh, and possessor of certain particates and

portions of land within the burgh, thought worthy of a royal confirmation to

the family in the year 1.577, and which likewise proves his

Robert, the father of
held, to have
in

been a person of some importance

those days were the

traffic

Thomas Bischop, seems

first

in the

charter
in the

^g^^'^g^'
te'^adduced

filiation.

stting""^^

then, from the property he

jiemcrir*

;

"

and Edinburgh burgesses

kingdom, carrying on a considerable

with the north of Europe, but more especially with France, the

great mart of

supply.

Division of labour

or occupation was

tised at the time, or for long afterwards, so that

dealt in everything from

be cloth-merchants and

"a needle
tailors,

little

prac-

merchant burgesses then

to a sheet-anchor," iider alia, professing to

which, in

fact,

was no degradation.

of course, the most respectable and well-doing of the citizens

who

It was,

attained

the rank of burgesses of Edinburgh, in right of which (as proved by their
records) they were expected to be always duly armed, and to be the military

defenders of the
society,

city.

Many

and their offspring

of

them became opulent men,

liigh lady-killers;^

could be proved, of noble and knightly houses.

good family

;

for,

figuring in

good

while, moreover, ancestors, as

Several even originally M'ere of

with the exception of foreign military service and the Church,

there was no outlet for the enterprise and activity of the younger sons of the

3

See Ac-

No.

i.

;
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nobilitj

See here

'

There was no standing army, no colonies

and gentry.

in proof,

the

long afterwards, so that

in-

many

own

of them, for their

tlien,

or for

support, took refuge in

stances

towns, and followed what might be thought humble or

adduced

servile professions

in the

Addenda,
No.

and,

what

very singular, the practice continued even to last century.'-

is

II.

Hence

it

might be inferred that " Huntrodes," in the way of his occupation,

may have been something

in the tailoring line

;

and possibly Thomas Bischop,

his son, even once his assistant, which, after the instances just quoted,

haye clone him no
for the fact
The

earli-

though we have not a vestige of proper evidence

discredit,

—nothing but the doggerel

was relevant and

would

better, the

lines which, in the total absence of

Keir Performance

is

too

happy

what

But

to cite.

est proper

we can

learn truly and correctly, Bischop's youth

and

evidence
prove Bis-

from

chop fii'st a
lawyer and

must have been very

legal officiary alone.

learned education, for which Edinburgh was so peculiarly adapted, indispen-

all

sable to qualify

him

differently occupied

Adduced

we may
in

hold, young,

proved acutely to have discharged.

by John Halhday of

grant

Institutes,
edit. 1803,

Earl of Lennox, in 1532

Appendix,
No. v.,
and there
said to be
from the
original in

the hands
of Archibald Stirling of
Keir, but

not in

the Keir
compilation.

in the capacity of "

and

Erskine's

it is

is

This will fully transpire by tracing him ab ovo.

writs and
papers.

Wilham StriveHn
" extractum de

;

lands,

and

is

then, as

witness to a

by Mathew,

also to its confirmation

while a decreet or judgment in the same year by

of Glorat, Sheriff-Depute of Dumbai'tonshire, bears to be
" (of this court), "

Ubro actonim dicte curie

These are the

we have

earliest notices

commencement

situation of Notary-public

by

Thomas Bischop,

Notar Pubhc,"

Bischope, notarium publicum cleeicum ejusdem sub

him, at the

successful prosecution of a

for the profession of the law, the only one, besides the

highest State offices and duties, he
Kilsyth

by the

earlier years

of

life,

and of

meo

per me,

Thomam

signo et subscriptione."

of Bischop,

and we thus

figuring in a legal capacity,

and

find

in the

Sheriff-clerk, even at the present time filled

respectable and able practitioners.

While, at the former period, some of

our higher barons could not write, Bischop was a good scribe, as evinced by

a fac-simile of
8

liis

seal

and subscription

(in a technical business style, quite

See Pre-

face, p. X.

alien to a tailor's) to a material

We

have again

Thomam

deed

Bischope,

1541

in

in the Keir compilation.^

Notarium Publicum,

in

1533, as wit-

ness to a deed affecting Sir

John Stirling of Keir in the Official book of

the Bishopric of Dunblane

and there

Acts and
Decreets of
Council and

tion in

Session.

tyme

"

;

1542 of Thoma Bischop,

—

that

is.

Sir

John

"

is

retrospectively mention in a litiga-

servand to the Laird of Keir

Stirling of Keir,

who predeceased

in

for the

November

1539, and which denotes, in the circumstances, that he was his law-clerk and
family agent

— a duty

or vocation also

now

often united in a county with
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of the Sheriff-Court, while an object of ambition with such legal
the clerkship
_

_

we

After which

practitioners.
^

have " Extract furth of the Commissaris Court

of

Dumblane of aue instrument of

to

the said umquhile Sir

seisino;

to

C-"

John Strivehn,

Escerpt
from an old
qu'^to inventory

Striveliu of Kcir, as air m^^fami-

James

iiOjiii etc

his father" (he being previously

^''^"'"^^

mentioned), "of the lands and baronie of Keir," dated 5th November 1539,
where, again, "

Thomas

may be presumed,

as

Keir investiture
" servitoi- " to

Bischop, Notar," legally acts as notary, and, of course,

which precise

;

James

situation,

vitor "

—

too,

is

proved to have

status

and vocation of Thomas Bischop
But

not low or secondary.

it

to

whom

to 1666,

" It

come

see again

if

ser-

drift,

p. 38.

further to degrade

he was united in 1541.

only necessary here, in refutation, to quote from the reports in 1701 Aisopub-

is

of the decisions of Sir

1661

i

respectable

;

might follow from the terms "

and " servand," - applied to him in the Keir Performance, and its

C adder lady

It

by the

67^''no.'9.'

that he was a humble menial or domestic seiTant, as

the

filled,

in 1541.'

Such then was the
certainly

attesting this material

under the designation of

(that denoted a law-clerk even as late as last centiu-y,

associated with notary-pubUc, as before), he

noted instrument

when

the family law-agent

John Gilmour, President of the Court of Session from

where the learned pubUsher thus addresses his brethren

must be owned that the young men of

far short of their ancestors.

the professors of the law then had,

than

it

merit

;

is

at present.

every

dates of the

—

face, p.

7.

this age, in point of painfidness,

It is true that the

and

:

1701.
See Pre-

encouragement which

paid them,

the resj^ect

teas greater

Places and preferments were bestowed according to

man had an employment according to his skill. The candilaw were clerks and servants " (" servientes ad legem " as

they were styled in England) " to the experienced advocates, and had an
opportunity of learning, at the same time, both the
laws.

When

fitted for business

sently get into

" servand"

iu reference to the law,

I'i'ii
It

through

f/ie

servants ut

tlieir

and "

siip>ra), "

who by

attendance at GamaUel's

employment and a competent

We thus see what
Bischop.

and the municipal

those advocates were either advanced to the bench or deceased, Complete

ihe young students" (certainly

were

civil

did pre-

feet,

living," &c.

— the

merely denoted a legal graduate or

misappretension

["'^''.'iger.

identical

synonymous) meant

^tOT"'for-

sole original profession of

thtn^appii-

was, and in

parties nke
fiischop in

servitor" (which are

even as late as 1701

that time

clerk, as

he

first

T-^-11
and he

such capacity he would be styled servant or legal ministrant to Keir

;

could not have acquked a knowledge of his profession under a more resolute

the course
eai career.
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He may,

master, or one less troubled with uneasy scruples.

also,

under such

a master, hare acquired those unscrupulous habits of intrigue and high daring,

tempered, perhaps, with more

him

It is

by no means intended unduly

tainly not the low menial he
for his times,

to elevate Bischop, or to stand

The ucxt

uoticc

wc havc

of

him

He was

in his tnie light.

abihties in

ujjon record

by James

^^^ 2^ 1540,^ of a grant

up

for
cer-

was represented, but a man of good education

and endowed with natural

egis ei.

There is
no notice

above his teacher.

moral character, but only to present him

his

iGreatSeai

and judgment, that afterwards enabled

skill

in his political sphere to soar so far

is

no common degree.

a royal confirmation, Octo-

Stirling of Keir, the proprietor,' the pre-

s

of this or

the

jiro-

the Keii-

tioT^^

burgh,
S

liis

wife

and

'

of thirty-six

son,'

•'

The mo-

thography
of

burgess of Edin-

carrucates of land in the village
^

R^tlio, a fcw milcs from that city, with the lake of Ratho, &c., " quas

Of

of

Maga-

Winram, Georgius Wilky, Thomas

Wilky, relicta quondam Jacobi

retta

"nunc occupant."

Bischop, Walterus Wilky," &c.,
3

Thomas Maioribanks,

yious 27th of September, to Master

sucli Wilkics,'' co-rentallcrs

with Bischop, sprung those of Ratho-byres,

compHsing mcu of high endowments, such

as Wilkie the poet, author of the

tllG SUI*"

name.

" Fablcs

"

and

the " Epigoniad " (truly a rough diamond)

Wilkie, the Scotch Apelles, and
Bischop

first

painter, either in Scotland or elsewhere,

In such hotbed of genius, therefore,

in his peculiar sphere.

and Sir David

;

Mid- Lothian,

in

may have
come from

which he

also

was curiously and remarkably

to

illustrate

as an historical

a quarter
eventually

character, Bischop, as rentaller, held property, showing

ofgenius,

originally
so insignificant
^
"

where he
^°
fnteresf

-^

and low

in his

means

as lias

him not

to have been

been imagined.
^

It is

^^^ uulikcly that the interest of Bischop in Ratho that thus existed, and

may

have long previously, originated his more intimate connection, as explained,
with the Keir famUy, on

whom

he was there dependent.

In this way, therefore, Bischop for some years held a position in the Keir
family of no small importance, acting, besides, in the public capacity of Notarypublic

and

Sheriff-clerk of Dumbartonshire, sometimes as law-agent,

and

at

the same time as factor in the management of the extensive properties of

Keir and Cadder.
fidential

This naturaUy brought him into very intimate and con-

communication with Sir John Stirling while he

lived,

and

especially

with James, his son, who availed himself of his talents and legal knowledge
or address as an instrument to despoil Janet of Cadder of her property, and
at the

same time to get

in the conspiracy

—

rid of herself

adroitly

Of

course, Bischop

—with which

masked

his

would join warmly

interest

was as much
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agreement or settlement,

may

it

See ut mitc
repeatedly.
1

be

between the two

said,

which the

conspn-ators, against Janet, in 1541,

Keir Performance does not venture to own or adduce from the Keir charterinsensibly reminds us of the partition of booty in requital, or

It

chest.

for co-operation of

mutual services between two foreign condottieri, equally

and with

clandestine,

more upon

cessary to say anything

The

divorce

of

This lamentable and dis-

objects not very dissimilar.

creditable subject has been so fully dilated
it

upon elsewhere, that

it

unne-

is

here.

James of Keir and Janet of Gadder took

place last of

January 1541,^ and on 21st April 1.543 there was a summons raised before
the Supreme Civil Court,

" at ye

instance of Janet

Thomas

Striveling,

=

see Ex-

p. 65.

Acts and
DccrGcts of

Bischop, hir spouse," against " Johne Kincaid, and his spouse," in reference supreme
to the lands of Over Carloury, formerly her heritage, and part of the Gadder
estate.

Janet had thus been married to Bischop before this

The above

lawsuit, April 1543,

Ob

together in Scotland.
allow

him

is

—probably

we have

the last notice

Bischop's restless activity of

1541.

in

of both parties

Bischop,

mind and body did not

b.and of
Jauet of

'
.

.

,

He

to remain long at ease in comparative idleness.

required

soraething more exciting than domestic comfort or rural occupation
could
r
afford to

fill

up

his time

in April 1544, a letter to

and

his thoughts, for

Thomas Bischop

though completely identifying him), tlirow

underlying the law

From

find in the following year,

Henry, Lord Methven, of the "escheat of

cattel, &c., quhilkis pertenit to

out,

we

for the slauchter of

all cornis,

of Ochiltree (which

his being at the

umquhile Andrew Johnston."

^^If^^^

^^^

'"= <'^''^'""-

scored

is

home

cadder, his
main object being
attained,

for not
^

Register.

the daring spirit of hostile enterprise and adventure, probably the

cause of the act, and from his qualifications and address, he was preferred
to the elevated position of private secretary to the noted

Mathew, Earl of He

Lennox, who, besides being
o a male Stuart, was descended from Mary,
J
'

'

'

sister

of James IV., in virtue of whicli, coupled with some special arguments, he

competed with the house of Hamilton

own

there was

of Scotland.

—

between whom, therefore, and

—

for the eventual right to the

much enmity and

rivalry

He was

Henry Lord Darnley,

father of

VI., and, moreover, himself

The Earl had

gi'andfather of

James

recently returned from France, having distinguished himself
;

and being

discerning,

and versed

public affairs, his selection of Bischop to a situation no doubt coveted

must have been highly creditable

to the latter.

How

in

by many,

the acquaintance

tJifprinceiy

his ^^ri^oT'

crown

Regent of Scotland.

abroad, especially in the wars in Italy

obtains

situation of
private se-

first

afterwai-ds

So^uand".
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began seems unknown, but probably from Janet,

And employed in
that capa-

_

_

Bischop's spouse, the

_

ci-dcvant Cadder heiress, and her ancestors having held the land of Lettyr
(afterwards the heirloom of Drampellier), of the house of Lennox.

^ffareof

feudal connection,
im ortance p'^isd a

which Bischop's sagacity may have tui'ned to ac-

count, together with his other

both^E^g-

The vory

Scotland in
interest""^

England

endowments and

step or procedure of Earl

first

for assistance

This im-

qualifications.

Mathew

in his negotiations with

and redress against Arran the Governor (the head of

the Hamiltons, and, of course, his enemy) and Cardinal Beatoun, of

he

bitterly

him

Foedera!'^
p. 19.

complained as injuring and oppressing his country, and denying

lus clue

"Thomas

"

lauchful

rank and influence,

Bischop,

and

oui"

is

an especial commission, April

Hew

Secretaire,"^ and

my

1544, to

and

treat accordingly

Lord Whartoun, Lord Wardane of the West Merchis of

Yngland, and Sir Robert Bowys, Knyght

—

Commissionaris," &c., for " the

Kingis Majesty (Henry VIIL)," public characters well

Then

8,

Cunninghame, "ourverray

undowtit Procuratoris," &c., to " convene"

at Carlisle with "

Ibid.,

whom

known

actually at Carlisle, on the evening of the l7tli of

in history.

May, there followed

solemn indentures of agreement between the English commissioners on the
part of Henry, and those on that of the Earl

carue

;

viz.,

" William, Erie of Glen-

Robert, Bischop-elect of Caithnes, brother to the Richt Honorable

Matthow, Erie of Levenax (Lennox)

;

as also

Thomas Bischop and Hew

"

commission maid under the

Cunnyngham, commissionaris nemmit " by a
sehs, &c., of the saidis Erlis of

Levenax and Glencarne."

They contain important conditions
that

—

Lennox

"

by

plenipotentiary)

his

had " maid

to have in mariage

for tlie general

Secketaey " {Bischop

my Lady

suit

behoof and

state, inter

alia

of course, thus his confidant

and

unto the Kingis said Majestic (Henry

Margarete Dowglas, His Majisteis neice."

VUL)
Here

Bischop had the honour of personally negotiating and promoting a marriage,
subsequently concluded, between
above,

these high parties, in the terms of the

by which Henry, Lord Darnley,

their son,

became next heir

to the

English throne (some thought, from being born an Englishman, a preferable
one) after our Queen Mary, and which chiefly led to their union.
still,

his
-

by another

power

ing,"

clause, Bischop, as

to get " the

one of the commissioners,

young Quein of Scotland

and afterwards dehver her to Henry

Hienes order until (the most weighty

is

Further

to do all in

" (the latter) " in thair keip-

VHL

to be nourished "at his

afiair notoriously at

the time) the

marrage quhilk his Majeste determynit betwein his Hienes maist excellent
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may tak

as a high diplomatic functionary,

appends

his sub-

rest.""'

between the said Earl of Levenax and Lord Wryothesley,

clauses,

Charles

;

Duke

Lennox becomes bound

concluded ut supra at Carlisle,

Rymer's

'^^etseq.

Henry VIIL),

and Sir William Paget, one of the King's Secretarys of

again

i

of Suffolk, Lord Great Master of

the King's Hienes most honorable household (brother-in-law of
;

"which,

the 26 th of Jime following there was a fresh poHtical treaty,^ with

Lord Chancellor of England

&c.

To

effect."

where

State,

" to

hold firme and stable " what had been

May

17, 1544,

by William, Erie of Glencarne

Robert, elect Bischop of Caithness (brother to the said Erie of Levenax)
"

Thomas Bischop," and Hugh Cunningham.
Nothing can more strongly evince the high position occupied both in

tics

and

in the family of an Earl,

whom Buchanan

" Eegis avus, Eegis pater alto e

poli-

celebrates as

sangume Eeguiii

Imperio quorum terra Britannia subest."

And

who, besides, makes him posthumously exclaim
" famam virtute

Arma

Cum
But

this is not

arniis vici, concLlioque dolos,

m mgratos,

violent

patriani justeque jsieque

1571.

little

understood by the

Henry VIH. granted " prsedilecto consanguineo nostro Matheo Comiti Lynox"^ special letters of indigenation, or
Keii-

July

6,

by which he became a

naturalisation,

free

and

premature

liostili perficlia cecidi.""

aU of one whose case has been so

On

•

.

regerem,

party and others.

.„ ,.
Alluding
to tis
2

"

.

Gratus

*

refelli
*^

English denizen, as

a

Rymers

ik'ai^'

born in

if

Neither was Bischop Lennox's alter ego to be overlooked on this

England.

occasion, but to participate also in the

whence the above

is

taken, under

same favour,

the title "

for in Rj'mer's

Fcedera, from

Pro Secretario predicti Comitis,"^

there immediately follows other identical letters of indigenation,

Byshop, ABMiG^-RO, Secretario

Lynox"—to

prajdilecti consanguinei nostri

which honour of armigee, or

squire, having

Mathei

"

Thome

'''

ss!""^'

J^'^^^^ and

Coraitis sho^bv

then in chivalry an

SksXp

admitted general application or import throughout Europe, he had thus been ^^IfellTk
ally is

*

mL
ihere

and agreed

•

1

is

1

•

.

«.

also this clause affecting

to,

that

T

Lennox,

Henry VIII. should main-

tain"his<i'<Mfe"(conceivedpreferablesf«/i/.9and

made

^° Esquire
" bv Henry

rightto the Crown) "aganis the Erie of Errane
(Airan, the IJegent and Governor), in elucidatiou of a former remark.

2 H

'^""'•
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bj

highest authority, a sorereign prince,

See Con-

raised,

firmation
in 1414 by

ingly so expressly recognises

tlie

and names him

Hemy VIIL, who

in his grant.

Nor

is it

accord-

a Uttle

.

Countess

Euphemia
to Luke,
" dilecto

annlgero

NOSTRO

;

23ro servitlo

suo nobis

iinpenm"
Keir Performance,

remarkable that Bischop thus held a higher style and gi-ade than Luke Stirling of Ratherne, the
subject,

Keir ancestor, who was only " armiger

" of a

Euphemia, Coimtess of Stratherne (rather of a peculiar

female

sort,

and

how made, unknown), without a

royal interposition, as in the prior instance.

Du

may

ChartiUary,
pp. 206,

Cange, Cowel, and Spelman,

be here, sub voce, consulted.

But Bischop, having thus warmly espoused the cause of the

Earl,

and

207, under

No.

identified himself with English interests, naturally experienced the conse-

10.

quences in company with his master,

who

example of most of his

(after the

him

and was more blamable

Scotch
Acts of

equally rebellious brethren) had so far led

Parlia-

than his faithful dependant, who might thus have an apology for following in

astray,

ment,
ii.

vol.
p. 455-

and under the

his track;

title

of " Uchiltree," the former was expressly for-

459.

feited
Bischop

by an Act. of Parliament,

1st of October 1545,^ for conspiring

and

is

forfeited

co-operating with the English in their expedition, in 1544, against the west

with Len-

nox in 1545,
by which
mischance

of Scotland, which they hostilely invaded and devastated.
It

is

an

ill

wind, hoM'ever, that blows nobody any good, for

Sii*

James

Keir absohitely and
luckily ac-

Stirling of Keir afterwards

quires right
to Uohil-

himself absolutely, through proceedings before the Supreme Civil Court in

tree.

1562 and 1563, with a decree thereupon, the above

was enabled to

profit

by

this event,

by securing

to

ancient Cadder heritage

of Uchiltree, which had before been settled by him, with Janet of Cadder's
indispensable consent, upon Bischop, under reversion of two thousand merks.*

In 1562-3 Bischop was out of the kingdom.
* Action, December 19, 1562, by James
"Thomas Bischop,

Act and
Decreet,

Register of

Supreme
Civil Coui-t.

Striueling of Keir, against

pretendit heritable possessor (as he
the lands of Uchiltree
to ye said

is

See Expos.,
p. 6r, No. 9.

2

styled)

of,

— sauld be ye said James

Thomas, his

other defenders.

is

aires

and

The sum

assignees,"

and

for the reversion

just that specified in the noted disposition

and assignation in 1541 by the former to the
latter ; and being of an onerous character, the
transaction

is

thus held a sale

— not

the less

and the lands were
thereby, in return for his soliciting, and obtaining from her the conveyance of Cadder to
applicable, too, as Janet

Acts and Decreet Register, ut siq}.

Uchiltree also, stated to have been sold to the

under reversion, and other defenders.
Thomas, being " then out of the realme," did
not appear, and the Court find they had been
lawfully redeemed by Keir, thus deciding in his
favour.
Upon this head as to his final absolute title to Uchiltree, the Keir Performance
can only vaguely say that " on the forfeiture^
of Bischop, Sir James Stirling (he was not
then a knight, by the way) re-acquired Ochiltree,
from the Crown donatar" which is not borne

in 1545
careless

by Keir against

Keir Performance,
3

p. 39.

out by the preceding conclusive lawsuits in
1562-3, while the forfeiture was long previous Other in-

Such was the arrangement and settlement of
There
this notable and baneful conspiracy.
was a later action before the same tribunal in
1563,

too, that

latter

Keir, actually sold, as a quid pro quo, to Bischop.

Thomas Bischop, about

Janet was so

and the Performance, in its usual
manner, and against the practice of

;

every regular discussion, does not state the
date, or

aught in support of such alleged re-acwhich hence may be questioned.

quisition,

stance of

extreme
carelessness

and imprecision here in

the Keir
work.
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unfortunate lady having obtained, long before, a " licence " or safe-conduct for
,

England from the Regent Arran, that was renewed by Queen Mary with
consent

by another, March

1547, where the Queen, moreover, and

28,

Governor " ratefey and a,pprevis

his

maid sene her departing

rychtis

all

furth of perfo™"^

our realm, and procuratories to James Striveling of the Keir, and to be maid

tuiSy,
395

dming the tyme

of this licence to ryn."^

Very probably Keir was very glad

p?"^

No

173!

to have her out of the kingdom, independently of this further eligible guaran-

tee as to

There
Mary,

Cadder
is

first

in his favour.

a curious and interesting
only adduced in this

letter,

under the Privy Seal, by Queen

Exposition,^ dated October

Matho Hamilton of Mylnburn, that completes
soumes of money,

escheit of all gudis,

&c., " whilkis parteinit to

now ye spous of Thomas

1551, to

ujoon this subject " of

3'e

jowelhs, gold, silver,"

actis, contractis,

.* Striveling,

Bischop, and

all

8,

sumtyme Lady Caldoure, and

now partening,

&c., to

om* soverane Lady,"

=

see

p. 26.

Last notice

jj^g^f*^
^^jf^then
'"^^'s'^'^'^-

because she was in England remaining " wyt ye said Thomas, her spous, rebell

and

traitour, &c., helping

attached to him, which naturally
side,

and refute any

ill

She

and supporting him."

may have had

remained

still

faithful

a corresponding retm-n on his

treatment to be inferred from what

is

vaguely and

gratuitously again charged against Bischop in the Keir work.^
Janet's career was, indeed, a baneful

ancient house, and

its

may

^'

»
note^.

'

and partly a ruinous one to her

lawful heirs and representatives,

edly suffered in conseqiience, and

and

who have

so unmerit-

be held the chief victims.

In the earlier part of Bischop's career, his conduct certainly merited reprehension, but his political
consistent.

He

life

thereafter

was

in a great

measure laudable and

devoted the fervidicm ingenium of a Scotchman to the

advancement of Lennox, as well

as of the cause of the Queen.
.

He

could

never stimulate that nobleman sufficiently (whose secretary and confidant he
was, and over

whom

he even exeixised authority) to take steps he thought

conducive to his advantage.

Even the royal Margaret Douglas (daugbtcr of

Margaret of England), whose marriage with the former he laad personally
negotiated and promoted,* was nothing

when weighed

in the scale of her

husband, and his own, that was actually the royal cause.

He was

so far a political zealot

person, though

it

youtli, nevertheless

is

;

but at the same time this remarkable

admitted unsciiipulous,

was warhke

-withal,

artful,

and intriguing from

and chivalrous, being,

* So blauk in the original.

his

iu return for his

i

see after-

245.

•
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bold and military services in his noted expedition with Lennox against the

west of Scotland in 1544, honoured, and even embraced, by Henry VIII.,
that haughtiest of monarchs, in presence of his whole Council in France, after

formally reporting to him the details.

^^

QueeD's''of

8^^"^

litcraUy Miss Strickland's account^ of this striking occurrence,

fundlr""^

we may

Margaret'^

with dcspatchcs to Hcury VIIL,

vo'i"u.'pp.''

count of the proceeding of the naval force in

conclude, on good authority

323 324
'

'

"

Tom

of Scotland.
says,

'

I

2Seep.245.

A

its

descents on the M'estern coast

distinguished himself in this warfare,

armes before

and hearty manner of

ing his approbation of those

who rendered him important

pretty well for Miss Strickland,^ with
like his political

the Earl and lier royal relatives.

commemorate him, evincing

where

forced, as

he, with

whom

bluif

Bischop

Lennox and

honestly, as will be seen, thwarted

Though

whole Privy

is

King Hal in

This

services."*

far

testifyis

from a favourite

;

opponents, inveighs against his interference and

officious concern in the affairs of

to

his

curious fact this," the former here adds,

" illustrative of the popular

and who,

was sent

just taken Boulogne, with the ac-

in the King's Majesties

Council in his privy chamber.'

states, "

He, Bischop," she

who had

who had

Bischop,

was embraced

"

:

—

we have

his wife

(whom he

and opposed), as well as

But these

his superior

feats, in

openly, but

his influence over

that age, are sufficient

power and address.

from circumstances, to reside in England,

seen,

Lennox, was identified with English

interests,

he nevertheless

kept his eyes constantly on Scotland and the Stewarts, and communicated to

them what might be pleasing

or advantageous to their cause.

Thus, in 1555, he communicates, with interest, to the English Secretary of
State (who coincided with and furthered Lennox's politics), that Elder, the

well-known tutor of Lord Darnley, had been with him, and told him
Miscellany,

letters

101.'' ^'

and

my

from

as, I

think," he adds, " to

Scots (in France)
of age

:"

and

perhaps the
*

Ou

Lord Aubigny

my

to

Lord Lennox,

my

he had

Lord Darnley,

Lady,"^ and that " he showed the Queen of

Lord Darnley's hand which he wrote, being eight years

in respect to

first

my

my

"

which Miss Strickland pertinently

says,

"

This was

time Mary's attention was called to her youthful kinsman's

a critical occasion, -when Lennox, and

Bischop, in 1544, had nearly been surprised in

Lennox a

marrishy^Ji'/-^', axiA fight,

rather than

return with shame in England;" thus prefer-

to

ring the bold and gallant acts of a soldier in

escape, Bischop wj'ites (see Ap., Maitland Club
Miscellany), " I willed {wished) the Earl of

the emergency to what in the least savoured of

Dumbarton

Castle,

and the former hastened

recreancy and military dishonour.
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be

set
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up by her royal cousin

of England
as a rival to her claims in the succession of the sister realm."
o
The cai-eer of this extraordinary man lay far more in England in the highest
^

society than in Scotland, being there involved in a whirlwind of plots and
intrigues, public

and domestic, but not altogether

Notwithstanding

bad purposes.

he was

of some,

representations

the

for

ever essentially

attached to Lennox, and laudably exerted himself to keep him a Protestant
while the

Lady Margaret Douglas, who,

keep him a Papist, so that there was no love

between these two

which accounts

even

either

is

most remarkable, and

when we weigh

e\'inces

lf-}f-

pp-

53, 54.

E^Ltmordi-

nnry influence of
Bischop in
England,
j^™^^^^*®"'

^r the royai
p°^*''°^-

"

lost

He

toI. a. p.

is

have denounced her to his patron Henry VIIL^

said, or inferred, to

But what

for his opposition to her.

Queens of

-

in consequence, called Bischop a

heretic, did all she could to

parties,

;

•

s

ibid.

•

n.id.

the highest talents and address,

his conduct in the indeed suspicions affair of Janet of

Cadder, or as coupled with his being held, or shown to be, an " expert mischief-

maker "

at court

by Miss

who

Strickland,''

favourable to him, he would

is little

appear to have had more weight with the Popish
land, than even Margaret.

female writer, to

whom we

Mary, Queen

of Eng-

In a letter of Bischop, adduced by the same
are beholden for such curious

and

original infor-

mation, always to be so greatly prized in our history, he says,^ " Queen Mary,

though

my Lady Lennox

beknowen of

her,

who would have had me

lakking,*'

and

357!'

(Margaret) told her I was an heretic, gave me, un-

lowed her army into Scotland,

word

5 Ibid..

my

forsaken, livings here to have fol-

pension aneiv, with the addition of the

to the end of her Majesty's days in the affairs of Scot-

me, where she did not her cleare causing of Levenax." So
a Protestant, enjoyed a pension, with promise of its being renewed,

land, trusted

withal he,

from the Popish Queen, besides the influence he exercised, to the exclusion of
her royal Scotch relatives, over this bigoted sovereign.

Two
him

incidents in Bischop's

pubhc

ever consistent as before, preseiit

in very favourable colours.

In the

first

place, Sir

James

tynrcitb

Melville, in his Memoirs," after noticing the i/sjre.^^'

* Miss Strickland here explains this word as
same -with " lackinr/ " meaning that the
Orown was indebted to him for aiTears of the
said pension, which seems just enough.
This
female author, as was remarked, is unfriendly
to, and biassed against Bischop, as also are
some others, ignorant of his precise position
the

life,

and status

in

society,

eluding

the

confess,

after

matter,

together

that he

now

cially in

evident.

formerly humbly iu-

present writer

:

but

he must

more .deeply considenng
with additional

the

evidence,

views it rather differently, espeone respect, as will be immediately
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Highly

commend-

"bruit" or rumour of Mary's
marriase to Bothwell, which "ray Lord Heres,
^
<-

able con-

a worthj noblemau," he states, " most humblj upon his knees," dissuaded her

Bisohopiu

from

the case of

:

'

mean tym

informs us also that "in the
"

^^^ Thomas Bischop, a Scottis

Mary"

('^"'

Adopts

in England,

laudably

pursued by

Majesties
-^

otfo^ord

^^^ advertisements;" while he adds, "at

Jct'>''^<-'s) >

there came a letter to

-'

ff^-

and was a gret persuader of many

title,'

and used to wret

my

unto

oft

my
•'

man

in

language that

sistenUn

abseut iu another cuntre.

pouticr^

Maiestie, dcclairing

how

He

aduised

was bruited

it

me
in

to

me

brother and

this

had been lang

England to favour her
information

tyme he used even the lyk

Lorde Heres had spoken, but mair

whi"e'!5-

that

me"

freely,

schaw the said

because he was
letter

imto her

England that her Maiestie was to

marry the Erie of Bodowell, wha was the mourther of her husband, and other

man

crymes, a

he

allegit

full

of reproch and grangoir, with

many

quhilk bruites he wald not believe, be resone of hir noble wit and

;

and of the honorable mark that scho schot

qualities,

uther reproches that

And

at.

in case sche

married hym, sho wald tyn the favor of God, hir awen reputation, the king-

domes England, Yreland, and Scotland, with many other
anijiles of histories, quhilk

and past
wald tak

schaw

to the court to
it

in

gude

wald be our lang to reherse.

dissuasions
I

and ex-

had been absent,

this letter unto her Majestie, protesting scho

part.

" Efter that hir Majestie

had sed

(seen) the said writing, sche gaif

it

to

me

again without mair speach, but caUit upon the Secretary Liddington, and said
to

him that

askit

what

I
it

had schawen
culd be

;

him

hir a stranjje writing willing

also to se

it.

He

scho said a device of his awen, tending only to the

wrak of the Erie of Bodowel."

So spoke the here infatuated Mary
occasions), dissembling after a

despise such weighty, honest,
it

would have been

affections.

*

nobody

With

his

all

she had followed,

curiously betraying her love in

also after perusing Bischop's letter, seriously

act,

he

will not fail to sley you,"

repugnance to " se that gude princes run

to forewarn her,

if

" in his mind," or he about, for he added, " that so

soon as the Erie heard of his
ville, in

—while

—which,

[wrech) " of the Erie of Bodowell," the object of her

But the Secretary,

asked Melville what was

of her sex on similar

French fashion, and affecting to undervalue and

and salutary advice

far better for her

the fear of " the ivrak "

(like others

till

and that Mel-

utter wi'eck, and

had done mair honestly nor wysely."

submission, Bischop here

being actuated by the best motives

—

is

entitled to the highest commendation,

religious withal

—

zealous for the Queen'ss
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English interests, whicli he could better advance where he was obviously,
too, not Avithout risk

otic

Lord

Neither can

Herries.

that Bischop

and unconsciously adopting the very conduct of the

;

it

patri-

escape attention, from Melville's account,

must have been an educated man, and versed

from

in history,

the precedents he drew from thence in opposition to Mary's projected union,

no doubt enforced in language

and eloquent.

sufficiently strong

This and

other facts stated, evince him not to have been the low secondary person, as

some of the

Keii* faction

The above very
met the attention

it

both ungratefully and injudiciously would make him.

striking incident

in Melville's

Memoirs may not have

deserved.

Secondly, in December 1568 there was circulated a celebrated "

poem, "in defence of the Queen of Scots against
one styled "

Tom

Trouth," of some

of historical and useful truths,"
cence,

^

Ryme, "

Erie of Murray

th.e

,"

or

by

length, and, according to Chalmers, " full

upon which the espousers of Mary's inno-

and inculpators of Miu-ray, confidently found.

It is a

'

l^^e

Ms

^j^®^"

'^jj^^jf^g'

at mTns'

remarkable ^vJthe

production every way, classical enough, and could only have been written "Byme"^
or compiled

by an educated Scotchman weU versed

.

.

.

.

""^"®^'°°-

in Scotch affairs.^

It
.

.

occasioned a sensation even in London, the immediate consequence
of which
'

was the actual apprehension of Thomas Bischop
English Secretary, the

warm

protector of

time in the Tower of London, in which
terrogations, based

upon

Ms

on

"

made ye book "

who were they

yat

Murray

and

;

j^lace, in 1.569,

by

side of politics.

Pie

Ryme

(the

his confinement for a ^^^>^

he was subjected to in-

was pointedly questioned
in question)

Erie of Murray, and what part did yourself (Bischop)

make

" agaynst the

or minister to ye

makers'?" with more of the kind specifically as to this brochure.

answers unfortunately are not transmitted

concluded to have more or

less

;

had a hand

as a state prisoner, to considerable trouble

but combining
iu the

sionally misrepresented

many even

the

and exposed

most meritorious)

zeal for his royal mistress

of one

who has been

to
still

all,

Bischop's

he may

be fairly

work, which subjected him,

and prosecution.

Thus, while, like public characters in general, he

much
as

may have been

occa-

obloquy, he was here (imlike

consistent

as ever, his

ardent

and her cause making him the determined enemy

loudly charged with ingratitude and unnatural conduct

towards her.
Writers ignorant of Bischop's

life,

and

his forced

served in
the Cotton

Cecil, the ^^q^,'

and influence with the highest leading

his acquaintance

characters, especially

as the author,

aitispre-

and protracted residence in

"*

^^^' ^^'^
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Bischop
not a common spy or
subaltern
emissary,
as unfoundedly represented.

England, have deemed him some subaltern emissary or clandestine spy, maintained by a narrow faction to serve their jDurposes,

\vlien, in fact,

he was nothing

of the kind, but merely continued in a foreign land (where he held, too, the high
official

and confidant of an

situation of secretary

influential

nobleman, the

Earl of Lennox, afterwards Regent of Scotland, while in communication with
the

first

personages) the uniform

and did what he

political career,

active correspondence in both countries,

by

could,

consistent tenor, of his

with

the espousers of the same cause, by giving and obtaining useful information,
it.

He

but as

it

to assist and promote

not without cause
it is

not

On

I Great Seal
Register.

See

p. 235.

sis

him
it

may have

been chiefly on the right

filie

may be asked then,

besides

runt

many now,

legitime quondami?o&e;t^ Bischope, alias

de Edinburgh, suis heredibus et assignatis"

merly

specified, "

que quidem

side, surely

as the only politician obnoxious to such imputa-

nearly

the 12th of August 1575, James VI. granted a charter^

Bischop,
••!

fair to select

Y/erS they not,

?

tions

;

has been stigmatised as a plotter and intriguer,

(it is

—

^

all

so

?

— "Agnete

Huntroddes, burgen-

of certain lands there for-

added) pertinebant, saltem pertinere debue-

Thome Bischope Fratri dicte ^(//^ei/sperprius

hereditarie, et

nunc nobis

pertinent nee non in manibus charissime nostre matris regine pro tempore

devenerunt, et nunc in manibus nostris ratione eschete ob 2>rocessum FORis

FACTURE contra dictum

Thomam

criminibus per eum commissis

pro certis p^'oditionis et lese magistati

legaliter

deductum de quibus in parliamento

convictusfuit."
sSeep. 242.

The above family property, it may be concluded, that had of course also been
escheated to the Crown by the forfeiture of Thomas in 1545, here especially
alluded

to,

was thus kindly bestowed by

it

on behalf of James, the grandson

and heir of Mathew, Earl of Lennox, the patron of the former, upon Agnes
probably his heir, and last of his race.
bating the forfeiture
his sister

—

—

The grant quoted
(clearly the

in substance necessarily proves the fihation of

same with him of Ochiltree, attainted

exactly corresponding status or descent of

Agnes

in

Thomas

1545) through the

his sister

;

for if she, as

above, was daughter of Robert Bischop, he infallibly too was his son.
Filiation

The Crown probably here intended a favour

to Bischop in the person of

proved of
Bischop,
and favour
of the

Crown

sister,

nomuiatim,

in return for his services, in the only

way

practicable,

liis

it

not yet being expedient to restore him against his forfeiture.

to

his sister.

Still

keeping to the favourable side of the case, Bischop's political career,

irrespective of

what has been expressly admitted otherwise

to his prejudice

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
and tarnished

we

close the subject with the following final

learn nothing

more of Janet of Gadder), by an amiable

and accomplished gentleman, the
so prominently

figured in the

and heir of Andrew

It is

and reminiscences,

in

He

William Stirling of Drumpellier''' (who

late

collision

with the Keir in 1818), the son

who

Stirling of Drumpellier,

service in 1818.

"
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we may

his character,

account of him (for

&c.

obtained his important

derived from other Stirling and Gadder collections

which he much delighted,

still

extant in his repositories.

(Bischop) became a strenuous partisan of that unfortunate Princess

(Queen Mary)
in her favour

in her riper years,

and there are various notices of

his efforts

from the period above mentioned to that of her death, soon after

which, being then advanced In years, he returned to his native countrj' under

the protection of a Remission from her son James VI., in which honourable

mention

is

made

of his faithful services to his deceased sovereign."

This last information as to James's Remission against his forfeiture in 1545,

and

in consequence his return to Scotland, there ending as well as

ing his indeed strange

and varied

which we are indebted to

tlie

candid to withhold merit where

existence,

jjreceding
it

Mr

was due,

person, the mainspring of the ruin

new and

is

interesting,

AVilliam Stirling,

in

commenc-

any event, even

and

who was

for

too

fi'om such a

and calamity that temporarily

befel his

house.
* lu addition to good mental eudowments
and a high spirit, nature had been lavish in
moulding him in her best form, which, joined
to cultivated manners, in the best society, with
general information, rendered
attractive

and agreeable.

him

especially

ing qualities and appearance, could have been
a better Stirling of Cadder representative, which
in truth

bute to his

None, in prepossess-

2

he was

and the writer is most happy
eulogium and trimemory.
;

in contributing this merited

f
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ADDENDA

GRAFTER

TO
No.

Remarkable msTANCE,

VII.

I.

in the seventeenth century, of the dangerous influence

and

attrac-

Edinburgh burgesses with the higher and most beautiful of the

tions of sons of

fair

sex.

(Referred to at Page 235.)
In MS.
Historical

Notes by

bim

in the

British

Museum.

Simpson, Historiographer of Scotland to Qu@en Anne, infoi-ms us that " upon

Mr David

the 13th of September 1633," " the sinful presiunjstion of Maister Robert Menteith, sone

Alexander Menteith, merchant

to

ane honorcible

Jjurgess

of Edinburgh, came to light by falling * with

Dame Annas Hepburn,

ladie.

dochter to the Laird of Wauchton, and

spous to ane worthie and nobill man, Sir James HamiLtou, son to Sir Thomas Hamilton,

who was

Her

sche dwelt in Priestfield.
this worthie
'

See, in cor-

roboration
of this co-

temporary
authority,
at p. 253 of

it

came

True

President of Scotland.t

was minister in Dudingston, where
and noble woman

it

wortliie

to

,

the foirsaid

is,

woman was

this noble

Mr

Robert Menteith

one of his parochinaris, for

husband being out of the countrie, he inticed
which, when
t and begat on hir two children
;

to his eares at his home-coming, % it bred a great grief in his heart,

devorcement against

hir,

beautiful looman that

which he obtained, and sua put

was

The

in our country.

saide

Mr

hir away,

and he persewed

tvJio

the maist

loas

Robert Menteith was charged at

the Croce of Edinburgh to compeii and answer to the lawes of the country, but did not

the Exposition.

The Lord

appear.^

Mr

forgive him, for

he has been a great scandal

Robert, the paramour in question

par with Thomas Bischop

—

fled to Paris,

and confidant of Cardinal Retz (on a

who gave him good church

latter),

monef," and under such designation

"pretre Eccossois

was not a

little

homme

in default

highly esteemed by

savante
)

Ills afiairs

many of

*

i.

e.,

t That

to

et

is

better

known

A blank here.
seems

to

a

le

Sieur de Sal-

of the Cardinal

||

as

"With his religion (where he certainly
habits, being afterwards reverenced

and Maresius.

and

He figured,
II.

on the

as author of the History of the Troubles of

1649.

or Court of Session, no other than the

He

be stjded "

and addressed a humble remonstrance to Charles

first

herself,
II

have been oblivious of the

—

maxim, "Cleave to your wife " who
would seem to have had sufficient attractions
to arrest his gadding abroad and leaving her to
salutary

Earl of Haddington, so justly celebrated.

§

to

by another adherent

de merite."

President of the College of Justice,

t

He came

described

by lus/«;w pa^.
is.

somewhat on

and became the friend

with the Earl of Lennox in the case of the

preferment.
is

Jesuit,

his cotemporaries, including Balzac

in 1652, but

Great Britain from 1633

jj«r again

to our Kirk."

talented person,

where he turned

he changed his former

withal, as a writer of rejjute,
state of

—a remarkable and

— " that heritage of woe."

Joly, in his Memoirs, edit. Fetitot, pp.

310, 311.
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II.

Respectability formerly of Tailors in Scotland, and cases of members of good and even

high families
restricted

even as

follo^ving,

now

secondary ijrofessions and trades,

late as last century,

to tlie lower orders.

(Refeered to at Page 236.)
Tailors of old were cherished

with

us,

and in high repute.

what of the same penchant with a recent British monarch
" ahulzementis," as

we

styled them),

evinced the utmost affection

and cultivated the

Hommyl,

for,

James

III.,

for dress

who had some-

and habiliments

fine arts, highly appreciated,

"sartor" or

his esteemed

tailor.

And

(or

and

being an

original

resolved that he should be comfortably lodged, issued in 1477 a special order for the pay-

Roll in

ment

et ediflca-

Genei-5^

proved by the same authority, was independently of the

^'=^*<"'"

to the

same

tionem domus sue."

Jaoobo Hommyl," " ad reparationem

party, therein styled "

This

too, as

" viguii hbras " that he received annually,

" pro feodo suo in officio sartoris " to the

Edinburgh.
J

,

monarch.

Theori-

ginai ao-

We are here,
of this worthy,

.

m
.

coupled with an authority

whose merits excited

——

envj^,

.

1474,^ supphed, too, with the Christian

and hastened

" Lauder's dreary

flat,"

name

his exit (with others) in

counts of
the Lord
for that
year.

=

2 j^^^ pj^^

where the higher orders ungratefully despatched him, doubtless to save ijayment of his
,

Her

kerton, vol.
"• p- -89-

308

.,,

bills.

and

;

Scott's

Mantua-makers likewise

—equivalent

to the

same profession in the female

descended, will be shown, too, by an instance at a

by the

great.

families,

And

even well-

epoch, to have been patronised

the parties last century, next to be noticed, though of high and ancient

were yet but ordinary tradesmen and burgesses and shopkeepers. ^

The Mowbrays of Cockairney,

may be justly

III.,

much latei

sex,

'

cant. v.

^^'
^

^^ ^^'

252, 263.

in virtue of a descent as far back as the reign of

James

Mowbray

held the heirs-male of the ancient and distinguished house of

of Barnbougal, subsequently to the transmission of the direct representation through Sir

Bartholomew de Loen, a foreign knight of

*

fanuly, who, before the middle of the fourteenth

Mowbray, the

century, had married PhihpjJa de

The writer may here adduce an original
Mowbray document in 1360-61, which he

royal

4 See Eitpos.,
p. 181.

saw, with other ancient

Mowbray

private charter -

as

his

writs, in a

heiress of the original Mowbrays,'"'

and

Philippe de Mubray, spouse sue, totam ter-

ram de Barnebugall

;

et

quam baroniam,

&c..

Johannes de Graliame, Comes de Meneteth,

et

partly supports

Maria, sua spousa " (bad resigned) " in coucilio

remarks upon an incident in the Keir

meo, at Perth," (seventeenth year of our reign,
1345-6), " pro acquietantia et remissione a nobis

chest,''

it

pedigree and succession, bearing against the notion of their Cadder descent. It

David

II.,

is

a charter

by

dated at Aberbrothock, January

6,

petitis

de duobus millibus mai'carum Sterling-

orum," &c., quibus supra dietus Johannes et

1360-1, in the thirty-second year of hisreign, con-

Maria ratione maritagii

....

tenebantur."

firming " dilecto et

fideli nostro Bartholomeo
de Loen, mihti, ac nostre dilecte consangidnee
.

.

.

iug and

The

et relevii nobis strictius

latter transaction is interest'

new

-ic

Tiiis

was a

j

fine or exac-

evinoiugtlie
!jj,^i'iJ,']''port-

'""'e

pf Ba-

rouial Bar-

as well as the charter itself— not nebugal.
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thus continued the line
prior, again, to its
1

See Acta

of

Pai'lia-

ment,
ii.

(that

—the more immediate

ancestors of the former,

—and

of course long

second devolution upon such heu' in the person of Barbara

surname being always

who was matched

preferred),

Mowbray

before 1527 to Eobert Barton, of

a family more famed for valour and sea exj)loits than descent.*

In consequence of

this,

vol.

p. 320.

they were empowered, by an Act of ParUanient in the above year,i to take the surname of

Mowbray, which he and

Yet Eobert

his descendants through Barbara did accordingly.

s

See Nisbet's Her-

Mowbray, brother-german of John Mowbray of Cockau'ney, the heir-male and representa-

aldry,

tive of the preferable

De Loen Mowbray

stock premised,

who

figured in the earlier part of

seoond
edit., vol.
ii.,

Appen-

dix, pp.
21, 22, and

Arms, in
Plate

ix. ib.

See Keir's
Portraits,
with an ac-

3

count, ib.,
&c., vol. i.,

part ii., p.
256 ei seg.

last century,

did not scruple to be

the Trades of Edinburgh,

—thus

King's wright, master-carpenter, and Convener of

completely a burgess in that

glorying in his trade, he took as indicative of

it,

with the corresponding humble motto, " Lahore
chivalrous

who

Mowbray emblem

for his crest, a

city.

further, as if

effective "

most

et industria,"^ to

And

handsaw,"

the exclusion of any liigh

or device, such as the mulberry of the

Mowbrays

in England,

notoriously were of paramount rank and importance.

Though highly
William

Brodie, "

disreputable,

and otherwise unworthy of mention here, the notorious

Deacon of Wrights and Masons

''

in Edinburgh,^

who

justly expiated his

crimes by his public execution there in 1788, was, as can be proved, through his father, a
respectable person,

and who had followed much the same

actually an heir under settlements of the ancient
in the north.
Proved by
authentic
evidence,

submitted
to the

inquest on
the occasion of the

Further
Street,

stUl, there existed

Bed Lyon

Square,

"

"Mr John

—who was

Seton,

upholsterer,

so uniformly addressed

corner of Drake

—and no other than a

cadet of the knightly faniUy of Seton of Garletoun, directly sprung from the ancient and

noble house of Seton and

Winton

heirs

•

1750

in

London

Eglinton

Winton

descended, and

This fact came out several years ago in a consultation the writer had along

male descendants, they now,

heir-male.

weU

Avith a brother advocate touching the Brodie succession.

Service, in
1840, of
the Earl of
as the

profession,

and eminent family of Brodie of Brodie

—of which John, moreover,

to the exclusion

had there been

existing

of aU others, would have been the male

and representatives of that distinguished house, and occupied the high status now

vested,

owing to their

failure, in

the present Earl of Eglinton and Winton.

That active and sjMrited lady, Margaret, Duchess of Douglas, when in 1762 she bene-

See Proof
Defender in
that cause

volently prosecuted inquiries in France on behalf of the successful party in the celebrated

in 1766, pp.

Primrose, proficient in that language, and to

for the

Douglas cause, took, as French interpreter with

her,

whom,

necessary for the purpose, a Miss

in return (as stated in the evidence),''

434, 435.

adduced in any Cockairney pedigrees, though
bearing grants in different years of

property to the same grantees.

Mowbray

Here, then,

the royal relationship, through the ordinary
term " cousin" is pointedly stated
and
;

Stirling

any had subsisted between Luke
of Katherue and William Stirling of

Cadder,

it

hence, if

could not but have been similarly

same term
" cousin," in the settlement of Eatherne by
the former upon the latter in 1414, whose
mentioned, through use of the

absence there, it

may be inferred, bespeaks them

strangers.*

She has erroneously by genealogists been
to marry Drummond of Stobhall, which
mistake may have been occasioned by the
Barton - Mowbrays having quartered with
Mowbray three bends (or bendlets) wavy, most
*

made

technically to

denote their services at

sea,

with the Drummond
arms." The fact of such quartering by the
above is proved by their seals in 1545.

which correspond,

too,

5

See Keir

Work, Chartulary, pp.
206. 207,

and Exposition, p. 181,

6

See here

Nisbet's
Heraldry,
vol.

i.

p. 22,

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
" besides the
a

gown

expence of her journey and residence in France, the Dutchess gave

or two,

and some other small presents,

for her trouble

absent from her business as a mantiui-maker in London." i

and

loss of

One would

that the latter was some secondary individual, and of humble descent

same

explicitly designated in the

case,

Sir Archibald Primrose, Baronet," "

Here, from her profession,
in the male,
•

and equally

is

" Miss

mantua-maker

to the status

[In reference to
page, 250), there
gate,

and his

Mr

is

a

by his

but yet she

357.

is

late

"
!

tailor

cited.

too, in questions of descent, against infer-

and descent of a party from subaltern or

inferior

ancestors.

Robert Menteith, ex-minister of Duddingston
gi'ant,

this

' Proof for
the Defender in

while indicating a state of society rather different

These precedents inculcate a salutary caution,

what may be derogatory

from

an analogous instance in the female sex to that of a

illustrative,

professions formerly exercised

;

time in being

infer

Fleming Primrose, daughter of the

from the present, and of which other examples might be

ring

253

&c.

(see

under previous

16th of November 1633, to George Douglas, in the Canon-

heirs, of the escheat of

Mr

Eobert Menteith, minister

at

Duddingston, de-

P^ivy Seal
Register,

7th of October 1633, by letters of horning, at the instance of Sir Thomas

nounced

rebel,

Hope of

CraighaU, advocate, " and of Sir James Hamilton of Priestfield, knight, as informer

to his said hienes advocat," for not

imding caution to "compeir before the Justice Clerk

on the 7th of N"ovember, and underly the lawes
the usual

way

be the said

Mr

Sir James."]

at the time,

and hence showing

Eobert Menteith, with

" (for his
lie

also

"double adultery" expressed in
was a married person), "committit

Dame Annas Hepburne, sumtyme

spous to the said

;

;
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No.

&c.

I.

DEUMPELLIER, BANKEIR, AND LETTTR PEDIGREE.
(Refeeeed

Note

"Exposition," Page 49,

to,

*.)

"
Robert Stiklinq, styled " in Cadder
and of Bankeih (his Cadder appanage), Letttr, and Auld Keie (the ancient Keir patrimony, in which Sii' John of Keir, the didder Wardator, was forced to infeft him and his heirs,
in waiTandice of their claims), and actually proved, in 1541, Janet of C'adder's nearest heir
Died in 1537. M''- Marion, dau'- of William Fleming of Boghall, cousin of
collaterally.
Malcolm, Lord Fleming, who was curator to their children.

I
I

William
of Wester Bankeir.

John Stikling

II.

of Lettyr, Balquharage, and Auld Keir,
the Cadder heii- and lawful representative.
MA- 1st. Beatrix, dau'' of Geo. Elphinstone
2'i- Beatrix,
dau'- of
of Blythswood
Chisholm of Glassingall ; died 1585.
;

Jane.

Eliz"'- Stewart., dau''- of John Steward
Bowhouse, whose second husband was
John Stirling, also styled of Wester Bankeu', the elder and direct heir-male and at

MA-

of

James

common

law of Keii-

;

died 1575.

I

Walter

I

III.

of

Robert Stirling
Letttr, Balquharage, and Auld Keir,

Stirling

lived previous to 1585,

and down

1585-1606.
(in which last the family was stUl infeft),

to 1656.

Sold his estates.
M'''

Jean, dau'- of John Stirling of Glorat,

by whom he had no

issue.

JOHH Stirung.
Bora 1615,
and predeceasing

his
father, died in 1648.

IV.

John Stirling.
Born 1640, died

John

VI.

Bom

1709.

Dr William

Stirling.

Stirling.

Born 1682, died 1757.
The evidence afforded by

1677, died 1736.

his Family Bible has been
fully stated.

William

VII.

Stirling.

Born 1717, died

Andrew

vin.

I

Drumpellier,
died 1850

no

issue.

John,

Walter

X.
of

Drumpellier,
present

died
1854;

^

representative.

I,

^tU^lT'

died in 1537 (see here

I

William
of

Stirling

of Drumpellier, &c.
, t
Served heir-male (in 1818) to his direct ancestor Robert ^'^^J'^ZfJtl^^ Lettyr, &c.
under No. I.), and who was father of John of

who

IX.

1777.

issue.

of

Charles
MniRAVONSIDE
issue.

James, K'Vice-Adm'-'

Sir

Andrew,

Robert,

Edward,

R.N.;

Captain

H.E.I. C.S.

died.

3''-

Reg"-:

died.

Keir and their Family Papers,"

Jtirlings of

I.

Sir

A

styled "('
t

[The link between Sir William and

John de

Strivelin, in 1338, tlie first

admissible Keir ancestor only, is confidently maintained by Drumpellier tn
be quite fabulous and ideal, and is
here, therefore, marked in red ink. J

'don.

I

William.

John.

of

C

in 15
heire
fami!

of

Lewis,

I

William.

B

ance!

Tree

I

[Mr David, a new character, decenied,
1547, executor - dative, as "propin-

in

QUIOREM de sauijniiie " to Sir John, his
father, and hence literally ex verhis his heirat-law.
He thus might have been eldest
of these four brothers.]
Sir

William,
ancestor of the knightly
family of Ardoch.

Archibald,

2d and

Yodnger Son,

.Jean Chisholm, dau'. of William Bishop
of Dunblane, upon whom, 1579, unmiiiatim,
though not liis heir, he entailed both Keir

by

A

and Cadder.
Ancestor of the Present Family

of

Keir.

the Keir Performance the writer

Banken, their son, was lawful

is

(as

not answerable.

admitted on

all

hands), obriouslyalone owing

Lucas.

GENERAL APPENDIX.

[Want

of room, and more inipoHant subjects, have necessitated in tins place the abbrevi-

ation of the two articles that follmo under Nos.

great degree

— which

had, been reserved for

I.

and

II.

—

especially of the former, in

a

it.'\

No.

I.

Exposition of the Errors, Dishonesty, and Malpractices of Douglas, the Peerage
"Writer, in his Statements

and Deductions of Scottish Pedigrees.

(RePerrbd to at Page

Perhaps,

too,

3,

note.)

independently of the preceding weighty motive, this was not so

incumbent, from the samples that Chalmers (l^esides the wi'iter) has given of the
above in his Caledonia, to which references
detection

One

is

not

difficult to

may be

any Scotch antiquary who begirds himself to tbe

additional instance, however, the writer

may

question, in the account of the noble family of
not,

from

its

made.i and whose further

high rank and

task.

cite.

The notable author in

SempiU

in his Peerage^ (that did

influeiice formerly in Eenfrewshu-e, stand in

need of

exaggeration), actually multiplies one Eobert Sempill, figuring early in the four-

teenth century, through his mere gTatuitous fancy and assimiption, into no less

than three Eobert Sempills, taking each in succession seriatim
while,

still

more

flatteringly to

editor in the Keir instance

year 1246, and even

by ordinary

—

earlier.

elongate the pedigree

^the first

All

of these ideals

this, too,

research and investigation.

wiU be

is

after the other

—

precisely like the Keir

made

co-existent with the

easily discovered,

when

tested

i

see ibid.

509',

534^'

547' 5^9'
^*'^'

2

^'^^'

see that

us'hed Fn"

gjg

'

^'

—

"
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No.
Original Evidence of the

first

II.

Hameldon

Hamilton

or

Remarks about

possessing lands there, with incidental

and his

settler in Scotland,

the Origin of the Scotch

Hamiltons, &c.
(Also Referred to in Exposition, Page
"

origin of the Scotch Hamiltons

became

so great

we must
obscure
lin,

See

p. 2,

note and
Expos., pp.
;

203, 204.

whom

is

and De

of the Hamiltons

to

them

"Walter Fitzgilbert de Hameldon,"

at present their only certain ancestor

who
;

for

de Strive-

afiix in

the guise of laics on the higher stems

Strivelins.i

The next EABLIEE individuals who claim our attention

See Bannatyne

who

at least conclude

Douglas and the Keir editor respectively, with-

holding their clerical designations,

s

printed

we may

has not, like that of the Stewarts, been

monk in 1272^equally with the cotemporary Gilbertus

or

elsewhere,

clericus,

also,

precise

from the discussion the antecedent Gilberfus de Hamhleton, the

efface

clericios

"

and

;

in 1296,

I.

us,

The putative Leicester descent ascribed

imworthy a moment's attention

swore fealty to Edward

1

—English,

and distinguished with

further illustrated in our days.
is

note.)

Hamelton " may be held an English surname, but the

or "

Hameldim "

3,

are Robert

Hamelduns, who witness a deed in the Chartulary of Mebose shortly

and Roger de
after

1223

;

copj', vol.
i.

p. 267.

but

it

would appear

spective of Scotland

to refer to
;

Northumberland, and involve interests there

however, the authority

may

bring the surname

much

irre-

nearer

to that country, wliich once included the former.

But who,
had thus

then,

was the first Hameldun or Hamelton who actually held lands and

settled in

earliest discovered

Scotland anteriw to Walter Fitzgilbert de Hameldun, the liitherto

founder of the family

fixing their original ancestry, and, as

This

?

it

may

happens,

be a material preliminary to
in hoc statu that

is all

we may

be enabled to ascertain.
Preserved
the

The

among

writs and

^\Titer believes

original q^iiit-claim

documents
of that

by

he can answer the preceding question by adduction of an
" Roger de

Oxenham, in Roxburghshire,

Hameldun

" of his right to

which held of the

Grown

a carrucate of land in

of Scotland, to Jolm,

Abbot

of

English
religious
house.

Whitby, in Yorkshire.
1258,

when

It is

without date, but must have been between 1245 and

the latter can be proved to have been Abbot.

The preceding we may conclude

also to

by other Wliitby deeds

have been the

"

Roger de Hameldun," A^ho

have possessed Geker

m

"Hamelton," along
with the woods of " Hamilton," wliich formed a manor in Yorkshire, and hence
is

established

must have been the foyer

may

infer, a

to

of these Hamiltons

;

while they further disclose, as

previous kindred Roger, son of a William de Hamilton.

wo

WITH DRUMPELLIER'S EXPOSITION,
It
it

hence follows that the

first

of the

surname

259

&c.

(for there. is

no prior notice of

who had settled and actually held lands of the Crown in
was the preceding " Eoger de Hameldun," as proprietor of Oxenham,

there elsewhere)

Scotland,

in Eoxbiu'ghsliii'e,

between 1243 and 1258

;

and, singularly, of an English family,

who, precisely like the Scottish eventually, had an estate named Hamilton, and
who, in Scotch parlance, might be styled the Hamiltous of that Ilk in Yorkshire.
This Roger

mentioned,

may have
who

been cotemporary with the "Eoger de Hameldun" already

(wdth his brother Robert) test a deed, though only connected with

Northumberland, shortly

after ]223, in the Chartulary of

Melrose

— a coincidence

worth remarking, though not yet identified with him.

The above, consistently with what was

can as yet be safely

stated, is all that

offered touching the origin of the Anglo-Scoto Hamiltons,

we

not being able to

connect the same Roger or his kindred with the Walter Fitzgilbert de

though they possibly enough

in 1296,

of this English

The writer

may

is

surname in Scotland

—considering,

—may have been

too,

related.

not generally partial to what are styled Scotch birth-hricves, but

be added that one in ICSO, in favour of Sir James Hamilton,

the family of Abercorn, both at the time and

now

fealty to

Edward

I.

(not the clcricus,

in 129G) as having

come

II., actiially

is,

first

legally proved appearances, as shown, of the

The intimation

may

cousin,

All that can be

I.

Hamiltons in Scotland.

only go to support their English

Dominus David,

The question
lady

ggg ^q\_

j;^^;

"had

the surname of Hamilton

;"''

but this

palpably refuted by an original grant, probably in 1369, witnessed by the latter

as "

i

®^^'

origin.

in his edition of Douglas's Peerage, says that "neither" Walter Fitz- ^SeoAn-

gilbert in 1296, nor David, his heir,
is

Hs

in the Sadler state papers that they were descended from the

English " Hamptons "

Wood,

with

to Scotland

not improbable, wliile the account and period tally with the

said

is

represents

but father of the Walter

Robert Bruce (Lord of Annandale), the grandfather of Robert
that this

^®^"''®''-

and the equally visionary

one from the English refugee knight in the reign of Edward

the progenitor of Gilbert de Hameldun

it

" ceniurionis," of
Great Seal

the Hamilton heirs-male, while

-wisely ignoring the fabulous Hamilton-Leicester descent,

who swore

Hameldun

the extreme rarity then

who was

in.

filius

Walteei

dicti de

Hamilton."^

Stuart's

tory oftue

p'Te"'*''

the case of RiddeU against Brymer, in 1811, was " whether a Expiana-

alleged to have been privately married, having aftei-wards, during ^'[q

a°**

the lifetime of her husband, contracted a second marriage with a gentleman ignorant ™sMn"sii
of the Jirst, the child of that second marriage vms or wws not legitimate, on accoimt
ExpLTtion^
of the bona fides or ignorance of the father ?"

The

father here, in a legal view,

of Keir,

when married

was

in the

*^^ P;

same

de facto to Janet of Gadder,^

2 K

situation with

who

also

is

James

proved,

Stirling

by

3

''^'>'

^^ ^^

their port of the

—
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case given,

divorce in 1541, ou the ground of original nullity, to have been ignorant of the

without
the names

legal

impediment

owing

to their marriage,

which

to

of the parties,

account of his sole ignorance or tona

by

Kobert
Bell, Ad-

initio

was

vocate,

published

offspring,

in 1825.
1

quite a nullity

behoved

The Coiut

to

fides,

—

and inept

in like

^that

John

it

relevantly followed on

—though the marriage db

manner

Stirling of "Wester Bankeir, their

be legitimate, as in truth he confessedly was.^

of Session, in the antecedent case in 1811,

must be added, were

it

See Ex-

pos., pp.
106, 107,
108.

equally divided in their opinion, while the

premature death of the child in question

of the second marriage precluded a final

judgment

but

;

still,

it

may be

fairty

maintained that the weight and talent of the bench preponderated in favour of
its

legitimacy, in virtue of the specialty stated.

But that the same legitimating consequence and
ignorance or

times at

effect

merely through such

hona fides of one of the parties, obtained in Scotland, in modern

least,

long after the abolition of Catholicism in 1560,

is

clenched by the

opinion which follows of Sir James Stewart, Lord Advocate to Queeii Anne, certainly

one of the
2

Answers

to Du-eltou,
Edit. 1715,
p. 200.

"

first

and most experienced lawyers of his age

a marriage be ^mlmcful "

Thd

cates),2 " yet, if either of i\\e jiarties

and

if

:

(and hence null and void, he broadly incul-

be in lonafide,

it

shoidd legitimate the cliildren ;

once legitimate, they should succeed with the other children of a lawful

marriage.

For the legitimation should be

acl

omnes

effectus,

and even

to succeed

to the other kinsmen."

This precisely meets the case of James Stirling of Keir in 1541, and John

Wester Bankeir, his offspring.
modern doctrine, too, the status

ling of

rent

law before the Reformation (in
fixed
If
ling,

and established upon the
it

had not been

for

]

And

independently of

of the last

560), which, as

is

must be

above concur-

tlie

See Expos., pp.
110, 111

;

maintained in the

text,

point.

such legal ignorance, in 1541, on the part of James

tecting

specialty,

prejudicial

;

especially of parties

to

whose

interests

owing to which, in transactions, he was,

of the latter, styled "natural son" of his parent,3

motives, as stated,

same

Stir-

the said John woidd assuredly have been illegitimate, which might casually

also, 106,

107, 108.

by our
was quite

entirely rided

have been thought by the legally uninitiated, and those unaware of
3

Stir-

may have come

as has

who

his

this nice pro-

legitimacy was

been proved, by one

capriciously,

to view, or rather affected- to

light.

THE END.

PRINTED BY WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, EDINBUKQH.

from other

view liim in the

SOME EEMAINING ADDENDA ET COEETGENDA.

—

end of the tbird paragraph. In the " Eegistnim Honoris de Morton" (Vol. ii., coutaiuing
Ancient Charters, " p. 50), there is a grant by
Maria de Strivelyne, domina de Eobertstone "
in Clydesdale, of that barony, to Sir WiUiani Douglas, Lord of Lidisdale, " the flower of
chivalry," his heirs and assigns, in the reign of David II.
This Mary is also previously proved
to have been of the same politics with Sir John de Strivelin, the Scoto- Anglo knight and baron,
but subsequently pardoned for her treason. ^ From her barony thus lying in Lanarkshii'e, that ilUid.. p. 62.
also contained Cadder, she may have been of the Cadder Carae Stirling stock, and hence a
relative of the knight, whom we may conclude to have been of Carse ^ and may not the pre- ^SeeExpus.
ceding grant by Mary de Strivelin of her barony to the Lord of Lidisdale in which he was !'• 212.
conftmied by the Crown ^— have been in implement of the conditions of the antecedent libera- a see .also
tion of the former (through the intervention of friends) by Lidisdale, who is proved to have Regist.
captured him at the battle of the Craigs of C'raggin ?
Morton

Page

XX.,

'

'

'

'

;

...

26.

—

— In reference to what

'''^•
is objected in the Exposition, p. 26, the writer has not deemed it requi- fa vague intimation of Sir James Stirling of Keir, in his WUl, September 4, 158S
(see Keir Performance, p. 429), that a " securitie .... maid to Jhonne remaue with his
moder, sa lang as scho lewis" confessedly xmknown nondescript persons who by no proper
or legal purport, if such a plea or pretence be risked, can be identified with Janet of Cadder,
and John her son. She, indeed, had long previously estranged herself from Scotland, with
her husband, in an imknown quarter of England nor is the above John in the Will styled son
of Sir James, like his certain offspring, Archibald and James, as he woidd have been there as
weU as elsewhere, if in view. Nevertheless the Keir Editor, in his accoujit of the Will in the
text of his work,^ has de facto interpolated the words "his son" (i.e. Sir James's) before this 'See p.
new John, as if they were there !

site to notice

—

—

;

.

93, line

3d

of last paragraph, for

3d

of

" so risked reprehensively," read "

Contents of Chapter IIL, dele

.

102,

...

.

103,

...

8th from

.

105,

...

9th, for

.

121,

...

last,

.

122,

...

.123,

...

.

174,

...

.

176,

...

for
court.

foot, for

"and"

so reprehensively risked."

after "himself."

"to enable them," read "

to enable the preceding."

"poin," read "point."

"any

other in the supreme civil court," read

"any judge

ordinary in a

4th of latter half of note, for " Lord Ordinary of the supreme civil coiut," read "judge
of the sujireme civil court, or Comi; of Session, in the fiu^t instance."
6th from foot of second paragraph, for
claim."

'

'

Cadder's claim, " read

'
'

the DrumpeUier Cadder

9th from foot, for "we may yet complimentarily admit in their instance," read "there
might yet be complimentarily admitted in their instance."
1st, for "Euphemia Rose," read " Euphemia Ross;" and in line 6th from foot, for
"prior," read "previous."

.

182,

...

.

192,

...

7th of second paragrajih from the foot, for " progeniture, " read " progenitors."
4th and last of third paragraph, for " relative," read " relativfe."

.198,

...

2d

207,

...

3d and 2d from

.

of fourth paragraph, for

...

7th, for

219,

...

last of

.221,

...

10th of

236,

...

last of

.^1,

...

.

.

foot, for

"he

also," read

"it also."

" Comituum," read Comitiun."

« 1818," read " 1860."
second paragraph, for " Caledoniae, " read " Caledonia."

217,

.

civil

first paragraph, under No. IV., for "title of nobility, "read "tide of nobility."
second paragi-aph, for " acutely," read " actually."

of first quotation from Buchanan, for " Britannia, " read
of the second quotation from him, for " concUioque," read

2d

" Britanna " and
:

" consilioque.

in

2d

line

40.

